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from the editor’s desk

God Bless America
by Charles R. Kesler

“T

he star-spangled banner” is hard to sing. it’s not
those treacherous high notes, however, that have caused
some pro football players to take a knee during the singing of it. Their problem is with the flag; more precisely, with the
notion that it flies “o’er the land of the free and the home of the
brave,” rather than over the land of white privilege and the home
of implicit bias.
Decades ago, Congress tried to change the national anthem to
“God Bless America,” a song as stirring as the existing anthem but far
easier to sing. It is immense fun to belt out those lyrics:
God bless America, land that I love
Stand beside her and guide her
Through the night with the light from above.
From the mountains to the prairies
To the oceans white with foam
God bless America, my home sweet home.
The great Irving Berlin wrote it in 1918, at the end of World
War I; but he rewrote it for Kate Smith—the greatest belter outer
of them all—and assigned to her the exclusive right to sing it. She
introduced it on her radio show on Armistice Day, November 11,
1938, less than a year before war would break out again in Europe.
She sang it with a special introduction by Berlin:
While the storm clouds gather far across the sea
Let us swear allegiance to a land that’s free
Let us all be grateful for a land so fair
As we raise our voices in a solemn prayer.
The song is a kind of prayer, asking for God’s blessing and guidance, while giving thanks for the beauty and sweetness of this our continental home. Those surrounding oceans were not wide enough to
prevent world war from finding America again. And through World
War II, as it had through the Great Depression, Kate Smith’s voice
“cheered her countrymen through the darkest days,” to quote the Los
Angeles Times’s obituary of her. She traveled more than 500,000 miles
to entertain troops and sold more War Bonds than any other showbusiness figure—$600 million worth in the course of the war.

B

ut in the 21st century gratitude has gone out of
style, along with all sense of proportion. Of the almost 3,000
songs she recorded, and the 1,000 or so she herself introduced,
the P.C. detectives have found two that must be condemned for indulging racial stereotypes. Fine. Yet somehow as a result, the New
York Yankees have tossed her classic version of “God Bless America,”
which they used to play in the seventh-inning stretch. They believe in
“erring on the side of sensitivity,” they explained.
The Philadelphia Flyers have banned the patriotic tune from the
beginning of their hockey games, where they put it (supplanting
“The Star-Spangled Banner,” incidentally) decades ago in a desperate quest for victory. When they played it, they tended to win. After Miss Smith sang it in person, they won the Stanley Cup in 1974,
and repeated in 1975. The grateful Flyers erected a statue to her
outside their arena. The ungrateful Flyers have now removed her
statue.
It’s not as though she ever donned blackface or a Klan robe, offenses which we know would shame even the most hardened Democratic politicians into instantly resigning their office.
In Miss Smith’s day, patriotism was a bipartisan affair, though
a competitive one. In the 1940 presidential campaign, “God Bless
America” was the official campaign song of both Franklin Roosevelt
and his Republican opponent, Wendell Wilkie. Yet theirs was a segregated America, still rife with some of the cruder forms of racial
prejudice. The U.S. armed forces that revenged Pearl Harbor and
liberated Europe and Asia were segregated, too.
But that didn’t mean that democratic America and Nazi Germany were fighting on the same side, for white supremacy. To the great
heavyweight champion Joe Louis belonged the definitive refutation
of that error, so characteristic of today’s moral confusion. When he
enlisted in the Army in 1942, a critic said, “It’s a white man’s army,
Joe, it ain’t a black man’s army.” Louis replied, “Lots of things wrong
with America, but Hitler ain’t going to fix them.”
When Kate Smith died in 1986, the L.A. Times declared that
“God Bless America” had “transformed her from a popular singer to
a national symbol of joyful patriotism.” We need to rediscover the
joy of patriotism, beginning with the recognition that America’s
faults do not outweigh the blessings of liberty—and that neither
our sins nor our virtues relieve us from seeking “the light from
above.”
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CORRESPONDENCE
Conservatism
after Trump
William Voegeli’s reviewessay “Conservatism after Trump”
(Winter 2018/19) is both wideranging and careful—an impressive and difficult combination!
I was sincerely honored that he
included my book Trumpocracy in
his discussion.
I will here register a point of
dissent—not from any of the essay’s opinions, but on one factual
claim. Voegeli writes that “the
Never Trump effort has gotten
much attention but little traction.” Pre-November 2018, that
seemed a plausible enough statement. Donald Trump rolled right
over his rivals for the Republican presidency nomination and
achieved almost perfect ascendancy over the Republican majorities in Congress. For a while
Republicans who rejected Trump
seemed to exist only in the media.
But the 2018 election revealed
that—to the contrary—antiTrump Republicans and Republican-leaners may constitute the
most decisive swing voting bloc in
American politics.
Consider the 7th district of
Texas, containing Houston’s
wealthy River Oaks neighborPlease send all
correspondence to:
Claremont Review of Books
Attn.: Letters to the Editor

1317 W. Foothill Blvd, Suite 120,
Upland, CA 91786.

Or via e-mail:
crbeditor@claremont.org
We reserve the right to edit
for length and clarity.
Please include your
name, address, and
telephone number.

hood. It elected George H.W.
Bush to Congress in 1966, stayed
Republican through Watergate,
Iran Contra, the Iraq War, and
the 2008 financial crisis, only to
go Democratic in 2018.
Look at the Atlanta suburbs,
once the core of Sunbelt conservatism, now a solid mass of blue.
In 1978, a brash young Newt
Gingrich flipped the seat from
segregationist Democrat to modern Republican. The seat stayed
GOP for 40 years, only to be lost
in the anti-Trump wave of 2018.
Ronald Reagan built his presidential library in the Simi Valley northwest of Los Angeles, a
conservative stronghold in liberal California. Republicans have
held the surrounding 25th California by comfortable margins for
30 years. As recently as 2016, the
Republican incumbent won by a
margin of 53-46. In 2018, that
same Republican was toppled by
a reverse margin of 43-56.
Tenth Virginia is home to
most of the conservative Republican elite. Clarence Thomas lives
there. So did Ken Starr and the
late Robert Bork, and most of the
Washington-based personalities
you see on Fox News. Republicans held Virginia-10 for 60 of
the past 66 years. It went blue in
2018.
Probably few of the former Republicans who deserted the party
in 2018 would call themselves
“Never Trump.” But that’s what
they are: hundreds of thousands
of people of conservative outlook
who reject the Trump presidency
and the Congress that enabled it.
Obviously, they constitute only a
fraction of the Republican coalition. But they are a fraction who
make the difference between majority and minority status.
Voegeli complains that it is
“procedurally unfair and politically obtuse” for this fraction to
withhold its assent from Trump’s
presidency. After all, many current Trump supporters once
swallowed doubts about John Mc-

Cain and Mitt Romney. Now the
tables are reversed: shouldn’t antiTrump Republicans and conservatives swallow their qualms in
their turn for the greater cause?
This is the logic of tribe, not
the logic of republicanism. At
bottom, the case for Trump is
the same today as it was in the
famous article published in this
journal in 2016, “The Flight 93
Election”: better a criminal than
a liberal. At bottom, the case
against Trump is that we owe
our first loyalty to country, not
party.
Voegeli’s essay seems already
to foresee the wreck of the Trump
presidency. He rightly credits
Trump with reading American politics more astutely than
Jeb Bush or Paul Ryan. But the
truths Trump perceived cannot
be put to productive political use
until the stain of Trump is wiped
off them. That’s the first job for
conservatives after Trump—and
until that work is done, it’s hard
to imagine how conservatives can
soon regain political power or
cultural authority.
David Frum
Washington, D.C.
William Voegeli replies:
The Republicans have 42 fewer
members in the House of Representatives than they did before
the 2018 midterm elections. (The
number of Republican senators,
however, increased from 51 to 53.)
As David Frum notes, some freshmen Democratic Representatives
triumphed in districts where Republicans had been dominant for
many years.
It does not follow that the
GOP faces doom unless it repudiates President Trump. The
Democrats lost 54 House seats
(and control of the Senate) in
1994, two years before President
Clinton was easily reelected. In
2010, the Democrats lost 63
House seats (and six in the Sen-
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ate), two years before President
Obama won reelection.
All three midterm elections
were held during the incumbent
president’s first term. Clinton,
Obama, and Trump’s presidential
victories all entailed changing the
White House from one party to
the other. Moreover, none of the
three men had been considered
plausible presidential candidate
four years before their election.
In this light, the 1994, 2010, and
2018 midterm elections each sent
a not-so-fast message from the
voters, who qualified the change
they had made two years earlier.
The 1994 and 2010 midterms
were referenda on Clinton and
Obama, respectively, who fared
poorly when the question was
how their administrations compared to an abstract standard, but
much better when the question
was how they personally compared to the other party’s nominee. This may prove to be the
case for Trump and the Republicans in 2020, though much will
depend on which candidate the
Democrats nominate. As Frum
has already warned, if the Democrats offer a fiercely progressive
nominee and platform, they increase the likelihood that Trump
will win a second presidential
election by being many swing voters’ less unattractive option.
David Frum’s efforts to rescue
the Republican Party, to argue
that good governance and electoral success require completely
different agendas and leaders, began long before Trump’s famous
escalator ride. Though he is an
unusually erudite commentator
and incisive writer, it must be
said that Frum’s advice has sometimes proven more forceful than
thoughtful.
A decade ago, for example,
he deplored the Tea Party as he
now deplores Donald Trump. In
2009 Pennsylvania Senator Arlen
Specter switched to the Democratic Party rather than face a primary challenge from Republican
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Pat Toomey, who was backed by
the Club for Growth, a political
action committee focused on limiting government. Frum called
Specter’s defection a “catastrophe,” warning that “until and
unless there is an honored place
made in the Republican Party
for people who think like Arlen
Specter, we will remain a minority party.” Frum also predicted
that Toomey would “be crushed”
in the 2010 general election. As it
happens, Toomey was elected to
the Senate in 2010 and reelected
in 2016.
Nobody bats 1.000, of course,
but there is merit in learning
from, or being chastened by,
one’s mistakes. What has been
disquieting for those of us who
have admired Frum’s writing
over the years is the zeal with
which he declares that Republicans can either track his own
steadily evolving policy preferences or be consigned to political
irrelevance. “I’ve seen little effort
by David to explain his apparent
philosophical transformation,”
Jonah Goldberg wrote in 2010.
“Instead, one gets the sense that
he read the polls and the longterm trends, and decided to defenestrate a lot of his old core
convictions.” This lament has,
unfortunately, aged well.

The Nationalism
We Need
Christopher DeMuth’s magnificent essay captures much of
what underlies the West’s political turmoil (“Trumpism, Nationalism, and Conservatism,”
Winter 2018/19). His endorsement of David Goodhart’s “Anywheres” versus “Somewheres” dichotomy strikes me as especially
correct, as is DeMuth’s description of each group’s characteristics and attitudes. I also have
little to quarrel with regarding
his specific policy proposals for
American government.
DeMuth, however, underplays
the moral dimension of the struggle between Somewheres and

Anywheres. He hints at it when
he notes that Anywheres largely
work in what they perceive to be
meritocracies. For the Anywheres,
DeMuth writes, “[m]eritocracy,
not democracy, provides the justification for their power and the
means of exercising power.”
Meritocracy, then, is simply a
new version of an old word: aristocracy. Aristocracy has come
to mean rule by hereditary lords,
but its Greek roots betray the
underlying moral presupposition:
“the rule by the best.” And if one is
better than others there is no reason to ask for the consent of one’s
inferiors. Indeed, there is every
reason not to.
This is the underlying cause of
our political discontent. One set
of citizens has come to believe itself to be superior to another, and
hence seeks to rule without their
consent or in their interest. Not
surprisingly, this is creating a
modern Peasant’s Revolt.
Belief in one’s own moral superiority as a result of learning, experience, comfort, and distance
from hard physical labor have
always been the hallmarks of the
aristocrat’s claim to rule. Today’s
Anywheres, graduates of elite institutions or survivors in the rigorous competition of the academy,
the marketplace, or the military,
equate their backgrounds with
innate differences. They think
they are simply better than the
rest of us, and as such our job is
to follow along and keep quiet.
It is this sense of moral superiority that leads them to prefer
closed systems of governance
such as the rule of judges and bureaucrats. They alone can populate those precincts of power, and
they alone can navigate them.
The replacement of political debate with lobbying is another
hallmark of aristocracy.
This aristocratic morality has
peculiar expressions on the Right
and the Left. Among the Right it
leads to a doctrinaire libertarianism that denies the legitimacy of
collective action through direct
or representative government.
Any such action is merely the attempt of an embittered group of

inferiors to unjustly steal power
from the true aristoi, the owners
and deployers of capital and their
aides-de-camp. This view leads to
de facto globalization and the de
facto elimination of democracy.
It’s not coincidental that the
further one gets into libertarian thought, the closer you get to
the idea of a libertarian judicial
rule, a Council of the Hayekian
Guardians, that enforces private
contracts and does nothing more.
The Left’s less individualistic
take on aristocracy leads to socialism. The intellectual replaces the
capitalist as the best of the best,
and her supposedly disinterested
and beneficent will should be unconstrained by regressive things
like laws and legislative bodies.
The unfolding crisis in Venezuela
is an example of this principle in
operation—and the dire straits to
which it inevitably leads.
The revolt of the Somewheres
is really a revolt against aristocratic morality. “We are people,
too,” they cry, and accordingly
they believe their consent is
needed for society to govern itself
and for political leaders to govern
them.
It has always been the case that
the many find succor in the one
to combat the few, and so outsized personalities like Trump
and Italy’s Matteo Salvini find
themselves at the head of these
movements. History also teaches
us that these developments can
lead to tyranny. The desire of the
many for equality often causes
them to centralize power in a dictator whose rule becomes as or
more despotic than the aristocracy he replaces. But so far that has
not happened; such majoritarian
populist tyranny remains only a
canard—a fantasy flung by the
aristocratic Anywheres against
their adversaries.
This moral dimension is critical to understanding our times,
and to shaping them. If the nationalist conservatives and libertarians grasp this, they can rally
the popular majority needed to
establish the restoration of representative, democratic rule DeMuth envisions. Building and
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nurturing such a majority will
inevitably require compromise:
more taxes, welfare, and trade
protection than DeMuth might
want, for example. But with such
a majority, conservatives, and
even libertarians, can truly renew
and reapply the American creed.
Without such a renewal of the
American ideal of justice—of human equality and dignity—we
shall simply sink into some form
of despotism. It could be aristocratic and relatively benign, as the
Davoisie would have us believe.
Or it could be more brutal and
repressive, as fascistic or socialistic populism is, always and everywhere. Republicanism can only
thrive in the soil of moral equality,
and if the soil is barren the plant
will wither and die.
Henry Olsen
Ethics & Public Policy Center
Washington, D.C.
There is much with which I
agree in my former Reagan Administration colleague Christopher DeMuth’s article “Trumpism, Nationalism, and Conservatism.” His proposals to revive representative government; reform
education to promote school
choice, charter schools, and vocational education; and to move
toward a tax-financed welfare
state are thoughtful and reflect
his years of experience in and out
of government. His broader call
for a new nationalism, however,
especially one inspired by Donald Trump, seems willfully to ignore the dangers nationalism has
posed in the past and the threats
President Trump poses to democratic norms. Trump’s nationalism does indeed bear resemblance,
as DeMuth writes, to movements
in Poland, Hungary, Italy, Germany, and France. Trump is Marine LePen without her tact and
intellect. His campaign was not
so much directed at global elites—
the villains in DeMuth’s formulation—as immigrants, especially
Mexicans.
DeMuth adopts David Goodhart’s formulation of a nation
divided between “Anywheres”
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and “Somewheres,” with the
latter rooted in place and affinity with those whom they know
personally. It is an interesting
taxonomy, but one wonders how
Donald Trump’s “Somewhere”—
Trump Tower in Manhattan and
the Mar-a-Lago country club in
Florida—put him in touch with
the West Virginia coal miner
or Iowa farmer. Perhaps most
glaringly, DeMuth ignores the
nexus between nationalism and
race, which has characterized the
movement everywhere.
DeMuth says he wishes “to
bring issues of American identity
and purpose to the forefront of
political debate.” Again, I agree,
but American identity cannot, or
at least should not, be based on
race, color, or even national origin,
as incongruous as that may sound.
Americans can be born anywhere,
so long as they decide to make
their lives here and adopt the nation as their own, learning the language, becoming citizens, adhering to the principles, values, mores, and civic duties of Americans.
As Ronald Reagan famously said
in his Farewell Address: “This I
believe is one of the most important sources of America’s greatness. We lead the world because
unique among nations, we draw
our people, our strength, from
every country and every corner of
the world…. Thanks to each wave
of new arrivals to this land of opportunity, we’re a nation forever
young, forever bursting with energy and new ideas, and always on
the cutting edge; always leading
the world to the next frontier.”
Speaking at the border with
Mexico in April, President Trump
declared, “Can’t take you anymore. Can’t take you. Our country is full.” The contrast could
not be more profound. To those
who might object that Trump
was speaking only of illegal immigrants, it is worth noting that
legal immigration has declined
during his two years in office as
he has made it increasingly more
difficult to obtain visas of all sorts
and that he has endorsed legislation to cut in half the number of
legal immigrants the country ad-

mits going forward. Trump is perfectly comfortable with a notion
of nationalism based on blood as
well as soil. He has no problem
with immigrants from northern
Europe, even falsely claiming on
three recent occasions that his father was born in Germany. (His
mother was indeed an immigrant
from Scotland, but his father
was born in New York, though
his grandfather came from Germany.) The progeny of Germans
apparently can become good
Americans but not Mexicans (for
example, Indiana-born Judge Curiel, whom Trump derided during
the campaign for his supposed
dual loyalty with Mexico) or even
Puerto Ricans, citizens by birth
but not entitled to his empathy
or federal government help on a
par with other victims of national
disasters.
DeMuth has several suggestions for additional reading on
the topic of nationalism. I’d like
to make one as well, George Orwell’s “Notes on Nationalism.”
Though the essay was written in
the shadow of World War II and
the Holocaust, much of its analysis is still relevant. “Nationalism is
not to be confused with patriotism,”
he writes (italics in the original),
making clear patriotism isn’t the
problem. “Every nationalist is
haunted by the belief that the
past can be altered. He spends
part of his time in a fantasy world
in which things happen as they
should,” Orwell warns. “Indifference to objective truth is encouraged by the sealing-off of one part
of the world from another, which
makes it harder and harder to
discover what is actually happening…. One has no way of verifying the facts, one is not even fully
certain that they have happened,
and one is always presented with
totally different interpretations
from different sources.” Orwell
could have been writing of the
White House press operation, or
the propaganda machine on Fox
News, or talk radio, or the words
that come out of the president’s
own mouth. Would that CRB
spent as much time analyzing the
threat posed by Donald Trump,

who has usurped Congress’s role, the pose of superior virtue must
exploded the deficit, fractured ci- eventually give way to the necesvility, and promoted racialism as sity of compromise.
it does decrying global elites.
I agree with Olsen that libertarianism can go to anti-demLinda Chavez
ocratic extremes. But I think it
Becoming American Initiative
is much less inclined to “aristoWashington, D.C.
cratic morality” than is socialism, because it is grounded in
Christopher DeMuth replies:
individual self-interest and the
worthiness of accommodating
I agree with Henry Olsen that differing interests and values. In
there is an important moral di- my view, libertarianism is critimension to the political divides cal to the success of conservadescribed in more practical terms tive nationalism—especially in
in my essay.
regulatory policy—as a source
Claiming the moral high of non-moralistic opposition to
ground is a venerable technique government favoritism toward
of political rhetoric, aimed at con- special-interest groups. Legislanecting one’s immediate interest tures naturally accede to persisto the interests of others or to uni- tent, exploitative interests. Libversal values of justice and fairness. ertarianism is the philosophy
Moral appeals sometimes stand on best suited to this frailty.
their own and endure as revealed
Linda Chavez’s letter recites
truth—Martin Luther King, Jr.’s several of President Trump’s
“Letter from Birmingham Jail” is statements and actions as evia good example. More often—say, dence that he is a “blood” nationin paeans to the beneficence of alist—anti-immigrant, anti-Mexfarm subsidies or the Jones Act— ican, a promoter of racialism; for
they are efforts to impassion one’s good measure, she says that he is
allies and convert the undecided unintelligent and much wealthier
as a prelude to brass-tacks bar- than his constituents. She omits
gaining with one’s opponents.
the president’s innumerable
But in today’s politics, claiming statements and actions lauding
the moral high ground has evolved immigrants, Mexicans, and Affrom a method of democratic de- rican Americans, and his incesbate to a means of suppressing sant, obviously heartfelt bragging
debate. It aims to cast one’s op- that black, Latino, and Asian unponents as politically illegitimate employment rates have reached
misfits, and oneself as deserving historic lows during his adminof special deference and authority. istration. Her skewed narrative
Anti-establishment nationalists is designed to discredit my essay
and their Somewhere supporters by association (DeMuth “seems
are not immune from moral one- willfully to ignore” the dangers
upmanship. It is, however, a spe- of Trumpian nationalism). On a
cialty of established elites and recent CNN talk show, Chavez
progressive Anywheres intent on accused me and the “heretofore
maintaining their prerogatives. respectable” CRB of being cryptoCoupling moral self-assurance white nationalists and proponents
with material self-interest, they of the “nation as defined by blood
portray the transition from rep- and soil,” this in harmony with
resentative government to de- the panel’s messaging points on
clarative government (to use the the ghoulish slaughter of 50 Musterminology of my essay) as salu- lim worshippers in New Zealand.
tary and irreproachable—settled She has privately apologized for
science. A great advantage of the this slander, and is more circumrepresentative legislature is that spect in her letter, yet has the temoral high grounds are ephem- merity to complain of “the propaeral. Appeals must be made in ganda machine on Fox News.”
the immediate presence of differMy own take on President
ing and conflicting appeals, and Trump is that he is not a racist or
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POWERFUL WORKS ON
THE PERSECUTED CHURCH
◆ For Love of My People
I Will Not Remain Silent

Cardinal Joseph Zen
ardinal Zen, a native of China and retired Bishop of Hong Kong,
is one of the most knowledgeable and credible witnesses to what is
happening in China today, especially regarding the suffering Church.
He has been a courageous defender of the underground Church, and
has been outspoken in his opposition to the recent Vatican agreement
with the Communist government, seeing it as a betrayal to the suffering
Catholics in China. This book presents his insights into the past and
present condition of the persecuted Chinese Church.

C

LPRSP . . . Sewn Softcover, $16.95

“The thoughts of Cardinal Zen on the future of Catholicism in China should
be taken with the utmost seriousness by anyone who cares about the New
Evangelization in the spiritual desert of the world's largest country.”
—George Weigel
Author, The Fragility of Order: Catholic Reflections on Turbulent Times

“No one has offered a better witness to the suffering
of the underground Catholics than Cardinal Zen,
who urges the Vatican to shun power-politic deals
with the Communist state.”
—David Pinault, Ph.D.
Professor of Religious Studies,
Santa Clara University
Author, The Crucifix on Mecca’s Front Porch

“Cardinal Zen offers rare insights into the condition of China’s suffering Church.
In this timely book, Zen asserts that ‘a terrifying scenario is unfolding’ now
in China.”
—Anthony Clark, Ph.D.
Professor of China’s Catholic History, Whitworth University

“To know what is really happening to faithful Catholics in China, and what we
should be doing about it, read the testimony of this thoroughly reliable witness.”
—Steve Mosher
President, Population Research Institute

◆ Saints and Sinners in the Cristero War
Msgr. James Murphy

T

his provocative account of the persecution of the Catholic Church in Mexico in the 1920s tells
the powerful story of the Cristero War with a focus on eight pivotal players. The saints, including
Fr. Miguel Pro, Anacleto Flores and others, are now honored as martyrs by the Church, and the
sinners were political and military leaders who were accomplices in the persecution. This cast of
characters is presented in a compelling narrative that engages the reader like a gripping novel while it
unfolds a largely unknown but important chapter in the history of America.

SASCWP . . . Sewn Softcover, $17.95

“A most welcome and thorough account of the religious, political, and historic background
of the very cruel oppression of the Church in Mexico. A stirring wake-up call!”
— James V. Schall, S. J., Professor Emeritus, Georgetown University; Author, On Islam

“This invaluable contribution to the history of the faith in North America will encourage
Catholics to break down barriers of resentment, build bridges of understanding, and remain
steadfast in the face of religious persecution in our day.”
—Deacon Harold Burke-Sivers
Author, Behold the Man: A Catholic Vision of Male Spirituality

www.ignatius.com
P.O. Box 1339, Ft. Collins, CO 80522

(800) 651-1531
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white nationalist but something
nearly the opposite—a New
Yorker of the Queens persuasion,
happily at home in multiethnic
and other diversity, blunt spoken,
heedless of political correctness, a
wise guy. In sum a sort of latterday Mort Sahl (“is there anyone
here I haven’t offended?”). Now, a
head of state who carries on as an
improv entertainer and political
provocateur is going to leave himself open to misrepresentation,
and the spectacle is going to unsettle traditionalists like myself.
But I must say that his pugnacity has effectively defanged the
“white nationalist” line of moral
high-grounding that has become a favorite of his adversaries.
When Hillary Clinton seizes on
a political trope, one can be sure
that it has lost its power to wound
or persuade.
Stripped of its moral positioning, Chavez’s letter comes down
to saying that nationalism risks
promoting racial and ethnic antagonisms. She’s right, but the
problems are hardly unique to
nationalism—they afflict internationalism and imperialism as
well. They have, moreover, been
earnestly considered by the best
writers on nationalism, pro and
con, including the contemporary
scholars mentioned in my essay
and also those, such as Lord Acton and Ernest Renan, who wrote
in the 19th century when the
modern nation-state was being
forged, often in strife and bloodshed. I should have thought it obvious that a central purpose of my
essay was to suggest institutional
and policy steps for countering
our divisive preoccupations with
racial and ethnic identity, and for
rekindling a sense of American
unity that celebrates, incorporates, and transcends racial, ethnic, and other particular loyalties
(a hat trick to be sure).
Chavez’s recommendation of
George Orwell’s “Notes on Nationalism” is strikingly inapposite
to the argument she is trying to
make. Orwell was indeed writing
in the shadow of World War II,
when many Europeans blamed
the horrors they had just experi-

enced on German and Japanese
nationalism. I believe they were
largely (not entirely) mistaken—
Nazism was a satanic-messianic
ideology with little relation to
German heritage, and invaded
other nations not for historical
rectification but rather for conquest and subjugation en route to
world domination. Yet Orwell’s
position is closer to my view than
to those then prevailing. He begins by explaining that he is using “nationalism” in an idiosyncratic way that will be unfamiliar
to his readers. Nationalism, he
says, is “power-hunger tempered
by self-deception,” attached to
a “power unit” that may or may
not be a nation and may or may
not actually exist. Read the essay
(available online) and you will see
that the closest modern approximations to his “nationalism” are
“ideology” or “fanaticism.” His
primary example of “nationalism” is the high-brow British
Communist!—“Among the [British] intelligentsia, it hardly needs
saying that the dominant form
of nationalism is Communism.”
Other targets are political Catholicism, Zionism, anti-Semitism, Trotskyism, and pacifism.
The nationalism expounded in
my essay, and by others of my ilk,
is the opposite of most of these,
and aims to draw political affections from the abstract and universalist back to one’s living natural home.
It is my firm policy always to
be on Orwell’s side, as I properly
understand that side. So I accept
his point, emphasized by Chavez,
that nationalism and patriotism
are different things, but must
give it my own interpretation.
Patriotism is fine but is easy and
subjective, and thereby a potential refuge for scoundrels. Nicolás Maduro and Xi Jinping are
patriots on their own say-so; Emmanuel Macron says that patriotism requires the French to direct
their political loyalties elsewhere,
which is ipse dixit from a head of
state intent on relinquishing his
nation’s sovereignty. Nationalism is harder and impersonal—a
matter of statecraft and politi-

cal order. The nationalist leader
takes moral responsibility for
the fate of his people, respects
the sovereignty of other nations,
and promotes an international
order that encourages others to
do likewise.
Read more discussion of Christopher
DeMuth’s essay with F.H. Buckley,
Yuval Levin, Richard Reinsch, and
Philip Wallach, on the Claremont
Institute’s publication the American
Mind at https://americanmind.org/
features/post-trump-politics/.

American
Exceptionalism
I want to thank Richard Samuelson for his thoughtful, though
sometimes opaque, review of my
book, Friends Divided (“Best of
Enemies,” Winter 2018/19). He
captures much of what I was
trying to say about John Adams
and Thomas Jefferson. But he,
along with most other reviewers,
doesn’t fully appreciate my admiration for Adams, the ultimate
realist who understood human
nature better than any American
of his day. Perhaps this misperception has something to do with
my calling Adams’s peculiar political theory irrelevant 50 years
ago—something that no one
seems to forget. I meant by irrelevance only his clinging to the
English notion of mixed government (monarchy, aristocracy, and
democracy) long after his fellow
Americans had abandoned it. But
50 years ago, I also emphasized
Adams’s realistic assessment of
American society and culture,
and that relevance is far more
important than his anachronistic
attachment to the ancient notion
of mixed government.
Adams is an important founder, perhaps almost as important
as Jefferson. He challenged Jefferson’s claim that the United
States was “a chosen country”
and “the world’s best hope” to
lead the world toward republicanism, a claim that made Jefferson, the creator of the idea of
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American exceptionalism, and
not, as Samuelson has it, “modern exceptionalism,” whatever
that means. By asserting that
all men were born unequal and
there was not much education
could do about the resultant inequality of the society, Adams
also came to challenge the Enlightenment belief embodied in
the Declaration of Independence
that all men were created equal—
a challenge that in no way denies,
pace Samuelson, “that human
nature is a robust and important
force in history.” I cannot accept
Professor Samuelson’s claim that
the central issue concerning Adams and Jefferson was “history
and human nature, not equality.”
Their differing views of equality
were indeed the main issue separating the two men, and equality is still today “[t]he great God
absolute! The centre and circumference of all democracy!” that
Herman Melville said it was.
Adams’s idea that we Americans are just as sinful and vicious
as other nations and possess no
special providence and his belief
in the inherent inequality of society do not make him un-American, but they do make him someone who challenges the myths by
which we live. Which I guess is
why Russell Kirk called Adams
“the founder of true conservatism
in America.”
Gordon S. Wood
Brown University
Providence, RI
Richard Samuelson replies:
I thank Gordon Wood for
his thoughtful letter. Professor
Wood raises two issues: what is
American exceptionalism and
what did Adams mean when he
said that “there is no special providence” for America?
On the first score, the best
short statement of American exceptionalism in the founding is
probably Gouverneur Morris’s
reaction to the French Revolution: “They want an American
constitution…without
reflecting that they have not American
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citizens to support that constitution.” Adams was in the same
camp as Morris. Recall his comment in the “Preface” to the Defence of the Constitutions: “The
people in America have now the
best opportunity and the greatest trust in their hands, that
Providence ever committed to so
small a number, since the transgression of the first pair.” He did
not think the French, given their
history and culture, had the
same opportunity.
By contrast, Jefferson and
James Madison were all in for the
French Revolution. Recall the
essay “On Universal Peace” that
Madison published in 1792. “Had
Rousseau lived to see the constitution of the United States and of
France, his judgment might have
escaped the censure to which his
project has exposed it.” Madison
like Jefferson thought that the
U.S. was not exceptional, but, on
the contrary, that the American
Revolution was part of a larger
historical transformation across
what would come to be called the
“West,” perhaps across the entire
globe. They believed that in the
modern age the problems of political life, long regarded by historians and statesmen as simply the
way of the world, could be solved
in this new age—“modern exceptionalism.” This belief did not set
America apart from Europe.
As I noted in my review, Joseph
Stalin is often said to have coined
the term “American exceptionalism,” rejecting as a “heresy” the
idea that the socialist revolution
would not take place in the U.S.

The 18th-century version of that
was to reject the idea that the
French Revolution was a continuation of the American, and that
both embraced radical egalitarian ideas. For Jefferson, that was
Adams’s “heresy.”
What of America’s “special
providence” or lack thereof?
“There is no Special Providence
for Us. We are not a chosen People, that I know of,” Adams wrote
Benjamin Rush in 1812. Again
that sentiment hardly set Americans apart. Recall Adams’s 1797
comment to Henry Knox: “To
a Frenchman the most important man in the world is himself,
and the most important nation
is France. He thinks that France
ought to govern all nations, and
that he ought to govern France.”
One definition of the term “Middle Kingdom” is that the Chinese
empire is the center of the world.
If one reads further into Adams’s letter to Rush, however,
one finds that Adams’s main
focus is the importance of learning the lessons history teaches.
Just before mentioning “no special Providence,” Adams quoted
Rush back to himself, “To borrow your own Words, ‘Wealth,
Family Influence, Talents, Industry, Ambition and Avarice;
have oversett every Republick
that has ever yet existed on this
Globe.’” How did Adams know
that? It is among those realities
that history teaches when one
reads it as Adams did, as philosophy teaching by example. And
just after mentioning “no Special
Providence,” he wrote, “We must
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and We Shall, go the Way of all
the Earth. We ought to contend,
to Swim, though against Wind
and tide as long as We can.” That
is among the truths that history
teaches us, or would teach us if
we were inclined to listen.
Wood’s approach to the study
of history, I suggested in my review,
obscures such truths. But one cannot understand Adams unless one
is willing, at least for the sake of
argument, to consider what history looks like from that classic
perspective. Wood’s assumptions
about the nature of man and history, I was suggesting, put him
closer to Jefferson than Adams. It
is, after all, rather odd to call Adams “cynical” and “un-American”
and at the same time say one is, in
fact, a follower of Adams.
In the hundredth anniversary
issue of the American Historical
Review, Professor Wood has an
essay with the subtitle, “How
Henry Adams Got it Wrong.” In
his contribution to the first issue
of the American Historical Review, Adams had suggested there
is little reason to believe modern
works of history—unlike works
of say, biology—will be, in the
decisive sense, superior to those
of previous eras. In that case,
Henry Adams was agreeing with
his great-grandfather that history must be what it always has
been, a humane study, which is
to say that the job of the historian is to study human nature in
context. Jefferson wrote in 1811
that “[h]istory, in general, only
informs us what bad government
is.” John Adams, by contrast,

thought that history helps us understand what kind of creature
man is and, therefore, it helps us
to learn to distinguish good government from bad.
In sum, a close reading of
Wood’s extraordinary corpus
of works in American history
reveals that his account of the
American republic is built upon
premises about human nature
and history which are, despite his
protestations, more Jeffersonian
than Adamsian.

Deep in the
Heart of Texas
After reading “Austin City
Limits” (Winter 2018/19), and
reversing a Texas sayin’ from
cut to complement: Kevin Williamson is “all cattle and no hat.”
I wish just once I could put a
thousand words or so together
in such a fine manner. Buy that
man a pair of custom-made (in Ft.
Worth), ostrich belly Lucchese
boots; he is the real deal. You
can tell all those coast huggers
for us-un down here to “kiss our
red Texas asses”; we’re all headed
to the ranch this weekend to wet
a line. Right after we run by the
bank to give Dorothy the deposit check for the Permian Basin
royalty and office building rent
checks (state tax free). They can
take ol’ Davey Crockett’s advice
and go to hell.
Richard Morgan
Dallas, TX
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Essay by Michael Anton

Tucker’s Right

T

ucker carlson’s cable-tv show
begins identically each night. After
the words “Good evening and welcome
to Tucker Carlson Tonight”—always intoned
and inflected exactly the same way—the host
launches into an opening monologue on the
news of the day, or what he thinks ought to be
the news of the day.
On January 2, 2019, though, there was no
news. So Carlson used the holiday lull to deliver a non-stop, 15-minute, 2,571-word evisceration of America’s ruling class—political,
industrial, financial, intellectual, and cultural.
Our rulers, he insisted, had failed at their ostensible tasks: to improve the health of the
country and the lives of its citizens.
The show is usually leavened throughout
with puckish humor. Not that night; Carlson
was deadly serious. He laid at the feet of our
ruling class a devastating litany of failure: the
destruction of the family, skyrocketing outof-wedlock births, the opioid crisis, rampant
male unemployment, the sleazy effort to anesthetize the dispossessed with payday loans
and pot, increasing financialization and techification of the economy and resultant wealth
concentration, and foreign war without purpose, strategy, victory, or end.
But have our rulers really failed? Not if one
understands, Carlson explained, that their
real aim is to enrich themselves and maintain

their power: “We are ruled by mercenaries
who feel no long-term obligation to the people
they rule.”
Within a day or two, the speech had gone
viral. Friend and enemy alike referred to it
simply as “Tucker’s Monologue.” Everyone
knew instantly which was meant. To those
sympathetic, here was a quasi-Trumpist rallying cry not merely for a new Right, but also
for millions of apolitical Americans who
feel—rightly—abandoned, even preyed upon,
by the status quo. By contrast, those opposed
sensed a clear danger: a message that—unlike
the stale tenets of Republican-study-group,
think-tank conservatism—might actually
have a chance of inspiring and creating a new
majority.
Carlson is the first to admit that he used
to be one of the very people he now skillfully
criticizes. His first job out of college was at
the now-defunct conservative magazine Policy
Review. He was one of three staff writers present on day one of the Weekly Standard’s 24year run.
Still, he was always a bit out-of-step with
his colleagues. “I started out as a libertarian,”
he recently told me.
I’m still an instinctive libertarian. I have
no interest in controlling other people
and I don’t care to be controlled. But for
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a long time, I overlooked all the implausible aspects of libertarian theory. I just
believed. I didn’t realize I was a living
parody. I thought I was an iconoclast
but in truth I was just another member
of the herd.
He’s certainly iconoclastic now. The ways
in which he breaks—on his nightly show and
in bestselling book, Ship of Fools—with the
rightist iron triangle of Republican politicians,
conservative donors, and the magazine-think
tank industrial complex are legion.
Why is capital taxed at half the rate of labor, Carlson asks, and is manifestly unsatisfied by the conventional Right’s answer that
“investment” is necessary for “growth and innovation.” What good are the latter, he further asks, if all their gains accrue to a narrowing upper slice while those taxed double for
working (assuming they can find jobs) can’t
afford to share in the supposed glories of latestage capitalism?
Why are we still making trade deals, three
decades (at least) into a manufacturing decline
that has devastated entire American industries
and hollowed out many of our communities,
all the while enriching some of our most determined foes? Why do our politicians insist on
getting us into wars we not only can’t win but
for which they can’t even define victory?
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Above all, why—at a population of 330
million and climbing, with as many as 22 million here illegally—do our elites refuse to do
anything whatsoever to control our borders?
Indeed, why do they thwart, at every turn,
President Trump on this very issue and attack
anyone who speaks up for any limit on immigration whatsoever?
What, specifically, changed the mind of the
formerly bow-tied boy-Buckley (or as a friend
put it to me, “typical conservative dorkwad”)
and launched Carlson toward becoming the
leading light of a new conservative movement?
“Two things,” Carlson said.

Attacked from the “Right”

T

he establishment right’s reaction
to any retrospective doubts about the
Iraq war tends to fall into one of three
categories: furious denunciation for impiety,
chin-rubbing about “flawed execution” of
a “worthy mission,” or embarrassed silence.
They know they’re not on strong ground here.
Which is why they much prefer to denounce Carlson over his indictment of the
elites for their domestic failures. Within a
day of Tucker’s Monologue, the “Right” rallied—not of course to denounce the decidedly
unconservative trends Carlson complained
First, the Iraq war. Like most people
about, but to attack Carlson himself. “AnyI knew and worked with, I supported
one who thinks the health of a nation can
that war. But I wanted to see it firstbe summed up in GDP is an idiot,” Carlson
hand. So in December 2003, I went to
had said. Right on cue, as if to trumpet their
Iraq on assignment for Esquire. What I
idiocy, in rushed a platoon of policy wonks to
saw was horrifying.
defend the sanctity of markets and explain
why creative destruction should and must apHe describes a scene of total chaos and omni- ply every bit as much to people, families, and
present mortal danger:
societies as it did to the buggy whip industry.
Bret Stephens devoted an entire column
Before Iraq, I assumed that when smart
to riffing on a Monty Python movie, as if
people of goodwill got together, they
make good decisions. Seeing Iraq up
close was a formative change in my
Discussed in this essay:
thinking. It demonstrated the ability of smart people to make obviously
Ship of Fools: How a Selfish
unwise, faith-based decisions. What
Ruling Class Is Bringing America
actually happened was not what they
to the Brink of Revolution,
promised—not even close. That set off
by Tucker Carlson.
a chain reaction in my mind. I was sinFree Press, 256 pages, $28
cerely shocked that the people in charge
were actually really unwise. Worse, they
Carlson’s meaning were such a joke no serididn’t care. They didn’t even try to corous refutation was warranted. (Then why
rect course. The whole thing made me
devote an entire column to it?) It’s worth
very distrustful of theories.
noting that the proffered catalogue of elite
beneficence—“capital financing, deregulation,
And the second?
access to global markets, a stable and predictable regulatory and legal environment, IRAs
I’ve been going to the same town in
and 401(k)s, talented immigrants, global citMaine for basically my whole life. Not
ies, good food, universities that are the envy of
for a week or two now and then, but
the world, record-making growth and a world
three or four months a year for 40 years.
in which there’s almost no chance of my chilI watched it change from clean, relidren being conscripted to fight a war”—while
able, orderly, decent, and bourgeois into
no doubt offered with utmost sincerely, reads
something different and diminished.
like self-parody.
Not just poor but degraded. I asked
“The Right should reject Tucker Carlson’s
myself “Why is this happening? What
victimhood populism” whinged David French,
led to this? How did this go from bewho, when not exploring a presidential caming such a great place to such a troubled
paign, never misses an opportunity to moralplace? And why is nobody noticing, or
istically lambaste those to his right.
pretending it’s not happening?”
Ben Shapiro took it upon himself to school
Specifically, what does he mean? Alcohol? Carlson in the finer points of political philosoDrugs? Opioids? Divorce? Illegitimacy? Un- phy. Carlson, echoing Aristotle, had declared
employment? Welfare? “All of that,” he an- that “[t]he goal for America is both simpler
and more elusive than mere prosperity. It’s
swers. “All of it. And more.”
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happiness.” Not so, replied Shapiro. Carlson
has this “wildly wrong. The goal for America
wasn’t happiness. It was the pursuit of happiness—the framework of freedom that allows
us to pursue happiness.”
Odd choice of past tense aside (perhaps an
esoteric assertion of American decline?), it’s
hard to know whether to call this a tautology or a hair split so fine it would make Bill
Clinton blush. On the one hand, of course it’s
true that the Declaration of Independence
promises not happiness but only the right to
pursue it. The American founders were wise
enough to know that no government can guarantee happiness, and that any attempt to do
so leads inherently to overreach, opportunity
cost, and tyranny. Yet the founders emphatically believed—as they said in that selfsame
document—that the purpose of government
is precisely “to effect [the people’s] Safety
and Happiness.” Moreover, they knew—as
George Washington put it in his First Inaugural Address—that “there is no truth more
thoroughly established, than that there exists
in the economy and course of nature, an indissoluble union between virtue and happiness,”
that happiness can be achieved only atop a
bedrock of virtue—precisely those virtues
whose decline Carlson’s monologue mourns—
and that therefore not only can government
not afford to be indifferent to virtue, it must
actively promote it.
The question—are Americans happier
when welfare, child support, cheap consumer goods, and fentanyl replace jobs, families,
and meaning?—is precisely the right one, for
statesmen and thinkers alike. Our politicians
(we have no statesmen) have long ignored it.
Their objective is to get reelected, exercise
power, and enrich themselves. Our intellectuals insist it’s the wrong question. Any state
that concerns itself with the happiness of its
citizens, they say, is ipso facto a nanny state,
and they know that’s wrong because Hayek,
Friedman, Buckley, Goldwater, Reagan, etc.
Not to begrudge any of these figures their
genuine accomplishments. But to answer a
question with a question: do any of their answers meet the questions of 2019? The answer
to that may not quite be an unqualified “no,”
but add the qualifier “urgent” to “questions of
2019” and it becomes hard to answer “yes.”
Many conservatives instead try to turn
Carlson’s question back on him. When Americans sink into welfare, booze, drugs, video
games, and lethargy, who’s to blame? Why,
they are! And, to an extent, they’re right. Everyone is responsible for his own choices, his
own behavior.
But why don’t these conservatives apply
this logic to the ruling class? If men’s free will
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is to be interpreted to mean that each man
is entirely responsible for every outcome of
his life, why do we have political leaders at
all? If our political officials’ role is not to promote—to create conditions for—the virtue
that is indispensable to happiness, what is it?
The “conservative” doctrine of “moral agency”
taken to its extreme ends up being indistinguishable from total free agency, i.e., libertarianism. Which is to say, doctrinaire, extreme, purity-obsessed, big-picture-denying,
and silly.
De Facto Leader

W

hich is why tucker carlson
has become the de facto leader
of the conservative movement—
assuming any such thing can still be said to
exist. He didn’t seek the position. I doubt he
wants it. He’d probably disclaim it, in fact.
But the mantle settled on him nonetheless,
partly by default, though it’s more than that.
First, there’s the show. Carlson is something of a Rush Limbaugh for the Trump era.
Granted, his audience is not as large as Limbaugh’s at his peak (north of 20 million) or
even Limbaugh today (around 15 million), but
in an age of media proliferation, fragmentation, and “cocooning”—paying attention only

to those few programs that seem narrowly
tailored to speak to you directly and personally—Carlson’s audience is impressive. He
hosts on any given day the best-rated newscommentary show on cable, averaging around
3 million viewers and on big nights exceeding
5. On one recent night, his single show beat
CNN’s entire primetime lineup combined.
Ship of Fools reached number one on both
Amazon and the New York Times bestseller
list, and bumped Bob Woodward’s Fear from
the latter.
Second, Carlson’s message is in tune with
the times. Limbaugh became famous in part
by grasping, early, where conservatism was
headed in the immediate post-Reagan era.
Carlson is similarly more in tune than anyone else with the mix of populism, economic
centrism, immigration restrictionism, and
war fatigue that motivates today’s disaffected
Right.
Third, like Limbaugh, Carlson did not
come to his position of leadership by helming
a magazine or a think tank (though, being a
former magazine writer, Carlson’s career is
slightly closer to that model than was Limbaugh’s). Mostly owing to his prep school
background and wardrobe, Carlson is occasionally compared to William F. Buckley. Yet
if another, more illuminating comparison may
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be made, it is that both rethought earlier positions over the course of their careers.
But these similarities obscure very great
differences. Not to take anything away from
Limbaugh, whose talents as a broadcaster are
immense, but he essentially inherited conservatism from Reagan and Buckley owing
to their advancing age and his relative youth.
He didn’t change or challenge the tenets of
their conservatism; he made himself their new
champion. And his ascendency was warmly
welcomed by the old guard. Also, Buckley’s
journey—for instance, on racial issues—was
mostly in keeping with that of other conservative luminaries, elite opinion, and the
culture at large, and thus (mostly) praised
by them all. Carlson by contrast has—apart
from his considerable fan base—been vilified for his changes of heart. Interestingly, the
Reagan-bots who took it upon themselves to
take on Tucker’s Monologue were all a good
deal younger—some by decades. Millennial
and Gen Z conservatives are sticking up for
a status quo that was fading before they were
even born, whereas the TV host (age 49) who
actually saw the Reagan era firsthand is the
champion of a youthful intellectual and political realignment.
In perhaps his most famously enigmatic
remark, Aristotle asserts that “natural right
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is changeable.” This is hardly the place to attempt to plumb the depths of that idea. Yet it
is useful in helping us understand why Carlson is both correct and conservative, while
his detractors fall short on both counts. The
conservative ideas that they venerate originated at specific times to address specific circumstances and challenges. Tax cuts made
sense in 1980, when the top marginal rate
was 70% and the American economy needed
to achieve the escape velocity to leave behind
stagflation. Low tax rates are not the most
urgent priority when the richest Americans
are taxed only on the carried interest of their
two-and-twenty, when the share of wealth
income controlled by the One Percent has
more than doubled since 1980. Carlson gets
this. His ankle-biter critics don’t. Like Reagan, Carlson prioritizes the conservation of
the actual American nation: its people, communities, traditions, and liberties. That’s
what conservatism should be about. All policies—even the best—are just tools to conserve things higher than themselves.
At Home and Abroad

I

n ship of fools’s first chapter, carlson explains, indirectly, the reason why
his heresy is hated. Entitled “The Convergence,” it describes what has been variously
termed (though not by him) the uniparty, the
junta, the oligarchs, or the ruling class. That
is to say, the people who take pains to appear “diverse” on the outside but who in fact
all think alike and work together toward the
same end: total domination of our country.
Conservative intellectuals remain junior—
very junior—partners in this coalition; their
assigned role is to punish dissidence and enforce conformity by knifing their ostensible
co-ideologists in the back.
“It looks like a low-I.Q. cable news bestseller” another friend said to me of Carlson’s
book. He has a point. The format is smallish, nine by five-and-a-half inches, typical of
books deemed unserious by their own publisher. It’s got one of those endless subtitles, so
common nowadays, insisted on by marketing
departments to remove any possible ambiguity from the title; and its actual words, in the
great tradition of cable news subtlety and understatement, warn ominously that America
is on “the brink of revolution.” The cover features garish caricatures of eight political and
high-tech bosses (plus one leading intellectual,
Bill Kristol, Carlson’s former employer). Even
the paper is cheap and smells like decaying
newsprint.
“But,” my friend quickly added, “it’s not.
It’s actually very smart.” That it is, and crisply

written. Flipping to the acknowledgements
in back, one notices the pointed absence of
any reference to a ghostwriter, however euphemistically described. Decades on television have not atrophied Carlson’s ability with
the word processor. To the contrary, his style
is lean and clean, stripped of all extraneous
ornament, a skill perhaps honed writing
those monologues. On TV, every second—
and therefore every word—counts. Veer
astray and viewers click away—and most
don’t come back. It’s a testament to his skill
that Tucker’s Monologue held so many viewers rapt for so long. It’s not uncommon, in
fact, for his monologues to stretch past the
ten-minute mark.
Ship of Fools is, in a sense, a guide to the
show. The themes it details, Carlson explores every night. But unlike nearly all other
cable news bestsellers, low-I.Q. or otherwise,
it stands independently of the show, and indeed of the host. One could read this book
never having seen the show, even not knowing who Carlson is, and still profit and learn
from it.

Carlson is the
most effective voice
of the America
our elites have
manifestly failed.

“Conservatives,” of course—recent rightward
feints aside—are mostly all for mass immigration. “I was too, once,” Carlson says. “But I care
more about tactile reality than about theories.
The think-tanks are all about theories. Those
organizations have become poison.”
The third chapter, “Foolish Wars,” is immensely entertaining, especially to those exasperated by the antics of sanctimonious exconservative Max Boot and self-appointed
savior-of-conservatism Bill Kristol. Carlson
has both dead-to-rights on their innumerable errors and unshakeable self-confidence.
Yet this is the one chapter that left me slightly unsatisfied, the same feeling I occasionally
get when the show turns to foreign policy.
Carlson is undoubtedly right to call out the
failures of the last two decades and to hold
to account those failures’ biggest cheerleaders. He is especially devastating when he
shows how—and how many of—those failures were the direct result of hubristic, imperial overreach so vast it would be comic
had its results not been so tragic. Still, I can’t
shake the impression that he sometimes goes
too far in the other direction. The vanishing
America he so ably defends—the country
of manufacturing jobs and a thriving middle class—is a commercial republic whose
health and prosperity require a muscular foreign policy and strong defense. We still have
interests and we still have enemies. Carlson
sees this clearly in the case of China, less so
when it comes to Islamic radicalism. He is
surely right that retrenchment from idiocy
is necessary and long overdue. But it would
be foolish—perhaps not as foolish as BootKristolism, but foolish nonetheless—to risk
our interests and embolden our enemies by
overcorrecting.

Six of the seven chapters cover a single
topic each: immigration, foreign adventurism,
political correctness and thought control, the
elite strategy of “diverse and conquer,” feminism and sex, and finally the difference beFight the Power
tween sincere conservationism and the modern environmentalist cult.
mmigration and foreign policy are
Ship of Fools’s treatment of immigration in
relatively well-trodden ground, though.
its second chapter, “Importing a Serf Class,” is
It is in the book’s final four chapters that
highly informative and entirely correct. “My
views on immigration come from growing up Ship of Fools really shines and, if it does not
quite break new ground, at least exposes to a
in California,” Carlson told me.
much wider audience ideas hitherto known
only in dissident quarters of the right.
People want to make it about race, but
Carlson is merciless on our tech overlords
it’s not. When I was a kid, my best
and their transparent—but still widely overfriend was Mexican. Granted, he was
looked or denied—effort to work hand-inrich, his parents were from the Mexiglove with the rest of the ruling class to concan upper class. But still. The point is,
trol all speech and thought in what used to
when you allow more poor people into
be called “the West.” A recurring segment on
your state than you can assimilate, you
his
show is called “Tech Tyranny” and that’s
create poverty. Unchecked immigration
not hyperbole. The “deplatforming”—from
wrecked the state—100%, immigration
Google, Facebook, Twitter, and Amazon—
did that. Whatever the ruling class did
of dissidents and even skeptics of the ruling
to California, I don’t want it to do to
orthodoxy continues and accelerates. DisfaAmerica.

I
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vored individuals and groups increasingly find
themselves locked out of the banking system,
unable to book hotel conference rooms, or
travel abroad.
This alarms the residual libertarian in
Carlson. (It should also be noted that Carlson’s concern for liberty doesn’t end with
speech; he’s also a stalwart and consistent
defender of gun rights.) The authoritarians
in the ruling class aren’t merely all for it;
they’re behind it. As for the “conservatives,”
all they can muster is the tepid talking point
that, so long as the private sector is the actor,
then the holy market has spoken and who
are the rest of us to judge? That America has
de facto ceded many of society’s most fearsome powers—some of which the state is
explicitly enjoined from exercising—to corporations, which are using them the way the
Chinese Communist Party uses the Chinese
state, seems to trouble our conservatives not
at all. (Though Bill Kristol did recently call
for “regime change” in Beijing. One wonders
if he could ever be roused to call for it in Palo
Alto.)
Carlson is also more than skeptical of the
promises of automation-driven techtopia. No
one will have to work! our overlords enthuse. To
which Carlson objects: we’ve actually already
seen what happens when people don’t work.
They become unhappy and self-destructive.
How is that a good thing?
The book’s fifth, and best, chapter explains in nauseating detail one of the reasons for our elites’ obsession with “diversity.” Some of them no doubt believe every
word of the dogma they force on the rest of
us. But the cleverest of them also know that
promoting diversity is a key to maintaining
their power. The less the disaffected have in
common, and the more they squabble among
themselves, the less of a threat they pose to
the ruling class. Our country has been, and
continues to be, disunited on purpose. That’s
the hidden fourth motive—after importing
Democratic voters, welfare state clients, and
cheap labor—for our elites’ stalwart support of mass legal and illegal immigration.
The prospect that liberal luminary Arthur
Schlesinger, Jr., warned about in 1991 (“disuniting America”) is now official policy of his
movement and his party.
As is, via feminism, keeping men and women apart as much as possible and, failing that,
for as long as possible. Among the many services Carlson has rendered to his country is
getting the concept of “hypergamy” into the
bloodstream. Readers of this august journal
will have seen the term before (“A Woman in
Full,” Spring 2015). To refresh memories, it
means that women prefer to date and mate
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up, but never or rarely down, on the socioeconomic ladder. Carlson broached this taboo
in his monologue, remarking that
when men make less than women, women generally don’t want to marry them.
Maybe they should want to marry them,
but they don’t. Over big populations,
this causes a drop in marriage, a spike
in out-of-wedlock births, and all the familiar disasters that inevitably follow—
more drug and alcohol abuse, higher incarceration rates, fewer families formed
in the next generation.
This naturally set the feminist furies after
him, not for the first time. The sisterhood
also gets angry whenever he talks about the
plight of men (again, drugs, booze, unemployment, welfare, loneliness, early death),
which he does a lot, and thank goodness because hardly anyone else will dare. None of
the critics can deny or refute the statistics
Carlson cites. They just riposte with “Poor
men!” and similar sarcastic jibes. Which
is clarifying. If you’re still confused as to
whether old-fashioned America’s leftist enemies wish us harm and think we have it
coming, just ask them. Increasingly, they’ll
tell you to your face.
Without Apology

I

ndeed, carlson gets “in trouble” a
lot, if we understand the term to mean
ginned-up, phony controversies designed
to drive him off the air. One of the most effective, sadly, was the response to Carlson’s assertion that mass illegal immigration makes
America “dirtier,” by which he meant strewn
with litter. Now, this can easily be confirmed
by simply visiting and observing places where
illegals transit and settle. Anyone from California has known this since at least the 1970s.
But the illegal alien is a sacred object in the
current year, a saint whose purity cannot be
questioned, much less criticized. Carlson’s enemies saw an opportunity, pounced, and cost
him a few advertisers.
Their more recent attempt had a happier
ending. Democratic Party adjunct Media
Matters for America (MMA) assigned one
of its 20-something grunts to go back and
listen to hundreds of hours of Carlson’s old
shock radio appearances. They thought they
hit paydirt with a collection of about a dozen
outré quotes. A rollout was carefully planned,
in conjunction with corporate-Left media
(CLM) allies, above all, the Washington Post.
The quotes were aired over a succession of
days, with the Post alone covering the “story”
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with an average of three articles per day for
a week, including an embarrassingly fawning
“profile” of the researcher that read like it was
drafted by MMA itself.
Carlson, to his great credit, declined to play
his assigned role of groveling penitent. Rather
than explaining, or much worse, apologizing,
he counterattacked against phony outrage
culture and the rotten collusion between the
Democratic Party, left-wing agitprop groups,
and the CLM. Within a week, the story had
blown over and Carlson was still on the air,
having lost no further advertisers.
Still, as he said to me, “It’s hard to do a TV
show these days.” It’s mostly not hard, actually, so long as you either repeat ruling class
talking points or else offer diversionary nonsense. It’s only hard when you take on the ruling class every single night and—more to the
point—attack them repeatedly at their weakest points: their dishonesty, venality, greed,
stupidity, and myriad failures.
It’s a measure of the effectiveness of Carlson’s criticisms that the opposition fears and
hates him so much. He is, more or less, alone
out there. And while 3 million viewers sounds
like a lot, in a country of 330 million, how impactful is that really?
Judging by the consistent anger Carlson
arouses, one must at least entertain the possibility that the ruling class is right to fear him.
Carlson and his show are the tip of the spear
in a spiritual war, the most effective voice of
the disaffected, despised, left-behind, forgotten America that our elites have manifestly
failed. The ruling class knows this. Its leftist
handmaidens know it. They can’t beat him
on the field of ideas. Not simply because he’s

smarter and wittier than they are, but more
fundamentally because he’s right and they’re
wrong. And they know it. As Carlson put it
to me:
On some level, they know they’re rotten. They know their gains are ill-gotten
and not deserved, the result of bleeding
middle America dry. But rather than
accept responsibility, what do they do?
They blame middle America. They hate
middle America because they shafted
middle America. Think about it, who
do you hate the most? You hate the people you wrong. You get mad at family
members more when you wrong them
than when they wrong you. It’s the
same dynamic. Grown-ups can admit it
and apologize. The ruling class can’t.
The ruling class and its social-media-mob
bodyguard hates Tucker Carlson not simply
because they know he’s right, but because
they know he’s effective. The greatest danger
to the ruling class is that his message spreads:
to other hosts, other shows, other networks,
other media and—most dangerous of all—
more people.
Especially people in power. Buckley and
Limbaugh had their Reagan. Carlson keeps
a respectful distance from Trump, praising
the president when and where he thinks warranted while remaining unafraid to criticize.
Not for any typically conservative reasons but
mostly because of what he sees as Trump’s incomplete success—and even, sometimes, apparent lack of interest—in implementing his
own 2016 agenda.
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If Trumpism is to survive Trump, it will
need an intellectual movement, a political
party, and above all a new champion. Which
raises the questions: Will anyone emerge as
Carlson’s Reagan? If not, will he do it himself?
I asked him that, and while he didn’t exactly slam the door airtight, nobody who’d
like to see him go into politics should feel encouraged. Others are going to have to carry
the political struggle forward. But those others are nearly certain to emerge. My unscientific impression is that the disaffected youth
are much more interested in Carlson and his
ideas than in warmed-over Reaganism. That
Conservatism, Inc., can’t stop dishing out the
latter, like a days-old special that always fails
to sell out, ensures its looming irrelevance.
The kids couldn’t care less about tax cuts, deregulation, and Russophobia.
Carlson’s book, show, and worldview point
the way forward. Put people and families first.
Remember that the economy exists to serve us
and not the other way around. Stop importing
scab labor and scab voters to enrich and empower the ruling class. Honor and enforce the
fundamental charters of our liberty, especially
the first two amendments to the Constitution.
Treat people fairly and—truly—equally: no
special treatment, no protected classes. Unite
Americans around a common destiny.
If we want to avoid the revolution that the
subtitle of Carlson’s high-I.Q. cable news bestseller promises, that’s the only way.
Michael Anton is a lecturer in politics and research fellow at Hillsdale College, a senior fellow
at the Claremont Institute, and a former national security official in the Trump Administration.
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Book Review by William Voegeli

A Kinder, Gentler Gulag
The Socialist Manifesto: The Case for Radical Politics in an Era of Extreme Inequality, by Bhaskar Sunkara.
Basic Books, 288 pages, $28

I

s socialism “back in fashion,” as the
Economist recently observed? Senator Bernie Sanders, who has called himself a socialist throughout a long political career, is a
leading contender for next year’s Democratic
presidential nomination after his surprisingly
strong challenge to Hillary Clinton in 2016.
Congresswoman Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
is a rock star, the most famous first-year member of the House of Representatives in living
memory. The biggest socialist organization,
the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA),
now has 60,000 members, more than six
times as many as in 2016. DSA has endorsed
Sanders’s 2020 presidential campaign, and
Ocasio-Cortez is a member.
Jacobin magazine’s founding editor Bhaskar Sunkara is also a DSA member and, like
Ocasio-Cortez, was born in 1989. Undaunted
by that year’s most famous event, the fall of
the Berlin Wall, Sunkara wants to supplant
the “vanquished Left” whose “commitment to

a better world” was “bound up with illusions
about the Soviet Union.” To that end, he has
written The Socialist Manifesto: The Case for
Radical Politics in an Era of Extreme Inequality.
Its goal is to present “what a different social
system could look like and how we can get
there.”

T

here is, however, the perennial
difficulty of defining socialism. Sunkara
starts by parsing the difference between
“social democracy” and “democratic socialism.”
Social democracy, as he uses the term, refers
to generous, comprehensive welfare states,
such as those in Scandinavia, made possible
by aggressive income redistribution. Sunkara is an admirer: “Sweden in the 1970s,” he
writes, was “the most livable society in history.”
We could do far worse…and, he laments, we
have. Like leftists of all stripes, he deplores
the “neoliberal” rehabilitation of markets that
began with Margaret Thatcher and Ronald
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Reagan in the 1970s and ’80s, extending even
to Nordic countries’ policies that gave greater
scope to private enterprise.
The necessary and possible way to improve
on social democracy, then, is democratic socialism. For Sunkara, the latter term is redundant: socialism is democracy, the realization
of “the world’s first truly democratic society,”
where “democracy has been radically extended to the social and economic realms.” Social
democracy, for all its virtues, turned out to be
nothing better than “the more humane face of
neoliberalism,” a “tool to suppress class conflict in favor of tripartite arrangements among
business, labor, and the state.”
Socialism has two advantages over social
democracy. First, rather than rely on technocratic expertise, the hallmark of modern welfare and regulatory states, it requires “mass
struggle from below and messy disruptions to
bring about a more durable and radical sort of
change.” Socialism engages, promising not just
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benefits but agency, the belief that “ordinary
people can shape the systems that shape their
lives.”
Second, the sort of engagement that secures socialism will also define its practice. It
is not for intellectuals to say that life under
socialism necessarily entails this or that policy. Intellectuals should inspire rather than
instruct, in order to “win people over to the
idea that things can be different, even if we
can’t precisely say what future generations
will decide to construct.” Sunkara envisions
a socialist America that decides, democratically, that enterprises selling goods and services compete with one another, as under
capitalism, and the ones that do a bad job of
it disappear. But the firms would be owned
and managed by the people who work in
them, determining compensation and making decisions about new products and business practices. If they wanted to expand
their enterprise, they would turn to regional
public investment banks (private ones having been nationalized) that judge investment
applicants “on the basis of profitability, job
creation, and other criteria including environmental impact.”
Even in the abstract, the inspiration on offer here is highly dubious. An “endless meeting” may have been the New Left’s idea of freedom, but strikes most people as a convincing
description of hell. Imposing more democracy
on people than they’d prefer is, among other
drawbacks, undemocratic.

T

he bigger problem is that 20thcentury socialism happened, even if
Sunkara is too young to remember it.
He calls socialism in the past century a “false
start,” which hardly suffices to establish that
it now deserves a fresh start. Socialists, beginning with Karl Marx, have always told uplifting stories about ordinary people shaping the
systems that shape their lives. Sunkara’s new
promise of socialist life is indistinguishable
from the old promise of socialist life.
For example, only “proletarian democracy,”
and only “methods of persuasion,” as opposed
to coercion, “can make it possible to unite the
working class, to stimulate its independent activity.” These were the words of Joseph Stalin
in 1921, quoted in another new book, Socialism: The Failed Idea that Never Dies, by Kristian Niemietz of the Institute of Economic
Affairs, a libertarian British think tank. “A ‘soviet,’ Niemietz points out, “was originally simply a democratically elected workers’ council
based at a factory, and a Soviet Republic was
originally meant to be a semi-direct grassroots
democracy, in which these workers’ councils
would form the main building blocks.”

A shortage of inspiring visions of the future cannot, then, qualify as socialism’s most
serious need. There are more urgent and
fundamental difficulties. The 20th century
demonstrated that socialism has an economic problem—it is more conducive to stagnation and shortages than it is to growth and
efficiency—and a political one—it is more
conducive to oppression than it is to freedom.
Accordingly, the highest duty of leftist intellectuals is not to inspire us to believe that
a socialist future will be different from the
capitalist present, but to argue convincingly
that it can and will be very different from the
socialist past. On these crucial points, however, Sunkara’s manifesto will persuade only
those already convinced of socialism’s nobility and feasibility.

S

tart with the economic problem,
the most daunting account of which
comes not from The Heritage Foundation but from philosopher Richard Rorty
(1931–2007), one of the 20th century’s most
influential leftist thinkers. In Achieving Our
Country (1998), Rorty described New Leftists and their progeny as highly enthused and
confident about “participatory democracy and
the end of capitalism.” His description of their
vision shows that there’s nothing fresh about
Sunkara’s: “economic decisions will be made
by stakeholders rather than by shareholders, and…entrepreneurship and markets will
cease to play their present role. When they do,
capitalism as we know it will have ended, and
something new will have taken its place.”
The attendant problem could not be more
basic: “But what this new thing will be, nobody
knows.” Specifically, no one has convincingly
explained how, after capitalism has been supplanted by a more pervasive democracy, the
new economic system will equip stakeholders
“to reach a consensus about when to remodel
a factory rather than build a new one, what
prices to pay for raw materials, and the like.”
And this failure or refusal to explain “what,
in the absence of markets, will set prices and
regulate distribution,” has given people good
reason to fear socialism. “The public, sensibly,
has no interest in getting rid of capitalism until it is offered details about the alternatives.”
On this point, Sunkara goes so far as to allow that “the appeal of capitalism is in large
part that there appears to be no viable alternative to it.” Yet he does not seem to realize that
this is a major concession. The pro-market
case has never been that capitalism is the best
set of arrangements conceivable, only that it is
the best available. Being the best existing option is not a small virtue, nor one diminished
by idealists who implore us to let our imaginaClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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tions soar as we dream of better, more fulfilling futures.
Can social and economic life really be democratized in a way that abolishes hierarchy,
so that no one has the clout to say, “Do X,” as
opposed to all stakeholders being empowered
to say, “Perhaps it would be good if X were
done”? Maybe, says Niemietz, but only in
“small, homogeneous, voluntary communities with simple economies,” the paradigm of
which is the Israeli kibbutz. Even these, he
notes, turned out to be equivocal successes
and have proven impossible to scale up much
beyond 1,000 members.

S

unkara imagines collective ownership and management working
splendidly in a specialty pasta sauce
company with a few dozen employees. The
stakeholders decide, for example, that the
highest-paid worker will receive no more
than four times as much as the lowest-paid.
Even if one stipulates the premise, there’s no
reason to think that stakeholder democracy
can function in enterprises that manufacture
extraordinarily sophisticated, complex products. (IBM has 366,000 employees.) Or ones
that provide services requiring vast networks,
enormous economies of scale, and intricate
logistics. (FedEx employs 357,000.) Nor is it
possible to imagine how, for the sake of making collective ownership feasible, such enterprises could be scaled down to the size of a
kibbutz while still delivering the goods and
services they sell.
Sunkara’s economic analysis is otherwise
dim or disingenuous. He argues at one point
that the reason social democracy fell short
of its potential was that it proved vulnerable
to “capital strikes—businesses choosing to
withhold investment until more ‘favorable
conditions’ prevail, blackmailing left-voting
workers in the process.” Yet he immediately
concedes (in an endnote) that such business
decisions are “perfectly rational in conditions of reduced profitability or high uncertainty.” In other words, not blackmail but exactly the sort of choices that will still have to
be made when we’re all conscientious stakeholders of our collectively managed enterprises. Whether we’re making pasta sauce or
are in a mega-kibbutz that builds container
ships, unfavorable or uncertain business conditions—making more products than we’re
selling, or fears that reducing prices will
mean not covering costs—may require scaling back production or postponing plans for
new capital investments.
“I do not shy away from considering what
went wrong in the Soviet experience,” Sunkara declares. But considering a subject isn’t the
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same as understanding it. The lessons he takes
away from 20th-century socialism, as practiced,
include “the difficulties of central planning,”
the dangers of “authoritarian collectivism,” and
the need to avoid “crippling bureaucratization.”
But after the scales have fallen from his eyes,
the entirety of the enlightenment Sunkara
draws on these points is that planning, collectivism, and bureaucratization can be done
badly, so future socialists should try really hard
to do them well.

T

he possibility that such problems
are inherent in the socialist enterprise
does not occur to him. They do to Niemietz, who argues that the Eastern Bloc experience shows that workers will manage their
enterprise for its benefit and theirs, but not
for that of the economy as a whole. This would
prove to be an enormous problem for central
planning agencies if they had to contend with
a complex but static reality. But when all the
individual elements of the economic equation
are also dynamic—as consumer preferences,
technologies, and the availability of raw materials change constantly—coordinating all
this activity is overwhelming, and the temptation to start commanding and controlling
people becomes irresistible for even the most
humane socialist official. “One cannot plan an
economy when the factors of production have
a will of their own and move around all the
time,” Niemietz argues. “Planners need to be
able to allocate factors of production, including labour, and those factors then have to stay
where they have been allocated to.”
The Socialist Manifesto’s title shows more
respect for The Communist Manifesto than
do the two pages it devotes to Marx’s most
famous work. Sunkara calls it a “short document” written to “popularize a political program,” but one that badly misread its historical moment. Despite unrest experienced in
many nations, the specter haunting the world
in 1848 turned out to be not Communism but
republicanism, in particular the demand for
universal suffrage.
Sunkara’s reading of his moment is no less
shaky, however. What, exactly, is the problem
for which socialism is the solution? Do we inhabit “a world filled with excruciating misery”?
Or is the 21st century “the best time in human history to be alive”? The Socialist Manifesto makes both assertions. The concept of the
immiseration of the proletariat, once central
to leftist thinking, held that the inexorable
logic of capitalist competition will force wages
down and down until workers are barely able
to stay alive. But Sunkara acknowledges that
China’s turn from collectivism toward economic liberalization is directly responsible for

lifting 500 million people out of dire poverty
over the past 30 years. We may be living in an
era of “extreme inequality,” as Sunkara’s subtitle asserts, but also in one of steadily rising
living standards. Those realities recommend
keeping and improving capitalism more forcefully than they do supplanting it with a system that has never succeeded anywhere and
no one has intelligibly described.
Similarly, there is only one brief, dismissive allusion to the dialectic of history in The
Socialist Manifesto. The attention Sunkara
does pay to the idea shows that he considers it
both dubious and dangerous. “The teleological streak in Marxism,” he writes, “its belief
in laws of history—that through conscious
political activity humanity could be pushed
toward a new, more advanced stage of civilization—surely made Stalin and Mao feel justified in their cruelties.”

A

careful examination of sunkara’s
argument shows that despite expressing support for rights, liberties, and
democracy, even his version of socialism’s
Platonic ideal is proto-tyrannical. His book’s
most dishonest passage attempts to denigrate
America’s merely political democracy as woefully inadequate when compared to the radically, fully democratic lives we’ll lead under
socialism. The “subversion of democracy was
the explicit intent of the Constitution’s framers,” Sunkara asserts. “For James Madison,
writing in Federalist No. 10, ‘Democracies
have ever been spectacles of turbulence and
contention,’ incompatible with the rights of
property owners.”
It’s easy, however, to score debating points
about others’ “explicit” intent when you selectively truncate and misrepresent their words
to prove your own thesis. A complete quotation of the passage will, with emphasis added,
hough he may deviate from cer- show Madison’s meaning and Sunkara’s bad
tain Marxist dogmas, Sunkara is a faith:
fiercely doctrinaire Platonist. Real socialism is the socialist ideal that exists only
From this view of the subject it may
in speech and inchoate longings. By contrast,
be concluded that a pure democracy, by
the socialism manifested in the various counwhich I mean a society consisting of a
tries that have called themselves socialist at
small number of citizens, who assemble
one time or another over the past century is
and administer the government in pernot real and has nothing to tell us about the
son, can admit of no cure for the missocialism that is real, though the latter exists
chiefs of faction.… Hence it is that such
only in theories and aspirations. This Plademocracies have ever been spectacles of
tonism hardly sets Sunkara apart. Niemietz
turbulence and contention; have ever
shows that Sunkara is only one of several
been found incompatible with personal
modern defenders of socialism who vindicate
security or the rights of property; and have
it solely “in terms of abstract outcomes rather
in general been as short in their lives as
than tangible institutional characteristics.”
they have been violent in their deaths.
Sunkara’s Platonism is especially pronounced with respect to socialism’s political
Philosophers merely interpret the world,
problem, its demonstrated propensity to cul- Marx complained, when the point is to
minate in oppression and, frequently, mass change it. That Sunkara mangles an 18thmurder. “Any ideology built around a notion century text is a much smaller problem than
of destiny,” he posits, “runs the risk of calam- the changes he wants to effect in 21st-century
ity.” Happily, “The solution is a banal one: life. Madison argued that democracy’s greatvaluing and protecting rights and liberties, est danger is “majority faction”—the ability of
while ensuring that ordinary people are not a majority durably united by a common interonly consulted through rallies and speeches est or passion to oppress its opponents demobut actually have democratic avenues to make cratically. Those in the minority, who lose vote
choices and hold their leaders accountable.” after vote, end up with no protection for their
Whatever wicked things were formerly done rights other than the majority’s self-restraint.
in the name of socialism have little connection The danger of majority faction cannot be
with real socialism, and can be detached from eliminated from any experiment in self-govany future socialism simply through willpow- ernment but can be reduced. Madison called
er, astute consciousness of the dangers, and for: governmental architecture that impedes
a warm-hearted commitment to democracy. majority factions when they are present; an
Or, as Niemietz writes, “The only lesson from “extended republic” that makes them unlikely
the Gulags is that we should not build Gulags, to form in the first place, because majorities
the only lesson from the show trials is that we are constantly shifting coalitions of numerous
should not have show trials, the only lesson small interests; and a commitment to the spirfrom the Berlin Wall is that we should not it of reciprocity that sustains self-government.
build walls through Berlin.”
As Abraham Lincoln said in his First Inaugu-
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A RADICAL ANALYSIS
Discrimination and Disparities is a radical book, in the fundamental sense of going to the root of an
issue. It challenges the very foundation of assumptions on which the prevailing “social justice” vision
of our time is based. The first two chapters of Discrimination and Disparities present a new framework
of analysis, and back it up with empirical evidence from around the world, before proceeding to
demonstrate why and how so much of the “social justice” vision is a house of cards.
Some readers may find it surprising to discover what
elementary fallacies provide the basis for many oftenrepeated assertions about the “top 10 percent,” “top one
percent” or the “top 400” highest income recipients. The
numbers behind such assertions may be valid as of a
given moment, but most people’s lives last longer than a
moment.
At some time during their lives, just over half of all
Americans are in the “top 10 percent” in income. Internal
Revenue Service data show that, over a 23-year period,
there were 4,584 people in the “top 400”— and most of
them were in that bracket just one year out of more than
two decades. In many contexts, turnover is the ignored
elephant in the room. Discrimination and Disparities
points out many other elephants that have been ignored
for far too long.
The fact that life has never been even approximately “fair,”
in the sense of presenting equal chances for achievement
to all individuals, groups or nations is undeniable. But
that tells us nothing about the causes of particular skewed
outcomes. Nor does it mean that we can reduce the
causes to whatever fits a particular social vision, without
putting that vision to the test of empirical evidence.
The alternative analysis and evidence offered in Discrimination and Disparities suggest that skewed
distributions of outcomes are by no means improbable or unusual, whether among human beings or
in natural phenomena beyond human control, such as tornadoes or earthquakes. This does not mean
fatalistic acceptance of economic and social disparities. But it does suggest that much of what is said
and done in the name of “social justice” is an impediment to creating greater opportunities for all.
Teachers who want their students to see more than one side of an issue may find Discrimination and
Disparities especially appropriate for that role.

Basic Books
$30.00 US
$39.00 Canada
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ral Address, “A majority held in restraint by
constitutional checks and limitations, and always changing easily with deliberate changes
of popular opinions and sentiments, is the
only true sovereign of a free people.”

F

or sunkara, majority faction is
not democracy’s problem but democracy’s purpose. The majority, of course,
is the workers—the proletariat—whose demands radical democracy will render irresistible. “Democratic socialists must secure decisive majorities in legislatures while winning
hegemony in the unions,” he urges. “Then our
organizations must be willing to flex their social power in the form of mass mobilizations
and political strikes to counter the structural
power of capital and ensure that our leaders
choose confrontation over accommodation
with elites.”
There is no room in this democracy for
holding the majority in restraint with constitutional checks and limitations, or for waiting on deliberate changes of popular opinion.
The point is to change the world, boldly and
decisively. “Class-struggle social democracy
through the ballot box is exceedingly difficult,
because candidates face both incentives to
compromise and structural pressure: administering a capitalist state requires maintaining business confidence and corporate profits,” Sunkara writes. “The solution is through
creating some pressure of our own. Street
protests and strike actions can discipline wayward candidates for not going along with a
redistributive agenda and force businesses to
make concessions to reformers once they are
elected.” America’s early 20th-century Socialist Party, for example, betrayed its mission
and constituency when it “denounced lawbreaking and sabotage—hallmarks of any
worthwhile labor militancy.”
Sunkara’s radical democracy is decidedly
radical but tenuously democratic. His account
gives rise to two slippery-slope fears. First,

will reminders about the banalities of rights
and liberties really dissuade militants, incited
to violate property rights, to refrain nevertheless from acts of violence? Protests and strikes
can discipline wayward candidates and obdurate capitalists, but beatings and assassinations have an even more pronounced effect.
History and psychology both argue that once
the spirit of righteous militancy leads zealots
to start breaking eggs in order to make omelets, it becomes very difficult to place limits
on what measures they’ll employ to advance
the cause.
Second, if radical democracy requires lawlessness from below, why should we expect it
to result in anything other than lawlessness
from above? If aggression is indispensable
to the socialist cause when militants are in
the streets, there’s no logical reason to hope
for fastidiousness about human rights after
the same militants start running the police,
army, and entire government. Nor, of course,
is there any historical reason to expect a humane result from new socialist regimes, given
their predecessors’ track record.

E

“so-called human rights abuses” during street
protests in 2014. In reality, the police and national guard “were on the whole incredibly patient with the protesters.” Well, yes, “in some
cases” they “responded brutally,” and government opponents died. But bear in mind that
“nearly all the protesters were from the middle
and upper classes.” In any case, these murky
and regrettable incidents should not distract
us from the bigger picture: the people of Venezuela “want to live and breathe, and…some
dare to demand control over their own lives.”
“The war of Marxism against the ruling
principles of Western constitutionalism
must never be mistaken for a mere skirmish,”
wrote political scientist Joseph Cropsey.
Sunkara turns out to be a more conventional
Marxist, in particular a more committed historicist, than his minor heresies suggest. If
by nature we are all created equal, possess inalienable rights, and secure them by instituting governments that derive their just powers
from the consent of the governed, then there
is no pretext for committing or justifying the
tyrannies, petty or murderous, necessary for
radical democracy to displace merely political democracy. But if there is no human nature, only human history—becoming rather
than being—then human rights and democratic accountability are merely Nice Things,
considerations we should bear in mind as socialism fulfills what Sunkara calls its “revolutionary destiny.” Under those circumstances,
some revolutionaries will enthusiastically
commit crimes, while others sincerely and
cleverly excuse those crimes. Why, Sunkara
asks, “would we repeat the disasters of the
twentieth century by once again trying to
create a socialist system?” The Socialist Manifesto did well to pose this crucial question,
but is derelict in merely pretending to reckon
with it.

ven the pages of sunkara’s jacobin
reflect no great urgency about obliging
the government to control itself, to borrow Madison’s phrase from The Federalist. We
learn from the magazine that, “by any standards,” Fidel Castro was “a towering champion of the oppressed.” There is the obligatory
Platonic disclaimer: “The socialism that Castro espoused had little resemblance to Marx’s
‘self-emancipation of the working class.’” But
there is also no reason for misgivings about
the larger historical project of building “a
deep and radical democracy” instead of Cuba’s “highly authoritarian interpretation of
socialism.”
Similarly, the “pretext” for sanctions imposed on Nicolas Maduro’s Venezuelan
government by the administration of that William Voegeli is a senior editor of the Clarenotorious reactionary, Barack Obama, was mont Review of Books.
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Book Review by David Azerrad

The Last Man and the Clash of Identities
Identity: The Demand for Dignity and the Politics of Resentment, by Francis Fukuyama.
Farrar, Straus & Giroux, 240 pages, $26

I

n the beginning of identity: the
Demand for Dignity and the Politics of Resentment, Francis Fukuyama asserts that
identity politics is “a master concept that unifies much of what is going on in world politics today.” As this overly ambitious, muddled
little book unfolds, it turns out to be the master concept that explains almost every major
global political development not just today
but for the past two centuries.
In Fukuyama’s brisk retelling, identity politics demands the recognition of one’s dignity
or identity (he can’t quite decide) and accounts
for, among other things: the American and
French revolutions, 19th-century European
nationalism, the May 1968 upheaval in France,
both the American civil rights movement and
Black Lives Matter, the self-immolation of
Mohamed Bouazizi and the ensuing so-called
Arab Spring, the color revolutions in Georgia
and Ukraine, political polarization in Thailand, Vladimir Putin, Viktor Orbán (who is

casually compared to Hitler), Donald Trump
(who is casually linked to white nationalism),
Xi Jinping, Brexit, #MeToo, campus politics,
populism, liberal democracy, and—wait for
it—Islamism.

O

f the many far-fetched claims
made on behalf of this confused
definition of identity politics, this
last one is undoubtedly the most unbelievable. What the Islamists really want, Fukuyama would have us believe, is not a caliphate
on earth and 72 virgins in heaven, but “public
recognition” of their “hidden or suppressed
group identity.” The Houthis, whose flag
reads “God is the Greatest, Death to America,
Death to Israel, Curse on the Jews, Victory to
Islam,” find their identity in jihad. American
teenagers, Fukuyama observes, find theirs in
“the specific subgenre of music that they and
their friends listen to.” Ultimately, they all
just want to be recognized.
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In his haste to see everything from al-Qaeda
to Zydeco as manifestations of identity politics, Fukuyama, a senior fellow at Stanford
University’s Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies, not only misinterprets
political phenomena, he never clearly defines
his master concept. Nowhere in his book does
he explain or defend the nature and basis of
this dignity we are all supposedly so keen to
have recognized.
Modern science, after all, robs us of any illusions we may have about our dignified place in
the cosmos. Physics teaches that everything is
matter in motion. And biology teaches that human beings, like all living organisms, are the result of an arbitrary evolutionary process. As the
French Nobel Laureate in Medicine Jacques
Monod once observed: “Man knows at last that
he is alone in the universe’s unfeeling immensity, out of which he emerged only by chance.”
It may be possible for those who espouse
such a worldview to behave in a dignified
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way. It is not, however, possible to defend
innate human dignity on such a foundation.
There is nothing dignified about random
genetic mutations producing a featherless
biped, even if this biped so happens to have
developed reason and the capacity for moral
deliberation. What evolution giveth, it may
taketh away.

A

t its core, universal, unalienable
human dignity is a religious concept.
It grows out of the belief in a creator
God who sets human beings apart from the
brutes by fashioning them in his image and
likeness, and endowing them with a soul. It
can be harmonized with evolution—so long
as one believes in a providential God guiding
evolution.
Fukuyama is aware of the theistic argument for dignity, but he prefers the evolutionary worldview. He compares humans to chimpanzees on three occasions and once invokes
the “presumed chimplike progenitor of modern humans.”
Still, he clings to his dignitarian demands, pointing to the “inner self ”—whatever that may be—as the “basis of human
dignity,” while admitting that “the nature of
that dignity is variable and has changed over
time.” As a result, “scarcely a politician in
the Western world if pressed could explain
its theoretical basis.” Neither can Fukuyama,
it turns out.
At times, he writes as if dignity is not innate and inalienable, but merely bestowed
by others. He speaks of a “humiliated group
seeking restitution of its dignity,” thereby
implying it can be lost. In his peculiar interpretation of Plato’s Republic, the warriors
demand dignity, thereby implying they do
not possess it. He thus collapses dignity into
the desire to have one’s dignity recognized
by others. Dignity becomes a synonym for
“esteem,” “honor,” “respect,” “status,” and ultimately, mere “vanity” and “self-esteem.” If
so, it is hard to see what’s so dignified about
amour-propre.
To add to the confusion, Fukuyama often
uses the terms “identity” and “dignity” interchangeably. Identity politics is defined as a
struggle for the recognition of one’s dignity,
but also of one’s identity. These, in fact, are
two very different political projects. Justice
demands that we affirm the inherent dignity
of man before those who would deny it. It
does not compel us to celebrate and publicly
affirm whatever self-chosen identity certain
people so happen to embrace and discard at
will. All men are created equal, but not all
ways of life are equally dignified. Some are
in fact quite undignified—if not downright

reprehensible. No one, as such, has a right to the left-wing variety which looms largest in
be honored.
America today. The Left’s obsession with the
victimization of women, minorities, and the
ukuyama’s confusion about dignity LGBT at the hands of the white patriarchy
extends to the phenomenon of iden- almost constitutes an unofficial state religion.
tity politics, which the book is osten- It has not yet fully conquered the public’s
sibly meant to elucidate. Although he never mind, but it does reign unchallenged among
clearly says so, Fukuyama seems to think the elites, all of whom worship at the altar
that all politics is identity politics. Human of diversity. The universities are ground zero
beings, he claims, naturally crave recogni- for this divisive ideology. Many have become
tion. As we already knew from the book that grievance-mongering seminaries dedicated to
made him famous, The End of History and the fostering hatred of America in general, and
Last Man (1992), Fukuyama agrees with his straight white men in particular.
teacher Alexandre Kojève’s interpretation of
G.W.F. Hegel that “the struggle for recognind yet, for all his denunciations
tion” is “the ultimate driver of human history.”
of the dangers of identity politics in
In Identity, he has decided, for reasons that
the abstract, Fukuyama puts on kid
remain unclear, to rename this struggle “iden- gloves when discussing its dominant incartity politics,” a term which did not appear in nation. “On the left, identity politics has
The End of History.
sought to undermine the legitimacy of the
Fukuyama thus sees identity politics every- American national story by emphasizing vicwhere and takes a rather benign view of it. “So timization,” he writes, “insinuating in some
there is nothing wrong with identity politics cases that racism, gender discrimination,
as such,” he writes, “it is a natural and inevi- and other forms of systematic exclusion are
table response to injustice.” Identity politics somehow intrinsic to the country’s DNA.”
may in fact even extend to the subhuman: “we Ah yes, those subtle emphases and rare inknow that feelings of pride and self-esteem”— sinuations of the identitarian Left! We must
which we aim to obtain via recognition—“are be attentive to Ta-Nehisi Coates’s every
related to levels of the neurotransmitter se- word lest we miss one of his veiled allusions
rotonin in the brain, and that chimpanzees to black victimization.
exhibit elevated levels of serotonin when they
Fukuyama, in short, refuses to confront
achieve alpha male status.”
the problem of identity politics as it exists
At the human level, identity politics takes on today. And so he has nothing to say about retwo forms. The first, which Fukuyama endors- forming higher education in his last chapter
es, calls for the recognition of the dignity of the on “What Is to Be Done?” He also has nothindividual and finds its ultimate fulfillment in ing to say about the controversial policies
liberal democracy at home and support for hu- of affirmative action and racial preferences.
man rights abroad. In its demand for the equal Most tellingly, he has nothing to say about
recognition of all citizens, it is in fact the very the growing chorus of identitarian voices on
antithesis of identity politics which demands the Left who, with the help of Silicon Valley,
preferential treatment for recognized identity silence those accused of hate speech. Fukugroups. Still, it must be forced into the Fuku- yama does admit that political correctness
yaman framework, lest the master concept not may have gone a little too far, but he is much
explain everything it needs to explain.
more concerned with how it has been exagThe second form of identity politics de- gerated by the Right in order to fuel the rise
mands the recognition of collective identities of Donald Trump.
centered on nations, religions, or races. Its
Here he does not mince words. Trump has
adherents demand recognition “not for all hu- awakened “an ugly form of populist nationalman beings, but for members of [their] par- ism that would reassert an ethnic or religious
ticular national or religious group.” It is this understanding of the country.” Although the
intolerant form of identity politics which wor- president himself “has been careful not to
ries Fukuyama. He finds it “deeply problem- articulate overtly racist views,” he has subtly
atic because it returns to understandings of promoted white nationalism. As a result, it
identity based on fixed characteristics such as “has moved from a fringe movement to somerace, ethnicity, and religion, which had earlier thing much more mainstream in American
been defeated at great cost.” (The inclusion politics.” There are now “plenty of white naof religion in a list of fixed characteristics is tionalist voices” (emphasis added).
another example of Fukuyama’s sloppy arguFukuyama doesn’t name any. Nor does he
mentation throughout the book.)
offer any compelling evidence to prove that
Perhaps because he sees identity politics Donald Trump, who hails from the greatest
everywhere, Fukuyama fails to see that it is cosmopolitan city the world has ever known
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and whose daughter Ivanka is Jewish, is a
white nationalist. Fukuyama misrepresents
Trump in order to confirm his own prejudices,
conveniently ignoring the president’s numerous affirmations of civic unity. As Trump said
after his election:
For too long, Washington has tried
to put us in boxes. They separate us
by race, by age, by income, by place of
birth, and by geography. They spend
too much time focusing on what divides
us. Now is the time to embrace the one
thing that truly unites us. You know
what that is? America.

T

hat, in fact, is precisely what fukuyama is trying to do. To counter the
mounting tides of tribal identitarianism
on the Left and the Right, he wants to revive
civic nationalism. He wants to rechannel the
longing for identity into “larger and more integrative national identities that take account of
the de facto diversity of existing liberal democratic societies.” In so doing, he confronts one
of the most challenging questions of our times,
namely, how much diversity can a nation accommodate before it loses coherence? Which
in turns raises a more fundamental question:
what binds a nation together?

For Fukuyama, there are only two answers.
In one camp are the ethno-nationalists who
define the nation in narrow ethnic and religious terms. Fukuyama rejects this approach
because it has been used to justify violence
against minorities. The atrocities committed in its name are well-known and undeniably cast it in a bad light. Fukuyama does
not, however, evince any interest in considering whether ethno-nationalism is necessarily
intolerant and violent. Sweden, for example,
prospered as an ethno-state for Swedes. And
Israel today is both a Jewish state and liberal
democracy (it is also, one should note, the
only developed nation in the world whose fertility rate is above replacement).
In the other camp are the creedal nationalists who define the nation in broad, abstract, and universal terms. Fukuyama has
obvious strong sympathies for this approach.
He thinks that national identity should be
defined first and foremost by a shared commitment to “equality and democratic values.”
In other words, nations should be defined by
what they all agree upon. But if so, why have
distinct nations?
Fukuyama does admit that this “minimal
creedal understanding of identity” rings a bit
hollow. So he supplements it with “an understanding of positive virtues, not bound to par-
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ticular groups, that are needed to make the
democracy work.” He does not describe these
virtues beyond quoting Alexis de Tocqueville
and adding his own plea for citizens to be
“open-minded, tolerant of other viewpoints, and
ready to compromise.” In any case, even these
rudimentary virtues of citizenship are not specific to any one country, but to democracy itself.
And so, Fukuyama’s grand defense of the
nation-state culminates in a call for the European Union to “create a single citizenship
whose requirements would be based on adherence to basic liberal democratic principles,
one that would supersede national citizenship
laws.” He is in effect defending nationalism
without nations.
Francis Fukuyama’s half-hearted and uninspiring attempt to reground the nation
in Rawlsian platitudes may perhaps satisfy
Friedrich Nietzsche’s decadent “last man.” It
will not, however, persuade those who despise
him, nor those who want to sink even lower
than him. Above all, it will not sustain spiritually-exhausted Western nations and revive
their will to live.
David Azerrad is the director of the B. Kenneth
Simon Center for Principles and Politics, and the
AWC Family Foundation Fellow, at The Heritage
Foundation.
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SYMPOSIUM
Essay by Thomas D. Klingenstein

Patriotism vs. Multiculturalism

T

here are any number of things to
admire about Donald Trump, but we
need not so much admire him as appreciate what he has shown us. Trump points
the way forward. His value often has less to
do with what he actually does than what he
shows us we must do.
Foremost, President Trump has exposed
multiculturalism as the political revolution it is.
He has allowed us to see that we are engaged
in a contest between two understandings of
justice, one built on the principle that all human beings are equal—the other on the principle that all “marginalized” identity groups
are equal, and all are oppressed by white males.
Because justice is the foundation of society,
Trump has, in effect, framed the country’s
divide as a war between two mutually exclusive regimes: America and multiculturalism.
He does not formulate it this way, but he has
shown us that this is the way to formulate it.
And he has shown us that multiculturalism as
a political force is underestimated by the Right.
America is a multi-racial society with citizens drawn from every corner of the world.
Despite its multiplicity, or rather because of

it, the country has striven to unite around
a single, national political culture based on
natural rights, individual freedom, and republican government. Multiculturalism is
something else again, the antithesis of those
unifying principles and common patriotism.
Nourished in our colleges and universities,
multiculturalism is an insane exercise in selfflagellation. It sees America’s past as a series
of crimes against humanity: genocide, racism,
and all its co-morbidities. Multiculturalism’s
worldview is enforced by a ruthless speech
code (political correctness) which makes it
virtually impossible for anyone in the mainstream of American life to challenge it. Trump,
however, is the exception. He has shown that
it is possible to stand up to multiculturalism.
In the stirring words of Michael Anton,

In this age of doubt and guilt, Trump has
the one absolutely essential thing: an unabashed, unapologetic love of his own country.
That is his core and it is solid. It is his primary
virtue and his basic appeal. Trump is a walking,
talking, all-out defense of America. Whatever
else he knows, he knows that he is no global
citizen and that America is not a collection of
identity groups, but one people and a people
with greatness in its genes. Trump may not be
able to express as well as one might like what
makes America great but in his soul he knows
what not so long ago our elite knew, that we
are the “almost chosen” people (in Abraham
Lincoln’s quaint, humble phrase) dedicated to
the proposition that “all men are created equal,”
here to show the rest the world that man can
govern himself. The defining moments in our
history—the republic we founded, the wars
Trump alone…has stood up to say: I
we fought (including the cold one), the nations
want to live. I want my party to live. I
we rebuilt and defended, the democratic revowant my country to live. I want my peolutions we inspired—justified Lincoln’s claim
ple to live. I want to end this insanity.
that America is the “last, best hope of earth.”
Our original sin—slavery—and other, lesser
Trump has shown us, in addition, that a large imperfections did not make us lose faith in
swath of the citizenry wants what he wants.
our goodness; they inspired us to do better.
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Common Sense, and a Knife

T

rump’s strengths serve him well
in the battle against multiculturalism.
He is comfortable marching out of
step. He wears his ties down to his knees and
that’s the length they will stay. He is courageous, direct, persistent, and, to his supporters, inspirational. He brings common sense
to the fight. He also brings a knife. Despite
his manifold deficiencies, he is the right man
for the times—not all times, not most times,
perhaps not even one in a hundred times, but
these times, when the conservative elite has
lost its nerve, and no one on the national stage
is willing to offer a categorical, full-throated
defense of America.
When he suggested boycotting Starbucks
for prohibiting its employees from saying
“Merry Christmas,” the president was and is
defending America’s Judeo-Christian culture.
He is showing impatience with an America
that teaches its citizens, non-Christian and
Christians alike, that non-Christians should
be offended by a friendly “Merry Christmas.”
He at least senses that the Judeo-Christian
understanding of justice goes hand in hand
with the understanding of justice that informs the Declaration of Independence.
Trump was also defending our culture when
he proposed a temporary ban on all Muslim
immigration. He was implying that we do
not have a duty to invite Muslims into this
country and they (as is true of any group)
have no right to come here. Although not
an immigration policy, those are the necessary premises for a sound one. When, at the
2017 Conservative Political Action Conference, he endorsed a friend’s comment that
“Paris is no longer Paris,” he was warning us
to avoid the multicultural suicide pact that
is Europe. He is urging patriotism when he
says he would fire NFL players who do not
salute the flag. He is demonstrating colorblindness when he says Maxine Waters has
a low I.Q.; and when he speaks to blacks as
Americans rather than through their selfappointed, race-hustling “spokesmen,” he is
showing that Americans are one people.
In a climate in which we all walk on multicultural egg shells, this unequivocal defense
of America’s way of life is nothing less than
extraordinary. It is largely beside the point
whether Trump makes the best arguments or
exemplifies the virtues for which he argues because, even on the Right, he is virtually alone
in making the arguments.
Many conservatives, however, see not a savior but a demagogue who implicitly indicts his
putatively racist supporters. More plausibly,
the rise of Trump indicts not his supporters

but his conservative accusers. Trump’s notorious reference to Haiti and other countries
as “shitholes” illustrates what is right with
Trump and wrong with much of the Right.
He was excoriated for his remarks. Every last
Republican senator and most conservatives
distanced themselves from his comments,
many rebuked him or called him “anti-American,” a few ducked.
I daresay, even among those who ducked,
very few recognized that Trump had raised
the most needful question: who are we as a
people? It is the most needful because America’s understanding of itself is currently under relentless attack by multiculturalism. He
was not making an economic argument for
controlling immigration (though he makes
those); he was making a moral-political argument. He was expressing the view that
it is wrong to invite into our society people
who cannot, or will not, live responsibly in
the way Americans believe is the right way to
live. This is part of the argument from justice
(what most Americans would call “common
sense”) which conservatives insist on not
making.
Of course, those on the Right, particularly politicians, know that to have come firmly
to Trump’s defense would have subjected
themselves to the potentially career-ending
charge of “racism.” One can appreciate their
predicament but still believe they yield too
easily. They do not appreciate that they are
being shut up. Though they are well aware
that political correctness has silenced dissent on college campuses, they are much less
aware that the same political correctness is
silencing them. Nor do they appreciate the
consequences. When they fail to make arguments that defend America’s way of life they
are failing in their first and most essential
obligation: to defend America.
Think Like Lincoln

W

hat may explain much of the
conservatives’ lack of clarity is
the way conservatives think about
politics. Conservatives say they belong to the
party of Lincoln but few of them think about
politics as Lincoln did.
Lincoln operated by a theory, or a model,
which explains how society works—its purpose and the means necessary to achieve that
purpose. He revealed his way of thinking
about politics in many places, but its essentials are captured in three quotations. One is
from his speech on the Supreme Court’s decision in Dred Scott v. Sandford (1857). Senator Stephen Douglas had argued, in an echo
of today’s multiculturalists, that, since the
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founders did not abolish slavery and some
owned slaves themselves, the Declaration’s
“all men are created equal” must have excluded
black men and women. This “grave charge,”
said Lincoln with dismissive sarcasm,
comes to nothing at all. I think the
authors of that notable instrument
[the Declaration] meant to include all
men…. They defined with tolerable distinctness, in what respects they did consider all men created equal—equal in
certain inalienable rights, among which
are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. This they said and this meant.
They [the founders] did not mean to assert the obvious untruth, that all were
then actually enjoying that equality….
They meant to set up a standard maxim
for free society which should be familiar to all and revered by all—constantly
looked to, constantly labored for, and
even, though never perfectly attained,
constantly approximated; and thereby
constantly spreading and deepening its
influence and augmenting the happiness and value of life to all people, of all
colors, everywhere.

opinion, at the beginning was, and until
recently has continued to be, “the equality of men.” And although it was always
submitted patiently to whatever of inequality there seemed to be as matter
of actual necessity, its constant working
has been a steady progress towards the
practical equality of all men.
If we are to keep on course, says Lincoln,
it is necessary above all else that the public
have the proper understanding of justice and
the virtues that support that understanding.
The public’s understanding of justice is political (“our government rests on public opinion”)
and so therefore are the civil institutions that
shape the public’s understanding of justice—
most notably, family, education, religion, and
voluntary associations. They are political in
so far as they serve the public welfare. These
institutions are designed to operate as close to
the people as possible because that conduces
to the pursuit of happiness. Even so, the national statesman keeps these institutions in
sight. He ensures that they have the proper
foundation. He does this in part through
public rhetoric, which, along with civil institutions, helps shape the public mind. Rhetoric
involves both appeals to the heart and arguments. The most important argument is always the argument from justice: Lincoln won
the Civil War in large measure because he
won that argument.

We see that for Lincoln the purpose of society is to create for all the opportunity for
“life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness” (the
“right way to live”). These principles are “constantly labored for.” The goal of society is just
and so must be the means. In other words, soRules Versus Principles
ciety is a moral order. Government, including
of course the Constitution, serves the moral
rump’s thinking about politics,
order. But there is something more important
imperfect and inarticulate as it may be,
than government for sustaining that moral oris closer to Lincoln’s thinking than is
der. In a country like ours, Lincoln argued in that of most conservatives. They do not operhis first debate with Douglas a year later:
ate by a theory; they pay too little attention
to justice and to the public mind. They misPublic sentiment is everything. With
understand prudence and take too narrow a
public sentiment, nothing can fail;
view of politics.
without it nothing can succeed. ConAsk a conservative what conservatism is and
sequently he who molds public sentiyou’re likely to be told: a strong defense, limited
ment, goes deeper than he who enacts
government, free markets, rule of law, a strict
statutes or pronounces decisions. He
interpretation of the Constitution, freedom
makes statutes and decisions possible
limited only to the extent it does not infringe on
or impossible to be executed.
the freedom of others, freedom of opportunity
rather than equality of outcome, prudent and
Two years earlier, at a Republican banquet in incremental policymaking based on empirical
Chicago, Lincoln had put it this way:
study, respect for family, religion, and personal
virtue, a social safety net but one that does not
Our government rests in public opinion.
foster dependency, one culture, not many.
Whoever can change public opinion,
What is striking about this list is just that:
can change the government, practically
it’s a list. It’s not an ordered way of thinking,
just so much. Public opinion, on any
but rather a bunch of things strung togethsubject, always has a “central idea,” from
er. These are all good things, to be sure, but
which all its minor thoughts radiate.
it is not obvious how they are related to one
That “central idea” in our political public
another or how they serve a larger purpose.
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Most of these are presented as absolutes and
so we do not know how, when they clash as
they must at times, their competing claims
will be negotiated. In other words, there is no
theory, nothing that ties everything together.
This is by intent. Conservatives are wary
of operating by theories. They fear igniting
another French Revolution which they believe (quite rightly) was theory run amok.
For conservatives, the pursuit of happiness (the good) is too indeterminate a goal
to guide politicians. Instead, conservatives
prefer “rules” or bright lines, which serve as
proxies for the principles that would otherwise make up a theory. Conservatives’ rules
include among others: follow tradition, proceed slowly and cautiously, support a given
set of policies, “states rights,” and, in the case
of jurisprudence, follow the words on the
page. Conservatives tend to be legalistic and
literal. They sometimes miss the emotional
meaning of things (odd for conservatives)
and so miss, for example, that the border
wall is less about keeping Mexicans out than
it is about keeping multiculturalism out and
keeping America “in.”
There is much to be said in favor of following rules and bright lines. Rules are concrete
and easy to follow, which is their virtue. And
the right rules tend to promote healthy habits
of mind. On the other hand, rules are rigid
and do not fit all circumstances. And rules
in themselves say nothing about the crucial
question of justice. But, as Lincoln and the
founders understood, politics is inescapably
about good and bad. Politicians do and say
things that support the right way to live. This
is not optional. Humans are justice-demanding beings. Support for a policy, or a court decision, requires that citizens believe it is just,
not merely that it increases GDP. And that
requires a theory and an argument.
Rules certainly have their place in politics,
but the intelligent use of rules requires understanding their rationale—always keeping
in mind that the rule was designed, or has
evolved, in order to serve a desired end or ends.
For example, we follow tradition because, we
believe, and for good reason, tradition tends
to incorporate the cumulative, time-tested
wisdom of many generations, which is usually
superior to that of the current generation. But
“usually” is not always. Some traditions are
bad. Slavery comes to mind. One must be able
to tell the difference between good traditions
and bad ones, and that requires a standard of
justice outside of tradition, which in America
is found most notably in the principles of the
Declaration of Independence.
Other rules have similar limitations. To
go slowly is usually sound advice, but every

once in a while it is necessary to speed up or
to throw the long ball or even a Hail Mary.
Policies like free trade, which may be right
most of the time, must sometimes yield to a
higher good. The questions in all cases are
under what circumstances does justice require exceptions, and what should we do in
such situations? There are no rules to answer
those questions.
Following Trump’s Lead

T

his is where lincolnian prudence
comes in. The statesman aims at the
good (i.e., tries to put into effect the
principles of the Declaration) but he recognizes that he is always constrained by the tools
at his disposal, the state of public sentiment,
and many other constraining circumstances
on the ground. Knowing the step to take, or
thing to say, that gets closest to the good is the
virtue of prudence, the art of the statesman.
But prudence does not sit well with those
who want to operate by rules because prudence requires the weighing of things in the

Multiculturalism
is the central issue
and threat—the
Communism or slavery,
as it were—of
our time.
context of a theory or an account of ends, and
it requires as well a wide view of politics in order to capture all the relevant circumstances
that must be weighed. Prudence requires
statesmen, which many conservatives are inclined to think we can do without so long as
we have competent policymakers.
Rule-bound thinking is particularly illsuited to periods of great change, when circumstances are so unlike those when the
rules evolved. The present is such a time. We
are in a war not over policy per se, but over
the understanding of justice. Most conservatives do not see the contest this way, perhaps
because they pay very little attention either
to justice or to public understanding. Because they do not see clearly the nature of the
war they cannot see that President Trump
has just the attributes which—however they
may violate political norms—make him the
right man for this particular struggle. In order to see this requires a mind habituated to
Lincolnian prudence.
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Conservative intellectuals should follow
Trump’s lead, picking up where he has left off.
Instead of bemoaning his inability to develop
coherent arguments, they themselves should
develop his arguments.
Conservatives should be explaining that
multiculturalism is the central issue and
threat—the Communism or slavery, as it
were—of our time. Opposition to multiculturalism (or identity politics) should become
the center of the conservative movement, the
basis for a political coalition, the principle on
which to build a rhetorical strategy and the
conceptual framework for interpreting events,
for organizing and tying together the domestic dangers we face.
Conservatives must call attention to manifestations of multiculturalism—for example,
point out that the Brett Kavanaugh hearings
were not so much a party contest over the appointment of a Supreme Court justice as they
were a battle over two understandings of justice. The multiculturalists’ assumption that
Kavanaugh was guilty until proven innocent
was, from their perspective, not a violation of a
sacred American principle of fair play; rather
it was faithful adherence to their own sacred
principle, which flows logically enough from
their belief that white males oppress women.
This is to say, the contest was not over how to
apply an agreed-upon set of rules, but which
set of rules to apply.
Conservatives must also explain how multiculturalism works—for example, how the
principles of multiculturalism have turned a
justifiable “love of one’s own” (what Trump
was expressing bluntly in his Haiti comment)
into “racism.” Or, as John Marini has been
explaining for decades, how the administrative state is gutting the civil sphere thereby
removing political decisions, decisions about
the right way to live, from the hands of the
people. The politicians and public must see
how this is all part of the multicultural project
to disunite America, as that old-fashioned liberal, Arthur Schlessinger, Jr., warned several
decades ago.
The Argument from Justice

C

onservative intellectuals and
Republicans must have it more clearly in mind than they do that it is their
job, their most important job, to make arguments that defend the American way to live,
which is predicated on the belief, expressed
in the Declaration, that there is a universal
right and wrong, justice and injustice. It is
this that multiculturalism seeks to destroy.
The conservative counterattack requires the
deployment of patriotism, a weapon many-
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fold more powerful than the multiculturalists’ counterpart: loyalty to identity group or
hatred of the oppressive “other” (i.e., white
males). But conservatives have allowed the
multiculturalists to delegitimize patriotism
by making it the equivalent of “blood and soil”
nationalism with its redolence of Nazism.
We cannot let that stand. Politicians must
see patriotism not simply as “messaging” or as
something that dresses up a policy, but rather
as the very foundation of policy. We cannot
implement policies, let alone defend ourselves,
unless we have a common commitment to
the American understanding of right and
wrong, justice and injustice. Without that
we are not a nation.
Liberals, unlike conservatives, understand
the need to argue from justice, what today
they call “social justice.” Liberal arguments
from justice may be perverse, but they will
continue to prevail until they are met by other,
better arguments.
Take, for example, liberal support for open
borders, a policy liberals defend by arguing
that it is selfish or racist to allow people from
some countries, but not others, to immigrate.
Typically, conservatives respond with economic arguments (e.g., immigrants take jobs
or benefits from Americans). But arguments
of this type do not meet the liberal argument
for they leave unanswered the question as
to why those currently residing here deserve
preference over non-residents.
The conservative argument from justice
rests on the belief that there are certain naturally circumscribed or political aspects to human nature. The more tribes in a given society,
the more conflict. Conversely, the fewer the
tribes (other things being equal), the closer
the friendships among citizens and thereby
the greater the opportunity to pursue happiness (the purpose of society). This is because
friends themselves contribute to happiness,
and because friends are more trustworthy
than non-friends: friends are more inclined
to sacrifice for each other and a community
of friends requires fewer social and political
restraints than a community of non-friends.
Who can be friends is open to debate, but
there should be no debate that not everyone
can be a friend. In other words, there is a limit
to “diversity.”
Where conservatives today talk least about
justice is exactly where justice would seem to
be the most necessary thing to talk about: the
Constitution. Trump, unlike most conservatives, understands constitutional law (like law
in general) as the application of justice to a particular situation. Take birthright citizenship. It
is the law of the land that if a pregnant woman
enters the United States illegally and then has

a baby on U.S. soil, that baby is a U.S. citizen.
It does not take a degree in moral philosophy
to see that there is something morally suspect
about this result, specifically, that law-breaking
is being rewarded and the woman is doing what
might be called an “end-around.” In calling attention to the injustice of birthright citizenship,
Trump has cast doubt, however inadvertently,
on a jurisprudence that separates justice from
law. Insofar as he understands the Constitution as enforcing the principles of the Declaration (a just end), he is closer to the originalism
of the founders and the drafters of the 14th
Amendment’s citizenship clause than are most
of today’s conservative “experts,” who don’t
think justice has anything to do with interpreting the Constitution.
Making Patriots

W

e are most in need of arguments from justice (and other
aspects of Lincolnian thinking)
where the problem is most intractable: education, in particular, elite higher education. It is
here that we find the headwaters of multiculturalism, where professors teach future citizens that America’s history is one long narrative of crimes against humanity. In point of
fact, the crime against humanity is not America; it is the professoriate’s wanton destruction
of America.
Unfortunately, many conservatives consider education outside of, or on the periphery of, politics. And to the extent they allow
education to be a political question, they insist
it belongs exclusively with state and local governments. The founders and Lincoln, on the
other hand, thought education was the key to
good government, not just good state government. Even as recently as a few generations
ago, it was taken for granted, by the Left and
the Right, that the purpose of our colleges
and universities—private ones, too—was to
train future American citizens on behalf of
the public welfare. This function is inherently
national in its implications, even if it is proper
for the federal government to leave higher
education mostly in the hands of the states or
private sector. Today, colleges think they are
training not Americans but so-called “global”
citizens, and although they say they do so for
the common good, they make not the slightest effort to take into account what the “commoners” believe is good.
It is not possible to fix higher elite education purely by private or even by state means.
And I suspect that without fixing elite higher
education, it is not possible to subdue multiculturalism. Under these conditions, something political may have to be done at the naClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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tional level in order to save American higher
education from itself—e.g., making federal
grants conditional on protecting college students’ free speech and due process rights, and
on providing a civic education friendly to
American principles and national history.
Even stronger medicine may eventually be
necessary. Our founders understood that not
all exigencies can be anticipated. Thus, they
bequeathed to us a regime based on a moral
order that has within itself the authority to
defend itself. Some conservatives, legalist and
non-theoretical as they think they are, will
resist stronger national policies under any circumstance, a theoretical position (one cannot
avoid theory) they support by pointing out
that interventions by conservatives will only
invite intervention by liberals. True enough,
but that is democracy. The only way to prevent liberal policies from replacing conservative ones is to persuade the public that the latter are more just than the former.
Whether intervention now or in the future
is appropriate or not, President Trump should
employ his matchless marketing skills to call attention to the anti-Americanism of elite higher
education. He is right to call attention to the
shutting down of speech on college campuses.
But speech suppression is only a means to an
end. And that end, the multicultural dissolution of America, is what Trump needs to bring
into focus. He should beat Berkeley and Harvard and the other Benedict Arnolds with the
same kind of rhetorical stick he wields against
the “fake” media. Trump may not be able to
take the argument very far, but there are many
capable people who can. The president should
deputize them. And if he thinks it makes political sense, he should make education a major
issue in the 2020 campaign.
When he leaves office, whenever that is, we
need a more traditional statesman, someone
who sees Trump’s value but also his limitations—like Trump, a red-blooded American
patriot who has the courage to stand up to the
times, but unlike Trump, someone who can
articulate the nature of the war we are in, who
speaks the language of justice, and who can
remind us that our goal is the good. But this
should be someone who, like a good conservative, understands that we must pursue the
good with a keen sense of our own limitations.
In other words, we need someone who thinks
about politics as Abraham Lincoln did—confident that America, imperfect as it is, is still
the “last, best hope of earth.”
Thomas D. Klingenstein is a principal in the investment firm of Cohen, Klingenstein, LLC, and
the chairman of the Claremont Institute’s Board
of Directors.
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SYMPOSIUM

Allen C. Guelzo

fortably different—but in the end, the Constitution turned out to be quite adequate to
absorbing them all, while they themselves felt
or all the work that it was de- no particular cultural incitement to challenge
signed to do, and has done for over the constitutional order. Even when they were
200 years, the U.S. Constitution is a being victimized by the Constitution’s officers,
remarkably tight-lipped document, running they appealed their victimization to the Con(in its original 1787 form) to about 4,000 stitution’s tribunals.
words. It speaks far more about what federal and state governments cannot do rather
very different form of cultural
than what they ought to do, with the rest left
challenge, however, came from a very
mostly to the people themselves. And so the
different form of immigration—in
Constitution contains nothing about culture. this case, the forced introduction of an enIt ordains no language, music, religion, coat- slaved population which gradually created a
of-arms, shrines, ancestry, or tribal myth. We world very different from anything the Concould, presumably, all be Buddhists, Sikhs, stitution could absorb. This was not because
Finns, Sicilians, or members of the Benevo- the slaves themselves injected into American
lent and Protective Order of Elks for all that life cultural forms too alien in their African
the Constitution would notice.
origin to prosper under the Constitution’s
Partly, this is because the members of the umbrella, but because the institution of slavConstitutional Convention already shared ery itself created its own new synthesis cula culture that they simply took for granted: ture for both black and white, African and
hence, the Constitution does not establish American. This new culture was built around
and ordain a culture because those who wrote principles—dominance, hierarchy, and race
it already operated within one. In 1787, that supremacy—which ultimately could not be
culture understood certain matters as givens: reconciled with either the culture or the
some form of Protestant Christian theism, Constitution espoused in Philadelphia in
largely patterned after the Bible (whether or 1787.
not all Americans shared the same convicWhat made the culture of slave society all
tions about it), and a moral code derived from the more dangerous was the congruities it esthat theism that sanctified property-owner- tablished with the political culture of the Jefship, the nuclear family, natural rights, and fersonian and Jacksonian Democrats, which,
the rule of law. The American Revolution when blended with the racial Romanticism of
sharpened the application of the rule of law by John C. Calhoun, George Fitzhugh, and James
abolishing traditional social and political hi- Henry Hammond, became quite a world of
erarchies, but it still operated within the long difference from the rival political culture of
tradition of English-speaking jurisprudence Federalists, Whigs, and Republicans such as
that stretched back to the Middle Ages. None Alexander Hamilton, Henry Clay, and Abraof that made it into the Constitution, but it ham Lincoln. And these really were rival culdid find an unavoidable lodgment in everyday tures: whether it was the Union and sectionAmericans’ lives.
alism, the priority of self-transformation as
Yet, from the very beginning, that culture against the priority of racial or class identity,
had to come to terms with a large number or economic dynamism versus economic staof immigrants on America’s doorstep who sis, Americans of the Hamilton-Clay-Lincoln
seemed likely to capsize it. Some of them, persuasion were culturally at odds with the
viewed from a long distance, might not seem swaggering, slave-owning, Jeffersonian and
really all that culturally dissimilar (Irish and Jacksonian one. In the end, it led to civil war.
German Catholics, French-speaking Ca- But even civil war did not succeed in imposribbean refugees); nevertheless, they struck ing a uniform political culture on the republic,
Americans then as being dangerously alien, as the sorry conclusion of Reconstruction so
and were often treated that way. There were vividly demonstrated.
also the Indian tribes already present, some of
So, in one comparatively harmless way,
whom (like the Cherokee) seriously struggled Americans have long been multicultural, and
to assimilate themselves to American norms, formed what Frederick Douglass hailed as a
only to be rebuffed. These alternative cultures “composite nation.” “We are a country of all
lived by different codes—sometimes uncom- extremes,” he said in 1869,
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the most conspicuous example of composite nationality in the world. Our people defy all the ethnological and logical
classifications. In races we range all the
way from black to white, with intermediate shades which, as in the apocalyptic
vision, no man can name a number.
In that respect, multiculturalism has been
part of the American warp and woof for a long
time, and indeed we may say that there is actually a perfectly constitutional multiculturalism. But there has also been another, relentlessly lethal multiculturalism in American life
whose chief example was the slaveowners’ culture of narcissism, oligarchy, and power. And
that multiculturalism, which the slaveowners
demanded, nearly destroyed us.

T

he multiculturalism thomas
Klingenstein has ably diagnosed as
the sickness of our age is a very different species altogether from Douglass’s “composite” multiculturalism, and should not be
embraced with a shrug of the shoulders and
a here-we-go-again attitude. Today’s multiculturalism is, like the airless conceit of the
Calhouns and Fitzhughs, not multi- at all; it
is a culture of its own whose values are premised on the same realities and ideas which
brought us, on an earlier occasion, to a vast
bloodletting. Like the slave aristocracy, modern multiculturalism is predicated on identity
politics; like them again, it espouses a form of
economic stasis as the only just social form; it
has no use for the nation, substituting instead
racial and gender states as the focus of its loyalties, and it ruthlessly silences dissent in the
name of self-protection. And probably, given
half a chance, it will strain to rewrite the Constitution in order to articulate its culture and
criminalize disagreement.
Douglass’s “composite” multiculturalism is
difference around a common core. Bavarians
and Prussians could not live more different
lives, yet they were both conscious of being
Germans; Brittany and Languedoc might almost be different nations, yet they understand
themselves nonetheless as French. There was
no more radically multicultural state than the
old Austrian empire, bringing under its wing
German-speaking Austrians, Muslim and
Orthodox Slavs, and a host of others, and all
of it suspended on nothing more substantial
than an acknowledgement of the suzerainty of
the House of Habsburg. Of course, these in-
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stances of “composite” multiculturalism were,
and are, sustained by two factors: a common
language and/or religion (in the German and
French example) and (in the Austrian case) a
vast territory in which divergent groups lived
out of sight and out of conflict with each other.
Americans have had the most unusual common core around which a multitude of cultures gather—a set of political propositions
and a written Constitution. And that core has
managed, to the disbelief of its despisers, to
survive without a single established language
or religion, and in the full glare of telegraphs,
telephones, newspapers, and, most recently,
the internet.
None of these ways of structuring multiculturalism defines the multiculturalism
with which Klingenstein is dealing. This new
multiculturalism is, in fact, an anti-culture,
and it dismisses (in the words of essayist
Wesley Yang) “the very idea of a fair system
of rules applicable to all” as “a pernicious
mystification disguising the partial interests
of the dominant class as universality itself.”
There really is nothing the anti-culture respects outside itself; “what remains to be
done,” Yang declares, “is the reengineering of
norms, customs, and precedents to favor the
marginalized.” The “marginalized,” of course,
is what every dictator, tyrant, and ideologue
imagines he is speaking for. No slaveowner,
swinging back at the perceived aggressions of
the anti-slavery North, could have described
his situation better. Klingenstein’s invocation of Abraham Lincoln, therefore, is not at
all misplaced.
The oddity is that Donald Trump, who
entered the lists in 2016 to do combat in
this newest form of cultural collision, is, at
least in terms of perception and persona, no
Lincoln, or even a Clay. But he does share at
least one fundamental Lincolnian perspective, and that is that a house divided against
itself—as violently as the “composite” constitutional multiculturalism of Douglass and
Lincoln and the tyrannical multiculturalism
of the new Calhounites divides us—really
cannot stand. Like Lincoln, neither Klingenstein nor I expects the house to fall, but there
is the real possibility that it will inevitably become all one thing or all the other. Trump’s
principal virtue is that, whatever his other
faults, he sees this divide for what it is, and
has no patience with the endless equivocations which have been offered as fruitless
placations of it.
Allen C. Guelzo is the Henry R. Luce Professor
of the Civil War Era at Gettysburg College and a
senior fellow at the Claremont Institute.
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Roger Kimball

T

he two great themes of thomas
Klingenstein’s essay on America are
rhetoric and reality. He comes to rhetoric through Abraham Lincoln. “[P]ublic sentiment,” said Lincoln, “is everything.”
With public sentiment, nothing can fail;
without it nothing can succeed. Consequently he who molds public sentiment, goes deeper than he who enacts
statutes or pronounces decisions. He
makes statutes and decisions possible
or impossible to be executed.

To the surprise of many, myself included,
Donald Trump, the flashy real-estate developer and reality TV star, turned out to be
an astonishingly successful molder of public
sentiment. Aristotle was correct when he said
that rhetoric was the “art of persuasion.” As
the cartoonist Scott Adams saw earlier than
most, Trump was in this sense a master rhetorician, a “Great Persuader.”
Everything Trump does, Adams pointed
out in a column late in the 2016 election cycle,
is designed to shape public opinion. “He needed to be loud and outrageous in the primaries,
so he was.” And Hillary?
Meanwhile, Hillary Clinton has revealed herself to be frail, medicated, and
probably duplicitous about her health.
We also hear reports that she’s a drinker with a bad temper. Suddenly, Clinton
looks like the unstable personality in
this race. Who do you want controlling
the nuclear arsenal now?
That was a good question. Here’s another:
Which candidate was the worse bigot? The
one who wants stronger immigration policies
to protect Americans or the one who castigated tens of millions of voters as a “basket
of deplorables” who were “irredeemable” and
“thankfully…not America”?
I think Adams was right: whatever else
he is, Trump is a “Great Persuader.” Looking
back to 2015, Adams wrote:
I told you that Trump was bringing a
flamethrower to a stick fight. His talent
for persuasion is so strong that he has
effectively flipped the script and rewired
the brains of the people watching this
show.
But I’ll bet you still think Trump
is “thin-skinned,” primarily because
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Clinton’s team has done a great job of
branding him that way. The label sticks
because Trump has a pattern of going
on offense whenever he is attacked. But
let me give you another framework to
see this same set of facts…. If you were
an alien from another planet, and you
observed a lion killing a gazelle, you
might think that lion was angry at its
prey. You might think the lion was insulted that the gazelle was using its watering hole. What did the gazelle do to
deserve that treatment? Is the lion being
thin-skinned?

T

he 2016 election cycle may seem
very long ago. But the rhetorical style
that Trump deployed then has been
constantly on view since. The talent that enabled him to squish like bugs the 16 tip-top
Republican candidates during the primary,
and then crush the “inevitable” Hillary Clinton, has also enabled him to preside over what
has been one of the most—maybe the single
most—successful first two years of any president in our history.
And that brings me to Klingenstein’s second theme. I said it was “reality.” The negative
term he uses is “multiculturalism.” “Foremost,”
he writes, “President Trump has exposed multiculturalism as the political revolution it is.”
I think it is still an open question whether
Trump has been successful in that task of exposure. He has managed it in substance. His
attack on political correctness during the campaign and later, along with his truth-telling
about illegal immigration and such multicultural cynosures as “transgender” bathrooms,
has been a refreshing change from the tacit
endorsement of identity politics by his predecessor. But the jury is still out, I believe, on the
position of “public sentiment” on the issues.
About the substance of the issue, however,
I have no doubt that Klingenstein is correct.
As Samuel Huntington pointed out years
ago, multiculturalism is “anti-European
civilization…. It is basically an anti-Western
ideology.” Quite right. The multiculturalists
claim to be fostering a progressive cultural
cosmopolitanism distinguished by superior
sensitivity to the downtrodden and dispossessed. In fact, they encourage an orgy of
self-flagellating liberal guilt as impotent as
it is insatiable. The “sensitivity” of the multiculturalist is an index not of moral refinement but of moral vacuousness. Multiculturalism is a moral intoxicant; its thrill centers
around the emotion of superior virtue; its
hangover subsists on a diet of nescience and
blighted “good intentions.”

K

lingenstein is right to stress
the baneful effect of multiculuralism
on education. “Education” is a synonym for “Our Future.” Schools and colleges
are laboratories in which future citizens are
forged. Wherever the imperatives of multiculturalism have touched the curriculum, they
have left broad swaths of anti-Western attitudinizing competing for attention with quite
astonishing historical blindness. Courses on
minorities, women’s issues, and the Third
World proliferate; the teaching of mainstream
history slides into oblivion.
And note that multiculturalism is not only
an academic phenomenon. The attitudes it
fosters have profound social, as well as intellectual, consequences. One consequence has
been a sharp rise in the phenomenon of immigration without—or with only partial—assimilation: a dangerous demographic trend
that threatens American identity in the most
basic way.
These various agents of dissolution are also
elements in a wider culture war: the contest
to define how we live and what counts as the
good in the good life. Anti-Americanism occupies such a prominent place on the agenda
of the culture wars precisely because the traditional values of American identity—articulated by the founders and grounded in a
commitment to individual liberty and public
virtue—are deeply at odds with the radical,
de-civilizing tenets of the “multiculturalist”
enterprise.
What we have witnessed with the triumph
of multiculturalism is a kind of hypertrophy
or perversion of liberalism, as its core doctrines are pursued to the point of caricature.
“Freedom,” “diversity,” “equality,” “tolerance,”
even “democracy”—how many definitive
liberal virtues have been redacted into their
opposites by the imperatives of political correctness? If “diversity” mandates bilingual
education, then we must institute bilingual
education, even if it results in the cultural
disenfranchisement of those it was meant to
benefit. The passion for equality demands “affirmative action,” even though the process of
affirmative action depends upon treating people unequally. The French philosopher JeanFrançois Revel put it well when he observed,
in 1983, that “Democratic civilization is the
first in history to blame itself because another
power is trying to destroy it.” We are all in
Thomas Klingenstein’s debt for reminding us
of this forgotten truth.

David Azerrad

T

homas klingenstein has written
a cri de coeur against the most powerful, pernicious, and suicidal ideology of
our time: multiculturalism. Klingenstein sees
it for what it is—“an insane exercise in selfflagellation” fueled by a hatred of America in
general and of white men in particular. He
understands its formidable power to silence
and destroy publicly those who deviate from
the accepted script when speaking of protected identity groups. And he is therefore right
to call on conservatives to see it as “the central
issue and threat—the Communism or slavery,
as it were—of our time.”
I am a particularly pleased that he published his essay in the pages of the Claremont
Review of Books since it provides a much
needed corrective to the orthodox Claremont account of America. We “Claremonsters” have for too long tried to interpret
modern liberalism through the lens of early
American Progressivism. Multiculturalism
cannot, however, be read as a working out of
the ideas of Woodrow Wilson, Richard Ely,
Charles Merriam, or any other of their Progressive acolytes.
The leading Progressive luminaries of the
early 20th century believed in the superiority
of the Teutonic races and their rightful title
to rule not just America, but the world. Wilson defended segregation and celebrated the
end of Reconstruction for re-establishing “the
natural, inevitable ascendancy of the whites,
the responsible class.” In his A History of
American Political Theories, Charles Merriam
exhorted Teutonic races to adopt “a colonial
policy” and “civilize the politically uncivilized.” At best, Progressives favored benevolent paternalism vis-à-vis what they viewed as
inferior races. At worst, “Barbaric races” who
could not be civilized would have to “be swept
away,” as Merriam casually noted.
However much Progressivism may explain
the workings of the modern administrative
state, it cannot account for the current cult
of diversity and the mounting hatred for all
things white. No early Progressive would
have called on anyone, much less a sitting
president, to resign for calling certain Third
World countries “shitholes.”
Not surprisingly, the contemporary multicultural Left has turned against the early
Progressives. The arch-Progressive Woodrow
Wilson, on whom we in the Claremont school
Roger Kimball is editor and publisher of the have put so much weight, is now despised by
New Criterion and president and publisher of the Left. In the summary judgment of the Atlantic: “The Virginia native was racist.”
Encounter Books.
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T

o understand what klingenstein
calls multiculturalism (but I think
should better be called “identity politics”), one needs to understand the radical
break that occurred on the Left in the 1960s
and ’70s with the rise of the New Left, on
the one hand, and the black nationalist, Black
Power, and women’s liberation movements on
the other.
These ideological movements presented a
new critique of America as a fundamentally
oppressive regime which subjugates certain
groups and stifles authentic living. Their scathing indictment of the country first made headway with women, minorities (as they would
now be called), and the nascent gay liberation
movement, before penetrating mainstream culture. The victory was sealed when members of
the so-called oppressor class, for reasons that
have yet to be explained, accepted the critique
and came to think of themselves and their
country through this lens, giving rise to the
self-flagellation which Klingenstein condemns.
Klingenstein identifies “the principle that
all ‘marginalized’ identity groups are equal,
and all are oppressed by white males” as the
leading principle of American multiculturalism. This is not entirely correct as multiculturalists embrace a hierarchy of victimhood.
No social justice warrior has as much sympathy for Asian Americans as she does for African Americans. Women who do not want to
compete against transgender men in athletic
competitions are told to shut up and check
their transphobia. And the Jews, who were
once almost exterminated for not being white,
are now starting to be called “white Jews” to
underscore their privilege.
More importantly, the now fashionable
concept of intersectionality recognizes that
people can be oppressed along multiple axes at
the same time. Not all marginalized identity
groups, it turns out, are equal. Some are more
marginalized than others and thus more equal
than others.

David Azerrad is the director of the B. Kenneth
Simon Center for Principles and Politics, and the
AWC Family Foundation Fellow, at The Heritage
Foundation.

Matthew Continetti

“T

rump,” writes thomas klingenstein in his wide-ranging and fascinating essay, “points the way for-

ward.” But in which direction? Sometimes it
is hard to tell.
The president seems eager to embody the
“energy in the executive” that The Federalist
describes as “a leading character in the definition of good government.” He bounds from
one decision, policy, controversy, fight, Tweet,
rally, and provocation to the next. He rarely
pauses for breath, or for sleep. His influence
extends throughout the economy, the courts,
the media, the globe, and even into outer
space. Somehow he still finds time to comment on the Oscars and cable news. This activity is consequential. It is also, for some of
us, exasperating.
Klingenstein says the through-line to
Trump’s presidency is his resistance to multiculturalism. “He has allowed us to see that we
are engaged in a contest between two understandings of justice, one built on the principle
that all human beings are equal—the other
on the principle that all ‘marginalized’ identity groups are equal, and all are oppressed by
white males.”
Multiculturalism and its offspring, identity politics and political correctness, are worth
opposing because they divide and undermine
a country “based on natural rights, individual
freedom, and republican government.” Where
Trump knows “in his soul” that Americans
are, in Lincoln’s phrase, the “almost chosen
people,” multiculturalism offers only “an insane exercise in self-flagellation.”

Y

oppressed, you wish, in the words of Abrams,
“[t]o seek redress and inclusion.” The Trump
supporters I know desire the equal protection
of individual rights under the law. Multiculturalists desire substantive equality, or at least
proportional representation, which necessitates the unequal treatment of individuals
based on group characteristics.
“Opposition to multiculturalism,” Klingenstein writes, “should become the center of the
conservative movement, the basis for a political coalition, the principle on which to build a
rhetorical strategy and the conceptual framework for interpreting events, for organizing
and tying together the domestic dangers we
face.” Rather than re-grounding the conservative movement in opposition to multiculturalism, Trump supporters might find it more
useful to advance a positive argument for
American nationalism, rightly understood.

T

rump defends the constituent
elements of the American nation: its
borders, its language, its holidays (including Christmas), its symbols (the flag and
the national anthem), its industries, and its
people. Unlike multiculturalists, he draws
a line between citizens of this nation and all
others. Except for a few excellent prepared
speeches, though, he has spent less time
than I would like on the qualities that make
American nationalism unique: the principles
of equal natural right established in our country’s founding documents.
These are the ideas that make America exceptional. They are the reason membership
in the national community is not a matter
of race or ethnicity or sect but fidelity to the
law and to a shared cultural understanding.
They are what Lincoln referred to when he
described “a standard maxim for free society,
which should be familiar to all, and revered by
all; constantly looked to, constantly labored
for, and even though never perfectly attained,
constantly approximated, and thereby constantly spreading and deepening its influence,
and augmenting the happiness and value of
life to all people of all colors everywhere.”
It might not be Donald Trump’s sole responsibility to give his program coherence.
But he could help! Integrating into his rhetoric the themes and quotations of Thomas
Klingenstein’s important essay would be a
great place to start.

ou don’t need access to the presidential soul to believe Klingenstein is
on to something. Neither multiculturalism nor the idea of equal natural rights began
with Donald Trump, but his rise has brought
the opposition of these two worldviews into
stark relief.
Trump and the multiculturalists have different understandings of the nation’s past. Trump
looks proudly at American history. It’s why he
wants to make us great “again.” His opponents
are much more hostile. For Stacey Abrams,
“marginalized groups” are “finally overcoming
centuries-long efforts to erase them from the
American polity.” For Governor Andrew Cuomo, America “was never that great.” Former
Attorney General Eric Holder asks: “Exactly
when did you think America was great?”
A lot follows from such attitudes. If you
take pride in America’s heritage, you wish
to see the country recapture its glory. If you
think American history is reducible to a cen- Matthew Continetti is editor in chief of the
turies-old struggle between oppressors and Washington Free Beacon.
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Book Review by Daniel McCarthy

Fasten Your Seatbelts
After the Flight 93 Election: The Vote that Saved America and What We Still Have to Lose, by Michael Anton.
Encounter Books, 104 pages, $14.99

A

measure of michael anton’s success in “The Flight 93 Election” is the
envy that his essay continues to elicit
to this day. Writing for the CRB’s website in
September 2016, Anton did what his legion
of critics are well paid to do, yet routinely fail
to achieve: he correctly analyzed a momentous turn in American political life. And his
shocking recommendations actually mattered
to the presidential election that fall: he gave
nerve to voters who were already in revolt
but who saw only fear and shame when they
looked to conservatism’s princes for leadership. More than any other contribution to the
debates surrounding the 2016 election, “The
Flight 93 Election” made support for Donald
Trump morally and intellectually credible—
even imperative.
Anton did for Trump what no one had been
able to do for Hillary Clinton or the battalion

of contenders for the Republican nomination
earlier that year. Writing as Publius Decius
Mus, Anton changed men’s souls by the action of his words. However great or modest
that change may have been, it was more than
anything the institutional punditocracy had
been able to accomplish in living memory. So
the reception he received from the opiniondispensing classes was not a warm one. They
accused him of cowardice for writing under
a pseudonym. They charged him with bad
taste for co-opting the memory of the Flight
93 martyrs. They said he was irresponsible to
press his case in such stark terms. To make
any argument at all for Donald Trump was
crime enough, a deed as deplorable as the man
himself and the rabble that supported him.
None of this would have been worth saying if the essay had not had an explosive force
that critics recognized instantly. Anton was
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not just a heretic, he was one who would be
heard and heeded. He was also one who was
prepared to confront his accusers. A week after the original essay, he published a “Restatement on Flight 93” in reply to his critics. And
now he has gone further, combining both earlier pieces with an extensive “Pre-Statement
on Flight 93” and “A Note on ‘Decius’” in
this slim yet well-honed enchiridion from Encounter Books.

B

ut we’re now three years past the
showdown between Trump and Clinton. Is there really a need to read Anton’s essay again in 2019, even with 60 pages
of new material to introduce it?
The answer is yes, for the simple reason
that a single election, a single revolt, is only
the first skirmish in a long war to retake our
institutions and re-establish their principles.
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The New Deal was only consolidated after
four consecutive presidential elections, three
under Franklin Roosevelt and one under his
successor, Harry Truman. Some would say
even then the acquiescence of the next president, two-term Republican Dwight Eisenhower, was necessary to entrench the welfare
state beyond possibility of repeal. What’s
more, while Donald Trump won the last election, there is a sense in which Flight 93 is
not yet diverted. Electoral success and policy
transformation are two different things—to
say nothing of establishing a new spirit behind all policy. Anton’s analysis therefore has
the same urgency today as it did when it was
first published. The country is still in a moment of peril.

T

he new content he provides
sharpens his original points, not by
repeating his arguments but by tracing
their lines further back. Critics complained
that “The Flight 93 Election” was apocalyptic
and purely negative, leaving unanswered the
question of just what kind of country Publius
Decius Mus was fighting for. The “Pre-Statement on Flight 93” makes transparent what
should have been plain enough to most readers from the beginning. Anton is not a radical, an enemy of the Constitution, an authoritarian, or a right-wing revolutionary. What
he argues for is what most Americans once
understood their country to stand for. That
includes a grasp of right and wrong as moral
realities with political implications, a respect
for America’s religious and philosophical
roots, and an appreciation of the difficulties
inherent in exporting our constitutionalism
to lands that have not had the long preparation for self-government that our forefathers
enjoyed. “[F]orm,” writes Anton, “must always
fit matter,” which here means
the actual country, the “facts on the
ground”: the people, their language,
traditions, customs, and religion(s); the
topography, resources, and climate; the
geographical site and situation, and relations with neighbors and other world
powers. “Form” is the regime, or mode
of government, and above all the principles informing that mode.
The universality of principle that one finds
in the Declaration of Independence and the
political thought of Aristotle or John Locke
does not entail uniformity of practice. This
truth ought to keep us modest: our laws and
habits as fulfillments of our principles might
inform and inspire others, but they cannot
be transplanted directly to foreign climes.
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Translation, rather than transplantation, is
the appropriate metaphor. It is also the appropriate metaphor for the process of citizenformation that newcomers to the U.S. must
undergo—the alien who becomes a citizen,
or whose children do, is not to remain a disunited element but to become part of our national idiolect, even if he retains a trace of an
old accent. “Republican government requires
a measure of commonality in customs, habits,
and opinions,” Anton explains. “Republicanism is not possible when the people becomes
so fractured that private or sectional or group
interests override agreement on the common
good.”

H

e gives eloquent expression to
a philosophically grounded constitutional nationalism. But his critics
refuse to acknowledge the possibility of such
a thing; they reject the very concepts that long
characterized most Americans’ understanding of America. To speak of a nation with
definite borders and a particular citizenry is
now taken for outright blood-and-soil ethnonationalism. Anton not only rejects ethnonationalism, however, he shows that the
“denial of the principle of equal natural rights
in favor of an assertion of group rights” was
clearly “understood by its adherents and opponents alike” as “inherently at odds with the
principles of the American founding.” The
philosophy of John C. Calhoun represents
for Anton one of “[t]hree peculiarly American
lines of attack” upon America’s solution to
the perennial problems of human nature and
earthly justice.
The other two lines of attack come from
the Left and have much more currency today.
The Progressive movement aimed to reduce
deliberative, democratic politics to an administrative science: Anton aptly quotes Friedrich
Engels, “[t]he government of persons is replaced by the administration of things.” The
Constitution was an impediment to scientific administration. So, too often, were the
American people themselves. They had to be
reformed, re-educated, and wherever possible
excluded from decision-making about matters best left to enlightened experts. “Obviously, only the correct understanding of any
issue should inform policy,” Anton notes, but
for the progressive agenda, “as knowledge increases in volume and complexity, it becomes
understandable to fewer and fewer,” until only
the narrowest of elites is fit to run the state.
Administrative statism took hold in the
Progressive era and never relinquished its
grip on power. But it has been joined by a
more recent, and perhaps even more dangerous, negation of the American way of self-
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government. This third and latest corruption
involves how elites both inside and outside of
government understand justice. The Harvard
philosophy professor John Rawls redefined
justice as “fairness,” meaning not a level playing field among competitors but rather equality of outcomes. As Anton summarizes, “The
purpose of public policy—of government itself—is (or must be made to be) to achieve
‘genuine’ equality through the redistribution
of goods such as power, wealth, and honors
from the ‘privileged’ to the ‘disadvantaged.’”
Rawls and his followers did allow for inequality to continue to exist if doing so actually
served the disadvantaged better than strict
leveling would do. But this apparent concession to reality, Anton notices, has the practical effect of excusing every kind of inequality
as long as it is accompanied by sufficient devotion to left-wing politics: “This explains, for
instance, why the Left does not merely tolerate but celebrates the massive wealth concentrations and tax-favored status of universities
and why it adulates tech CEOs and ‘woke’
celebrities.”

T

he perverse redefinition of justice
does not end there, however. Separately from Rawls, so-called “social justice”
has reintroduced the idea of group rights.
Justice as fairness is not enough for the exponents of identity politics, Anton observes: “it
is insufficiently concerned with the causes of
disadvantage” for one thing; “it is concerned
only with present disadvantage and has nothing to say about past disadvantage,” for another; and Rawls’s approach “focuses on individual disadvantage to the exclusion of group disadvantage.” A historical score must be settled,
and so by the standards of social justice, “The
suffering of one’s ancestors—insofar as that
suffering is not outweighed by injustice committed by said ancestors—is decisive for one’s

fortunes and social position today. This is why
it is not enough to aim remedial policies only
at individuals; they must be extended across
entire demographic groups.”
The problem with this “social” account of
justice is that it just is not true. “The leftist
enterprise has staked its success on an absurd
and obviously false account of inequality,”
Anton writes, which holds “that all inequality
is the result of injustice or oppression.” The
Left tends to deny that inequalities of many
just and natural kinds arise as the result of individual character and behavior. To suppress
this obvious truth and promote in its place the
preferred but false account requires constant
policing of speech and thought, which Anton
calls “the second-most sinister feature of modern leftism.” “There are,” he warns, “only two
ways to maintain public support for a proposition that is obviously false: compound the
lies, or suppress and punish dissent. Indeed,
the two go together because the more the lies
pile up, the more dissent must be suppressed.”
Rawls was a liberal of sorts, but today’s Left is
markedly intolerant and illiberal. It has to be.

Y

particular good of groups claiming oppression or disadvantage.”
A recovery of the sources of our republic,
and a rejection of the ideological disease that
is ravaging it today, is the necessary foundation for enduring changes in policy. As far as
the Left is concerned, based on its deep theoretical commitments, “Globalism, wide-open
trade, financialization, mass immigration,
foreign war without end or clear connection
to the national interest (to say nothing of victory), promotion of the left-liberal social agenda at home and abroad—all these are simply
held to be nonnegotiable.”
Two Romans named Publius Decius Mus,
a father and son, sacrificed themselves in
battles a generation apart for the encouragement of their countrymen, who in each case
took heart from their commander’s martyrdom and fought on to victory. (A third Publius Decius Mus, the grandson, may also have
died at war.) Michael Anton only sacrificed
a career, albeit a lucrative one in corporate
America, by taking his stand in writing “The
Flight 93 Election.” His critics wondered how
he dared compare himself to Decius or Flight
93’s Todd Beamer. They missed the point.
Anton has given of himself what civil politics
demands, both through his writing and in
his service in the Trump Administration as
deputy assistant to the president for strategic communication. Few indeed in a country
still as blessed as ours are called upon to pay
the price that the Decii and the passengers of
Flight 93 paid. What Anton has done, however, is to remind us of their heroic examples,
so that they might embolden us to do what
is necessary in peacetime to save our republic
from its enemies without arms, the enemies
of the spirit.

et the left’s most sinister attribute is not its attempt at thought-control and enforced unreality but rather,
Anton argues, its “spiritual sickness, the selfloathing and existential despair, with which
it has infected the formerly confident and capable West.” The philosophy and faith and
the constitutional habits that made America
great are all undercut by the Left’s hatred of
its own parent civilization. For Anton, “The
fundamental choice we face in our time is
whether to maintain the consensus in favor
of self-loathing and self-destruction or return to life and the conditions of life: the
rule of law, responsible freedom, confidence
in our civilization, patriotism, and concern Daniel McCarthy is the editor of Modern Age:
for the common good instead of only the A Conservative Review.
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Book Review by Andrew Ferguson

True Believers
West Wingers: Stories from the Dream Chasers, Change Makers, and Hope Creators Inside the Obama White House,
edited by Gautam Raghavan. Penguin Books, 336 pages, $17

T

his really happened. i was getting
coffee at a shop near the White House
one morning in early 2009. Barack
Obama had taken office a couple months before, having been elected—you might have
heard about this—on a platform of “hope”
and “change.”
Several acquaintances of mine, mostly
from the journalism racket, had taken jobs
in the administration. Among them was a
fellow I had known over the previous decade
from several campaigns we had both covered.
He was good company on the campaign trail,
funny in an understated way and usually willing to wrap up a long day with a pop at a local
watering hole in Derry, New Hampshire, or
Newton, Iowa. I liked him. And here he was,
getting coffee, with the telltale lanyard and
his new White House credential swinging
from his neck.
I greeted him chummily, made some predictable joke about his exalted station in life,

and noted at once, with sinking heart, a glum
earnestness I had never seen before.
“So how are you liking it?” I asked.
He gave me a soulful gaze.
“Just tryin’ to change the world, man, one
day at a time.”
I waited for the ironic, irreverent smile. It
didn’t come. He wasn’t kidding. I didn’t know
what to say, and was filled with gratitude toward the barista when she handed him his
double mocha skim latte and he could hurry
back to work. I felt a small pang of loss for my
old acquaintance, and a slightly larger twinge
of worry for the world he and all his colleagues
were gonna be tryin’ to change.

T

hat’s the way young democrats
talked in those salad days—and the way
they will talk again when they retake
the Old Executive Office Building next to the
White House and set its hallways buzzing with
the same grandiose designs for human advanceClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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ment. An excellent guide to how such idealists
think, in and out of power, is West Wingers:
Stories from the Dream Chasers, Change Makers, and Hope Creators Inside the Obama White
House, which brings together brief essays and
reminiscences from 18 Obama staffers. Most
of them are well-written, several are charming
and funny. The overall impression they leave on
the reader is greater than the sum of its parts.
The title, of course, is an allusion to The
West Wing, the TV drama created by Aaron
Sorkin in 1999. The show’s plots unfolded in
the suite of offices that surround the Oval Office, though for television the cramped space of
the real West Wing had to be stretched into a
vast set that allowed for endless tracking shots
of the actors walking and talking very fast—in
a Sorkin production, every decision is made
on the run. The actors were lovely women who
wore sensible pumps and no-nonsense hairdos
and granite-jawed men who loosened their
Windsor knots at the collar and pragmatically
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rolled their shirtsleeves to the elbow. They answered not only to their consciences but also
to a gruff yet compassionate president with a
shock of hair that seemed always to be tossed
Kennedily by a mysterious breeze. (I kept wondering why the Secret Service left the window
open.) Played by Martin Sheen, POTUS was
young enough to be vaguely sexy but too old to
be a catch. And he was wise.

W

ith its portrait of brave idealists serving an unblemished
president and striding undeterred
toward the world’s betterment, Sorkin’s show
was an act of Freudian displacement in reaction to the presidency of Bill Clinton. The early
days of the Clinton Administration, coming
as they did after 12 years of the Reagan-Bush
terror, shone with the same exuberance, the
same expectations of hope and change that
the Obama people brought to the executive
branch 16 years later. It didn’t take long for
those 1990s idealists to see why the folks back
home in Arkansas called Bill “Slick Willie.” By
the end of his first term, among other betrayals
of liberalism, Clinton was cutting deals with
congressional Republicans to reform welfare
and reduce entitlements. Two years later those
same Republicans impeached him for all the
Clintonian habits Arkansans had warned us
about: lying, suborning others to lie on his behalf, an imperial disregard for the law, and failing to keep his hands off the help.
It looked to be a sad end. But then here came
Sorkin, months before Clinton’s last toothless
year in office began, to show America and his
fellow liberals what might have been, if only…
if only…. For the next six seasons, as Clinton
limped away and the W. Bush darkness enveloped the land, disappointed Democrats could
turn to The West Wing for weekly stokings of
the progressive fantasy. The essayists in West
Wingers can be counted among them. “My impossible dream was coming true,” writes the
book’s editor, Gautam Raghavan, of the moment when he first got offered a job in Obama’s
White House as a liaison to both the LGBT
and Asian American and Pacific Islander communities. “I imagined myself as Sam Seaborn
[Rob Lowe’s devilishly handsome character]
from Aaron Sorkin’s The West Wing, walking
the halls of the White House with purpose
and passion, changing hearts and minds with
monologues about idealism and patriotism.”
The only people the wingers admired more
than themselves were the men they served. The
old adage that no man is a hero to his valet seldom holds true for the young people who manage to bluff or wrangle their way into a White
House job. The Obama love on display in these
pages approaches the mystical. “As I watched

[Obama],” writes Leah Katz-Hernandez, who
worked her way up from a campaign functionary to the position of West Wing receptionist,
“a strange stillness entered my mind. I had a
feeling that was deeper than hope.” (I think the
only thing deeper than hope is change.) Another essayist, Hope Hall, credits the president
with teaching her “the moment-to-moment
mindfulness” she had long been seeking. Without speaking he somehow conveyed to her “the
primary importance of the care and feeding of
my own inner life.”
Not everything was stillness and mindfulness at the White House, however. Unlikely
as it seems, while the president was modeling mindfulness and self-care to the staff, Joe
Biden proved to be Mr. Excitement—“a ray of
sunshine,” as one winger describes him, “sent
down from heaven itself.” It is astonishing the
effect the trademark Biden look of hairplugs
and bleached teeth can have on a vulnerable
staffer: “He smiled and looked directly into my
eyes and—poof! just like magic fairy dust—his
presence made my silly worries fade away.”

D

iscounting for the youthful
self-righteousness and naïveté, several of these essays are excellent in
capturing the feel of life working in the White
House. “I was often doing two things at the
same time,” one writes. “I was in the room, in
the moment, working and engaging and making decisions. But at the same time, I was also
listening to the part of me saying, Can you believe this? We’re in the Oval Office!” Anyone who
has had a brush with presidential power will
tell you the same. The sense of urgency and
importance that a White House functionary feels is usually bogus and unearned but
it never lets up, which is why the workforce
tends to be young and the turnover rate high.
The urgency can only intensify when all one’s
co-workers are statists, committed to the belief that what they are doing is indispensable
to restoring the country to its highest ideals
by expanding the federal government. Indeed,
conflation of the country with the government is common among these west wingers;
one lucky essayist describes his reaction to being designated “essential personnel” during a
government shut down: “so I went to work to
keep the country running.” We are grateful.
Coming into office in hopes of recreating
a television fantasy might be a recipe for disappointment, but no one here sounds terribly
disappointed. Two years after Obama left the
White House, the cockiness of his followers
remains intact. “Here’s what Barack Obama
taught me,” writes one winger at the close of his
essay. “[I]n America, change—even the most
improbable and audacious change—is posClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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sible.” Of course we’ve known since Heraclitus that change is not only possible but pretty
much unavoidable. It’s an especially odd point
to make now that so many of Obama’s signature achievements have been undone, from
the trivial (insisting on transsexuals in the
military) to the most ambitiously destructive
(the mass of subsidies and regulations known
as the Clean Power Plan). One obvious reason
for his crumbling legacy is that Obama’s goals
were often achieved, in his famous formulation, by a phone and a pen—by unilateral executive action. They could always be reversed
by any unprincipled successor willing to assert the same kind of unconstitutional overreach. And sure enough: live by the phone and
the pen, die by the phone and the pen.

A

nother reason is that obama’s
true interest wasn’t in action but in palaver. Perhaps the most poignant essay in
West Wingers is by one of Obama’s fellow Chicagoans, a lawyer named Michael Strautmanis,
who wound up in the White House working
as chief of staff for Valerie Jarrett. Strautmanis
was especially distressed over the slaughter of
young black men on Chicago’s South and West
Sides, the vast majority of them at the hands
of other young black men. It is fashionable
among Democrats then and now to attribute
this bloodshed through an uncertain causal
chain to the War on Drugs. “[I]t was time to
see,” Strautmanis writes, “if another approach
would create safer communities and better
lives for our children.”
But as Strautmanis tells his story, it becomes plain to see that Obama’s alternative to
the War on Drugs consisted almost entirely
of…talk, followed up with more talk. Obama
could “spark a conversation.” He might “flip
that narrative.” “Barack Obama has never
been silent,” he writes in the book’s prize-winning understatement. “His approach has always been: …‘we need to talk about it.’” From
all the talk came many things: An interagency
task force bloomed, also a “mentoring initiative.” These in turn led to the “National Forum on Youth Violence Prevention.” Obama
devoted an entire speech to the bloodbath,
dazzling in its eloquence. He went to a church
and held a meeting. His own Domestic Policy
Council, too, formed a team.
At last, in 2014, the summit of governmental problem-solving was reached: “an administration task force that focused and leveraged
the work of federal agencies…working with a
group of philanthropic partners to create…a
nonprofit organization to bring together the
private sector with community-based organizations to move the needle on issues facing boys and young men of color.” Desperate
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times call for desperate measures, I guess.
Two years later, as Obama left office, the murder rate in Chicago was the highest it had
been in 20 years.
Strautmanis fails to mention this unhappy
outcome. For the Obamaite, the talk is an end
in itself, so long as task forces and partnerships generating further talk are called into
existence. The fruit of human and social perfection for which progressives strive is forever
just out of reach, requiring still more talk, still
more narrative flipping. For some progressives this creates a sense of constant unhappiness and agitation. The blissful future is the
itch they just can’t scratch. Most of the West
Wingers had been activists before they came
to the White House, and once inside the
fence they discover that even the most leftleaning administration in history would find
it hard to please their former colleagues.
Cecilia Muñoz was the president’s chief advisor on immigration. “Immigration isn’t just
what I do,” she explains. “It’s who I am.” She
brings her pro-amnesty allies to meet with
the president in the Roosevelt Room and they
start shouting at him for his refusal to open
U.S. borders. “The immigration advocates
were speaking from a place of emotion rather
than reason” is the harshest thing she can say
about behavior that would strike a non-activ-

ist non-progressive as appalling rudeness and
ingratitude. Deesha Dyer, the White House
social secretary, is similarly mild when she
describes a gay pride celebration the president
hosted in the East Room. Dyer “purposefully
included a significant number of trans women
of color” among the invited to make sure her
bases were covered. Big mistake. At least one
of the guests interrupted Obama’s remarks
and heckled him mercilessly for allowing
the deportation of trans illegal immigrants.
“My activist friends in the LGBTQ community,” a still shaken Dyer writes, “blamed me
for silencing [the heckler] and not letting her
talk—although she was yelling, not talking.”
The disruption—this insult to her generosity
and to the president she served—“haunts me.”
And why? Because, she says, “I truly felt I let
the LGBTQ community down.”

T

his is not a book about barack
Obama, says Raghavan, and it isn’t.
It’s about the people who were drawn
to him and saw in him a kind of secular savior. In the book Obama is mostly a spectral
presence, glimpsed across a room at a photo
op, delivering a speech to a rapturous crowd,
offering an encouraging compliment to a besotted staffer in a stolen moment of intimacy.
It tells us a lot about him nonetheless. The
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wingers remain loyal, and here and there you
are reminded how the bond was forged. His
videographer Hope Hall was with him on the
frequent occasions when Obama would fill
the East Room with friendly celebrities and
bestow upon a select few one of the many national honors at his disposal.
In their private banter after the events,
Hall recalls, Obama would say something like,
Can you believe Toni Morrison was here,
right here, in the Blue Room? Then, invariably, he’d add a variant on the same
sentence, just between us: These are our
people, Hope, the scientists, the artists.
Then I’d add my variant to the sentence:
The thoughtful, reflective people, the critical
thinkers, the generous ones. We’d tap our
temples, we’d nod and grin, eyebrows up.
Thus are the bands of loyalty secured between
president and wingers, in a mutual recognition of what kind of people “our people” are.
It is left to the rest of us to admire how hard
they worked to change the world, one day at a
time, for our sake.
Andrew Ferguson is a staff writer at the Atlantic
and author of Land of Lincoln: Adventures in
Abe’s America (Atlantic Monthly Press).
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Essay by Joseph Epstein

The Menace of Political Correctness

P

olitical correctness started out
as a minor project of the international
firm known as the Good Intentions
Paving Company. What, after all, could be
better intended than insisting that denigrating ethnic names (“polak,” “kike,” “spic,”
“wop,” and worse) and language debasing
women be debarred from public discourse
and put out of bounds in civilized private
conversation? Nothing, surely. But political correctness soon came to be about much
more than social decorum. As with so many
projects of the Good Intentions Paving
Company, things haven’t worked out quite as
planned.
Lashed up as it soon became with the campaign for a misguided equalizing in all American institutions, political correctness took a
large leap forward in its ambitions. Criticism
of any action or attempt to bring equality soon
became, ipso facto, politically incorrect. Affirmative action—the rigging of admissions requirements at the country’s most prestigious
universities in favor of what were deemed oppressed minority groups—was an early gambit in the campaign for equal outcomes and a
boost, too, for political correctness. Criticizing affirmative action carried with it the penalty of being thought racist.
How could one admit minority students,
it was felt, without catering to their special

interests? So an ample buffet of courses in
African-American, Chicano, and other studies were offered at universities. These courses would, naturally, be taught by matching
minority-group faculty. To denigrate these
courses, to argue that they were largely victimology, and as such that they lowered the
standard once in place for the liberal arts in
higher education, would in itself of course be
politically incorrect, and most people who
knew better were hesitant to step forth and
say so.
What became known as the women’s
movement soon claimed oppressed status,
since it could not claim actual minority status.
Homosexuals, male and female, were next on
board. Hispanic Americans surely qualified,
and so others who could construe a history—
or, in the cant phrase of the day, a narrative—
of inequality forced upon them. The United
States began to seem a country of victims—
and victimology, the study of victimhood
from the point of view of the victims, became
a dominant subject in high schools and especially in the social science and humanities departments of universities.
Political correctness meanwhile became
the new national etiquette, at least among
the self-acclaimed cognoscenti, or as they
came to think of themselves, the “woke”—a
word meaning those awake and responsive
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to the important social and political questions and issues of the day. In universities
and in public life generally one violated this
etiquette at one’s peril. A violation could be
as trivial as telling the wrong joke, not being
sufficiently inclusive (inclusivity, like diversity, would soon become one of the P.C. shibboleths) in one’s speech or writing, or being
insensitive about observing the new dispensation on proper pronoun usage. Textbooks,
commercials, newspapers, and television responded to the campaign for political correctness by giving equal time and space to all
victim groups in their coverage—equal not
to their demographic numbers but to what
had long been thought the dominant white
middle-class population in the country.
Check Your Privilege

W

ith political correctness in
place, one had to handle all social
exchanges, all conversation, carefully, warily. A lawyer I know not long ago
told me that, because a number of the people
in his firm were retiring, he decided to look
into acquiring room for his practice in the offices of a larger firm. Everything was in place,
the deal was all but set, when a senior member
of the larger firm suggested he meet for lunch
with some of the firm’s younger associates,
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who would be working with him. A week or
so after his having met with them, he received
a phone call from that same senior member of
the firm informing him that, as it turned out,
there really wasn’t room for him in the larger
firm after all. Strange, or so it seemed to him,
until, roughly six months later, he learned
that the young associates of the larger firm
didn’t want to work with him, and this for two
reasons: at the lunch he told a joke about a fat
man and he referred to a few of the secretaries
and administrative assistants who worked for
him as “girls.” That killed the deal. That he
was good to the women he called “girls,” and
they loyal to him over many years, didn’t matter. The joke and the word “girls” disqualified
him, made him instantly and irredeemably
non grata.
When it first got underway, there was a
note of comedy about the demands of the
politically correct to regulate language, with
a number of traditional words declared officially verboten. “Mankind” was ruled out
and replaced by “humankind.” “Man” in its
traditional use as a suffix to “chairman” and
other nouns was no longer allowed. (I recall
round this time referring to a woman I knew
who had a voracious appetite as a “real trencherperson,” and getting a small laugh. No
longer funny, McGee, or so I suppose.) “Negro,” once a term of great dignity, and the
word of choice for Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Roy Wilkins, Sr., and Whitney Young, was
now thought reactionary and racist. “Oriental” was also off the books, and “Orientalism,” the title of a popular leftwing academic
book by Edward Said, was now understood
to be a word harking back to the bad old days
of European imperialism. Pronouns needed
to be fine-combed in both speech and writing, so that no “he” might appear without
an accompanying “she,” no “him” without a
“her.” With the political correctness police
monitoring language, a loose lip could sink
your ship.
Under political correctness the First
Amendment calling for free speech somehow
didn’t apply, for lots of speech was now clearly
out of bounds and entire subjects disallowed.
Nor did political correctness have anything
like a statute of limitations. One could be
held responsible, and thereby punished, for
what were deemed violations of the political
correctness code committed half a century
ago and longer—well before there was such a
code. Aided by the internet’s social media, the
surveillance exerted by political correctness
became total, the impulse of political correctness itself totalitarian.
Today, political correctness and the privileging of putative victim groups march along

in happy tandem. Under this arrangement
any perceived inequality is in itself politically incorrect. A recent case at Yale University nicely underscores how this works. Three
undergraduate women there have entered a
lawsuit contending that off-campus fraternities at the school should be made illegal. In
their lawsuit they claim that not only were
they sexually harassed while attending fraternity parties but that the fraternities, through
their power of social connections with men
who had earlier been members, give current
fraternity members an unfair advantage in
the hunt for superior jobs once undergraduate education is completed. Clearly, so the
lawsuit presumes, such inequality cannot be
allowed to persist. As for the sexual harassment portion of the lawsuit, one might have
thought the remedy was obviously at hand:
women should stay away from those fraternity parties. As for unfair advantage, the three
young women themselves already have an unfair advantage over hundreds of thousands of
their contemporaries by the mere fact of their
having got into Yale. Perhaps someone should

When I talk
with candor about
these subjects with
friends, I ask if
they are wearing
a wire.
come along and sue these three women and
Yale itself merely for existing.
On the Attack

I

f political correctness had stopped
at the request for civil behavior, there
would have been no difficulty in acceding
to it. If homosexual men wish to be called
“gay,” if blacks wish to be called “AfricanAmerican,” if women prefer “Ms.” over “Mrs.”
and “Miss,” there would be no problem whatsoever. But the program inherent in political
correctness has evolved into something much
more ambitious than that. In its current
phase, it is revolutionary, seeking a utopia of
complete fairness in all institutions—educational, cultural, political—which in its advocates’ interpretation means utter equality for
all, excluding only those who violate political correctness’s underlying assumptions and
well-known restrictions.
Political correctness attacks all that it finds
discriminatory in public and social life. Any
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perceived discrimination against women, African Americans, or other victim groups is no
longer to be tolerated. Nor, of course, should
it be, but under the attack of political correctness more than mere discrimination is
under attack. The least perceived differences
between individuals and groups, whether inherent or acquired through upbringing, are
for now to be ignored in order that they may
ultimately be eradicated. Political correctness
doesn’t allow leeway for differences in intelligence, talent, or strength. Not equal opportunities but equal outcomes are its monomaniacal goal, and it is not overly concerned about
the punishing means required to achieve it.
Under political correctness, righteous indignation and tender sensibilities must be
protected. Hence the politically correct have
no compunction in removing statues of figures from the Confederacy from their long
inhabited public places. Nor must the young
be put to undue stress in the classroom. So
trigger warnings have been installed in universities alerting students to courses that may
contain material painful to them. If minority
students wished to remain exclusively among
themselves—thus all but killing the once
grand ideal of integration in American life—
this, too, could be arranged by setting up
separate dormitories and dining rooms, clubs
and extracurricular activities for their use. A
tenet of political correctness is that students
must above all feel safe.
Along with rewriting the past and protecting the young from the harsh realities of life,
the political correctness program emphasizes
diversity, which has become one of the great
desiderata of the contemporary university,
itself the hearth and home of political correctness. You will nowadays rarely see an official photograph of a university president
unaccompanied by a rich mix of ethnically
diverse—African-American, Asian, EastIndian, American-Indian (all right, Native
American)—students. Admissions offices
are instructed to accept fixed percentages of
incoming students on the bases of race, national origin, and gender, replacing the old
quotas once in place against Jews, Catholics,
and blacks. Provosts and deans are hired to
ensure this diversity is enacted. Schools without such staff or without the right ethnic mix
are in danger of having federal funds denied
them, for by now, such has been the spread of
political correctness through the culture, that
the federal bureaucracy is in on the game.
In the contest for scholarships, prizes, and
honorary awards, political correctness holds
the cards, and deals from an unapologetically stacked deck. A good gauge of this is the
list of any recent year’s honorary degrees be-
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stowed by universities. The roster of recipients
is sure to include at least one African American and more than one woman. Not to do so
is to risk being called racist, misogynist, and
to have one’s school judged egregiously behind the times. White male commencement
speakers, no matter how impressive their scientific, artistic, or scholarly accomplishments,
are rarer than honest politicians. Under the
reign of political correctness, all other things
being equal, which they rarely are, African
Americans, women, and other presumably
oppressed minority group members are naturally chosen over drab white males for professorships, administrative posts, scholarships,
and other university appointments.
As for literary prizes, from the Nobel
Prize on down, juries for such awards now
feel that the time has come to give their prizes
to women, or African Americans, or poets
from Greenland, for one rarely any longer has
the sense that the truly best writers are being honored. I once remarked in print, in the
Times Literary Supplement, that the Pulitzer
Prize usually goes to one of two types: those
who don’t need it and those who don’t deserve
it. When some years ago Katharine Graham
won the Pulitzer Prize for her rather weepy
poor-little-rich-girl autobiography, the critic
Hilton Kramer remarked that she was awarded it on both grounds. The idea behind giving
prizes, awards, honorary degrees on the basis
of political correctness is that past injustices
are, at least partially, being made up for and
justice is thereby being done.
Substandard

T

he university has long been the
institution where utopias go to die. After World War I, socialism’s chief home
was the university. (Dig round a university’s
History or an English Department today and
you might still discover a Marxist napping in
his office.) Of course the youth rebellion of
the 1960s found its home in the university.
All these may now seem passing fancies, but
political correctness figures to have a longer,
and more significant, life than any of them,
for it has affected not merely the institution
of the university but the wider culture of the
country.
The goal of political correctness is to level
American culture, to reduce the role of elite
culture, slowly eliminating merit and intellectual authority as the main standards in the
country’s culture. If one were to argue that the
result of applying the criteria of political correctness is a general dumbing down of learning, or choosing to value artistic productions
on a political rather than an aesthetic basis, an

advocate of political correctness would likely
respond that this isn’t necessarily true, but
even if it were, it would be worth it. A great
flattening equality is the goal of political correctness. This is what makes it revolutionary.
What’s in it for the more strident advocates,
or at least for those who are not themselves
members of victim groups? Nothing so mercenary as profit, nor so obvious as direct power,
but something perhaps grander than money
or power—the assurance of their own splendid virtue. The role of virtue in politics or any
social movement ought never to be underestimated. Outside the corridors of power, the
feeling of righteousness, both on the Left and
on the Right, is behind much political sentiment. The word “virtucrat” describes those
whose sense of themselves is motivated by the
feeling of their own superior public morality.
Those who subscribe wholeheartedly to political correctness, especially those who have no
direct stake in the game, do so because they
feel doing so is right and just—and expressing
these feelings makes them feel damned fine
about themselves.
What they may not realize is the deep
cultural implications of political correctness.
The New York Times Book Review, the New
York Review of Books, and the London Review
of Books currently review an overwhelming
number of novels by women and AfricanAmerican writers. In recent years much of
the fiction published by the New Yorker also
seems to be by women or by Asian writers.
By publishing him extensively in its pages the
Atlantic has made a prominent figure of the
writer Ta-Nehisi Coates, whose writings—
asking for reparations for slavery days, worrying about his young son’s growing up in what
he assumes to be an obviously and thoroughly
racist country—are heavy contributions to
the victimology of our time. The market for
writing of this kind, by turns angry and sad,
appealing above all to the guilt of its readers, is there, one imagines, because it makes
those who publish it feel they are on the side
of social justice, decency, righteousness—and
thereby feel good about themselves. Virtue
rides high again.
Consider the movies. Roughly half the
movies up for Oscars this past year were, essentially, political correctness movies. The
only one I saw, Roma, which has been widely
praised, is noteworthy as an example of the
P.C. movie genre. About a Mexican woman,
working half as a maid, half as a nanny, for an
upper-middle-class Mexican family, it is unrelenting in its dark sadness. Starkly filmed in
black and white, Roma introduces us to the
dinginess of the poor woman’s days. She works
in the kitchen, she does vast loads of laundry,
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she cleans up dog-droppings, she tends to the
younger children. She has a love affair with a
young man who deserts her when she informs
him she is pregnant with his child. When she
gives birth, it is to a stillborn child. Evidence
that some of the children in the household
where she works love her is provided, and toward the close of the movie she saves one of
them from drowning.
But nothing changes, and at the movie’s end
we see her mounting a lengthy outdoor staircase on her way to do yet another load of laundry—unending dreary toil her permanent lot
for life. Roma describes a scene and situation
of sheer depression. Why, then, do so many
people seem to like it? Under the realm of political correctness, the definition of a feel-good
movie has become a feel-bad movie. What in
the end feels so good about Roma is it allows
people who admire it to wallow in their own
sensitivity—to feel for the hopeless life of this
poor woman and yet not have to do a thing
about her wretched condition. Political correctness comes at no direct cost to those who
endorse it. The cost is ultimately to the culture,
which in so many ways is sadly diminished.
Choosing Up Sides

P

olitical correctness meshes
nicely, too, with the phenomenon
known as identity politics, which has
dominated the Democratic Party in recent
decades. Identity politics entails groupings of
people—chiefly minorities—by their victim
status, whether race, sex, sexual orientation,
or religion. Behind identity politics is the demand for equal rights, always with the supposition that they do not already exist and the
added presumption that no progress toward
this goal has genuinely been made, so that it
is assumed that vast numbers of whites stand
implacably opposed to black equality and men
to equality for women, while homophobes are
everywhere blocking acceptance for gays, and
on and on. Under identity politics, sides are
chosen up as in a sandlot baseball game: Victims versus Victimizers, the Woke versus the
Deplorables. No one has to be told on whose
side in this game virtue lies.
Political correctness meanwhile makes it
impossible to tell the truth about any aspect
of identity politics without being thought
crude, insensitive, or downright villainous.
One cannot say without being thought a homophobe that no one really knows the origin
of homosexuality and that the homosexual
life can be hard. One cannot counter the
Black Lives Matter movement (without being
thought a racist) by saying that black lives do
indeed matter, which is all the more reason it
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is a greater tragedy that in the city of Chicago
thousands of black gang members have killed
other blacks while in recent years there have
been vastly fewer police killings of black men
and women throughout the country. Nor is
one able to suggest without being thought misogynist that men do some things better than
women as women do some things better than
men. (When I talk with candor about any of
these subjects with friends, I generally ask,
jokingly, if they are wearing a wire.) Political
correctness has made conversation on any of
these and many other subjects all but impossible, and in doing so has added substantially
to, if not caused, resentment, anger, and divisiveness across the land.
As for humor, while one might have
thought political correctness itself supplies
an ample target, comedians have tended to
shy away from it, lest they, too, be put out of
business by public censure. Under the reign of
political correctness, one is allowed not a single mistake. One thinks of Michael Richards,
so amusing as the character Kramer in Seinfeld, now disqualified owing to a joust with
a heckler at a comedy club in 2006 in which
he used a word second only to the c-word on
our contemporary P.C. Inquisition’s index of
forbidden language. One of the hallmarks of
the politically correct, of course, is a grave and
abiding humorlessness.
The role of political correctness in politics
has also greatly expanded. If in his political
career a politician cooperated with now dead
senators known to be racist—as has been the
case of Joe Biden with Strom Thurmond—
that is a mark in the wrong column against
him. If there is anything politically incorrect
in a politician’s background that can be used
against him, as has Virginia Governor Ralph

Northam’s photograph in his medical-school
yearbook, events are likely to conspire to make
sure it will be so used. Although being a Democrat has saved Biden and Northam (for now),
political correctness in politics is not merely
a tool of the Left. In the case of Northam’s
now notorious blackface-Klansman photo, it
was revealed, in the hope of sinking his career, which it probably has, by a conservative
blog in response to Northam’s radical views
on late-term birth control. The hearings over
the Supreme Court candidacy of Brett Kavanaugh were little more than trial by political
correctness. Of late it has been said that the
Democratic Party, owing to political correctness, probably cannot run a white male
for president in 2020. Look for lots more of
these attempts at the destruction of political
careers by way of political correctness in the
years ahead.
A Sense of Mission

I

s political correctness as indefensible as I have made it seem? Has it become
primarily the weapon I believe it now is?
Have its inroads on education been as deleterious as I have described? Has it diminished
the culture to the extent I have suggested?
Will it come to play a greater and drearier role
in our politics? Is its impulse as totalitarian
as I argue? Why, finally, can’t political correctness live in harmony with excellence in all
realms of art and thought, and return to its
modest yet useful goal of simple decency in
the treatment of all people?
I suspect it can’t, or at any rate won’t, because its success thus far in disrupting society’s traditional arrangements of rewarding
merit and promoting achievement can only
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encourage it to go still further in its disruptions. Political correctness has filled its adherents with a sense of mission, an enthusiastic
drive to improve society. (In his Dictionary,
Samuel Johnson defined enthusiasm as “a vain
belief of private revelation, a vain confidence
of divine favour.”) This sense of mission affords them that glowing feeling of righteousness available only to those with the strong
feeling that virtue is on their side, and encourages them to persist. The utopia of political
correctness, the virtuous world of absolute
equality, cannot seem to the politically correct
all that far off. Nothing is likely to stop them
now. Certainly not the admonitory couplet
about utopias, written, Michael Oakeshott in
his essay “The Tower of Babel” claims, by a
Babelian poet of the time:
Those who in fields Elysian would dwell
Do but extend the boundaries of hell.
What, as the Russian revolutionary democrat Nikolai Chernyshevsky long ago asked, is
to be done? Probably not much. One can only
hope that political correctness will go so far as
to make evident its absurdity, as Alexandria
Ocasio-Cortez’s Green New Deal has made
alarmist environmentalism seem absurd.
Until then there is nothing to do but to wait
things out, in the hope that the deep illogic of
political correctness and its widespread perniciousness, like that of Prohibition and other
programs of enforced virtue that have gone
before, will indubitably reveal itself for the
grievous mistake it is.
Joseph Epstein is an essayist, short story writer,
and the author, most recently, of Charm: The
Elusive Enchantment (Lyons Press).
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THE CR B INTERVIEW

CRB editor Charles R. Kesler recently sat down with Norman Podhoretz at his home in New York.
In a wide-ranging conversation, the longtime editor-in-chief of Commentary and one of the founders
of neoconservatism, who received the Presidential Medal of Freedom in 2004, revealed his thoughts on
Donald Trump, Never Trumpers, Iraq, immigration, 2020 predictions, and more.

CRB: Let’s start by talking about Donald
Trump and you. In the first sentence of the
first chapter of your book Making It, recently republished by the New York Review of
Books Press, of all people—
NP: Hell froze over!
CRB: —you write famously, “One of the longest journeys in the world is the journey from
Brooklyn to Manhattan….” How does your
journey compare to Trump’s journey from
Queens to Manhattan?
NP: Well, of course that’s very dated now.
Nobody can afford to live in Brooklyn anymore. Escaping from Brooklyn was the great
thing in my young life, but I have grandchildren who would like nothing better than to
have an apartment there.
Trump’s move from Queens to Manhattan
was, as I understand the real estate business, a
quite daring move. Maybe that was the longest
journey in the world because the Manhattan

real estate world is a world unto its own. The CRB: Some people say that Trump has a blue
competition is very fierce, you’re dealing with collar sensibility. Do you see that?
many, many clever people. I think it was Tom
Klingenstein who said he always thought NP: I do see it and even before Trump—
Trump was Jewish because he fit in so well long before Trump—actually going back to
with the real-estatenicks in Manhattan, most when I was in the army in the 1950s, I got to
of whom were, and are, Jewish.
know blue-collar Americans. I’m “blue collar” myself, I suppose. I’m from the working
CRB: What does that comparison mean?
class—my father was a milk man. But in the
army I got to know people from all over the
NP: I take it as an affectionate remark. He had country and I fell in love with Americans—
the qualities that all those guys had in common, they were just great! These guys were unlike
and you might have thought, other things be- anybody I had ever met in New York or in
ing equal, that he was one of them. And in a England or France. They were mostly bluecertain sense he was, but not entirely. I know collar kids and I think Trump has, in that
a few of those guys and they’re actually very sense, the common touch. That’s one of the
impressive. You have to get permits, and you things—it may be the main thing—that exhave to deal with the mob, and you have to plains his political success. It doesn’t explain
know how to handle workers who are very re- his success in general, but his political succalcitrant, many of whom are thuggish. You’re cess, yes. Also—I often explain this to peoin a battlefield there, so you have to know how ple—when I was a kid, you would rather be
to operate politically as well as in a managerial beaten up than back away from a fight. The
capacity, and how to sweet talk and also how to worst thing in the world you could be called
curse. It’s not an easy field to master.
was a sissy. And I was beaten up many times.
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Trump fights back. The people who say: “Oh,
he shouldn’t lower himself,” “He should ignore this,” and “Why is he demeaning himself by arguing with some dopey reporter?”
I think on the contrary—if you hit him, he
hits back; and he is an equal opportunity
counter puncher. It doesn’t matter who you
are. And actually Obama, oddly enough,
made the same statement: “He pulls a knife,
you pull a gun.”
CRB: “The Chicago way.” Your own attitude towards Trump as a political figure has
changed over time. How would you describe
that evolution?
NP: Well, when he first appeared on the scene,
I disliked him because he resembled one of the
figures that I dislike most in American politics
and with whom I had tangled, namely Pat Buchanan—I had tangled with him in print and
I had accused him of anti-Semitism. And he
came back at me, and I came back at him. And
it was a real street fight. And I said to my wife:
“This guy [Trump] is Buchanan without the
anti-Semitism,” because he was a protectionist, a nativist, and an isolationist. And those
were the three pillars of Pat Buchanan’s political philosophy. How did I know he wasn’t an
anti-Semite? I don’t know—I just knew. And
he certainly wasn’t and isn’t, and I don’t think
he’s a racist or any of those things.
CRB: But you still think he’s an isolationist
and a nativist?
NP: No, that’s what’s so interesting. At first, I
disliked him because I thought he was a Buchananite, and then when he said that they
lied us into Iraq—that put me off, because
that is itself one of the big lies of the century,
and no matter how often it’s been refuted and
refuted decisively, it just stays alive. And when
Trump committed himself to that, I thought,
“well, to hell with him.”
CRB: You refuted that lie in your book World
War IV.
NP: Yes, and I’m actually quite proud of that
section of the book—it certainly convinced
me! So for a while I was supporting Marco
Rubio and I was enthusiastic about him. As
time went on, and I looked around me, however, I began to be bothered by the hatred
that was building up against Trump from my
soon to be new set of ex-friends. It really disgusted me. I just thought it had no objective
correlative. You could think that he was unfit
for office—I could understand that—but my
ex-friends’ revulsion was always accompanied

by attacks on the people who supported him.
They called them dishonorable, or opportunists, or cowards—and this was done by people
like Bret Stephens, Bill Kristol, and various
others. And I took offense at that. So that
inclined me to what I then became: anti-antiTrump. By the time he finally won the nomination, I was sliding into a pro-Trump position, which has grown stronger and more passionate as time has gone on.
On the question of his isolationism, he
doesn’t seem to give a damn. He hires John
Bolton and Mike Pompeo who, from my point
of view, as a neoconservative (I call myself a
“paleo-neoconservative” because I’ve been one
for so long), couldn’t be better. And that’s true
of many of his other cabinet appointments.
He has a much better cabinet than Ronald
Reagan had, and Reagan is the sacred figure
in Republican hagiography. Trump is able to
do that because, not only is he not dogmatic,
he doesn’t operate on the basis of fixed principles. Now some people can think that’s a

What has changed my
mind about immigration
now—even legal
immigration—is that our
culture has weakened
to the point where we
don’t insist that people
assimilate.
defect—I don’t think it’s a defect in a politician at a high level. I remember thinking to
myself once on the issue of his embrace of tariffs, and some of my friends were very angry.
I said to myself for the first time, “Was thou
shalt not have tariffs inscribed on the tablets
that Moses brought down from Sinai? Maybe
Trump has something on this issue, in this
particular”—and then I discovered to my total amazement that there are a hundred tariffs
(I think that’s right) against America from all
over the world. So the idea that we’re living in
a free trade paradise was itself wrong, and in
any case, there was no reason to latch onto it
as a sacred dogma.
And that was true of immigration. I was always pro-immigration because I’m the child of
immigrants. And I thought it was unseemly
of me to oppose what not only had saved my
life, but had given me the best life I think I
could possibly have had. I wrote a book called
My Love Affair with America, and that states
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it accurately. So I was very reluctant to join in
Trump’s skepticism about the virtues of immigration.
CRB: And you used to debate immigration
with John O’ Sullivan and Peter Brimelow
when they were at National Review in the
1990s, I guess. They were turning NR’s position on immigration around in a sort of anticipation of Trump.
NP: Yes, though if anyone deserves the epithet “rootless cosmopolitan,” which has been
applied to the Jews, it’s John O’Sullivan,
whom I’m very fond of.
CRB: Do you find yourself repudiating the
arguments you were maintaining then, or do
you think the circumstances have changed?
NP: Well, both. I mean it’s hard for me to
repudiate those arguments because I think
there was a lot of validity in them. We weren’t
arguing about illegal immigration. We were
arguing about immigration. And one of my
favorite stories about immigration had to do
with Henry James. Henry James was taken
on a tour of the Lower East Side in 1905—I
forget the name of the sociologist who took
him; it was a WASP of course. The Lower
East Side was then a heavily Jewish ghetto,
and James visited a café filled with artists
who were speaking animatedly in English
and in Yiddish. And he said to himself, “Well,
if these people stay” (or something like that),
“whatever language they speak, we shall not
know it for English.” And I would then point
out, well, the only people who are reading
Henry James and indeed writing doctoral
dissertations on him are the grandchildren
of those people. So that was something to be
borne in mind. But that was on the issue of
immigration in general.
In 1924, immigration virtually stopped
and the rationale for the new policy was
to give newcomers a chance to assimilate—
which may or may not have been the main
reason—but it probably worked. What has
changed my mind about immigration now—
even legal immigration—is that our culture
has weakened to the point where it’s no longer attractive enough for people to want to
assimilate to, and we don’t insist that they
do assimilate. When I was a kid, I lived in a
neighborhood that had immigrant Jews, immigrant Italians (mainly from Sicily), and
immigrant blacks—that is, they had come
up from the South recently. It was incidentally one of the things that made me a lifelong skeptic about integration because far
from understanding each other and getting
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to know each other, all we did was fight. In
any case, the stuff that went on in the public schools! I had an incident when I went
to school at the age of five. Although I was
born in Brooklyn, I was bilingual and Yiddish was in a sense my first language, so I
came to school with a bit of an accent. And
the story was: I was wandering around in the
hall, and the teacher said: “Where are you
going?” And I said: “I’m goink op de stez.”
And they slapped me into a remedial speech
class. Now, if anyone did that now, federal
marshals would materialize out of the wall
and arrest them for cultural genocide. But,
of course, they did me an enormous favor. I
imagine my life would have been very different if I had not been subjected to that “speech
therapy,” as they called it. And parents then
did not object—on the contrary, they were
very humble. If the teacher thought so, and
the school thought so, they must be right.
That was the culture of the prewar period.
You certainly wanted your children to be
Americans—real Americans—even if you
wanted them to hold on to their ancestral
culture as well. You were free to do that on
your own time and your own dime. And it
worked. It worked beautifully.
So when I got into the army and I began
meeting other kinds of Americans—native

Americans—so to speak, I was floored. I
didn’t like the army particularly, but I got on
very well with the guys I met. Their humor,
and their irreverence, and their camaraderie—
it was great!
CRB: Well, there you go. So you began by
looking at Trump as a kind of warmed over
Pat Buchanan—
NP: Yeah, without the anti-Semitism.
CRB: Did he do anything as president or as
a candidate that accelerated your reevaluation
of him? Did a lightbulb go on at some point?

CRB: I think you said he didn’t have principles.
NP: Well, okay, but he had something—he
had instincts. And he knew, from my point of
view, who the good guys were. Now, he made
some mistakes, for example, with Secretary
of State Tillerson, but so did Reagan. I used
to point out to people that it took Lincoln
three years to find the right generals to fight
the civil war, so what did you expect from
George W. Bush? In Trump’s case, most of
his appointments were very good and they’ve
gotten better as time’s gone on. And even the
thing that I held almost sacred, and still do
really, which is the need for American action
abroad—interventionism—which he still
says he’s against. I mean, he wants to pull
out all our troops from Syria and I think it
was probably Bolton who talked him out of
doing it all in one stroke. Even concerning
interventionism, I began to rethink. I found
my mind opening to possibilities that hadn’t
been there before. And in this case it was a
matter of acknowledging changing circumstances rather than philosophical or theoretical changes.

NP: Well it wasn’t a lightbulb, and it wasn’t the
road to Damascus revelation. It was that as I
watched the appointments he was making even
at the beginning, I was astonished. And he
couldn’t have been doing this by accident. So
that everything he was doing by way of policy
as president, belied the impression he had given
to me of a Buchananite. He was the opposite
of a Buchananite in practice. The fact is he
was a new phenomenon. And I still to this day
haven’t quite figured out how he reconciled all
of this in his own head. Maybe because, as I CRB: You were an avid supporter of the Iraq
said earlier, he was not dogmatic about things. war. He’s a pronounced critic of it. Are you
He did what he had to do to get things done.
persuaded by his opinion?
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NP: No, I am intransigent on Iraq. I think it
was the right thing to do at the time. I’ve even
gone so far as to say Bush would have deserved
to be impeached if he had not gone in. Every intelligence agency in the world said that Saddam
had weapons of mass destruction—nuclear
weapons, actually—every one of his own intelligence agencies said so. Saddam himself said
so. Especially after 9/11, there was almost no
good reason not to go in. The administration
had gone through all the diplomatic kabuki,
which I always knew wouldn’t work. It’s inconceivable that they could have been lying. Who
would be stupid enough to lie when you’re going to be exposed in a week? It’s ridiculous! Nobody was lying, except Saddam.
I was once on a panel on a National Review
cruise. Bill Buckley was still alive. They posed
the question: “Knowing what you know now,
would you have gone into Iraq?” And everybody, including Bill, said no. And I said yes,
for the reasons I just gave. And I said, “Anyway, if I knew the outcome of every decision
I’ve ever made, I probably would have made
the opposite of each one. You act on the basis
of what you know now and what looks probable now—not under circumstances five years
later.” I thought it was a stupid question, to
tell you the truth. I still feel it was the right
thing to do and the story’s not over yet, by

the way. I mean, it’s assumed Iraq is a disaster
and Iran is taking over—that’s not quite true.
Many Iraqis are trying to resist Iran. I’m told
that Baghdad has become what Beirut used to
be—full of cafés and nightlife and traffic jams
and liveliness; and they had a decent election.
CRB: Invading Iraq—toppling Saddam—
was one thing. Occupying and trying to democratize the country was another. How do
you regard the latter now?

ing the swamp.” And that swamp, we knew,
was the swamp in which terrorism festered.
So it seemed to me to make sense as a policy.
CRB: Would you call Trump an isolationist?
He didn’t use the term.

NP: No, he didn’t; he was against what he
called stupid wars or unnecessary wars. But
I think that, again, he’s willing to be flexible
under certain circumstances. I think that if
we were hit by any of those people, he would
NP: I know, it’s as if the effort to democra- respond with a hydrogen bomb.
tize was somehow ignoble instead of just
misplaced. I mean, let me put it this way, we CRB: And you’re not speaking metaphorically.
obviously did a bad job of the occupation and
we are not an imperial power despite what the NP: No, I’m not. But again, I was a passionate
Left says. We’re not good at it. Although, in interventionist. I was a passionate believer in
the case of Germany, Japan, and Korea, we’ve democratization before I was a paleo-neoconstationed troops there for 50 years. If you’re servative—when I was just a plain neoconsergoing to do it, you need to be prepared to do vative. But it was a totally different world.
what is necessary when it’s over—when you’ve
won. And we were not prepared. Many mis- CRB: But many of your new set of ex-friends,
takes were made, and the will to see it through as you call them, were with you on Iraq and
to the end was absent. So that I agree to. But democratization, which explains partly at
my hope was not that we could have an elec- least, why they are against Trump. You devition and overnight everything would be fine, ated from them, or they deviated from you.
but that we could clear the ground a bit in
which seeds of democratization could be NP: Well some of them have gone so far as
planted. That was what I used to call “drain- to make me wonder whether they’ve lost their
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minds altogether. I didn’t object to their opposition to Trump. There was a case to be made,
and they made it—okay. Of course, they had
no reasonable alternative. A couple of them
voted for Hillary, which I think would have
been far worse for the country than anything
Trump could have done.
But, basically, I think we’re all in a state of
confusion as to what’s going on. Tom Klingenstein has made a brilliant effort to explain it, in
terms that haven’t really been used before. (See
“Patriotism vs. Multiculturalism,” page 28.) He
says that our domestic politics has erupted into
a kind of war between patriotism and multiculturalism, and he draws out the implications
of that war very well. I might put it in different terms—love of America versus hatred of
America. But it’s the same idea. We find ourselves in a domestic, or civil, war almost.
In 1969-70, we neocons analyzed the international situation in a similar way, behind a
clarifying idea that had a serious impact because it was both simple and sufficiently complex in its implications. I had by then become
alienated from my long-term friend Hannah
Arendt, whose book The Origins of Totalitarianism had had an enormous effect on me.
Although she had become an ex-friend, her
book’s argument still inspired me, and I think
a lot of other people, to fight. And that argument was that the Soviet Union was an evil,
moral and political, comparable to Nazi Germany. As we had fought to defend the West in
World War II from the evil coming from, as
it were, the Right, so we had to fight it coming from the Left in the Cold War, which I
liked to call World War III. (And I’ve tried
to say since 9/11, we have to fight an evil coming from the 7th century in what amounts to
World War IV—but that name hasn’t caught
on.) But the important point is we offered a
wholehearted, full-throated defense of America. Not merely a defense, but a celebration,
which is what I thought it deserved, nothing
less. It was like rediscovering America—its
virtues, its values, and how precious the heritage we had been born to was, and how it
was, in effect, worth dying for. And that had
a refreshing impact, I think, because that’s
how most people felt. But all they had heard—
though nothing compared to now—was that
America was terrible. It was the greatest danger to peace in the world, it was born in racism,
and genocide, and committed every conceivable crime. And then when new crimes were
invented like sexism and Islamophobia, we
were guilty of those, too.

What happened to “the new American patrio- he was doing. I’ve always said that Obama,
tism” as Reagan called it?
from his own point of view, was a very successful president. I wrote a piece about that
NP: Well, one of the Soviet officials, after the in the Wall Street Journal which surprised a
fall of the Soviet Union, actually put it cor- lot of people. Far from being a failure, within
rectly when he said: “You’ve lost your enemy.” the constraints of what is still the democratic
And that’s, I think, the largest cause.
political system, he had done about as much
as you possibly could to transform the country
CRB: You mean the only thing that really in- into something like a social democracy. The
spired us was the external threat?
term “social democrat,” however, used to be an
honorable one. It designated people on the Left
NP: No, the external threat inspired us, but who were anti-Communist, who believed in deit also gave rise to a new appreciation of what mocracy, but who thought that certain socialist
we were fighting for—not just against. I was a measures could make the world more equitable.
Democrat, you know, by heritage, and in 1972 Now it’s become a euphemism for something
I helped found a movement called, “The Co- that is hard to distinguish from Communism.
alition for a Democratic Majority,” which was
And I would say the same thing about anan effort to save the Democratic Party from ti-Zionism. I gave a talk to a meeting of the
the McGovernites who had taken it over. We American Jewish Committee, which was then
knew exactly what was wrong, but it metas- the publisher of Commentary, two years or so
tasized. The long march through the institu- after the Six-Day War. And I said what’s haptions, as the Maoists called it, was more suc- pened since that war is that anti-Semitism
cessful than I would have anticipated. The has migrated from the Right, which was its
traditional home, to the Left, where it is getting a more and more hospitable reception.
And people walked out on the talk, I mean,
Trump’s virtues
literally just got up. These were all Jews, you
are the virtues of the
understand. Today, anti-Semitism, under the
cover
of anti-Zionism, has established itself
street kids of Brooklyn.
much more firmly in the Democratic Party
You don’t back away
than I could ever have predicted, which is beyond
appalling. The Democrats were unable
from a fight and
to pass a House resolution condemning antiyou fight to win.
Semitism, for example, which is confirmation
of the Gramscian victory. I think they are anti-American—that’s what I would call them.
anti-Americanism became so powerful that They’ve become anti-American.
there was virtually nothing to stop it. Even
back then I once said, and it’s truer now: this CRB: What are they pro?
country is like a warrior tribe which sends all
its children to a pacifist monk to be educated. NP: Well, some of them say they’re pro-soAnd after a while—it took 20 or 40 years— cialism, but most of them don’t know what
but little by little it turned out that Antonio they’re talking about. They ought to visit a
Gramsci—the Communist theoretician who British hospital or a Canadian hospital once
said that the culture is where the power is, not in a while to see what Medicare for All comes
the economy—turned out to be right; and down to. They don’t know what they’re for. I
little by little the anti-Americanism made its mean, the interesting thing about this whole
way all the way down to kindergarten, prac- leftist movement that started in the ’60s is
tically. And there was no effective counter- how different it is from the Left of the ’30s.
attack. I’m not sure why. I mean, some of us The Left of the ’30s had a positive alternative
tried, but we didn’t get very far.
in mind—what they thought was positive—
namely, the Soviet Union. So America was
CRB: How do you assess the American Left bad; Soviet Union, good. Turn America into
today?
the Soviet Union and everything is fine. The
Left of the ’60s knew that the Soviet Union
NP: The crack I make these days is that the was flawed because its crimes that had been
Left thinks that the Constitution is unconsti- exposed, so they never had a well-defined altutional. When Barack Obama said, “We are ternative. One day it was Castro, the next day
CRB: The fight against Soviet Communism five days away from fundamentally transform- Mao, the next day Zimbabwe, I mean, they
ended in victory for the West, but not, it ing this country,” well it wasn’t five days, but he kept shifting—as long as it wasn’t America.
seems, in the rehabilitation of Americanism. was for once telling the truth. He knew what Their real passion was to destroy America and
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the assumption was that anything that came
out of those ruins would be better than the
existing evil. That was the mentality—there
was never an alternative and there still isn’t.
So Bernie Sanders, who honeymooned in the
Soviet Union—I mean, I don’t know him personally, but I have relatives who resemble him;
I know him in my bones—and he’s an old
Stalinist if there ever was one. Things have
gone so haywire, he was able to revive the totally discredited idea of socialism, and others
were so ignorant that they picked it up.
As for attitudes toward America, I believe
that Howard Zinn’s relentlessly anti-American People’s History of the United States sells
something like 130,000 copies a year, and it’s
a main text for the study of American History
in the high schools and in grade schools. So,
we have miseducated a whole generation, two
generations by now, about almost everything.
CRB: And President Trump offers a path up
from ignorance and anti-Americanism?

have the luxury of not caring what’s going to
happen after I’m gone.

dent for all the obvious reasons—that he
disgraces the office. I mean, I would say Bill
Clinton disgraced the office. I was in EngCRB: What are his virtues, if you had to enu- land at Cambridge University when Harmerate them?
ry Truman was president, and there were
Americans there who were ashamed of the
NP: His virtues are the virtues of the street fact that somebody like Harry Truman was
kids of Brooklyn. You don’t back away from president.
a fight and you fight to win. That’s one of the
things that the Americans who love him, love CRB: A haberdasher.
him for—that he’s willing to fight, not willing
but eager to fight. And that’s the main virtue NP: Right, and no college degree. And, of
and all the rest stem from, as Klingenstein course, Andrew Jackson encountered some
says, his love of America. I mean, Trump of that animosity. There’s snobbery in it and
loves America. He thinks it’s great or could there’s genuine, you might say, aesthetic revulbe made great again. Eric Holder, former at- sion. It’s more than disagreements about policy,
torney general, said, “When was it ever great?” because the fact of the matter is they have few
And Michelle Obama says that the first time grounds for disagreement about policy. I mean,
she was ever proud of her country was when I’ve known Bill Kristol all his life, and I like
Obama won. By the way, I make a prediction him. But I must say I’m shocked by his saying
to you that the Democratic candidate in 2020 that if it comes to the deep state versus Trump,
is going to be Michelle Obama, and all these he’ll take the deep state. You know, I was raised
people knocking themselves out are wasting to believe that the last thing in the world you
their time and money. The minute she an- defend is your own, and I am proud to have
nounces that will be it.
overcome that education. I think the first thing
in the world you defend is your own, especially
CRB: You heard it here first!
when it’s under siege both from without and
within. So the conservative elite has allowed
NP: I fear she could beat him.
its worst features—its sense of superiority—to
overcome its intellectual powers, let’s put it that
CRB: Well, I’ve always thought she would go way. I don’t know how else to explain this.
into politics. She’s so good at giving a speech.
CRB: Like Donald Trump, you don’t mind
NP: And she’s written the bestselling mem- being politically incorrect, or what some
oir of all time. I’ve seen her in the flesh, so to would call populist.
speak. I mean, I’ve met them and she’s much
more beautiful than she looks in photographs. NP: I often quote and I have always believed
She’s statuesque and extremely, extremely in Bill Buckley’s notorious declaration that he
good looking.
would rather be governed by the first 2,000
names in the Boston telephone book than by
CRB: The Never Trumpers agree with you the faculty of Harvard University. That’s what
that Trump is an “unworthy vessel” but see I call intelligent populism. And Trump is Exnothing whatsoever to redeem his vices.
hibit A of the truth of that proposition.

NP: The only way I know out of this is to fight
it intellectually, which sounds weak. But the
fact that Trump was elected is a kind of miracle. I now believe he’s an unworthy vessel chosen by God to save us from the evil on the Left.
And he’s not the first unworthy vessel chosen
by God. There was King David who was very
bad—I mean he had a guy murdered so he
could sleep with his wife, among other things.
And then there was King Solomon who was
considered virtuous enough—more than his
father—to build the temple, and then desecrated it with pagan altars; but he was nevertheless considered a great ancestor. So there
are precedents for these unworthy vessels,
and Trump, with all his vices, has the necessary virtues and strength to fight the fight
that needs to be fought. And if he doesn’t win
in 2020, I would despair of the future. I have
13 grandchildren and 12 great grandchildren,
and they are hostages to fortune. So I don’t NP: Mainly they think he’s unfit to be presi- CRB: Thank you very much.
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Editorial cartoon by Thomas Nast from Harper’s Weekly, November 4, 1871, expressing the difficulty of Irish assimilation.
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Book Review by John Fonte

Making Immigration Great Again
Melting Pot or Civil War? A Son of Immigrants Makes the Case against Open Borders, by Reihan Salam.
Sentinel, 224 pages, $27

I

n 1794 president george washington
wrote to Vice President John Adams on
the necessity of assimilating immigrants
to the new American republic’s way of life.
Presciently, Washington lamented the prospect of immigrant ghettos and, as Americans
would say two centuries later, multiculturalism. Settling immigrants “in a body,” Washington wrote, meant that “they retain the
Language, habits, and principles (good or
bad) which they bring with them. Whereas
by an intermixture with our people, they, or
their descendants, get assimilated to our customs, measures and laws: in a word, soon become one people.”
Two hundred twenty-four years later, a son
of Bangladeshi immigrants makes a similar
argument in the modulated language of social
science. Reihan Salam’s Melting Pot or Civil
War? is one of the best diagnoses of immigration policy in the past decade. The best prescription, however, remains Mark Krikorian’s
The New Case against Immigration (2008), also
published by Sentinel.
Drawing on high-quality and ideologically
diverse research, Salam, a former executive
editor of National Review who in February
became the new president of the Manhattan
Institute, presents an empirically grounded
critique of our current immigration policy.
“High levels of low-skill immigrants,” he states,
“will make a middle-class melting pot impossible.” The current system fosters inequality,
has increased the poverty rate, and keeps a
large section of our economy in a “low-wage,
low-productivity rut.” What most concerns
him is whether low-skilled immigrants’ children will assimilate.
Salam says that the crucial question concerns the type of assimilation: “amalgamation”
or “racialization”? Will the children of newcomers enter a new “melting pot” and adopt
the “culture and folkways of the established
population,” entering the fabric of America
“through ties of friendship and kinship”? Or
will they grow up in “immigrant enclaves,” socially distant from mainstream America and
“relegated to second-class status.”
Unfortunately, “[n]ot everyone is assimilating into the same America.” Many “are being
incorporated into disadvantaged groups” and

“often feel alienated from the mainstream.” As
a result, “We are entering such a dangerous
moment.” The National Academy of Sciences
(NAS), Salam reports, determined that 45.3%
of immigrant-headed households with children
relied on food stamps, compared to 30.6% of
native-born households with children. The
NAS study also declared that not only firstgeneration immigrants, but also their children
and grandchildren, were “net fiscal burdens”
for the nation.
From Salam’s well documented critique of
how our immigration policy actually works,
we can draw significant conclusions, ones that
Melting Pot or Civil War? implies rather than
explicates. First, the argument advanced by
prominent Republicans as well as Democrats
that the assimilation process is intact is deeply
flawed. Today’s immigrants and their children,
we are told, are assimilating as quickly and
thoroughly as the previous waves of immigrants in the days of Ellis Island. Hence, we
needn’t worry about a Balkanized America:
the children of today’s Mexican and Central
American immigrants will assimilate just like
those who arrived more than a century ago
from southern and eastern Europe.

S

alam wryly notes that when israel Zangwill’s play The Melting Pot was
first performed in 1908 there “wasn’t
much of a melting pot.” Instead, many immigrants lived in “flourishing ethnic enclaves,
which were regularly replenished by new arrivals.” There they retained their own customs
and languages in a social world disconnected
from the American mainstream. Not until
the “immigration restriction legislation of the
1920s” did the “melting really begin in earnest.”
In other words, restricting immigration
promoted Ellis Island-era immigrants’ patriotic assimilation. Since the Italian and eastern
European enclaves were not restocked by perpetual streams of new arrivals from the Old
World, immigrants and their children eventually left the ethnic neighborhoods, married outside their ethnic group, and joined
the middle class. In contrast, Mexican and
Central American enclaves are continually
reinforced by new immigrants, hindering the
assimilation of newcomers and their offspring
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already in the United States. Salam notes that
when his parents immigrated there were very
few co-nationals from Bangladesh living in
New York, precluding a childhood in an ethnic enclave that almost certainly would have
put his professional and personal life on a very
different course.
Another major difference between the
1920s and today is the nation’s economic
structure. When low-skilled jobs were a significant part of the economy, the pay differential between immigrants and the native-born
among the low-skilled was smaller than it is
today. The problems connected to mass lowskilled immigration that Salam outlines have
become more recognizable. Yet, many conservatives still advocate for more immigration
and, in particular, more low-skilled workers.
When he was Speaker of the House of Representatives, Paul Ryan declared that “I always
look at [immigration] as an economic issue.”
But, we are a nation, not simply a market.
This employer-first reflex by some on the Right
disregards what is at stake in the entire immigration-assimilation issue. Most importantly, it
fails to recognize how liberals use mass immigration accompanied by weak or multicultural
“integration” to advance progressivism’s ultimate goal, the “fundamental transformation of
the United States of America.” The combination of mass immigration and weak assimilation must be understood in terms of the broader conflict that Angelo Codevilla describes as a
“cold civil war” being waged “against a majority
of the American people and their way of life.”
Indeed, more than 20 years ago, Norman Podhoretz envisioned an aggressive “liberationist”
nation assaulting the culture of the “traditionalist” middle-class American nation.

R

ecently, tom klingenstein of the
Claremont Institute explained the
struggle between America, as the
founders and Lincoln understood it, and an
adversarial multiculturalism that seeks to replace the American regime with an entirely
different, group-based system constructed
on different political principles. (In much the
same way, the Confederacy was built on different principles than those of the Declaration of Independence.) These are the stakes in
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The inside story as told by Pence’s closest
confidants—and his harshest critics.
“A good overview of the path the
politically ambitious Pence took to get
to his current position.” —USA Today

Drawing on insider interviews, journalists
Maruf and Joseph recount the rise,
fall, and resurgence of this overlooked
terrorist organization that exerts Talibanlike rule over millions in Somalia.

“Withuhn places his complex story into the
larger context of railroading and national
and international happenings.”
—H. Roger Grant, author of
Railroads and the American People
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setting immigration policies and an assimilation ethos. (Elsewhere in this issue, Klingenstein expands his argument to sketch a new
political approach.)
In the progressive framework, immigrants
are assimilated into an ethnic-linguistic-cultural subgroup within a broader multicultural system. This agenda was made explicit in Obama
Administration policy documents that directed that English competency and assimilating
to American culture should not be “prioritized”
for the children of immigrants. Instead, the
“maintenance” of their parents’ native (foreign)
culture and language was emphasized. For
example, one document recommended that
Somali-American children should be “encouraged” to use their home language and that Islamic Somali culture should be maintained.

F

or salam, “diversity is not the
problem.” Rather, “[w]hat is uniquely
pernicious is extreme between-group
inequality.” That said, I would assume that
Salam would agree that the ideology of “diversity,” or what John Marini calls “a new kind of
civil religion” is, indeed, intellectually dubious
and socially detrimental.
First, the diversity ideology tells us that what
matters is not equal American citizenship, but
the race, ethnicity, or gender into which one
is born. Second, the diversity agenda pits socalled “marginalized” groups—ethnic, linguistic and social minorities, LGBT, immigrants,
and women—against dominant groups: whites,
males, and heterosexuals. Ironically, the diversity framework is not particularly diverse, multicultural, or “multi” anything. It is, instead,
binary between two conflicting groups: the
“oppressor” versus the “oppressed.”
Finally, the operationalization of “diversity” is in the hands of: unelected bureaucrats from the administrative state; partisan
activist judges; and their ideological allies in
America’s universities, corporations, churches,
and media, driven by a mixture of ideology
and careerism. Unlike the Civil Rights Movement of the 1960s, “diversity” is not a project
that a majority of the American people ever
embraced democratically.
As a political matter, mass immigration
coupled with multicultural non-assimilation
feeds the diversity machine and strengthens
progressive liberalism. All this is apparently
incomprehensible to the many conservatives
who believe that the immigration debate is
primarily about American employers’ perceived need for more cheap foreign labor.
Some of Salam’s policy recommendations
are solid, others ambiguous. First and foremost, he argues that a point system like the
ones used in Canada and Australia, which
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would rebalance immigration towards those
with higher skills, should replace our current
emphasis on bringing relatives—even remote
ones—to the United States. He praises the excellent RAISE Act proposed by Tom Cotton
and David Perdue (Republican senators from
Arkansas and Georgia, respectively), which
would base immigration on “points” gained
by high employment skills, English fluency,
and youthful high-wage potential. Salam also
endorses mandatory E-Verify, the single most
important method for employers to identify
legal from illegal workers.

S

alam favors a deal—amnesty for
“unauthorized immigrants” (he never
uses the term “illegal immigrants”) who
have been in the U.S. for many years, accompanied by strict border enforcement. He supports
amnesty for both civic reasons, holding out
hope for assimilation, and the humanitarian
one of reducing poverty. Once legalized, previously illegal immigrants would have full access
to social safety net programs, thus alleviating
poverty, particularly for their children.
He claims we have an “obligation” to pursue this course because we have “benefited
from [their] labor.” On the contrary, many
low-income Americans, our legal framework,
and our democratic mores have not “benefited”
from the lawlessness and crime that have too
often accompanied mass illegal immigration.
One has only to read Victor Davis Hanson’s
reports from his home in California’s Central
Valley to understand the havoc illegal immigration has wrought to the quality of life for
the non-elite population of our country.
Moreover, Salam is murky about whether
enforcement measures such as mandatory EVerify would come before or after long-term
illegal immigrants are granted legal status.
He notes that combining a high-skilled immigration policy with reducing the number
of immigrants is “defensible,” but he prefers
focusing on rebalancing towards skills rather
than embracing both options.
But both options are necessary. Cuts in
legal immigration are as necessary today to
achieve the patriotic assimilation of newcomers to our nation as they were when President
Calvin Coolidge, for the same reasons, supported immigration reductions in 1924.
Those misgivings aside, Reihan Salam’s
Melting Pot or Civil War? is essential reading
for a thorough understanding of our immigration debate.
John Fonte is a senior fellow at the Hudson Institute and author of Sovereignty or Submission:
Will Americans Rule Themselves or be Ruled
by Others? (Encounter Books).
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Essay by Christopher Caldwell

Hungary and the Future of Europe

N

o english-language newspaper
reported on it at the time, nor has
any cited it since, but the speech
Hungarian prime minister Viktor Orbán
made before an annual picnic for his party’s
intellectual leaders in the late summer of 2015
is probably the most important by a Western
statesman this century. As Orbán spoke in
the village of Kötcse, by Lake Balaton, hundreds of thousands of migrants from across
the Muslim world, most of them young men,
were marching northwestwards out of Asia
Minor, across the Balkan countries and into
the heart of Europe.
Already, mobs of migrants had broken
Hungarian police lines, trampled cropland,
occupied town squares, shut down highways, stormed trains, and massed in front
of Budapest’s Keleti train station. German
chancellor Angela Merkel had invited those
fleeing the Syrian civil war to seek refuge in
Europe. They had been joined en route, in at
least equal number, by migrants from Iraq,
Iran, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Afghanistan,
and elsewhere. For Hungarians, this was
playing with fire. They are taught in school
to think of their Magyar ancestors as having

ridden off the Asian steppes to put much of
Europe to the torch (Attila is a popular boys’
name), and they themselves suffered centuries of subjugation under the Ottomans, who
marched north on the same roads the Syrian
refugees used in the internet age. But no one
was supposed to bring up the past. Merkel
and her defenders had raised the subject of
human rights, which until then had been
sufficient to stifle misgivings. In Kötcse, Orbán informed Merkel and the world that it
no longer was.
Orbán was preparing a military closure of
his country’s southern border. That Europe’s
ancient nation-states would serve in this way
as the first line of defense for the continent’s
external borders, such as the one between
Hungary and Serbia, was exactly what had
been assumed two decades before in the
founding treaties of the European Union, the
28-nation federation-in-embryo centered in
Brussels and dominated by Merkel’s Germany. But sometime after Hungary joined the
E.U. in 2004, this question of Europe’s borders had become complicated, legalistic, and
obscured by what Orbán called “liberal babble.” Orbán now had to make a philosophical
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argument for why he should not be evicted
from civilized company for carrying out what
a decade before would have been considered
the most basic part of his job. His Fidesz party had always belonged to the same political
family that Merkel’s did—the hodgepodge of
postwar conservative parties called “Christian
Democracy.” Now, as Orbán spoke, it was
clear the two were arguing from different centuries, opposite ideologies, and irreconcilable
Europes.
“Hungary must protect its ethnic and cultural composition,” he said at Kötcse (which
more or less rhymes with butcher). “I am convinced that Hungary has the right—and every nation has the right—to say that it does
not want its country to change.” France and
Britain had been perfectly within their prerogatives to admit millions of immigrants
from the former Third World. Germany was
entitled to welcome as many Turks as it liked.
“I think they had a right to make this decision,”
Orbán said. “We have a duty to look at where
this has taken them.” He did not care to repeat the experiment.
Migrants kept coming, and the European mood shifted. In Germany, Alterna-
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tive for Germany (AfD), a party founded
by economists to protest European Union
currency policy, shifted its attention to migration and began to harvest double-digit
election returns in one German state after
another. The Polish government fell after
approving a plan to redistribute into eastern
Europe the migrants Merkel had welcomed.
But if any European politician symbolized
this reassessment, it was Orbán. Signs appeared at rallies in Germany reading “Orban,
Help Us!” His dissent split Europeans into
two clashing ideologies. With the approach
in May 2019 of elections to the European
Union parliament, the first since the migrant
crisis, Europeans were being offered a stark
choice between two irreconcilable societies:
Orbán’s nationalism, which commands the
assent of popular majorities, and Merkel’s
human rights, a continuation of projects
E.U. leaders had tried to carry out in the past
quarter-century. One of these will be the Europe of tomorrow.
Versailles, Moscow, Brussels

O

rbán is more than the bohunk
version of Donald Trump that he is
often portrayed as. He is blessed with
almost every political gift—brave, shrewd
with his enemies and trustworthy with his
friends, detail-oriented, hilarious. In the last
years of the Cold War, he stuck his neck out
further than any young dissident in assailing
the Soviet Union. That courage helped land
him in the prime minister’s office for the first
time in 1998, at age 35. He has a memory for
parliamentary minutiae reminiscent of Bill
Clinton. At a January press conference, he
interrupted a speechifying reporter by saying,
“If I’ve counted correctly, that’s six questions,”
then answered them in sequence with references to historical per capita income shifts,
employment rates, demographic projections,
and the like.
His secret weapon, though, is his intellectual curiosity. As Irving Kristol did when he
edited the Public Interest in the 1980s, Orbán urges his aides to take one day a week
off to devote to their reading and writing. He
does so himself, clearing his Thursdays when
he can. Raised poor in a small town west of
Budapest, preoccupied early by politics, he
has had to acquire much of his education on
the fly, as a busy adult. His ideas are powerful, raw, and unsettled. Orbán has changed
his mind about a lot of things—unregulated free markets above all. Out of a regime
of deep reading and disputation come his
larger theories about the direction of Western civilization, and many people probably

find voting for Orbán satisfying in the way
that reading Jared Diamond or Yuval Noah
Hariri is satisfying. Orbán believes that
Western countries are in decline, and that
they are in decline because of “liberalism,”
which in his political vocabulary is a slur. He
uses the word to describe the contemporary
process of creating neutral social structures
and a level playing field, usually in the name
of rights.
This project of creating neutral institutions has two problems. First, it is destructive,
because the bonds of affection out of which
communities are built are—by definition—
non-neutral. Second, it is a lie, because someone must administer this project, and administration, though advertised as neutral, rarely
is. Some must administer over others.
Carried to its logical conclusion, liberalism will, in Orbán’s view, destroy Hungary.
“It is not written in the great book of humanity that there must be Hungarians in
the world,” he said in his State of the Nation address in February. “It is only written
in our hearts—but the world cares nothing
for that.” This sense that Hungary might be

Carried to its
logical conclusion,
liberalism will, in
Orbán’s view,
destroy Hungary.
only one political miscalculation away from
extinction is widely shared. There was one
country, in the wake of World War I, that
was treated more harshly than Germany.
The Treaty of Trianon turned a cosmopolitan, advanced central European powerhouse
of 20 million people—the Kingdom of Hungary, Budapest’s half of the Austro-Hungarian empire—into a statelet of 8 million and
divvied up two thirds of its territory among
other nations.
This dismemberment helps explain many
of the worst things Hungary did, and had
done to it, in the century since. Hitler helped
the country recover some of its territories in
World War II, but Russia repressed them
and then some. The historic heart of Hungary is Transylvania, now on the other side
of the Romanian border. Other ethnically
Hungarian remnants of the nation are to be
found in Serbia, Slovakia, and Ukraine. Orbán is fond of a bitter, Trianon-era joke to
the effect that “Hungary is the only country
that borders on itself.” It is as a nation of 15
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million, and not as a state of 10 million, that
most Hungarians understand themselves,
and Orbán has done nothing to bring them
to a more liberal understanding.
Hungary’s most acute present-day problems are partly the result of its four decades
under Communism, including the Soviet
Union’s bloody suppression of its 1956 uprising. But, like contemporary Russia, the
country suffers just as much from the excess
of faith it placed in Western expertise during its botched transition out of Communism. One of Orbán’s mentors recalls: “We
were all liberals then,” using the term “liberal” to mean believers in markets. But about
markets Hungarians had more enthusiasm
than expertise. They sold off their best stateowned businesses to foreigners, and saw others taken over by savvy ex-members of the
Communist nomenklatura, who knew where
value lay hidden. “It was a trap,” says one of
Orbán’s younger advisers. “To open markets
with no capital. Now we are trying to get out
of that trap.”
For a Soviet satellite, Hungary had been
advanced. The 1956 uprising had scared
the Soviets. They allowed János Kádár, the
strongman who bottled up Hungarian dissent until the Reagan Administration, to
borrow hard currency from the West. Budapest had its first Hilton in 1977. It soon had
lots of debt, too. By the time the Berlin Wall
fell the country’s debt-to-GDP ratio hovered
around 75%, a figure then considered beyond
reckless but today about average for Western
economies. Things got worse when the Wall
came down. GDP fell 20% between 1988
and 1993. There were suddenly hundreds of
thousands of unemployed in a country that,
under Communism, had had full employment. Hungary’s population of gypsies, or
Roma, had never been a perfect fit in society
but now many came unstuck from their jobs
and homes.
A nostalgia for Kádár arose that has not
fully dissipated. Between 1994 and 1998
the supposedly free-market heirs to the antiCommunist dissidents ruled in coalition with
former Communists. Orbán took office in
their wake, ran a responsible, lean, relatively
patronage-free government for four years…
and was bounced from office in 2002. That
taught him a lesson. The years 2002-10 saw
the full restoration to power of those who in
the 1980s had been trained as the next generation of Communist elites, dominated by the
Socialist multimillionaire Ferenc Gyurcsány.
Penury and soaring unemployment marked
the time. In 2006, Gyurcsány was captured
on tape at a party congress explaining that
“we lied, morning, noon and night” to stay in
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power. Protests arose. Police repressed them
violently. Orbán’s detractors rarely mention
any of this when they complain about the lack
of an alternative to him. For most Hungarians, 2006 is the alternative.
Orbán returned to power in 2010 with a
large enough majority in the National Assembly (two thirds) to rewrite the constitution
from scratch. He and his party Fidesz did so,
in what he would provocatively call an “illiberal” way: setting Christianity at the middle
of Hungarian life, declaring marriage to be
between a man and a woman, banning genetically modified organisms. On top of that, Orbán was re-elected with two-thirds majorities
in both 2014 and 2018, enabling him to finetune these arrangements, and add more, as he
saw fit.
Economic Turnaround

O

rbán was happy to pick fights
with liberal rule-makers in the realm
of politics. But he saw that, in an era
of fast-moving international finance and pitiless debt markets, tiny, poor Hungary could
challenge the global economy’s liberal rulemakers only with extreme caution. “You must
stay economically successful,” he warned
in that 2015 Kötcse speech, “because in the
modern spirit of the age, even if you are right,
or closest to a morally perfect position, if you
are not economically successful you will be
trampled underfoot.”
It was two years after the collapse of
Lehman Brothers when Orbán got power
back, with the crisis over the Euro and
Greece’s state finances at its height. His
lightning-fast restoration of Hungary’s financial credibility and economic performance is,
even today, a foundation of his credibility and
popularity. For Hungary was in a very similar position to Greece: heavily indebted, with
12% unemployment and an economy that had
shrunk by 6.6% in the previous year. Having
acceded to the European Union under a disciplinary “excessive deficit procedure” in 2004,
it risked becoming a permanent ward of continental regulators and the International Monetary Fund. When these authorities pressured
Orbán to accept an austerity program like the
one they were then devising for Greece—raising taxes and cutting services in order to pay
off international banks—he refused.
Instead, working with his bold economics minister György Matolcsy, he pursued
policies decried at the time as radical and irresponsible. He raised the minimum wage.
He cut personal income tax rates sharply,
from 30% to a flat rate of 16% (they would fall
further, and corporate rates would bottom

out at 9%, the lowest in Europe). He made
up for those cuts by introducing special sectorial taxes on companies that had emerged
from the financial crisis intact, and had even
profited from it—mostly foreign banks, energy companies, and retailers. He “nationalized” pension funds—although this was more
a bookkeeping arrangement than the radical
program it was often presented as. And he
averted a foreclosure catastrophe by convincing banks to accept payment in Hungarian
forints for loans that Hungarian homeowners
had taken out in Euros and Swiss Francs. He
linked welfare to work. He began reclaiming
some of the industrial enterprises so gullibly
surrendered after the fall of Communism,
buying back 21% of the energy giant MOL
from Russia in 2011.
There are certainly reasons to worry about
the underlying strength of the Hungarian
economy. Economist Zoltán Pogátsa of the
University of West Hungary notes that the
country still gets subsidies from the E.U. that
amount to 6% of GDP. But all in all, Orbán’s
program, universally denounced as a gamble,
was a staggering success. Hungary had repaid
its IMF loans in full by 2013. The country
now has 4% growth and an unemployment
rate of about 3%. Debt has fallen from 85%
to 71% of GDP, and labor force participation
risen from 55% to around 70%.
Orbán was the first conservative politician
to rediscover, after the crash of 2008, that a
“strong state” is sometimes needed to attain
conservative ends—in this case, avoiding the
debt bondage and extinction of sovereignty
that were to be Greece’s fate. Of course, this
strong state also had the potential to distort
Hungarian politics, and permit the government to name winners and losers. Orbán had
a soccer stadium built in his hometown of
Felcsút. His family grew wealthy. A Felcsút
pipe-fitter became a multi-millionaire. His
university friend Lajos Simicska became one
of the richest men in Hungary. Those cultural and arts posts that it was within the power
of the government to confer were given to
reliable political loyalists. Complaints arose
about the curtailment of press freedom. An
Orbán-friendly magnate bought the struggling daily Népszabadság, once the organ
of the Communist Party, and shut it down.
Dozens of pro-government media outlets were corralled into a foundation called
KESMA which, European Union regulators
complained, was not subject to ordinary anti-trust rules, and, readers complained, produced uniform news and opinion in outlets
across the country.
The novelty of such arrangements, though,
has been exaggerated. Most governments in
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Hungary have filled cultural positions with
allies. The practice is common in Italy, too.
There was more media diversity than Orbán’s
detractors let on. The Luxemburg-based RTL
group was the most popular broadcaster in
Hungary. There were implacably anti-Orbán
sites online, like Index and 444. When Orbán’s friend Simicska broke with him, he used
his newspaper Magyar Nemzet to attack Orbán in the most vulgar terms, comparing him
to an ejaculation with an acronym (“O1G”)
that is now a standard anti-Orbán epithet,
one that journalists have used in addressing
him at press conferences and clothiers stamp
on T-shirts. Simicska bought billboards near
the international airport calling Orbán a
gangster.
Orbán’s powerful mandate, his two-thirds
majority, gave him power to amend the country’s constitution at will. This was not the
same thing as authoritarianism—there aren’t
a lot of reporters in Beijing likening Xi Jinping
to an ejaculation. But the power to reshape a
constitution quickly and without dissent will
feel like arbitrary power to its opponents, even
if the power arises from a democratic majority.
The opposition now turned to denying
the legitimacy of the constitution altogether.
Whenever thwarted in local political give-andtake, it summoned imperial help from outside
the constitutional system: from the European
Union and (when Barack Obama was in office) the United States. Last year the Dutch
Green-Left party member Judith Sargentini
submitted a motion to the E.U. Parliament
alleging corruption and the violation of the
rights of minorities and migrants. The Parliament condemned him for “a serious breach by
Hungary of the values on which the Union
is founded.” Orbán saw it differently: There
was no clash of values, only of classes. He had
kept Hungary from being bullied by bankers,
bureaucrats, and other powerful rule-making
foreigners. This naturally upset the powerful
rule-making foreigners and their allies within
Hungary.
A Hungarian Hungary and
a European Europe

I

n an otherwise loosey-goosey age,
Orbán’s strong state asked a lot from
people. It would be great to exercise the
prerogatives Orbán had claimed at his 2015
Kötcse speech. But you could only make such
demands if you could rally citizens behind
something transcendent: maybe patriotism,
national unity, recovered Hungarian grandeur. Orbán made June 4, the anniversary of
the Trianon treaty, a Day of National Unity.
He made those ethnic Hungarians in other
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former East Bloc countries eligible to hold
Hungarian passports—and vote. Orbán was
sending a message to foreigners overwhelmingly likely to support his party, rather like
U.S. Democrats relying for their next electoral majority on people who don’t even live
here yet.
It was not necessary for ethnic Hungarians to immigrate, though some did. For a
Hungarian from Slovakia (an E.U. member),
a Hungarian passport was a courtesy. For a
Hungarian from Romania (an E.U. member without full freedom of movement), it
was a passport into the E.U.’s Schengen
zone, granting rights to work not just in
Budapest but in London. For a Hungarian
from Ukraine it was an invitation into the
E.U. Still, since there would not be enough
imported Hungarians to man the Hungarian economy, it seemed Hungary would need
to do what western European countries had
done: open the doors to mass immigration
from the Arab world and Africa.
On this, Orbán would not budge. As he
saw it, the combination of Anglophone Hungarian businessmen and waves of manual laborers disinclined to learn the beautiful, impossible Magyar language would mean the
end of Hungary. Migration from the south,
he believed, whether orderly or disorderly,
would produce a special kind of country, of

the sort that did not exist in western Europe
until the most recent decades but which had
been the norm in Hungary’s Balkan neighborhood until quite recently—not just in the
Habsburg and Romanov empires but also
in 20th-century Yugoslavia. Such countries,
he told a group of Christian intellectuals
in 2017, run the risk of having their culture
wiped out:
They will become countries with mixed
populations, with a Christian element
and a non-Christian element which
has a strong religious identity. And if
I judge the laws of biology and mathematics correctly, the ratio between
these two elements will continuously
shift away from Christianity and towards the non-Christian religious
communities…. [H]ow this will end is
mathematically foreseeable.
Orbán wanted desperately to avoid that.
“[W]e want a Hungarian Hungary and a European Europe,” he said. So he sought alternatives to Muslim migration that would allow him to keep Hungary’s full-employment
economy from stoking inflation. He has
stepped up efforts at reintegrating into the
economy the backward but considerably more
fecund Roma minority. He has lowered the

minimum school-leaving age from 18 to 16.
He has remobilized retired people. He has
pushed the unemployed onto workfare.
And he has made it possible for the German factories that are the backbone of Hungary’s manufacturing economy to ask for up
to 400 hours of paid overtime from their
workers annually. So short of labor is Hungary that two strikes in January 2019—one in
the 4,000-strong Mercedes plant in Kecskemét, one at the vast Audi plant in Györ, with
13,000 employees—ended with 20% and 18%
raises for workers, respectively. In the past
year Hungary has (very discreetly) offered residence to Venezuelan refugees of Hungarian
background. And Orbán has drawn up a plan
offering a $30,000 loan to first-time mothers
that gets written off when the mother bears
a third child, and grants every woman who
raises four children an exemption from income tax for the rest of her life.
At a January press conference Orbán noted that by 2030, in barely a decade, Africa
was going to add 448 million people, according to United Nations data—a figure almost
identical to the population of the post-Brexit
European Union—and that migration pressure would intensify greatly as a result. Under
such circumstances the interests of Europe’s
immigrant-friendly and immigrant-unfriendly
countries were bound to diverge. “In my view,”
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he said in late March, “everything that serves
to stop migration is good, and everything that
brings migration here is bad.” Others were
just as categorical on the other side. In an
unusually passionate speech before the Bundestag days later, Angela Merkel pounded the
podium and said that only countries that accepted refugees had the right to influence the
E.U.’s policy on migration. Manfred Weber,
deputy chairman of Germany’s Christian Social Union (the conservative, Bavarian wing of
Merkel’s movement), moved to exclude Orbán
from the European People’s Party (EPP), the
E.U.’s Christian Democratic umbrella party,
and consign him to exile and opprobrium with
the rightists and ex-fascists, where Weber believed he belonged.
Liberals in the immigrant-sated western
E.U. countries found it bizarre that Hungary
(like Poland) opposed immigration despite
having very few immigrants by 21st-century
measures. Orbán countered that it was perhaps only in low-immigration countries that
one any longer had the freedom to oppose
immigration. When he spoke with the leaders of western European countries where the
migrant population exceeded 10%, they often
confided that they were too fearful of rousing
inter-ethnic hatred, or losing votes, to broach
the subject. “If you’ve had such conversations,”
he explained to a roomful of mocking journalists this winter, “you will have heard that they
no longer talk about whether or not there
should be migration. That is no longer a question for them: that ship has sailed.”
Facing the prospect of a massive influx of
population from other continents in the coming decades, the E.U. was, like the United
States in the 1850s, a house divided. The
high-immigration states of the west could not
tolerate the low-immigration states of the east.
Orbán hinted that the immigrantlessness of
the eastern countries was going to give them
a great competitive advantage over the western ones, threatened by terrorism, burdened
by welfare, stultified by an official multiculturalism. It was certainly possible to make the
opposite argument: perhaps the western part
of the E.U. would use cheap, imported labor
to set up an economic system that the freelabor countries of the east would not be able
to compete with. Either way, it looked like the
continent would become all one thing or all
the other.
Stopping Soros

O

ne of the strange things about
modern political rhetoric is that
Viktor Orbán should so often be described as a threat to “democracy,” although

his power had been won in free elections.
Against this elective power were ranged not
one but two oppositions. There was an ordinary electoral opposition contesting arguments within democratic politics. But alongside it was an opposition rooted in activist
foundations and ideological lobbies, operating outside of formal democracy but always,
it seemed, invoking democracy’s name. Such
lobbies are familiar in the United States. It is
the American tax code that gave rise to the
system in the first place. The very rich can
shelter from taxation much of the money they
use to influence politics. The American foundation system was multifaceted, innovative,
and mighty.
In Hungary the system was new, foreign,
disruptive, and associated with one individual: the American currency trader and
hedge fund pioneer George Soros. Like the
majority of big philanthropists, Soros was
on what would be called the political “left.”
He funded ads during the Iraq war likening
George W. Bush to Hitler, he fought Israeli
settlements on the West Bank, he funded

It was perhaps only
in low-immigration
countries that one
any longer had the
freedom to oppose
immigration.
gay marriage and transsexual rights. But unlike more mercurial benefactors, Soros had a
principle behind his giving, or at least a guru
whose writings he could turn to as a guiding
inspiration—the Austrian-born British philosopher Karl Popper, whose Plato-focused
survey of philosophy, The Open Society and
Its Enemies, can be read as a manifesto for
liberalism. It is interesting that someone
with an intellectual disposition so similar
to Orbán’s—a man of action with a yearning towards, and a gift for, abstraction and
theorizing that he can never fully live out—
should have become his mightiest foe.
Soros founded the Open Society Institute in 1979. Budapest-born and Hungarianspeaking himself, a Jew who had survived the
Holocaust, Soros had an interest in central
Europe, though not so specifically Hungary.
In the 1980s he gave money to the Solidarity movement in Poland and to university
scholarships in Hungary—Orbán himself got
one, to study at Oxford. In the 1990s, Soros
founded Central European University (CEU),
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which, after provoking hostility and suspicion
from a conservative government in Prague,
found a home in his native Budapest. CEU
was western, accredited in New York state. It
was elegant, built into four grand buildings in
the heart of Budapest, one of them a factory
connected to László Bíró, who in the 1930s
invented the ball-point pen. And finally, CEU
was highly political, in the sense that it focused on putting the Popper-Soros vision of
society into practice, and on training the next
generation of political leaders. The “practical”
social sciences—gender studies, economics,
political science, environmental policy—predominated, not the liberal arts, although
there had been a thriving medieval history department there in the 1990s. Most important,
CEU was funded on a scale to dominate Hungarian intellectual life, paying its professors
more than what those at the long-established
universities got.
Soros personified opposition to the nationalist outlook Orbán had wished for in his
2015 Kötcse speech. In the wake of Merkel’s
invitation to migrants in 2015 Soros published a plan to bring a million refugees a
year to Europe and distribute them rapidly
among neighboring countries for settlement.
The plan would, Soros wrote, “mobilize the
private sector,” but only to run the project,
not to pay for it. The funding of it would
be done at taxpayer expense, through a €20
billion E.U. bond issue. Orbán published a
six-point plan of his own, focused on keeping migrants out. Soros complained that it
“subordinates the human rights of asylumseekers and migrants to the security of borders.” That description was exactly accurate
—provided one understands human rights
as global philanthropists, political activists,
and the United Nations have defined it in
recent decades. But there is a competing understanding of human rights in the old law of
nations, which makes any right to immigrate
dependent on the consent of the receiving
nation.
Against the counsel of his advisers, Orbán
provoked a clash between the two men and
the governing principles each embodied. He
passed a “Stop Soros Law” that criminalized
offering material support to promote illegal
immigration, and banned the sort of refugee
resettlements Soros had urged. The government began harassing the CEU by punctiliously enforcing regulations that had heretofore been ignored. As the 2018 election
season heated up, anti-Soros ad campaigns
began running on billboards and streetcars.
Orbán was very worried about the role of
foreign money in his country’s politics. Some
have mocked him for this. But obviously, when
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the most powerful country on earth has just
brought its democracy to a standstill for two
years in order to investigate $100,000 worth
of internet ads bought by a variety of Russians, it is understandable that the leader of a
small country might fear the activism of a political foe whose combined personal fortune
($8 billion) and institutional endowment ($19
billion) exceed a sixth of the country’s GDP
($156 billion), especially since international
philanthropy is (through the U.S. tax code)
effectively subsidized by the American government. An early version of the Stop Soros
law proposed taxing foreign philanthropies.
In smaller countries, the political nature
of NGOs’ agendas was not as apparent when
liberal governments were in power. It became
obvious when a nationalist government ruled,
and NGOs came to help (or to stand in for)
opposition parties, the way the judiciary did
in Italy and the United States. The AngloHungarian philosophy professor George
Schöpflin, a member of the European Parliament for Fidesz, was mystified by the CEU’s
reaction to Orbán’s campaign: “Why did it
never appeal against the education law to the
Hungarian Constitutional Court?” he asked.
But Hungary is not the plane on which such
multinational charities usually operate, and
for a mere nation to claim jurisdiction might
seem presumptuous. The European Union
was the real controlling legal authority that
charities had to worry about. Over the winter,
CEU announced plans to move its headquarters to Vienna, although these plans appear to
have been put on hold.
The anti-Soros ad campaign drew accusations of anti-Semitism. Whether those accusations were justified or not is not an easy
matter to settle. Reportedly, the ads were
dreamed up by the late Arthur Finkelstein,
the Reagan-era Republican campaign consultant, long known for personalizing political conflicts. Some were in poor taste. There
was one posted on the steps of streetcars so
that passengers had to tread on Soros’s face
as they climbed aboard. Archetypally, the ads
did resemble anti-Semitic campaigns of yore.
They showed Soros as a puppet-master, a power behind the scenes. Of course Soros was a
power behind the scenes. But Hungary was a
country where 565,000 Jews—more than half
the Jewish population—had been murdered
after the Nazi invasion in May 1944, and a
bit more circumspection was expected from
its politicians.
The Orbán government, in its four terms in
power, had not acted in such a way as to give
rise to accusations of bigotry. It had passed
a law against Holocaust denial. It had established a Holocaust Memorial Day. It had

reopened Jewish cultural sites and refused to
cooperate with Jobbik, the leading opposition
party, which had a history of anti-Semitic
provocations and sometimes commanded
20% of the vote.
The loudest accusations came from western
Europe—the very place where, since the turn
of the century, in the wake of heavy Muslim
immigration, anti-Semitism had risen more
sharply than any place on the planet. France
in particular had seen a dozen instances of
anti-Semitic murder and terrorist violence,
all of them perpetrated by the offspring of migrants. Hungary’s 100,000 or so Jews probably had as much to fear from Soros’s plan of
open borders as from Orbán’s plan to limit
the influence of NGOs.
The anti-Soros ads were effective. They
ran during the national political campaign of
2018, were paid for with government funds,
and were bolstered by a “national consultation” about immigration that sent tendentious questionnaires to Hungarian households. As this year’s European Union election
season began, the campaign got rolling once
more. Now the ads showed Soros as the power behind Jean-Claude Juncker, head of the
European Commission, and accused the pair
of them of favoring illegal immigration. The
ad made perfect sense in one way: Juncker did
favor continent-wide, rather than national, solutions to Europe’s immigration problem. But
it confounded matters in another, because
Juncker was a member of Orban’s own European People’s Party. That turned out to be
Orbán’s blind spot.
Bringing Orbán to Heel

I

n mid-march, manfred weber came
to Budapest to lay down the law to Orbán on behalf of the EPP, of which they
were both members. Weber’s Christian Social
Union (CSU), once reliably conservative, had
lately been abandoned by its base for failing to
stop Merkel’s opening of the borders. In the
fall the CSU had been clobbered in Bavaria’s
state elections, and lost its majority. Weber
was running in the May elections to succeed
Juncker in the top European post.
Voters in all European countries tend to
consider elections to the European parliament a joke. People do not know where the
parliament meets (in Strasbourg, officially,
though it more often sits in Brussels). They
don’t know what the parliament does (its legislative powers are narrowly circumscribed,
and its votes can be legally disregarded in
many cases). Turnout for its elections is low,
as low as 13% in Slovakia. As the sociologist
Wolfgang Streeck has written, the E.U. “is so
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complex that you cannot understand how it
works without extensive investigation—and
even then you may not quite grasp what it
is about.” Orbán’s relationship to the E.U. is
just as complex. Hungary is not only among
the Union’s most refractory members but also
among its top recipients of “structural funds,”
transfer payments from the richer countries,
used for building infrastructure.
Weber was expected to tell Orbán that
he would be kicked out of the party if he did
not fulfill three conditions: stop the poster
campaign against his fellow party member
Juncker, apologize, and let the CEU stay in
Budapest.
Why was Weber willing to go out on a limb
this way? Why would he risk throwing one
of his most loyal party members overboard in
the middle of an election campaign? There is a
strategic answer to that. Merkel’s 2015 invitation to Middle Eastern migrants had put the
EPP in a difficult position. Long the largest
party in the E.U. parliament, and the dominant one, it could expect to be much smaller
after 2019, since many of its conservatives, horrified by Merkel’s moves, would certainly flee
for anti-immigration and nationalist groups.
Eventually EPP would have to make coalitions,
and it would have two basic choices: reuniting
with schismatic nationalists and xenophobes,
or seeking out new alliances with liberals and
Greens. Most party members favored the latter option, as did Weber, who, in an interview
with the hometown Süddeutsche Zeitung, ruled
out working with Italy’s firebrand interior minister, Matteo Salvini, whom Orbán described
last summer as a “hero.” The party was thus on
the verge of repudiating the things that had induced Orbán and Fidesz to join it.
Whatever went on during Orbán and
Weber’s discussion, the dénouement was
shocking. Weber announced that Orbán’s
Fidesz would be suspended from the EPP
immediately and indefinitely. This meant it
would lose its right to attend meetings, lose
its vote on internal matters, and lose its right
to nominate officers. A council of “wise men”
would scrutinize the behavior of Fidesz to ensure that it upheld democratic norms and determine whether it merited being reinstated.
Orbán said he would support the EPP in the
coming elections, described the exclusion as a
standard procedure that had been used in the
past, and chatted cheerily through the press
appearance that followed. But it was the most
brutal comeuppance of his political career.
How had it happened?
In the days leading up to the suspension,
Weber’s proposals had taken on a very Bavarian edge. After consultation with Weber, the
Technische Universität, located in the Bavar-
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ian capital of Munich, had agreed to host part
of CEU’s operations, should Weber’s plans
to keep CEU in Budapest fall through, and
BMW would be a partner, too. It was if the
EPP were maneuvering in Weber’s backyard,
not Orbán’s.
And, in fact, it was. Whatever one thinks
of the justice or injustice of the post-Cold
War economic settlement in eastern Europe,
the fact is that Hungary’s main role in the
global economy is to supply cheap labor for
the German auto industry. Thirty percent of
Hungary’s foreign trade is with Germany, and
Bavaria accounts for half of that. The average
German auto worker gets €34 an hour, including benefits, the average Hungarian auto
worker €9. You could almost make better
money working at a kebab stand in Berlin. But
industrial work in eastern Europe is in short
and diminishing supply, and those who hold
those jobs are grateful to have them.
On top of that, there are ominous rumbles
that auto manufacturing is on the way out.
Will plants be shut down and Hungarian
workers laid off? Will Hungarians be stuck
making dirty old cars at declining wages,
while German workers, advanced by their
powerful unions, get to build the sophisticated, high-value-added electric cars?

Hungary’s position on the border between
the powerful economies of Germany and
Austria, on the one hand, and some of the
poorest parts of the ex-Soviet Empire, on the
other, has created a wild demographic upheaval inside the country. You can tell how
important the western connection is from the
transformation of Sopron, a Hungarian border city from which one can easily commute
to Vienna: since the fall of the Berlin Wall,
Sopron has more than doubled in size.
The Audi plant at Györ, as noted, is the largest engine factory in the world, the Mercedes
plant at Kecskemét is the company’s largest,
and the Bosch plant in Miskolc is impressive.
But it is the prospect of a new, billion-euro
BMW plant, announced for the eastern city of
Debrecen last summer, on which Hungarians
have pinned all their hopes. Debrecen will be a
center not just for assembly but also design and
engineering, an economic magic bullet. And
as early as last December, the Austrian newspaper Der Standard was urging BMW to put
political pressure on Orbán to change his ways.
Weber was not laying down the law in the
name of Europe. He was laying down the law
in the name of Germany—something that has
happened often in Hungary’s history, though
not for more than three quarters of a century.

The Anglo-American journalist John
O’Sullivan, who now heads the Danube Institute in Budapest, put the basic question of
Hungarian politics best when he asked: “How
will an Orbán government reconcile its resistance to governance by supra-national elites
with its considerable dependence on European Union subsidies?” The question can be
asked even more broadly. As corporations
and political authority grow increasingly intermingled, maneuvering room narrows for
politicians like Viktor Orbán. This is the way
he sees it himself. “Although we’re convinced
that we’re right factually and morally, and
that we represent Europe’s interests, perhaps
no prime minister and country has ever had
a reputation in Western Europe which was
as bad as mine and Hungary’s today,” he told
a Budapest audience in late March. “Someone must come along with us, because we can
hold out for a while, but we cannot hold out
forever.”
The period that began at Kötcse in 2015 is
now moving towards either a resolution or an
escalation, for Hungary and for Europe along
with it.
Christopher Caldwell is a contributing editor of
the Claremont Review of Books.
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S

ome kinds of war produce a snowball effect: war destroys the infrastructure of civilization and with it
the livelihood of the civilian population, and
the survivors swell the ranks of the army.
Something like this happened during the
collapse of Bronze Age civilization around
1200 B.C., and during Europe’s Thirty Years’
War. It may have happened, too, when the
collapse of the Byzantine and Persian empires in late antiquity began the great wars of
Islam, which lasted with brief respites from
its first wave of jihad in the early 7th century
to the death of Tamerlane on the frontier of
China in 1405.
Although the Muslim world has decayed
into a geopolitical backwater, jihad remains a
threat to Western civilization, though opin-

ions differ about the extent of the threat. If
jihad is the expression of an ideology, it could
be thwarted by changing (exactly how is another question) the ideology. But if jihad
is the consequence of economic and demographic dislocation, it will almost certainly
continue to afflict the world’s 1.8 billion
Muslims, most of whom live in conditions
of economic backwardness and political instability. In this case jihad cannot be extinguished, but only contained.

F

rom its emergence in the 7th century, Islam’s origins remain wrapped in
obscurity. We know much less about the
Muslim conquests than we do about many earlier events in the Bible. For example, roughly
3,300 years ago in the Jezreel Valley, Hebrew
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foot soldiers led by the military commander
Barak routed a chariot army under the Syrian
general Sisera. Barak chose his ground well,
drawing the Syrian chariots close to the muddy
soil of the overflowing Kishon River, where the
infantry had the advantage. In their Battles of
the Bible (1997), Chaim Herzog and General
Mordechai Gichon show that the account of
the battle in the Song of Deborah (Judges 5)
depicts the geography of the historical battleground with remarkable accuracy.
We know more about this ancient battle
than about any engagement in the war of
conquest from A.D. 620 and 635 that extended Islam’s reach all the way from the
Pillars of Hercules to Persia. Islam exploded
from the Arabian Peninsula into mastery
over half the world in a few decades, yet we
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know little about how it happened. Yehuda
Nevo and Judith Koren observed in Crossroads to Islam (2003) that accounts of this
vast conquest were written a century or more
after the events, and repeat a mythic formulation from which details are absent. They
surmise that former Arab auxiliaries of the
(Christian) Byzantine empire assumed control of large swaths of Persian and Byzantine
territory emptied out by plague and other
disasters.
Nor for that matter do we know whether a
man resembling the Muhammad depicted by
later Islamic sources ever lived in 7th-century
Arabia, or whether the normative Koranic
text we have today was recited by this Muhammad, or cobbled together by Muslim rulers two centuries later. For the Islamic world,
to question the Koran’s divine provenance
is the theological equivalent of denying, in
Christendom, the divinity of Jesus.

I

n did muhammad exist?: an inquiry
into Islam’s Obscure Origins (2012), Robert Spencer reviewed scholarly objections
to the standard account, and argued that the
Koran itself was redacted in the 9th century
as an apology for the new political order. He
cited in particular the work of “revisionist
scholars” such as Patricia Crone (1945–2015),
John Wansbrough (1928–2002), and the
pseudonymous “Christoph Luxenberg.” This
unknown writer proposed in a 2000 monograph that the Koran had adapted large sections of the Syriac Christian liturgy, such that
reading parts of it in Syriac clarified otherwise incomprehensible passages (he reads, for
example, a heavenly reward of 72 “raisins” instead of “virgins”). Alternative Koranic texts
unearthed in Yemen seem to refute the Muslim claim that the Archangel Gabriel dictated
to Muhammad.
Numerous scholars pointed to textual
evidence of the Koran’s multiple authorship
and evolution. In a 1999 essay in the Atlantic, Toby Lester argued, “Thus far confined
to scholarly argument, this sort of thinking
can be nonetheless very powerful and—as
the histories of the Renaissance and the Reformation demonstrate—can lead to major
social change. The Koran, after all, is currently the world’s most ideologically influential text.”
Hopes that textual criticism would support a Muslim Reformation were also raised
by a project at Ankara University to re-examine the Hadith—the narrative of Muhammad’s words and deeds as reported by his
companions. Robert Pigott, the BBC’s religion correspondent, wrote in early February
2008 that the Hadith revision would “fash-

ion a new Islam,” while Newsweek entitled
its June 8, 2008, cover story, “A New Face
of Islam.” The project disappeared and was
forgotten, along with the predictions of an
Islamic reformation.

I

nvestigation into the foundations
of Islam atrophied as hopes surged for
a political revival in the Muslim world.
During the so-called “Arab Spring” of 201112, the notion of Islamic democracy became
for a short while the opium of the elites. The
short-lived Muslim Brotherhood government in Egypt during 2012-13 raised hopes
both in the Obama Administration and in
the neo-conservative wing of the Republican
Party that democracy and Islamism might
find a happy union. The overthrow of Morsi by the Egyptian military as the country
stood at the brink of starvation, the endless
civil war in Syria, the collapse of Libya, the
permanent war in Afghanistan and, most of
all, Turkey’s reversion to strong-man rule,
discredited this illusion. At the end of all
the slaughter, the Islamic world remains incurious about Koranic criticism, immured
in an ideology that rejects self-examination.
Meanwhile scholarly examination of Islam
and its consequences fell victim to political
polarization. President Obama’s declaration before the United Nations General Assembly that “[t]he future must not belong
to those who slander the prophet of Islam”
amounted to a public threat by the president
of the United States against prospective critics of the Koran.
Political correctness has made “Islamophobe” the functional equivalent of “racist,”
and few academics will risk their careers and,
in some cases, their necks. It takes courage
to broach the subject. Robert Spencer, the
founder of the Jihad Watch website, is nothing if not courageous. He has written a series
of popular books on Islam, including one
entitled Confessions of an Islamophobe (2017).
The present volume, The History of Jihad from
Muhammad to ISIS, is his summa.
William Polk’s Crusade and Jihad, by contrast, blames injured Muslim sensibilities on
the depredations of the imperialist “Global
North.” Polk writes apologetics rather than
history. He claims, for example, that Islam
never engaged in forced conversions: “Over
the centuries, many Christians and Jews converted to Islam. That Islam forcibly converted
them is a myth; actually, the Islamic states
preferred that the conquered peoples remain
non-Muslim because that status required
them to pay an extra tax in lieu of military
service.” Spencer, however, quotes a dozen
Muslim historians relating conversions at
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sword point. A former Harvard professor and
diplomat, Polk mostly avoids citing Muslim
chroniclers, who often boasted about the extent of their side’s atrocities.

O

f all the muslim conquests, indeed of all the disasters of history,
the costliest in terms of human life
was that of the 14th-century marauder Timur
(Tamerlane). J.J. Saunder in his History of the
Mongol Conquests (1971) estimates that the
self-styled “Sword of Islam” killed 17 million
people, or 5% of the world population, the
equivalent of 340 million people today. (Hitler, Stalin, and Mao each exceeded Timur
in absolute numbers of the slaughtered, but
Timur retains the record for the proportion
of population.) Tamerlane’s invasion of India
in 1398 was a gusher of blood, including as
victims enormous numbers of Muslims, for
example the inhabitants of the Tughlaq Sultanate of Delhi, as Spencer reports. Timur’s
autobiography claims, among other things,
that “in the course of one hour the heads of
10,000 infidels were cut off” and “the sword
of Islam was washed in the blood of the infidels” at a single Rajput fortress. At Delhi, Tamerlane wrote, “I proclaimed throughout the
camp that every man who had infidel prisoners should put them to death…. One hundred
thousand infidels, impious idolaters, were on
that day slain.”
Polk reports that millions of Hindus converted to Islam, adding that “it seems likely
that the vast bulk of the converts were fleeing
the tyranny of the caste system. To be born
an ‘out-caste’ (dalit) was to be condemned to
perpetual slavery; to convert to the brotherhood (ikhwaniyah) of Islam was to be liberated. Millions converted.” That seems exaggerated; there is a reason why the Muslim
population of India is concentrated towards
the country’s northwest, in the path of foreign conquest, rather than toward the south,
despite the presence of Untouchables in the
South. Nonetheless, Polk has a point. Indian Hindus still regard Indian Muslims as
lower-caste apostates to Hinduism. On the
other hand, Polk minimizes the almost unimaginable brutality of the Muslim conquest
of India.
It is tempting to draw a parallel between
the respective triumphs of Christianity and
Islam in late antiquity. Barbarians overwhelmed the defenses of the depopulated
Roman empire, and the new conquerors adopted the faith of the conquered in order to
consolidate their rule. The cultural level of
the Islamic world surely had surpassed that of
the West at the end of the first millennium.
It is conceivable that the “Golden Age” under
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the Abbasid Caliphate might have produced
a more productive civilization had not the
Mongols exterminated the population of its
capital, Baghdad, in 1258 in the first of a series of wars of unimaginable cruelty. In actual
history, the Church in the West succeeded in
transforming the pagan invaders of Europe
into prospective citizens of Christian nations,
while in the East, the primal brutality of tribal
society resurged in wave after wave of assaults
on the centers of civilization.

I

f islam began with a cultural edge
in late antiquity, Christian Europe far
surpassed it by the High Middle Ages.
The Islam promulgated by al-Ghazali (1058–
1111) posited an absolutely transcendent God
whose caprice determined the flight of every
arrow and (so to speak) the spin of every electron, and abhorred the concept of human creativity; while Christianity taught a just and
reasoning God, and the human capacity to
participate in God’s creativity. The Renaissance and the 17th-century scientific revolution laid a foundation for Western technological superiority. The westward march of Islam
stopped at Vienna in 1683. By the end of the
18th century large parts of the Islamic world
were helpless before Western military power,
and by the end of the 19th century Turkey

Intimate

stood as the world’s last redoubt of Muslim
power.
After the subsequent humiliation and defeat of the Muslim conqueror-states in Egypt,
the Levant, Mesopotamia, India, and Persia,
we are left with a world population of 1.8
billion Muslims who nowhere have created
a functioning modern state, with the partial
(and fading) exception of Turkey. Most of the
Muslim world is in permanent crisis. Some of
its largest states, such as Pakistan and Egypt,
have achieved adult literacy rates of no more
than 50%, according to unofficial estimates.
The broad base of society remains tribal, and
the military remains the only national institution of importance. The two large Muslim
countries that modernized to a significant extent, namely Turkey under Atatürk and Iran
under the Shah, have reverted to Islamic rule.
As I observed in my 2011 book How Civilizations Die, Muslim countries like Iran and Turkey that managed to achieve full adult literacy
now face catastrophic declines in fertility. Iranian women had seven children each on average in 1979, but only 1.6 in 2017. Iran will be
the first country in the world to get old before
it gets rich, with devastating economic and social consequences.
Under George W. Bush and Barack Obama,
America set out to fix the Muslim world,

spending $7 trillion (by President Trump’s
estimate) to transplant democracy there. The
host rejected the transplant, though, and the
so-called Arab Spring of 2011-12 degenerated into a set of wars that have no visible end.
How are we to respond to societal failure on
this enormous scale?

S

pencer wants us to understand
that Islam has been based on conquest
from its beginnings. He presents jihad
as an ideological mandate from Muhammad,
which subsequent Muslim leaders have followed without significant variation. As he
quotes Muhammad from the Hadith:
Fight in the name of Allah and in the
way of Allah. Fight against those who
disbelieve in Allah. Make a holy war….
When you meet your enemies who are
polytheists, invite them to three courses
of action…. Invite them to (accept) Islam; if they respond to you, accept it
from them and desist from fighting
against them…. If they refuse to accept
Islam, demand from them the jizya [a
tax on unbelievers]. If they agree to pay,
accept it from them and hold off your
hands. If they refuse to pay the tax, seek
Allah’s help and fight them.
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This directive prevailed throughout Muslim history, Spencer argues. He quotes Tamerlane’s courtier, the historian and jurist Ibn
Khaldun, and other authorities to the effect
that Islam “is under obligation to gain power
over other nations.” “These are old authorities,” Spencer adds, “but none of these Sunni
schools of jurisprudence have ever reformed or
rejected these directives. The Shi’ite schools
teach much the same things.”
Whether the Islamic conquests first proceeded from an eruption of tribal society on
the fringe of Byzantine rule, and Islam was
formulated later as a conqueror’s religion, is
not a trivial question. In Did Muhammad Exist?, Spencer wondered whether Islam’s founder
had to be invented (later) to bring cohesion and
purpose to a series of unexpected victories.

T

his seems to me too simple. after
the collapse of the traditional Islamic
states of North Africa, the Levant, and
Mesopotamia, and the failure of the Arab nationalism of Gamal Abdel Nasser, the ancient
ideology of jihad figures more prominently in
the Islamic world than at any time in the past
thousand years. Modernization is not an option for most of the Islamic world. Unlike in
China and East Asia, which emerged out of
traditional society into the industrial world in
a few generations, the path to modernity appears blocked. Modern Islamism seeks refuge
in an idealized version of Islam’s origins.
For that reason Spencer is able to uncover a red thread linking the earliest Muslim conquests to the 2001 attacks on the
World Trade Center. History may be more
complex; the Islamists have repurposed the
ancient concept of jihad for a war of revenge
against the West. But there is a distinctly
modern element in their way of waging war.
For all the talk of asymmetrical warfare, the
military resources at the disposal of jihadists
today are trivial next to the military power
of the West. The largest popular rebellion
by Muslims against the West, the Algerian
War of 1954-62, failed utterly in military
terms. The French Army crushed the Algerian FLN. The French public could not stomach the scale of violence required to achieve
victory, though, and repudiated the victory
achieved in a rather dirty war. Today’s jihadists, Western-educated and attuned to the
West’s own penchant for self-doubt, seek to
exploit the West’s squeamishness. Hamas is
the first military organization in the history
of warfare to attempt to maximize casualties
among its own civilian population, the better
to justify Western intervention on its behalf.
A photograph of one drowned migrant child
in 2015 helped pry open the gates of Europe

to millions of migrants, and Turkey’s president Recep Tayyip Erdogan threatened to
lay the bodies of thousands of drowned children at Europe’s door unless his demands
were met.

I

slam looms large in the liberal mind.
Liberalism, after all, is the belief that social engineering can solve the world’s problems. Societal failure afflicting more than a billion human beings is an affront to the liberal
program. Donald Trump won the presidency
in part because he proposed to keep Muslim
problems far from the borders of the United
States. After the past 20 years, the old liberal
interventionism has only a few die-hard advocates left—but one of them is Polk.
He draws a parallel as well as a moral
equivalency between the jihad (Muslim at-

tacks on the West) and crusade (Western
colonization of the Muslim world). If Muslim sensibilities are enraged, Polk believes, it
is because of Western mistreatment, and by
accommodating Muslim feelings the West
might achieve a lasting peace with Islam.
Muslims, he believes, learned violence from
the West. A good deal of the book reports
how beastly the imperialists were to the locals. After the 1920 San Remo conference
which drew French and British spheres of influence, for instance, 90,000 French troops
invaded Syria and dispersed a provisional
Arab government. “Thus it was in military
defeat and under the shadow of French imperialism that the Syrians began their slow,
painful, and often violent experience with
nationalism.” The British official in charge of
Iraq, Sir Arnold Wilson,
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shared the British view of tribesmen. For
him they were wild and colorful savages
with whom one could develop a jocular
relationship…. Westernized “town Arabs”—whom the British called “wogs”
(wily oriental gentlemen)—were deceitful, dangerous, pompous, incapable, and
best kept out of all government affairs.
Polk errs: the offensive w-word derives from
the then-popular children’s doll, the Golliwog. He repeats the old canard that Winston
Churchill as colonial secretary proposed to use
poison gas against Iraqi rebels (Andrew Roberts shows in his Churchill: Walking with Destiny, reviewed on page 71, that he was speaking
of tear gas, not mustard gas or chlorine).

P

olk’s book is riddled with errors,
most of them more prejudicial than
these. For example, he claims (citing
the Israeli historian Benny Morris) that “In
1937, the Zionist organization drew up a plan,
codenamed ‘Plan A,’ to force the Palestinians to leave…after various changes, the program became known as ‘Plan C.’” According
to Polk the Israelis simply expelled 700,000
Palestinians as soon as the War of Independence broke out, and massacred hundreds
of women and children at the Arab village of
Deir Yassin. Not once does he mention that
many of the 700,000 Arabs who left fled at
the instructions of their own leaders, and
that the population transfer occurred after
the armies of Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Jordan, and
Lebanon attacked the tiny Jewish state. The
fact that multiple invasions were in progress
when the population transfers occurred is
never mentioned, which is rather like talking
about radiation levels in Hiroshima without
mentioning World War II.

Nowhere does Polk mention that 800,000
Jews were expelled from Muslim countries
during and shortly after the War of Independence, and that the tiny Jewish state integrated them while the Palestinian refugees were
kept apart as political hostages. He makes a
great deal of the alleged Israeli massacre of
Arabs at Deir Yassin, but cites none of the
extensive literature contesting this accusation.
Eliezer Tauber’s 2017 monograph, Deir Yassin: The End of the Myth, puts the total casualty count at 101, not the 250 cited by Polk, and
shows that civilian casualties were collateral
rather than intentional. Disgracefully, Polk
also quotes the claim of the Israeli expatriate
socialist Ilan Pappé that the Zionists deliberately injected typhoid bacteria into the water
supply of the city of Acre, an unproven allegation redolent of the medieval slander that
Jews poisoned wells. This is not history, but a
partisan screed.

“T

hroughout the age of imperialism,” writes Polk, “people in the
North felt almost no compunction
in oppressing, starving, or massacring peoples
of the South. They justified their actions—
when justification was useful or necessary—
by statements that should horrify us today.”
There is a good deal of truth to this, but it
also is true that the United States of America
did more to end imperialism than any power
in history in the aftermath of World War II.
It also is the case that the imperialists often
were far more generous and tolerant than
the locals. India is a majority Hindu nation
today—and a democracy—because the British turned the balance of power against Islam,
and introduced a national civil service and
railway system that unified the subcontinent
for the first time in its history. It is also true
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that the British grew opium in Bengal and
forced China to buy it, with dreadful consequences about which the Chinese are justifiably rancorous. But the fact is that no one has
oppressed the peoples of the Global South
like other peoples of the Global South. Tamerlane, the most successful of all jihadists,
goes entirely unmentioned.
Curiously, Polk counts China in the
“Global North,” in part because he objects to
China’s repression of its 11 million Uyghurs,
a Muslim people in the country’s Xinjiang
Province who speak a dialect of Turkish.
During the 19th century China was one of
the great victims of imperialism in the aftermath of the two Opium Wars. The onceimpoverished countries of Asia have become
wealthy, while the Islamic world “fell victim
to ‘post-imperial malaise,’” as Polk puts it.
China, Korea, and other Asian countries
suffered under imperialist depredation and
Japanese occupation, yet they escaped the
malaise. Polk here is guilty of the logical fallacy of the True Scotsman: If countries in
the Global South did not suffer from postimperial malaise, they really must belong to
the Global North.

C

ontrary to polk’s account, the
Muslims and their problems simply
are not that important to the West,
except to the extent that they might spill over
into our borders through war, migration, or
terrorism. It is not difficult to control migration, which also limits the access of prospective terrorists to the West. To the extent that
a Muslim country such as Iran threatens the
West with weapons of mass destruction, the
West—if it had the will to do so—could destroy its capacity to make war with a day’s
aerial bombardment. Contrary to Polk, we
do not confront the prospect of another Mao
Zedong in the form of ISIS. As Robert Spencer warns, we are our own worst enemies. We
lack the will to draw a bright line between the
West and failing societies that we could not fix
even if we spent another $7 trillion.
Paradoxically, the most powerful weapon
in the hands of the jihadists is their own failure. We cannot absorb the idea that some
remnants of tribal society will not modernize,
but instead move directly from infancy to senescence without passing through adulthood.
The best thing you can do for failing societies
is: don’t become one.
David P. Goldman is a columnist for Asia
Times and PJ Media, a senior fellow at the London Center for Policy Research, and the author
of How Civilizations Die (And Why Islam Is
Dying Too) (Regnery Publishing).
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Book Review by James F. Pontuso

The Most Dangerous Man in the World
Between Two Millstones: Sketches of Exile, 1974–1978, by Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, translated by Peter Constantine.
University of Notre Dame Press, 480 pages, $35

O

n the evening of february 12,
1974, a notorious criminal—considered to be one of the most dangerous
men in the world—was taken from an infamous prison, flown out of his country, and unceremoniously dumped in Cologne, Germany.
His jailers would have preferred to kill him, but,
frightened of the consequences, they instead
sentenced him to permanent exile. Incredibly,
this man—who had terrified the rulers of a vast
empire—was not the leader of a rival country,
a terrorist group, or a political party. His only
weapons were a strong-willed spouse, loyal
friends, an exceptional memory, and a literary
talent matched by few of his contemporaries.
The ex-convict was Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn.
He had spent eight years in the Soviet Gulag
after writing an offhand jibe about Stalin in
a letter to a friend. There, as one of millions
of innocent people sent to the camps, he witnessed firsthand the ineptitude, brutality, and
injustice of the Communist system. He vowed

retribution. Solzhenitsyn had committed to
memory the atrocities of the Soviets, and he set
about chronicling them after his release.
He slipped through a crack in the Soviet
monolith when Nikita Khrushchev allowed
the novella One Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich, set in a Soviet labor camp, to be published in 1962 as a way of discrediting Stalin’s
followers. The book became a worldwide sensation and so raised Solzhenitsyn’s international profile that he was able to publish The
First Circle and Cancer Ward in the West in
1968 without serious reprisals. In 1970 he
won the Nobel Prize for literature.
A year later, when the ruling Politburo got
wind that he was working on a historical account
to be called The Gulag Archipelago, the KGB
was instructed to assassinate Solzhenitsyn with
ricin poison. He survived, but agents seized a
manuscript of the Gulag. Solzhenitsyn’s friends
spirited versions of the book to the West where
it was translated into English, French, and GerClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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man. As it happened, the fears of the Politburo
were justified: The Gulag Archipelago discredited the worldwide Communist movement, most
significantly in France, where it decimated the
once-powerful French Communist Party.

B

etween two millstones: sketches
of Exile, 1974–1978 begins on the evening when Solzhenitsyn was banished
from the Soviet Union. The Russian title can
be translated as “the little grain between two
millstones” and better captures the true tone
of this autobiographical sketch of his first
years in the West. The book is expertly translated by Peter Constantine with the assistance
of the Solzhenitsyn family and under auspices
of the Center for Ethics and Culture Solzhenitsyn Series at the University of Notre Dame.
It tells the story of an artist who had learned
to lay low and keep out of sight—to become
invisible. The written word was his way of
communicating with the world. Suddenly and
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led European nations to accommodation with
tyranny, making his security there precarious.
He needed to find a safe place to live, away
from the crowds of reporters, visitors, celebrity seekers, and, of course, beyond the KGB’s
clutches. He required a home where family life
was feasible, but where the solitude required
for the artistic process was also possible. After two years in Zurich, he decided to move.
He traveled throughout Europe for the first
time in his life, as a tourist. He also looked
for a new home, almost settling in France because he found it less well organized and neat
than Switzerland. He considered moving to
Norway because of its Russian-like weather.
olzhenitsyn first lived in zurich, But he was fearful of “how sharp the Soviet
where he could be near his Swiss lawyer Dragon’s teeth” were in all of Europe, finally
Fritz Heeb. In exile, he had all the usual deciding rural Vermont would be safest.
problems of adjusting to new laws, customs,
and languages. The shock of leaving his homeuring these travels, he discovland was amplified by the fact that whereas
ered that, although free societies are
great writers tend to be taken seriously in tycertainly better than totalitarian
rannical countries, their every word read care- ones, some Westerners exercised their liberty
fully; in free societies, surfeited with informa- irresponsibly. People threw themselves into
tion, they are often ignored or read superficially. the pursuit of pleasure or the accumulation of
After Andrei Sakharov claimed that Solzhenit- wealth. Others mistook passivity in the face of
syn opposed universal democratic ideals, he evil for moral rectitude. Solzhenitsyn remindwas branded a Slavophile fanatic and religious ed people that having the right to do something
zealot. As Daniel J. Mahoney points out in the does not make it right. What troubled him
Foreword, however, Solzhenitsyn’s views on most was that elites trivialized the civilizationRussia were reasonable, and his religious prin- al struggle between freedom and tyranny.
ciples were moderate. Solzhenitsyn argued that
One of the most touching parts of the book
a cosmopolitan democracy would have no cul- is Solzhenitsyn’s dismay at not comprehendtural roots and would therefore fail. He main- ing the legal and cultural norms of the West.
tained that democracy is a learned behavior. “In the USSR, that hard and unforgiving land,”
Nations emerging from tyranny should decen- he explained, “all my steps turned into a series
tralize, he argued, so that people can practice of victories. Yet in the West, with its limitthe art of self-government at the local level. His less freedom, everything I did (or did not do)
model was the government of a Swiss village. ended up in a string of defeats. Did I ever fail
He never advocated fanatical spiritual devotion, to make a mistake here?”
but asked only that people not cast off religious
Under despotism, Solzhenitsyn could readbeliefs in favor of mindless materialism.
ily spot an informant or a self-seeking careerist.
Far from being a political extremist, Sol- In the West, where almost everyone seemed
zhenitsyn showed extraordinary prescience forthright and earnest, he put his faith in people
when analyzing what later would be called the who let him down or took advantage of his inexpost-Communist world. He predicted that perience. It was difficult for him to tell whether
Sakharov’s dream of establishing a peaceful the people outside his house were admirers, reglobal community was not feasible and that porters, or KGB operatives sent to kill him. His
globalization would eventually create nation- books were often poorly translated, and transalist movements. He worried that the collapse lators hardly ever met deadlines. He had little
of Communism would rekindle ethnic hatreds understanding of international copyright laws,
long kept in check under Communist tyran- which resulted in suits against Solzhenitsyn for
ny. He feared that the collapse of the Soviet the international rights to First Circle, Gulag
Union might result in a war between Ukraine Archipelago, and Oak and the Calf.
and Russia. He foresaw that nations emerging
Solzhenitsyn donated all the royalties from
from Communist rule would have long, dif- The Gulag Archipelago, which sold more than
ficult transitions to functioning civil societies. 30 million copies, to a fund that supported
Free and democratic government depends on victims of Communism. The kind Swiss
citizens’ voluntarily obeying the rule of law, but lawyer whom he trusted failed to file proper
citizens did nothing freely under Communism. documents, however, and the Swiss charged
Even after his family joined him in Eu- Solzhenitsyn with tax evasion. Though the
rope, Solzhenitsyn was “untethered,” as he authorities were aware he had received no royput it. He feared that a longing for peace had alties from his book, they served him with a
unexpectedly, he was thrust into the spotlight.
In the West, reporters and photographers
hounded his every step. Few, if any, had read a
word he had written. To them, he was merely
another celebrity, like a rock star. Their superficiality got under his skin. His mission was to
destroy an evil empire; their goal was to get a
cute anecdote or an embarrassing picture. Paparazzi pursued him relentlessly, so much so,
that in a free society, he never felt free. Exasperated by a group of photographers following him on a walk, he shouted, “You are worse
than the KGB!” Solzhenitsyn’s relations with
Western media went downhill from there.

S
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bill for $11 million in today’s currency. The
matter was resolved only after a yearlong
struggle with the Swiss bureaucracy.

H

is notoriety in exile peaked with
his Harvard Commencement Address in 1978. He warned the West
about its loss of courage in the face of totalitarianism, dependence on legalisms rather than
common-sense moral codes, belief that material comfort can lead to happiness, inclination to
adopt trendy fashions of thought, shallow presentations of events by the media, and its overall loss of spiritual grounding. After Harvard,
the popular image of Solzhenitsyn became that
of a dour prophet railing against the modern
world. Between Two Millstones shows that he
was primarily an author with an exceptional
knack for making characters come alive on the
printed page. In this memoir, he emerges from
the shadow of his public persona. Instead of
the “slightly balmy nineteenth-century Russian
mystic” that President Jimmy Carter described,
we see a thoughtful, witty, ironic, sensitive man
struggling to adapt to a new culture. He is torn
between the weight of fame (legions of people
want to admire, damn, or meet him) and his
longing for the unencumbered life of a writer.
He is at war with his critics, defending himself
against charges that he is a Slavophile, unable
to understand ideas outside his cultural milieu.
He is at war with Russian émigrés who blame
their homeland’s ills on a defective national
character rather than on Marxist ideology.
Solzhenitsyn was not without some fascinating eccentricities. He decided not to settle
farther north because he thought Canadians
were too nice and lacked spirit. He hated New
York because the “inhuman skyscrapers” cut
people off from the natural world. He disliked
restaurants because they make eating food a
performance. For most of his life, he took no
days off: his collected works run to 20 volumes.
He was a polymath, an able scientist, and mathematician who devoured literature in many
languages. He had a sardonic wit, as when he
relates how he tried to discuss the civilizational
struggle between freedom and tyranny, “On
Sunday I appeared on Meet the Press. In the
half-hour we were on the air they managed to
interrupt us with a bra commercial.”
For readers who seek to understand one of
the pivotal geniuses of 20th century, Between
Two Millstones is a treasure. As he predicted on
the night he was exiled, Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn returned to his homeland, living outside
Moscow from 1994 until his death in 2008.
James F. Pontuso is Patterson Professor of Government & Foreign Affairs at Hampden-Sydney
College, and author of Assault on Ideology:
Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn’s Political Thought
(Lexington Books).
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Book Review by Larry P. Arnn

Man of the Century
Churchill: Walking with Destiny, by Andrew Roberts.
Viking, 1,152 pages, $40

T

he mass of books about winston
Churchill can be moved about only like
armored divisions on ocean freighters.
Nearing completion of the final volume of
documents to be published by Hillsdale College in the official biography of Sir Winston,
I am guilty myself of adding to the tonnage.
The final one is volume 23 of the documents,
to which must be added the biography’s eight
heavy narrative volumes! Anyone connected
with that project must be proud but also a
little conscience stricken.
Andrew Roberts is the latest culprit, and
he too is well aware of the problem. He begins
the final chapter of Churchill: Walking with
Destiny with his subject’s admission: “Far too
much has been and is being written about me.”
This quotation is from the 1920s, decades before Churchill died, almost a century before
this book! Even Churchill could have had
little idea what was coming.

What can justify this book? A historian to
the core, Roberts answers that only now have
the last sources become available, chiefly the
diaries of King George VI, Soviet ambassador
to Britain Ivan Maisky, and Churchill’s children. Also recently opened are the verbatim
reports of the War Cabinet meetings. Those
and other new items are put to good use here.

B

ut that is not the most important
thing. The real justification is that this
book is excellent, and there is always
room for more of that. This is the best biography of Winston Churchill written since
1991, when Sir Martin Gilbert published his
one-volume Churchill: A Life. It has the adventure, energy, and incessant movement that
Churchill produced. It is witty, fluent, and
precise, in rhythm with the material. It gallops across decades and through the largest
episodes in history. Not even William ManClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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chester, who made mistakes and did not finish,
has had so much fun writing about Churchill.
Roberts’s own life has been a kind of preparation for the trial of writing this book. With
studies like Eminent Churchillians (1994), Hitler and Churchill (2003), and Masters and Commanders (2008), he has been moving nearer
Churchill for decades in what now seems a
strategy of envelopment. His very first book was
Holy Fox (1991), a biography of Edward Wood,
first Earl of Halifax, one of Churchill’s closest
colleagues and opponents. Halifax was associated with Neville Chamberlain in the policy of
appeasement; Churchill was their leading opponent. Viceroy of India when Gandhi became
the leader of the Congress Party, Halifax made
concessions to Gandhi that Churchill opposed.
On May 10, 1940, Halifax and Churchill sat in
a room with Chamberlain to decide which of
them would become prime minister. When in
late May 1940 the British Cabinet decided to
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rebuff an appeal through Mussolini for parley
with Hitler, Halifax was the man who brought
the offer and for an anxious time suggested its
acceptance. Halifax was later Churchill’s ambassador to Washington, where all hope resided. These are fateful stories in history and in
the life of Churchill, and Andrew studied them
for a long time and from another point of view
before he began work on the great man himself.
Also Roberts has his own special relationship with America, of which Churchill was
half a son, and to which he looked more than
once to save the world. Andrew has lived here,
and he is the son of the franchisee of Kentucky
Fried Chicken in the United Kingdom. If you
can make an informed choice between original
and extra crispy, you have learned America.

R

oberts has produced a complete
picture of Churchill. He knows not
only what he did and said, but the
same about others. It is no easy thing to put
his many words and deeds in any kind of order; to set them in their environment is masterly. The new book is divided into two parts:
preparation and trial. This gives direction to
a story that sprawls across continents and
decades. It is appropriate, for Churchill was
purposeful from early days. He intended to
be a savior of his people, and therefore he conceived his early life as a preparation for that.
The trial came, of course, in those cataclysmic
events that caused, and were caused by, the
great world wars in which he was a central
figure.
Roberts finds many curious, delightful,
and informative things that make the book
a pleasure. Did you know, for example, that
Churchill in his youth was always falling
down? Did you know that his fallings-down
might have saved his life at age 23 in a cavalry
charge at the battle of Omdurman, where he
wielded a pistol and not a saber because of an
injured shoulder? Did you know that especially as a boy he left a trail of lost or broken
valuables in his wake? The young Churchill
was in a hurry. As he aged, he did not slow
down so much as he got better at handling the
speed.
Did you know that Churchill voted for
women’s suffrage the first time it came up
in 1904, but then he resisted it for years because suffragettes would disrupt his meetings with violent acts, including upon him?
Churchill, Roberts observes, was never given to retreat in the face of aggression. Only
when all that subsided did he return to his
original position.
Did you know that the government was
watching Churchill during his wilderness
years, when he fought nearly alone against
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appeasement? MI5, whose ancestor, the Secret Service Bureau, Churchill had helped to
found, tapped his telephone in 1935 (shades
of today). He developed many sources of information in the civil service, the military,
and from abroad about British and German
war preparations. Some of those sources were
pressed in ugly ways to break relations with
Churchill. In times like those, as in times like
these, politics can be dirty.

I

n contrast is the often fine behavior
of Clement Attlee, the first socialist prime
minister, and the victor over Churchill in
the 1945 election, which brought socialism to
Britain. He was also one of the last men to be
evacuated in the failed Dardanelles offensive
of 1915-16. This campaign was Churchill’s
political Armageddon. It cost him his job at
the Admiralty. It was the ground of taunts
and mistrust of him for decades. Veteran
of the campaign and leader of the opposing
party, Attlee might have made more hay with
this than anyone. It turns out that he believed
in the campaign and formed a high opinion
of Churchill as a strategic thinker. That helps
explain why Churchill, who tried to keep his
personal relations with opponents friendly,
was so very friendly with Attlee, who was his
deputy prime minister during World War II.
Mostly at loggerheads in domestic policy, they
cooperated in foreign policy for the rest of
their careers.
Did you know that most of the appeasers,
who built their case in part on the horrors of
World War I, had not done military service in
that war, but most of the anti-appeasers had
distinguished records there? The ones who
knew war firsthand seemed to be both cooler
in facing the danger of it and wiser in their efforts to prevent it.
Did you know that Roger Keyes, the daring naval commander whom Churchill promoted during the Great War, was also present at the Dardanelles? Deputy commander
of the naval forces, he, like Attlee, believed
in the strategy and wanted to continue the
fight when the commanding admiral called
it off. Keyes might have supplied the stitch
in time. Later, this same Keyes was a Conservative member of Parliament and one of
Churchill’s leading supporters. He struck
one of the blows in Parliament that caused
Neville Chamberlain to resign in May 1940.
On the other hand, he supported a motion
in July 1942 to force Churchill to resign as
minister of defense and remain prime minister only. When Churchill said the House
may take all of his jobs but not one of them,
Keyes withdrew his support for the motion,
which then collapsed.
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W

hen history is written as roberts writes it, one learns that the
world may be big, but also small.
To see how these relationships persist and
change through time and circumstance teaches something about the way the world works.
Sometimes Roberts finds reasons to criticize Churchill that sting in their justice. Did
you know that he suppressed quotations or altered them without disclosure in writing the
biography of his father? Did you know that he
did this in an immediate political context that
would advance his own career and help to establish further his own importance? This was
the young Churchill, and Roberts’s judgment
about this episode is balanced. Churchill did
truly love his father and did seek to follow in
his footsteps throughout his life. One may
forgive a young man such things even while
admitting that he is wrong. A fellow must
start somewhere, and there are much worse
places to start than with one’s father.
Roberts does a service, too, in correcting
no fewer than four of the worst myths about
Churchill: that he was frequently drunk or
even alcoholic; that he suffered from recurring depression; that he helped to found a European Union of the type we have today and
with Britain as a member; and that he is responsible for genocide in India. Carefully researching each question and marshalling the
evidence, Roberts wipes the stains of these
charges from Churchill’s character.
Alcohol, Churchill wrote, is like war: it exhilarates when sipped and makes comatose
when taken in quantity. He may have said
once, and only once, that he had “black dogs”
of depression, but Roberts points out that he
never missed a day of work from depression
or alcohol. Of the precursor to the E.U., he
quotes Churchill that it was never intended to
be a government over anyone, let alone of Britain. And surprising though it may seem, the
chief culprits in the Bengal famine were the
Japanese, who conquered the bread baskets of
India in aggressive war and threatened the sea
lanes around India. Although there was a war
on, and both food and shipping were desperately short, Churchill and the War Cabinet
found hundreds of thousands of tons of food
during the famine. Alas, it was not enough.
Any biography must be judged chiefly by
how it tells the pivotal parts of the story. For
Churchill, that would be 1940. In that year
the affairs of the world came to an inflection point at the place where Churchill stood.
Partly he thrust himself there. Partly he was
carried there by the force of his eloquence,
the war providing the occasion for its full
use. Partly it was the good fortune that there
was no one else except Halifax, and he was

reluctant. And once in command, Churchill
accomplished things that made both friends
and enemies marvel.
This is the place in Churchill’s life that best
demonstrates what was to him, I would argue,
the vital thing: “the profound significance of
human choice, and the sublime responsibility of men.” In those rooms and on those days
one can see that the world would be different
without Winston Churchill. Some may think
worse, but all must think different. The demonstration of that is by itself a refutation of
the view of the totalitarians, that trends, not
choices, are what matter.

R

oberts’s telling of the story has
the best features of a history book and
of a novel. He moves nimbly between
scenes and sources. At one moment we are in
the Cabinet Room, next the House of Commons, next the somber halls of the collapsing
French government. We visit with the king
and Churchill, and we know the conversation
from the king’s diaries. We watch Churchill
maneuver politically to win the hearts of
the appeasers, still the strongest force in the
Conservative Party, or to neutralize those he
could not. It is delicious to read of Churchill,
not generally vindictive, ordering civil servant
and appeaser Horace Wilson out of his office
by 2 p.m., of him denying his request for more
time, and of Brendan Bracken and Randolph
Churchill piling Wilson’s things into the corridor. When Wilson returns from lunch, they
are smoking cigars in his office.
While these political battles are being
fiercely fought, we march alongside the British
Army in its desperate retreat down through
France and its besiegement at Dunkirk.
Through speeches, memoranda, diaries, letters, and recollections, Roberts shows us
Churchill’s restless search for opportunities
to strike; we see him drive his colleagues to activities of which they had not thought themselves capable. In fact we see them better than
any single eyewitness could have.
Among those anxious days of 1940, the
most pivotal came on May 10, when Chamberlain, Halifax, and Churchill met in 10
Downing Street to decide who would be the
next prime minister. There are many accounts
of this by people in the room or nearby. They
are mostly the same but with important differences. Roberts summarizes each of these
deftly and compares them. In his telling, the
preference of Chamberlain and many others
for Halifax is clear. The matter was decided
more quickly than Churchill remembered by
Halifax’s reluctance to take the job. Churchill
waited for him to state that reluctance, and
then he showed that he was ready.
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The scene is the turning point in Churchill’s
life and one of the key turning points in modern history. He had begun his trial, and the
rest of the book recounts his triumph through
many setbacks.

N

othing better illustrates the
command Roberts has of his subject than the conclusion of the book,
which provides a map for the book and for
Churchill’s life. It is also chiefly here that he
gives his account of the larger purposes of
Churchill’s life. This is a difficult undertaking,
and Roberts is among the best qualified for it.
Churchill, he says, was a great man and
benignant. He says that although Churchill’s
judgment was often doubted (in some cases by
Roberts himself), he surpassed his detractors
and nearly everyone else on the three largest
issues, “the Prussian militarists in 1914, the
Nazis in the 1930s and 1940s, and Soviet
communism after the Second World War.”
Roberts shows us a Churchill of greatness
but also of contradictions. He shows us a man
who is overbearing, self-centered, passionate,
hasty, given to exaggeration—or rather, committed to it. He shows us an aristocrat, who
thought lower classes and (about this Roberts’s
account seems ambiguous) non-whites inferior.
He shows us a “paternalist,” who thought it his
duty and his station to protect and improve
those below him. He shows us a man who does
not believe in God, or anyway in any revealed
God. This non-believer believed rather in something else: his creed was the British empire. He
shows us a progressive who believed in the inevitable rise and superiority of that empire. Immediately after a 1952 quote from Churchill
about the “undying genius” of the British, Roberts writes that Churchill grew up in a world
of “[b]iological racism—the Social Darwinian
belief that mankind is organized hierarchically
by race, with the whites at the top.”
Roberts shows us a better Churchill, too: a
man who made friendships across the classes
and had no snobbery; who was prudent, kind,
careful, courageous, truthful, and, on big
things, wise; who was magnanimous, a word
from the ancient world denoting the sum of
all the virtues. Still, Roberts shows us an “uncomfortable truth”: “that Churchill’s lifelong
belief in the superiority of the British people
over all others ultimately served the cause of
democracy well.”
I confess that I doubt most of the negative things cited above even as I know—and
behold in Roberts’s book—the evidence for
them. But what does that evidence establish?
Here is an example. Roberts reports what
Churchill identified as the cause of the Boer
war: “the abiding fear and hatred of the move-
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ment that seeks to place the native on a level
with the white man.” Roberts comments:
“Churchill had no sympathy for the aggressive
white supremacism of the Afrikaner, from
which his own paternalistic instincts are entirely different”.
Here Churchill is making a point about
human equality. Roberts is making a point
about paternalism, which I take to mean treating people as if you were their father. Fathers
are superior to children because children are
immature, but children are not raised in the
same way as puppies. Children grow up to be
adults, the equal of their parents. Until they
do, they do not have the same vote in the family that fathers and mothers have. Puppies,
even as dogs, never attain it.

I

that often when Churchill says “races,” he
means “peoples.” People are created equal,
but “peoples” develop and grow or decline
and diminish. Through their beliefs and
ways of living, they may develop a “genius” or
a demon. Maybe one day all the world will be
free, but so far, much of it is not. Even among
a race or people with a demon, the people in
it carry in their nature the entitlement to be
free. Churchill applies this idea generally, including to the people of India.
To support my doubts, I point to an essay
from which Roberts ably quotes, “Fifty Years
Hence,” written in 1932. Here Churchill rejects explicitly the idea that human evolution
is decisive. He imagines a time “millions of
years” in the future when “a race of beings was
evolved” that had mastered nature and could
live as long as they chose. They could travel
among the planets. They could know both
the past and the future. Is that not appealing,
and not so different from the dreams of Hitler
and Stalin? Churchill continues:

think roberts means that churchill
thought of the people of color in the empire as children, which Churchill says several times. This may be a fault, but it is not
the same thing as regarding them as puppies
or beasts, who can never grow into human beings. But then why does Roberts mention “biBut what was the good of all that to them?
ological racism” apparently to explain or expiWhat did they know more than we know
ate the shock of Churchill ‘s statement about
about the answers to the simple ques“undying genius” in 1952?
tions which man has asked since the earThis question is important because it is
liest dawn of reason—“Why are we here?
central to the issues raised by Churchill’s
What is the purpose of life? Whither are
career. He confronted the great totalitarians
we going?” No material progress, even
and their doctrines of historical necessity and
though it takes shapes we cannot now
dominance and hatred based on class and race.
conceive, or however it may expand the
He acted in vindication of “the profound sigfaculties of man, can bring comfort to his
nificance of human choice and the sublime resoul. It is this fact, more wonderful than
sponsibility of men.”
any that Science can reveal, which gives
It is not entirely clear what Roberts
the best hope that all will be well.
thinks about this. I expect he wishes it that
way, and in any case he does what he must
Here, the mature Churchill mentions progdo: gives us evidence on both sides of the ress and evolution, but he argues in the oppoquestion. For example, he makes the point site way of the Whig historians he read as a
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young man. He argues an eternal problem and
a calling to answer it. He derives the rights of
man from this problem and calling. In a question, he says, one may find a certainty. I believe
that is the certainty upon which Churchill saw
Hitler for the evil that he was; also, Stalin; also,
socialism in its complete and necessarily despotic form. Although he was larger and higher
than most anyone, Churchill could not see everything at once. He had to learn and prepare.

T

hese questions are more than
important, they are central, but they
do not form any reproach against this
book, which is a sterling exercise of character
as well as intellect. It is devoid of the smug
second guessing that we all may commit, especially when writing history. It is the product
of a massive and faithful labor. It tells the story of a wonderful life with accuracy and dash,
with richness and comprehension. It raises all
the questions and provides the material for
their contemplation.
The achievement of the book is epitomized
in its beautiful concluding words.
With enough spirit, [Churchill] believed
that we can rise above anything, and create something truly magnificent of our
lives. His hero John Churchill, Duke
of Marlborough, won great battles and
built Blenheim Palace. His other hero,
Napoleon, won even more battles and
built an empire. Winston Churchill did
better than either of them: the battles
he won saved Liberty.

Larry P. Arnn is president of Hillsdale College
and the author of Churchill’s Trial: Winston
Churchill and the Salvation of Free Government (Thomas Nelson).
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Book Review by Peter C. Myers

Vindicating the Constitution
No Property in Man: Slavery and Antislavery at the Nation’s Founding, by Sean Wilentz.
Harvard University Press, 368 pages, $26.95

T

o slavery’s adversaries, 1857 might
well have seemed the most dispiriting
year in the most dispiriting decade in
America’s short history. Earlier in the decade,
with two infamous pieces of legislation—the
Fugitive Slave Act in 1850, followed by the
Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854—Congress
had sustained slavery in states then existing
and enabled its expansion into states yet to
come. The crowning blow, delivered by the
U.S. Supreme Court in Dred Scott v. Sandford
(1857), removed the choice from Congress
and made slavery’s expansion into federal territories virtually a constitutional mandate.
Friends of liberty faced a choice. They could
either accept the Court’s ruling, condemn the
entire political and constitutional order, and
adopt a course of radical opposition; or they
could reaffirm the anti-slavery Constitution,
expose the Court’s errors in Dred Scott, and redouble their efforts to assemble an anti-slavery
political majority on a sound constitutional
basis. William Lloyd Garrison and his followers chose the former response. Constitutional
abolitionists chose the latter, with Frederick

Douglass even declaring after Dred Scott was
handed down, “my hopes were never brighter
than now.” Soon, he insisted, “the wisdom of
the crafty [would be] confounded” and the high
Court’s “scandalous and devilish perversion of
the Constitution” would shock the nation into
a rededication to its original principles. Even as
slavery seemed politically invincible, an antislavery majority was forming, and it was doing
so with solid constitutional support.
Although the Emancipation Proclamation
and the 13th Amendment vindicated Douglass’s confidence in abolition achieved by constitutional means and not by revolution, the
opinion that the founders’ Constitution was
pro-slavery persisted. Today, Garrison’s view
of the original Constitution as a “pact with
the devil” still finds support among a broad
array of activists, public officials, and academic historians.
Against this doleful chorus comes Sean
Wilentz, himself an impeccably credentialed
historian at Princeton and the author of several books, including The Rise of American
Democracy: Jefferson to Lincoln (2005), which
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won the Bancroft Prize and was a finalist for
the Pulitzer. For Wilentz, the case for the
Constitution as an anti-slavery document is
“disarmingly simple.” Amid their compromises
with slavery, the majority of framers refused,
as James Madison reported in his notes from
the Constitutional Convention, “to admit in
the Constitution the idea that there could be
property in men.” In fact, nowhere in the Constitution do the terms “slave” or “slavery” ever
appear. At every turn, those held in servitude
are recognized by the supreme law of the land
as “persons,” not property. It was this fundamental determination, Wilentz argues, that
eventually “brought slavery to its knees.”

S

lavery was a pervasive and largely uncontested presence in all British
colonies from the 17th through the mid18th century. In the North American colonies,
slaves were numerous and slaveholders politically influential. But as more and more Americans during the Revolutionary era began to
embrace the idea of equal rights rooted in human nature, a new, organized anti-slavery poli-
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tics emerged. Although slaveholders north and
south vigorously defended their institution, by
the time the Constitutional Convention met in
1787, abolition measures throughout the colonies had already brought about the single largest emancipation of human persons to date.
That first wave of emancipation complicated the founders’ effort to establish their new
republic. The anti-slavery momentum generated in the 1770s and ’80s frightened slaveholders, especially in the deep South, who
escalated their demands for constitutional
protections for their way of life. The same
momentum led antislavery framers to believe
they could safely make such compromises.
They did so, however, within principled limits.
As Wilentz shows in a careful reading of the
Convention’s proceedings, in fashioning every
major clause touching the subject, a majority
of delegates firmly rejected slavery’s legitimacy.

I

n the notorious “three-fifths” clause
in Article I, section 2—providing that three
fifths of those enslaved (“other persons”)
would be counted for purposes of taxation and
electoral apportionment—critics from Garrison to the present have perceived a damningly
corrupt concession to the pro-slavery interest.
Wilentz rejects this view, reporting that the
most vocal pro-slavery delegates, those from
Georgia and South Carolina, “scarcely believed
that the three-fifths clause offered slavery adequate protection.” For Wilentz, the decisive
point is that by making persons rather than
property the basis of representation, the clause
“did not at all imply that the Constitution approved of or legitimized slavery.”
The same pattern appears in the framers’
heated deliberations over Article I, section 9’s
clause concerning the slave trade. Whereas
others have interpreted it as a slaveholders’ triumph because of its ban on export taxes and its
20-year protection of the Atlantic slave trade,
Wilentz emphasizes that slavery’s defenders
ultimately didn’t prevail in this contest. Even
as they secured the opportunity to import
thousands more enslaved Africans in the near
term, they allowed a prospective federal power
to limit slavery’s expansion—a power they had
previously declared intolerable, and one that
would prove vitally important to the antislavery cause in the decades to come.
Most telling of all is the framing of Article IV, section 2’s fugitive slave clause. In
early proposals by South Carolina delegates
Charles Pinckney and Pierce Butler, the
clause would have required “fugitive slaves
and servants to be delivered up like criminals”
to “the person justly claiming their service or
labor.” The reference to criminals was deleted
after Pennsylvania’s James Wilson objected to
the implied mandate that free states devote

resources to fugitives’ recapture. The designa- Brewer indicating that John Locke’s ideas
tion “fugitive slaves” became “persons bound “were not nearly as friendly to slavery as has
to service or labor,” and the statement that been generally assumed.”
slaveholders could claim such persons’ labor
parallel shortcoming appears in
“ justly” was likewise amended to “lawfully.”
constitutional interpretation. Rather
he final version of article iv, secthan affirming, with Lincoln, that
tion 2 goes still further in undermining the founders’ Constitution is decisively antislavery’s legitimacy. After additional re- slavery and its compromises with slavery
vision by the Committee of Style and Arrange- prudential, Wilentz holds that the framers
ment—a solidly anti-slavery committee, as “created a terrible paradox”—protecting and
Wilentz points out, that included no delegate strengthening slavery, even as they delegitifrom any state south of Virginia—the clause mized it and provided the basis for its evenprovides only that a fugitive’s labor “may be due” tual abolition. This is an equivocation, rooted
(emphasis added) on the basis of the laws of in the author’s discomfort with constitutional
“one state” rather than the U.S. Constitution it- originalism. Wilentz in fact performs an origself. What’s more, the fugitive is now described inalist inquiry, substantiating his conclusion
as a person “held,” rather than “bound,” to that anti-slavery readings of the convention’s
service—thus clarifying that slavery acted on work “were more in line with what actually ocits victims not by obligation but only by sheer curred in 1787 than others.” Yet, in virtually
force.
the same breath he says that neither the antiSubsequent chapters trace the career of slavery nor the pro-slavery interpretation “is
anti-slavery constitutionalism through the ‘originalist.’” The Constitution, he asserts, is “a
ratification process, from ratification to the living document” whose meaning with regard
Missouri crisis, and finally from the Mis- to slavery emerged only in the political consouri Compromise to the outbreak of civil tentions of the post-founding decades.
war. These chapters, informative in many
What Wilentz seems to want is an originalparticulars, serve generally to highlight the ism by another name, one somehow compatcontinuity of the main terms of controver- ible with his progressive commitment to the
sy from the founding onward. As Wilentz living Constitution. He embraces the foundshows, the pro-slavery debauching of the ers’ opposition to slavery, yet seems to dispense
Southern mind long predated the labors of with the natural-rights constitutionalism that,
John C. Calhoun, even as disdain for the according to the founders themselves, sustains
Constitution as a venal compromise with that opposition. Complaining that originalism
slavery preceded Garrison’s thundering has been politicized, he endorses an approach
editorials. Also present from the beginning that leaves politics, i.e., partisan political senwere the non-extension and popular sover- timent, as the only available source of constieignty arguments concerning the status of tutional meaning. In contrast to the original
slavery in federal territories, which marked Progressives, he seems unwilling to accept the
the primary point of contention in the 1858 implication of this choice—that the founders’
Lincoln-Douglas debates. Through it all, the Constitution must die in order that the living
anti-slavery argument drew vital sustenance Constitution might live.
from the framers’ original careful drafting,
Even so, Wilentz’s conflicted aspiration
and in the end, argues Wilentz, that “made to a progressive originalism is a positive deall the difference.”
velopment. A Left that is pro-Constitution
In the main, No Property in Man is a book and pro-American Founding would certainto be welcomed by conservatives, in particu- ly be better than the Left we presently have.
lar by constitutional originalists. It is strong Frederick Douglass was more sensible than
as a work of historical scholarship. It would the Garrisonians, not only in constitutional
be stronger still, however, if the author had interpretation but also in his prudential unduly attended the efforts in recent decades by derstanding that the abolition movement
scholars of political philosophy and law, led needed the Constitution and the American
by Harry V. Jaffa, to revive the natural-rights Founding in order to succeed. Unlike today’s
constitutionalism that informed the found- social-justice warriors and identitarians, Sean
ers. Having neglected those efforts, Wilentz Wilentz understands that the Left, too, needs
remains agnostic about which side in the the Constitution and the founding. That, at
slavery debate had the correct interpretation least, is progress.
of the natural rights doctrine to which both
appealed. On this crucial point he ventures Peter C. Myers is professor of political science at
no examination of any primary philosophic the University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire and a
source; instead he offers only a tentative refer- visiting scholar at The Heritage Foundation’s B.
ence to “current research” by historian Holly Kenneth Simon Center for Principles and Politics.
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Book Review by Matthew Parks

The Big Three
Heirs of the Founders: The Epic Rivalry of Henry Clay, John Calhoun and Daniel Webster, the Second Generation of American Giants,
by H.W. Brands. Doubleday, 432 pages, $30

F

rom the war of 1812 to the compromise of 1850, American politics
was dominated by four men: Andrew
Jackson, the hero of New Orleans and twoterm president; and three prominent senators:
Henry Clay, John Calhoun, and Daniel Webster. Having previously explored this era in
his 2006 biography, Andrew Jackson: His Life
and Times, H.W. Brands now returns to tell
the story of the “Great Triumvirate” in Heirs
of the Founders: The Epic Rivalry of Henry Clay,
John Calhoun, and Daniel Webster, the Second
Generation of American Giants.
In a series of short, episodic chapters,
Brands, the Jack S. Blanton Sr. Chair in History at the University of Texas at Austin, examines the intersection of personal ambition,
party politics, and sectional division in a time
of freewheeling democracy and Romantic
passion. A gifted storyteller, he makes good
use of his subjects’ oratorical prowess with
generous, well-presented excerpts from their
most important speeches, supplemented with
the pithy observations of several contemporary diarists and other key primary sources
of the period. The result is a lively narrative
that reintroduces the senators and their political battles and goes some distance, at least,
in establishing their claim to be “heirs of the
founders.”

John C. Calhoun
If Clay, Calhoun, and Webster were the
founders’ heirs, what did they inherit? One obvious answer is the founders’ fame and prominence: they were political “giants”—and not
just during their time in the Senate. Clay was
the principal negotiator of three sectional compromises, Speaker of the House for ten years,
secretary of state for John Quincy Adams, and
the leader of the Whig Party for almost its
entire history. Webster argued more cases before the Supreme Court than any other 19thcentury lawyer, served as secretary of state first
under William Harrison and John Tyler and
later under Millard Fillmore, and attracted
enormous crowds and a vast readership for his
congressional and occasional speeches. Calhoun was vice president for both John Quincy
Adams and Andrew Jackson, secretary of war
for James Monroe, secretary of state for Tyler,
and the intellectual godfather of a Southern
ideology that defended slavery as a “positive
good” and the right of states to nullify federal
laws and secede from the Union.
They were also heirs in another sense, according to Brands, as inheritors of the unresolved
questions surrounding the proper balance of
state and national power: “The founders had
left deliberately vague where the boundary lay
between state and national authority; similarly
blurred was who would determine the boundClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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ary and how it would be enforced. They knew
that any explicit answer might wreck their experiment in self-government before it got fairly
started; they left their heirs to find a solution
the country could live with.”

T

he search for such a “solution”
was involved in all the most famous accomplishments of Clay, Calhoun, and
Webster, though they couldn’t agree among
themselves, much less establish a permanent consensus on the matter. For Clay, the
answers were political, found in well-framed
compromises that required neither side to
give up essential principles. Prudence counseled mutual forbearance in examining the
compromises too closely—the compromise
itself was the thing, ennobled by the cause it
served: the preservation of the Union as the
foundation of American liberty.
Compromise, however, was inimical to Calhoun’s character and principles. “[W]e must
meet the enemy on the frontier,” he said in a
speech against accepting petitions calling for
federal restrictions on slavery. His solution was
philosophical, based upon necessary deductions from first principles. The several states, in
their sovereign capacity, had made the national
government. It was therefore their creature,
not their master, and the states could rightfully
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judge the propriety of its actions—the states individually, since none of them had surrendered
its sovereignty to the whole. Thus, for Calhoun,
when a state believed the national government
had assumed powers not delegated to it under
the Constitution, it could nullify the law, declaring it unenforceable within the state. Such
a judgment would stand unless the power was
positively affirmed by a convention of the states
and ultimately adopted in a constitutional
amendment. In that case, the nullifying state
could submit or withdraw from the Union if it
could not accept the new terms of the federal
compact.

A

ccording to calhoun, not only
was the logic of nullification airtight,
but he also believed he had the greatest authorities on his side: Thomas Jefferson
and James Madison, principal authors of the
Kentucky and Virginia Resolutions of 1798,
respectively, written in response to the Alien
and Sedition Acts. Brands accepts Calhoun’s
judgment here uncritically even though it was
strenuously disputed by Madison himself at the
time. In a private letter written in 1832, Madison explained that his Virginia Resolutions
had consistently spoken of the “states” (plural)
as the “parties to the Constitutional compact
of the United States.” This “distinction was intentional” and, indeed, “required by the course
of reasoning employed on the occasion”—a call
for joint action. Though Madison admitted
that the language of the Kentucky Resolutions
was “less guarded,” Jefferson, in other writings,
clearly denied essential premises of what Madison called the nullifiers’ “colossal heresy.”
Webster, unsurprisingly, attempted a legal
resolution to these controversies. The people,
not the states, had made the Constitution, he
claimed in his famous reply to South Carolina Senator Robert Hayne (as Calhoun, vice
president at the time, watched from the Senate
president’s chair). In doing so, they had limited
the sovereignty of the states in many particular
ways, but most fundamentally in declaring the
Constitution, laws made pursuant to it, and
federal treaties the “supreme law of the land…
anything in the Constitution or laws of any
State to the contrary notwithstanding.” Even
state constitutions had to give way to federal
authority when a genuine conflict existed. But
who was to determine if such a conflict did exist? This too, Webster believed, the people had
resolved beyond dispute by including cases that
arise under the Constitution in the jurisdiction
of the federal courts. “These two provisions
cover the whole ground,” he concluded. “They
are, in truth, the keystone of the arch! With
these it is a government; without them it is a
confederation.”
A federal power of judicial review necessarily
followed from Webster’s constitutional prem-

ises. As Alexander Hamilton demonstrated in
The Federalist, a judicial power to “pronounce
legislative acts void, because contrary to the
Constitution” follows from any combination of
a sovereign people and a limited constitution:
the courts must prefer the will of the people, as
expressed in the fundamental law, to the will
of their legislative agents, as expressed in mere
statutory law. Brands, nevertheless, treats Marbury v. Madison (1803) as an unprecedented
novelty, derived from Chief Justice John Marshall’s “dubious” reasoning. Brands further
suggests that Marshall “strengthened the nation—as distinct from the separate states—in
ways neither Hamilton nor Jefferson could
have envisioned.” Webster was the winning
lawyer for many of the Marshall Court’s key
decisions, including McCulloch v. Maryland
(1819), Dartmouth College v. Woodward (1819),
and Gibbons v. Ogden (1824). It is hard to think
of one among them that wouldn’t have resulted
from Hamilton’s own constitutional reasoning.

F

South was right, he conceded, to complain
of Northern efforts to prevent the return of
fugitive slaves. Webster also spoke critically
of abolitionists, whose agitation, however
high-minded, had only tightened the slaves’
bonds. Extremists on both sides, he argued,
caused unnecessary division with their insistence that “what is right may be distinguished
from what is wrong with the precision of an
algebraic equation.” Calhoun may well have
fit that bill, but so did many abolitionists, a
moral equivalence that tested the sensibilities
of less radical opponents of slavery.

R

emarkably, none of the great triumvirate voted on the final compromise.
Calhoun died the last day of March,
four weeks after giving his speech. Webster became secretary of state in late July, after Zachary Taylor’s sudden death elevated Millard Fillmore to the presidency. Clay shepherded his
omnibus bill through the Senate until a series
of votes on July 31 made it clear that no single
bill could pass. Exhausted by the effort, he went
to Rhode Island to recuperate for a time, leaving it to 37-year-old Illinois Democratic Senator Stephen Douglas to put the compromise in
its final form—five bills, not one—and missing
the key early votes on these measures. Webster
and Clay died just two years later and the ascendency of the third generation was complete.
What did Clay, Calhoun, and Webster
leave to their political heirs? No final resolution to the sectional divide, to be sure. Nonetheless, Brands concludes, they “had confirmed [the] freedom” secured by the founders
and “guided the Union through four decades
of crisis.” The Whig Party, meanwhile, quickly
“fell to pieces” without “the leadership of Clay
and Webster.” But it is only fair to say that the
Whig Party “fell to pieces” in part because of
the leadership of Clay and Webster, whose final efforts at compromise could not obscure or
adequately answer the fundamental challenge
posed to the regime by Calhoun’s defense of
slavery. In the most important sense, none of
the three was the heir of the founders: willing and able to defend the founders’ regime
with the founders’ principles, as John Quincy
Adams did in their generation and Abraham
Lincoln in the next.
In the end, H.W. Brands has given his subjects their due and perhaps a bit more. Though
Heirs of the Founders focuses on their political
practice rather than their political thought, it
admirably brings to life a neglected period in
our history and challenges the reader to reflect
upon the conditions necessary to maintain
liberty and political Union—questions more
relevant in our own day than we would like.

ittingly, brands concludes his narrative with a careful retelling of the early
stages of the debate over the Compromise of 1850, which tried to hold the Union
together in the face of disputes over whether
slavery would expand into the new territories
recently acquired from Mexico. Clay was the
first to speak, proposing eight resolutions that
he hoped would settle all outstanding questions connected to slavery. He asked his fellow
senators to join him in a willingness to sacrifice
something of their “feelings” to save the Union.
Calhoun, in the last stages of tuberculosis, responded with a speech read by Virginia
Senator James Mason. In characteristic style,
Calhoun answered, step by step, the question
with which he began his address: “How can
the Union be preserved?” The short answer
was simple: by convincing the South that
remaining in the Union was consistent with
its “honor and safety.” In that simple phrase,
repeated throughout the speech, Clay had
his answer: Calhoun would not sacrifice his
“feelings.” If, Calhoun concluded, all American territory were opened up to slavery, the
fugitive slave clause of the Constitution were
properly enforced, the Constitution were
amended to restore the sectional balance of
power (with some form of Calhoun’s “concurrent veto”), and the North would “cease the
agitation of the slave question”—only then
could the South be satisfied. Whatever the
merits and political prospects of the first three
propositions, the fourth was simply impossible. If Southern “honor and safety” required
that Northerners ignore slavery, there was no
way that Calhoun’s terms could be met.
Nevertheless, Webster, responding to Calhoun, was willing to go further than many Matthew Parks is associate professor of politics at
of his constituents expected or desired. The The King’s College in New York City.
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Book Review by Allen C. Guelzo

Storm of Insurrection
Frederick Douglass: Self-Made Man, by Timothy Sandefur.
Cato Institute, 140 pages, $14.95 (paper)
Frederick Douglass: America’s Prophet, by D.H. Dilbeck.
University of North Carolina Press, 208 pages, $28
Frederick Douglass: Prophet of Freedom, by David W. Blight.
Simon & Schuster, 912 pages, $37.50
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n james g. randall and david donald’s
long-reigning textbook, The Civil War and
Reconstruction (1953), there is not a single
mention of Frederick Douglass. Only once
does Bruce Catton’s three-volume centennial history of the Civil War—The Coming
Fury (1961), Terrible Swift Sword (1963), and
Never Call Retreat (1965)—make mention
of him, which is still once more than either
James Ford Rhodes’s A History of the Civil
War, 1861–1865 (1917), or the opening volume of the other famous Progressive survey of
American history, Charles and Mary Beard’s
The Rise of American Civilization (1927). I can
remember the Civil War history taught to me
in my boyhood during the centennial years
without recollecting a single allusion to Frederick Douglass.
This past year marked the bicentennial of
Douglass’s birth—and what a stupendous
change has been wrought in his historical
reputation. The Maryland county where he
was born in slavery features an online driving tour of his early life. Statues of Douglass
now populate the campus of the University
of Maryland, the U.S. Capitol Visitor Center, the northwest corner of Central Park, his
hometown of many years in Rochester, New

York, and even the courthouse in Easton,
Maryland, where he was jailed for two weeks.
Yale University Press’s edition of The Papers of Frederick Douglass has just released
its tenth volume (the second in its series of
Douglass’s correspondence). And along with
these markers have come the biographies,
three of them alone in 2018: Timothy Sandefur’s Frederick Douglass: Self-Made Man,
D.H. Dilbeck’s Frederick Douglass: America’s
Prophet, and David W. Blight’s mammoth
Frederick Douglass: Prophet of Freedom. For
a second time, Frederick Douglass has escaped from captivity.

D

ouglass’s reputation rested on
his talents as a public speaker. He
was born Frederick Bailey, a slave
to Captain Aaron Anthony, an overseer and
manager on the Wye House plantation of
the wealthy and influential Edward Lloyd
family—a birth that would ordinarily have
deprived him of any but the most cramped
of stages on which to exercise those talents.
But at age eight, he had the unlooked-for
good fortune to be packed off to Baltimore as
an addition to the household of Hugh Auld,
the brother of Anthony’s son-in-law, Thomas
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Auld. There, Auld’s wife, Sophia, made the
colossal mistake—for a slaveowning family—of teaching young Frederick the rudiments of reading so that he could pick his
way through Bible passages. At age 12, with
50 cents he had earned from doing odd jobs
that the Aulds indulged, he bought a secondhand copy of Caleb Bingham’s The Columbian
Orator, a popular schoolbook filled with examples of speeches, declamations, theological poetry, and dialogues, which the boy absorbed like air. The Aulds, finally suspicious
that the 18-year-old Frederick was growing
beyond their control, sent him to work on the
farm of Edward Covey, a slave-breaker who,
physically and psychologically, could reduce
unsubmissive slaves to pliable zombies. Covey
nearly succeeded in reducing Bailey’s psyche
to rubble, too, until at the very edge, the slave
summoned the will to beat the slave-breaker
in return. From somewhere within himself
“came the daring spirit,” he later recalled, and
he seized Covey “with both hands, by the collar, and with a vigorous and sudden snatch
brought my assailant harmlessly, his full
length, on the not over-clean ground.”
Bailey had only one thought now, and that
was escape. He was returned to the Aulds
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and hired out as a caulker in a Baltimore
shipyard. But two years later, in collusion
with a free black woman, Anna Murray, he
disguised himself “in sailor style” with “a red
shirt and a tarpaulin hat and black cravat,”
and using identification papers borrowed
from “one friend—a sailor,” boarded a train
which took him to Wilmington, Delaware,
then to a safe house in New York. There,
Murray joined him, and married him, and
together they fled to the greater security of
New Bedford, Massachusetts. To cover their
fugitive tracks, they took a new name, one
Frederick borrowed from Sir Walter Scott’s
tales of Scottish Highland resistance to tyranny—Douglass.

F

rederick douglass found work in
New Bedford, hauling coal for the wife
of the local Unitarian minister. “I was
not long in accomplishing the job, when the
dear lady put into my hand two silver halfdollars,” Douglass remembered. “To understand the emotion which swelled my heart
as I clasped this money, realizing that I had
no master who could take it from me—that
it was mine—that my hands were my own, and
could earn more of the precious coin—one
must have been in some sense himself a slave.”
But Douglass made more of a mark by what
he had to say about slavery, and that caught
the notice of local white abolitionists, who
were eager to enlist a persuasive escapee who
could speak directly to the experienced evils
of slavery. He began reading William Lloyd
Garrison’s The Liberator, from which he imbibed the Garrisonian demand for immediate abolition and the contemptuous assertion
that the U.S. Constitution was abolition’s
chief obstacle. His breakthrough moment
came in August 1841 when he was asked to
speak at an anti-slavery meeting in Nantucket
where Garrison was in attendance. The abolitionist editor was bowled over by Douglass’s
eloquence, and within a week, Douglass had
found new employment as a paid lecturer for
the Massachusetts Anti-Slavery Society.
After that, he went from strength to
strength. One listener in Concord, New
Hampshire, in 1844 thought that Douglass
lay outside the usual rules of rhetoric, that
he was an elemental force, “the volcanic outbreak of human nature, long pent up in slavery and at last bursting its imprisonment. It
was the storm of insurrection; and I could
not but think, as he stalked to and fro on
the platform, roused up like the Numidian
lion, how that terrible voice of his would ring
through the pine glades of the South, in the
day of her visitation.” The following year, he
published his first autobiography, Narrative

of the Life of Frederick Douglass, an Ameri- to realize the second. When he died on Febcan Slave, which sold 5,000 copies in its first ruary 20, 1895, of a massive heart attack, he
printing.
was still on the lecture circuit, decrying the
rise of racial segregation and Jim Crow.
e was, in fact, almost too successful for his own good. Douglass
ne of the principal difficulties
was still, by law, a fugitive from slavin writing a biography of Frederick
ery, and his new-found prominence made him
Douglass is the man’s lifelong role
a delicious target for bounty-hunters eager as a performer. Apart from a handful of govto claim a large reward for his rendition. In ernment patronage appointments by posta mixture of self-protection and self-promo- war Republican administrations—federal
tion, Douglass embarked on a two-year tour marshal for the District of Columbia under
of Britain and Ireland, during which sympa- Rutherford Hayes, recorder of deeds for the
thetic British admirers raised the money to District under James Garfield, and consulpurchase his freedom from the Aulds. But general to Haiti under Benjamin Harrison—
that only raised a new problem, since his Douglass was entirely reliant on the income
abolitionist friends at once wept in holy hor- he earned from public speaking and from the
ror that such a deal would be made with the sales of his two subsequent autobiographical
slavery devil. Douglass encountered still more essays, My Bondage and My Freedom (1855)
criticism, this time from Garrison, when he and The Life and Times of Frederick Douglass
announced on his return to the United States, (1881). This poses the same problem encounthat he planned to establish a new abolitionist tered by biographers of other prominent pernewspaper, the North Star, in Rochester, New formers: the narrative often collapses into a
York. As long as Douglass had been willing timeline of concerts given or movies released.
to be a black adornment on a white reformStill, there are a number of themes in
ers’ crusade, he had been feted and petted; the Douglass’s surviving lectures and writings
to show how active and independent an intelligence was at work behind the platform
One of the difficulties in
dramatist. The first was his unrelenting
condemnation of American slavery, and afwriting a biography of
ter the Civil War, slavery’s second life in the
Frederick Douglass is the
bugaboo of race and racial discrimination.
Slavery
was an offense to “the great principles
man’s lifelong role as a
of political freedom and of natural justice,” he
performer.
wrote, and simply by the existence of natural
law, “there is not a man beneath the canopy
moment he began to mark out a path of his of heaven, that does not know that slavery is
own, the mask of white paternalism fell away. wrong for him.” Hence, Douglass denounced
Douglass found a new ally in New York the Kansas-Nebraska Act in 1854 as an outabolitionist Gerrit Smith, who had helped rage on “the right of each man to life, liberty,
found the Liberty Party in 1840, and it was and the pursuit of happiness.” Natural law
under Smith’s influence that he pivoted away wrote natural rights on the human heart “and
from Garrison’s claim that the Constitution the record of it is in the bosom of the eternal.”
was a pro-slavery document to the argument,
The second major theme of Douglass’s life
now being made by broader anti-slavery grew out of his experience of free labor, and
voices, that the Constitution was a natural- that was his incessant exhortation to selflaw instrument which carefully avoided the improvement. In a free society, “men who
idea that there could be (in James Madison’s owe little or nothing to birth, relationship,
phrase) “property in men.” He remained friendly surroundings; to wealth inherited
aloof from overt political activism; though or to early approved means of education” and
sympathizing with radical abolitionist John who “have bravely buffeted the frowning bilBrown, he declined Brown’s offer of a place lows and have risen in safety and life” are proof
in the ill-fated raid at Harpers Ferry in of “the grandest possibilities of human nature,
1859. Once the Civil War broke out, how- of whatever variety of race or color.” And in
ever, Douglass turned all of his energies into the process of self-making, there was only one
demanding that the war be conducted as rule and “one word and that word is Work!
“an Abolition war,” leading to “an Abolition Work!! Work!!! Work!!!!” Douglass was
peace.” He got his first wish when Abraham confident that if Americans would “[t]hrow
Lincoln signed the Emancipation Proclama- open to him the doors of the schools, the faction on January 1, 1863; he spent the rest of tories, the workshops, and of all mechanical
his life trying, and for the most part failing, industries,” the black American would rise or
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fall as well and as bravely as the white Ameri- ity.” The question is whether his prophetic
can, because “America is...preeminently the stance was a Christian one, or merely a secuhome and patron of self-made men.”
larized, somewhat deistic one, and Dilbeck
never quite makes that clear. Not that this
he last theme douglass lived by necessarily makes a difference, since Abrawas the consistency of abolition with ham Lincoln’s personal religious profile was
other reform movements. If “truth is of just as vague, and yet no one can ignore the
no color,” he reasoned, “right is of no sex.” As religious instincts which permeate his writing
early as 1848 he attended the Seneca Falls and speaking. Even if their calls to repentance
Convention for women’s rights and signed its were political, both Douglass and Lincoln
Declaration of Sentiments, and in 1866 joined spoke of hope, charity, and judgment.
with Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B.
Timothy Sandefur, however, dismisses any
Anthony to form the American Equal Rights significant role for religion in Douglass’s life.
Association. Yet Douglass, not wanting to A vice president at the Goldwater Institute’s
place himself under anyone’s control, quarreled Scharf-Norton Center for Constitutional Litwith nearly every reform-minded ally, as he had igation, Sandefur is much more entranced by
with the Garrisonians. When Stanton balked Douglass’s invocation of “the self-made man,”
at supporting the 15th Amendment because it and his Frederick Douglass: Self-Made Man
limited enfranchisement to males, Douglass sets up the conflict of slavery and freedom as a
rebuked her, arguing that the vote was a lux- civilizational clash between Northern free laury for white women but a necessity for black bor and Southern feudal socialism. “Slavery,”
men. He repudiated black identity politics, too, he explains, posed as “a humane alternative to
and argued that the ultimate future of race in the industrial capitalism rising in Europe and
America would be amalgamation. “Looking in the northern states” by promoting “collecat the negro as politically and socially related tive welfare under the oversight of intelligent
to the American people generally,” he wrote and beneficent masters.” In resisting, escaping
in 1886, “I do not see how he can survive and from, and denouncing slavery, Douglass takes
flourish in this country as a distinct and sepa- his place on the side of the capitalist angels.
rate race.... He...will be absorbed, assimilated, Sandefur might better have avoided transand will only appear finally, as the Phoenicians lating Douglass’s experience into 20th-cennow appear on the shores of the Shannon, in tury terms, describing Edward Covey’s farm
the features of a blended race.”
anachronistically as a re-education camp or
In the end, Frederick Douglass wanted invoking comparisons between the plantation
simply to be taken as a man, not a movement. South and the Nazi or Soviet regimes. Still,
That, unfortunately, had a lot to do with how he’s certainly right in understanding Douglass
quickly he dropped out of historical memory as a “classical liberal” who was “unsympathetic
after his death.
to the newfangled theories of socialism and
Historian D.H. Dilbeck, author of A More communism”—someone more akin to Thomas
Civil War: How the Union Waged a Just War Sowell, Walter Williams, and Clarence Thom(2016), would like to add a fourth theme to as than to “contemporary social justice activists
Douglass’s harmony, and that is religion. Al- of the left.”
though his early religious interests are usually missing from most accounts, in Frederick
oth dilbeck and sandefur limit
Douglass: America’s Prophet Dilbeck insists
themselves to making a single arguthat “Douglass held fast to the Christian faith
ment about Douglass. Their short
his entire adult life,” even if it is true that he books are overshadowed by the Himalayan
“grew beyond...the evangelicalism of his youth.” bulk of David Blight’s nearly thousand-page
Douglass struggled with the conflict between Frederick Douglass: Prophet of Freedom. A prothe Christianity he heard preached and what fessor of American history and director of the
he saw practiced by slaveowners and their Gilder Lehrman Center for the Study of Slavapologists, and he resolved it by adopting a ery, Resistance, and Abolition at Yale Univer“distinctly prophetic” version of Christianity. sity, Blight has been living with Douglass for
The prophet recalls a culture to its first love, over 30 years, since he published “Frederick
warning people that by backsliding from that Douglass and the American Apocalypse” in
first love, they are incurring the enmity of the journal Civil War History in 1985 (which,
God.
in turn, became the core of his admirable
This “prophetic Christianity supplied” Frederick Douglass’s Civil War: Keeping Faith
Douglass with “many of his deepest convic- in Jubilee, in 1989). The new book will doubttions—about who God was, what God was less be understood as Blight’s magnum opus,
doing in the world, and the true meaning of and with good reason. He has visited the
grand words like liberty, justice, and equal- sites where Douglass lived, spoke, worked,
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and died; has mined not only Douglass’s published writing but private archival collections
and the vast bulk of contemporary reportage
about Douglass; and writes with a clarity and
urgency which should be the envy of the historical profession.

B

light’s interest is more in the
personal than the public or intellectual
Douglass, something particularly apparent in his account of Douglass’s early years
in slavery, where the reader almost has the
sense of the author peering over Douglass’s
shoulder to narrate the horrors he is witnessing. Blight is stronger still on Douglass’s painfully complicated family life. Douglass never
stopped deepening his gifts all through his
life. But this meant that he left lagging behind the unhappy Anna Murray, a functional
illiterate who had to endure the indignity of
the relationships her husband established
with talented white women—especially Julia Griffiths and Ottilie Assing—whom she
loathed, and who loathed her in return. Blight
is just as frank in his treatment of Douglass’s
children, none of whom ever measured up to
their famous father and most of whom married spouses who failed them and their father
in embarrassing ways. As Charles Dickens described his sons, they had “a curse of limpness
on them,” and Douglass must have had the
same sinking sensation on looking round the
dinner table as Dickens, to “see reflected from
every seat...some horribly well remembered
expression of inadaptability to anything.”
When Blight finally does turn to the public
Frederick Douglass, a more ambivalent voice
emerges. The Douglass Blight loves is the
prophet, although not the religious figure Dilbeck descries. Blight will only acknowledge a
Douglass who subscribed to “a kind of radical
hope in the theory of natural rights,” with but
a frosting of “a Christian millenialist view of
history as humankind’s grand story.” Blight
is much more unhappy with the “self-made”
Douglass, and was not shy in saying so directly while commenting on Sandefur’s book in a
New York Times op-ed last year. “Sandefur argues that Douglass’s essential legacy lies in his
advocacy of liberty, individualism and private
property and free enterprise.” But “[t]o believe that,” Blight objected, one has to ignore
Douglass’s belief that “freedom was safe only
within the state.” Although he appears to
be self-made “[o]n the surface,” conservatives
shouldn’t be permitted to “have cherry-picked
his words to advance their narrow visions of
libertarianism.”
This unusual eruption suggests something
darker in Blight’s anger than mere scholarly
disagreement with Sandefur. In 1989, Blight
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could pass by Douglass’s conviction that the
Republican Party was “the only conceivable
political home for blacks” with only a slightly
raised eyebrow. Thirty years later, Blight’s disgust is palpable. Some of that disgust is cast as
indignation on Douglass’s behalf, and aimed
at “websites and organizations” created with
“Republican and black conservative political agendas.” Republicans “and small groups
of modern black conservatives and libertarians” who “love to appropriate Douglass” offend Blight by “lifting him out of context to
use him in service to causes he would abhor.”
They claim allegiance to Douglass “by elevating a single feature of his thought, black
self-reliance, at the expense of his enduring
radicalism,” whereas Blight would prefer to
see Douglass as the precursor of Black Lives
Matter. He even denounces Clarence Thomas
as one of the chief “antigovernment conservatives” who “have loved to appropriate and rip
out of historical context” Douglass’s words.

B

ut at other points the real offender is Douglass himself, whom
Blight finds “disappointingly wrong”
about “structural repression and inequality”
in American life, a repression perpetuated by
“the Republican Party in the late twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries.” Time and again,
Blight disapprovingly discovers Douglass
preaching “as stern a brand of conservative selfimprovement as any black voice of his era,” and
he “often turned attacks on white racism into
angry rebukes of black lethargy.” Blight even
accuses Douglass of clinging “to the Republican Party during Reconstruction” because
of “personal ambition” for appointment to political office, and when Douglass took to the
hustings in 1872 to urge blacks to vote “for
the regular Republican ticket, without bolts,

without splits, without erasures,” it was because he “sought office and influence.”
The world Blight seems to wish Douglass
had understood and inhabited is the Garrisonian one, which forthrightly declared the
founders’ republic to be a “covenant with death”
and “an agreement with hell,” whose Constitution was the shield and buckler of slavery. Blight
believes that the antebellum republic and its
Constitution were decisively overthrown by
the Civil War and Reconstruction—the “Second American Revolution,” in Charles Beard’s
phrase—creating instead an entirely new regime based on egalitarianism rather than natural rights, as though everything before the 13th
Amendment had been rendered null at a stroke.
Since then, according to Blight, only the resistance and inhumanity of “modern conservatives” has stood in the path of this “second Constitution” and its ultimate realization. “The war
and emancipation had crushed the first nation,”
he declares, “and emancipation followed by the
three constitutional amendments had given
birth to the second.” Such a demolition would
have amazed the actual architects of the Reconstruction amendments, whose vocabulary
of “due process” and “privileges or immunities”
was drawn from the Constitution itself, and
who understood that the people who did indeed plan a second American Revolution and
wrote a new Constitution were called the Confederate States of America.

much less understanding his actual influence.
Blight, for instance, treats the “Self-Made
Men” lecture in just four pages as merely a reflection of “the culture and political economy
of the Gilded Age”—even though it was a
staple of Douglass’s lecture repertoire for 40
years—and then dismisses it with a peculiar
puzzlement about “why he could be so wrong.”
Of the 2,500 speeches given in Douglass’s lifetime, only seven others receive any extended
exposition. His Reconstruction essays in the
Atlantic and the North American Review are
breezed past with hardly a note.
Blight is more on point in his introduction
when he describes the personal Douglass as
a man of stark binaries and “apparent paradoxes,” who “at different times...hated and
loved his country...was a ferocious critic of
the United States and all of its hypocrisies,”
but who “became a government bureaucrat,
a diplomat, and a voice for territorial expansion,” a man who “strongly believed in selfreliance” and at the same time “demanded an
activist-interventionist government at all levels to free slaves.” In that respect, isn’t Blight
describing what “at different times” all of us
are and have been, and what it is to live in the
American grain? In one of the most prescient
essays ever written about Douglass, Harvard’s Henry Louis Gates, Jr., concluded:
“As any biographer of Douglass knows, there
was not a Frederick Douglass; there were
many Douglasses. And that, for him, was
light gives us as comprehensive his ultimate claim on being fully and equally
a narrative of the personal Douglass, and complexly human.”
and as unsparing (but sympathetic) a
view of his struggles with racism, with fam- Allen C. Guelzo is the Henry R. Luce Profesily, and with finance, as we are likely to get. sor of the Civil War Era at Gettysburg College,
But the public Douglass and the intellectual a senior fellow at the Claremont Institute, and
Douglass suffer by contrast, and we are still a the author, most recently, of Reconstruction: A
long way from understanding how he thought, Concise History (Oxford University Press).
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Book Review by Theodore Dalrymple

Heart of Darkness
Dictatorland: The Men Who Stole Africa, by Paul Kenyon.
Head of Zeus, 480 pages, $16.95

T

he only man i’ve ever known who
was executed by hanging was Ken SaroWiwa. I used to visit him in Port Harcourt in south-eastern Nigeria, or whenever
he came to London. Once when I was driving
with him to his office on the Aggrey Road in
Port Harcourt we passed the naked corpse of a
man, bloating with decomposition, by the side
of the road. An announcer over the car radio
was making a plea at the time for the owner of
the body to come and collect it. “Only in Nigeria,” said Saro-Wiwa.
Saro-Wiwa was the author of a great antiwar novel, Sozaboy (1985), and the creator of
a television series wildly popular in Nigeria
called Basi and Company (1986-90), whose
hero was an idler who dreamed of becoming
a millionaire by petty chicanery and whose
dictum was “To be a millionaire, think like
a millionaire.” Saro-Wiwa used to regard
the foibles of his countrymen with a laugh so
deep that it seemed to shake his whole being.
It was the only effective defence against Nigerian reality.

B

ut nigeria wasn’t really funny. i
remember when Saro-Wiwa told me
that he was entering politics by starting a movement to obtain compensation for
his people, a small ethnic group called the
Ogoni, for the devastation of their rural
homeland caused by careless oil extraction
by the Shell Oil company in collusion with
the Nigerian state. Though many billions of
dollars’ worth of oil had been extracted from
Ogoniland, the Ogoni had not benefited in
the slightest, not even to the extent of having
schools or clinics built for them. On the contrary, their plantations and fishing grounds
had been comprehensively ruined by pollution and even their sleep at nights had been
disturbed for decades by the perpetual flares
of the oil and gas fields.
Saro-Wiwa said that he risked death—
“the rascals’ll kill me,” he’d say—rascals being
his rather forgiving word for the totally corrupt soldiers and politicians who ran Nigeria.
I thought he was overestimating the personal
danger but nevertheless I didn’t want him to
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enter politics because I thought his movement
would end in violence (though not in his execution) and do little good. Nigeria, I said,
needed writers more than it needed politicians. But I was wrong about the danger he
faced personally, for he had touched on the
two subjects of vital importance in Nigerian
politics: ethnicity and control of the country’s oil revenues. With 300 different ethnic
groups in the country, anyone claiming special treatment for one of them was potentially
igniting the blue touch-paper, as it were, to
ethnic violence. And because whoever was
in political control of the oil became vastly
wealthy overnight, competition for it was correspondingly fierce, not to say vicious. Ken
Saro-Wiwa was tried by a military tribunal
on trumped-up murder charges, and hanged
in November 1995.

S

aro-wiwa looms large in the
chapter devoted to Nigeria in Paul
Kenyon’s Dictatorland, a highly readable but not very analytical book about Afri-
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can dictators and dictatorship. A former correspondent in Africa for the BBC, Kenyon
has travelled widely on the continent, including to very remote places. He doesn’t, however, tell us how or why he chose to describe
the seven dictatorial regimes (out of the
lamentably many he could have chosen) he
includes in his book and, I think rather disappointingly, he ventures no general theory
to explain Africa’s inability to install minimally democratic regimes. He offers us not a
typology but merely a menagerie of dictators,
albeit one whose inhabitants are never less
than hypnotically fascinating.
He does, it’s true, make brief reference
to one of the frequent explanations for the
chaos that followed decolonization in Africa: “The nations [the leaders] inherited
were coarsely mapped European constructs,
with borders that took little account of ageold tribal rivalries.” The arbitrariness of the
frontiers meant that those living within
them felt no loyalty or devotion to the new
countries, which therefore became the object
of personal, familial, and tribal looting by
whoever was in power.
This sounds plausible enough, until you
realise that no boundaries could have taken
account of age-old tribal rivalries: the African mosaic makes Balkan divisions seem
positively straightforward and unequivocal.
Moreover, those countries in Africa whose
boundaries were not purely arbitrary—
Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia, and Lesotho, for
example—have hardly been models of political wisdom or restraint.
A further theory, implicit rather than explicit in this book, is that, in conditions of
general poverty, the struggle for the control of
predominant natural resources such as oil or
minerals leads to, and maintains, dictatorship
because such resources are the country’s only
wealth—oil in Nigeria, Libya, and Equatorial Guinea, and minerals in Zaire (now the
Democratic Republic of the Congo) sustained
dictatorships such as those of Ibrahim Babangida and Sani Abacha in Nigeria, Muammer
Gaddhafi in Libya, Teodoro Obiang Nguema
Mbasogo in Equatorial Guinea, and Mobutu
Sese Seko in Zaire.
But this theory, too, is far from the whole
truth, even if there is an element of truth in
it. I visited Equatorial Guinea in the period
between the overthrow in 1979 of the country’s first (democratically-elected) president
after independence from Spain, Francisco
Macías Nguema—who killed or drove into
exile a third of the country’s population and
so hated intellectuals that it was extremely
dangerous for anyone to be seen with a pair
of glasses—and the subsequent discovery of

oil in the country’s territorial waters. Equatorial Guinea’s president for 40 years, Teodoro Obiang, was Macías’s nephew, accomplice, and henchman, and was dictator well
before the discovery of oil—indeed there
was hardly any economic activity at all other
than the recycling of aid from governments
and NGOs. The terror was palpable; the
electricity in the capital was turned off as
soon as the president left it; and I was told
in confidence by an expatriate that if the
government got wind of the fact that I was
a writer I would be disappeared and thrown
to the sharks. In a way I was flattered: I have
never been so important, before or since.
But what was quite clear is that it required
no oil, or any other commodity (other than
aid, perhaps), for Equatorial Guinea to be a
dictatorship.

K

enyon hints at, but does not develop, an important theme, namely
the humiliation visited upon Africans
by colonialism. The reaction of many Africans
to the colonial regime was a mixture of hatred and admiration and hence a desire both
to be rid of it and to reproduce it with themselves in charge. Perhaps the clearest example
of the ambivalence was Zaire’s Mobuto. He
demanded that the population Africanize its
names and forbade neckties in the name of authenticity, but dressed himself up in Ruritanian-Colonial uniforms and (like practically all
African dictators) bought an extensive portfolio of property in Europe, seeking to impress
thereby those who had previously humiliated
him. The bribes he extracted from anyone
who wanted a contract in his country were not
only convenient financially but soothing psy-
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chologically: the former masters were now the
supplicants, dishonest ones at that. Mobutu is
said once to have remarked that it takes two
to be corrupt; the universal practice of bribery equalized the races by visiting humiliation
on the formerly dominant race. But Mobutu
was no fool: he knew that behind the façade of
respect he was accorded by those who wanted something from him lay deep contempt,
which in turn led to ever-greater extravagance
on his part to try to obtain real respect. This,
of course, set up a vicious circle that could
end only with overthrow and death. A similar
syndrome affected Milton Obote (Uganda),
Hastings Banda (Malawi), Robert Mugabe
(Zimbabwe), Daniel arap Moi (Kenya), the
Emperor Bokassa (Central African Republic), Omar Bongo (Gabon), Félix HouphouëtBoigny (Ivory Coast) and many others.
Apart from this humiliation, often but not
always intentionally inflicted, the worst legacy
of colonialism, especially in its last phase, was
the model of governance it left behind. The
colonial governments were—or at any rate
presented themselves as being—composed
of all-wise, all-seeing, all-knowing philosopher-kings. They went in for economic planning on a large scale: in short, they pretended
that they knew what was best for everyone.
Spectacular failure—such as that of the Tanganyikan groundnut scheme, when the British government invested heavily in trying to
produce peanuts in a soil and climate totally
unsuited to them—gave planners no pause.
A later ruler of Tanganyika, the ruthlessly

sanctimonious Julius Nyerere, came to realize that power lay in the shortage produced
by centralization and incompetent planning,
for in conditions of universal shortage powers
of patronage increased dramatically. In the
countryside, you could tell members of Nyerere’s party, the Chama Cha Mapinduzi (the
Party of the Revolution), by their girth. Thus
there were no better tools for aspiring African dictators than the institutions and habits
of mind bequeathed to them by the departing
colonial regimes.
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cialist—that they then impose on the whole
population. Only the attempted implementation of such ideas and theories (other than
the insensate brutality of Idi Amin in Uganda,
say) are capable of subduing a population’s irrepressible gaiety or joie de vivre, for such ideas
require minute universal surveillance for their
implementation. Most standard kleptocrats
need only eliminate potential competitors for
power; they can leave the rest of the population to its own devices.
But paranoia is an occupational hazard
or disease of dictators of whatever kind, and
takes the strangest forms when the dictators
emerge from a social world in which superstition and belief in magic is endemic. I was
once giving some Tanzanian soldiers a lift in
a Land Rover when I saw a chameleon crossing the dirt road. Fascinated by this creature,
I stopped to capture it. When I returned to
the Land Rover, the soldiers, including their
commanding officer, had fled into the bush
and could be coaxed back only with difficulty. They believed that chameleons were
extremely dangerous, both physically and
spiritually.
Paul Kenyon’s Dictatorland is entertaining, informative, and superficial. He attempts
no explanation as to why what started with
promise ended in disaster, but his book is
nonetheless a useful introduction to modern
Africa.

enyon makes no attempt to rank
the dictatorships in order of viciousness or effect on the population, thereby implying that one dictatorship is much
the same as another, but it is nevertheless a
fact that they were, and are, not equally bad.
Sani Abacha was by far the worst of the Nigerian military dictators, for example, but even
though he committed the atrocious crime
of having Saro-Wiwa and others hanged, he
could not be compared to, say, Macías Nguema of Equatorial Guinea or Sékou Touré of
Guinea. Perhaps he was spared from being as
bad as they only by the sheer size, complexity,
and anarchy of Nigeria, so unsuited to the imposition of the extremer forms of dictatorship,
rather than by any personal moral scruples, of
which he had none.
There is a tendency—but only a tendency,
not an invariant law—for those dictatorships
to be worst whose dictators claim to have large Theodore Dalrymple is a contributing editor to
and important ideas or theories—usually so- City Journal.
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Essay by Edward Feser

Hayek’s Tragic Capitalism

“The Subway,” after the drawing by George Tooker
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est known for his anti-socialist
polemic The Road to Serfdom (1944),
the economist and political philosopher Friedrich A. Hayek is often thought by
foe and friend alike to have offered a plain and
striking argument for capitalism: the least deviation from laissez-faire is the first falling
domino that will inevitably lead to totalitarianism. The foes and friends draw different lessons from the fact that decades of regulation
and welfare policy have never actually had
this result. For the foes, it shows that Hayek
was obviously wrong and his analysis unserious. For the friends, it shows that the dreaded
socialist dictatorship must now be imminent
rather than far-off—no doubt finally to arrive
with whoever the next Democratic president
turns out to be.
But in fact, Hayek never gave so silly an
argument. Nor will one find in his work the
chirpy optimism with which many libertarians and Reaganite conservatives ritualistically
defend the market economy. Hayek’s case for
free enterprise doesn’t fit any of the usual simplistic stereotypes. He not only explicitly and

persistently rejected laissez-faire, but could
write as eloquently about the moral downside
of capitalism and the emotional attractions
of socialism as any left-winger. In an era in
which—young socialist chic notwithstanding—global capitalism appears to have swept
all before it, it is the triumphalist defenders
of the free market rather than its critics who
have the most to learn from Hayek’s cautious,
nuanced apologia.
Human Limitations

A

lapsed catholic, hayek grounded
his defense of capitalism in an anthropology that is just short of Augustinian in its pessimism. The deficiencies he attributed to human nature are both cognitive
and moral. First, human knowledge is severely
limited. According to Hayek, a mind can only
ever understand what is less complex than it.
Hence, no human mind can ever understand
itself, much less the vast aggregate of human
minds—each with its own unique and everevolving needs, and each with its own idiosynClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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cratic body of information concerning local
economic circumstances—that constitutes
an economic system. This is the deep reason
why socialism is impossible in principle, and
always leads to chaos when attempted. The
central planner simply cannot have all the
information required to allocate resources or
direct economic activity rationally.
To remedy this problem, the planner has to
dictate, rather than learn, what individual economic actors need and how they will behave.
For the only sure way to know what they want
and what they will do is to decide for them what
they should want and what they should do. And
the more closely the economic planner wants
outcomes to conform to his plan, the more
thorough this dictatorial control will have to
be. This is the sense in which Hayek thought
socialism entails “serfdom.” He was saying that
centrally planning large-scale economic outcomes requires large-scale control of economic
behavior. Planners will have to increase control,
if they are intent on realizing the plan.
But of course, they could instead just give
up large-scale central planning. That is exactly
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what happened in Western regulatory welfare
states. They never ended up becoming dictatorships, precisely because they pulled back
from going whole hog for socialism. Hayek
was hardly surprised by this. On the contrary,
it was exactly what he was trying to convince
them to do. He wouldn’t have wasted time
writing The Road to Serfdom if he thought
the economic regulation that already existed
made socialist dictatorship inevitable. Nor
was he opposed in the first place to all regulatory and welfare measures. For example, in
The Road to Serfdom itself he explicitly allows
for regulations to ensure safe working conditions, and for a safety net for those unable to
provide adequate food, shelter, and health
care for themselves. The Hayek who thought
that the smallest tax increase is but the first
step toward the Gulag exists only in the imaginations of uncharitable critics and simpleminded admirers.
What Hayek was opposed to was governmental activity that would undermine the operation of the free-market price mechanism.
In his view, prices generated in the market
encapsulate the information that is unavailable to the central planner, and thereby enable rational economic activity. For example,
the price of oranges in Omaha reflects the
effects of blight on orange crops in Florida, a
bumper crop of oranges in California, higher
demand for oranges in New York City, lower
demand in Fargo, increases in the price of
fuel needed to transport oranges across the
country, and so on. No human mind need
gather and process all of this information,
because the market price is generated in a
way that already reflects all of it. Consumers
in Omaha need only respond to the current
price (by buying fewer oranges, say, because
the price has gone up) in order to coordinate
their activity with that of other economic
agents elsewhere in the country. The invisible hand does what the planner cannot, precisely because it is an impersonal mechanism
rather than a mind.
Our Deepest Yearnings

T

his strength is also a weakness.
Precisely because they arise out of an
impersonal process, market outcomes
are amoral. Hayek thought it unwise to defend capitalism by emphasizing the just rewards of hard work, because there simply is
no necessary connection between virtue of
any kind, on the one hand, and market success on the other. Moreover, the functioning
of the market economy depends on adherence to rules of behavior that abstract from
the personal qualities of individuals. In par-

ticular, it depends on treating most of one’s
fellow citizens not as members of the same
tribe, religion, or the like, but as abstract
economic actors—property owners, potential customers or clients, employers or employees, etc. It requires allowing these actors
to pursue whatever ends they happen to have,
rather than imposing some one overarching
collective end, after the fashion of the central
planner.
Hayek did not deny that all of this entailed an alienating individualism. On the
contrary, he emphasized it, and warned that
it was the deepest challenge to the stability
of capitalism, against which defenders of the
market must always be on guard. This brings
us to his account of the moral defects inherent in human nature. To take seriously the
thesis that human beings are the product of
biological evolution is, for Hayek, to recognize that our natural state is to live in small
tribal bands of the sort in which our ancestors were shaped by natural selection. Human psychology still reflects this primitive

The Hayek who thought
that the smallest tax
increase is the first step
toward the Gulag exists
only in the imaginations
of uncharitable critics and
simpleminded admirers.
environment. We long for solidarity with a
group that shares a common purpose and
provides for its members based on their
personal needs and merits. The impersonal,
amoral, and self-interested nature of capitalist society repels us. We are, according to
Hayek, naturally socialist.
The trouble is that socialism is, again, simply impossible in modern societies, with their
vast populations and unimaginably complex
economic circumstances. Socialism is practical only at the level of the small tribal bands
in which our psychology was molded. Moreover, whereas in that primitive sort of context,
everyone shares the same tribal identity and
moral and religious outlook, in modern society there is no one tribe, religion, or moral
code to which all of its members adhere. Socialism in the context of a modern society
would therefore also be tyrannical as well as
unworkable, since it would require imposing
an overall social vision with which at most
only some of its members agree. A socialist
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society cannot be a diverse society, and a diverse society cannot be socialist.
Why does capitalism exist at all, then, if it
is in Hayek’s view so contrary to our deepest
yearnings? His answer is that it arose as an accidental byproduct of the idea of the dignity
of the individual, which we inherited from
Greek civilization and from Christianity.
Capitalism was a kind of mutation, favored
by natural selection of a cultural (as opposed
to biological) sort, insofar as it generated so
much wealth and innovation that capitalist societies have outcompeted the alternatives. The result, however, is a kind of cultural
schizophrenia. The rules of capitalist society
favored by cultural evolution are at loggerheads with the socialist instincts hardwired
into us by biological evolution.
Socialist thinking is for Hayek something
like original sin, a defect in our nature which
constantly tempts us to undermine the capitalist order on which our very lives depend.
It has to be unlearnt with every generation,
which requires creating an intellectual culture favorable to capitalism and putting constitutional limits on the ability of democratic
majorities to interfere with market outcomes.
In Hayek: The Iron Cage of Liberty (1996),
one of the better books on Hayek, Andrew
Gamble suggests that the economist was essentially committed to a variation on Max
Weber’s “iron cage” thesis. Like Weber, Hayek
thinks that the prosperity and order of modern civilization has come at the cost of secular
disenchantment and ennui. Unlike Weber,
Hayek emphasizes capitalist individualism
rather than bureaucratization as the “iron
cage” that locks us into this bargain.
A Kind of Fusionism

H

ayek developed these themes
most fully in his later writings, especially his three-volume Law, Legislation, and Liberty (1973-79)—perhaps his
greatest work—and his last book, The Fatal
Conceit (1988). It is also in these books that
Hayek—who had, decades before, penned a
famous essay titled “Why I Am Not a Conservative”—went in a strongly Burkean conservative direction. Just as market prices encapsulate economic information that is not
available to any single mind, so too, the later
Hayek argued, do traditional moral rules that
have survived the winnowing process of cultural evolution encapsulate more information
about human well-being than the individual
can fathom. Those who would overthrow
traditional morality wholesale and replace it
with some purportedly more rational alternative exhibit the same hubris as the socialist
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planner who foolishly thinks he can do better
than the market.
Unsurprisingly, he took the institution of
private property to be a chief example of the
benefits of traditional morality. But he also
came to emphasize the importance of the
family as a stabilizing institution in otherwise
coldly individualist market societies, and—
despite his personal agnosticism—of religion
as a bulwark of the morality of property and
the family. He lamented the trend toward
“permissive education” and “freeing ourselves
from repressions and conventional morals,”
condemned the ’60s counter-culture as “nondomesticated savages,” and placed Sigmund
Freud alongside Karl Marx as one of the great
destroyers of modern civilization.
Hayek was committed, then, to a kind
of fusionism—the project of marrying
free market economics to social conservatism. Unlike the fusionism associated with
modern American conservatism, though,
Hayek’s brand had a skeptical and tragic cast
to it. He thought religion merely useful rather than true, and defended bourgeois morality as a painful but necessary corrective to
human nature rather than an expression of
it. In his view, human psychology has been
cobbled together by a contingent combination of biological and cultural evolutionary
processes. The resulting aggregate of cognitive and affective tendencies does not entirely
cohere, and never will.
Three Problems

F

or all its purported gritty realism, however, Hayek’s fusionism is no
more stable than the more familiar
kind. Even putting aside his agnosticism and
his materialist assumptions about human
nature (neither of which I share), his position is seriously problematic in at least three
respects. The first concerns a criticism of
Hayek pressed by Irving Kristol, echoing an
earlier and more general analysis of capitalism famously developed by Daniel Bell. The
market price mechanism requires treating
economic value as nothing more than the
aggregate of individual preferences. There is,
on this account, no fact of the matter about
what something is worth over and above
what people are, for whatever reason, willing
to pay for it.
This subjectivism about value has great
utility when our focus is merely on satisfying
the material needs and wants people actually
happen to have. Hayek’s purely procedural
conception of just action, however, effectively

treats value subjectivism as a completely general principle of social organization. The rules
that govern capitalist societies must not treat
any of the diverse ends people happen to have
as objectively better or worse than any other.
To acknowledge that there is some objective
fact of the matter about what people ought to
want, or some standard of value independent
of the market, would open the door to justifying interference with the choices of economic actors, and thereby destroy the price
mechanism.
So, capitalist society, as Hayek understands it, must operate on the principle that
what is good or bad for its citizens is whatever
they take to be good or bad for them. And
the problem is that this subjectivist principle
is a universal acid that inevitably eats away at
all morality—including the moral principles
Hayek thinks essential to the preservation
of capitalist society. If there is no standard of
good apart from what people happen to want,
how can Hayek complain if what they happen to want is an egalitarian redistribution of
wealth, or freedom from religion and traditional family arrangements? Kristol worried
that capitalism had defeated socialism only
to fall into nihilism. Bell argued that the tendency of capitalist individualism was toward a
“pornotopia” in which bourgeois sobriety gives
way to the pursuit of sensual gratification.
The rise of the Social Justice Warrior who
shrilly demands free college tuition, legalized dope, and the affirmation of his chosen
“gender identity” on pain of an anti-discrimination lawsuit is, if Bell and Kristol are right,
the logical outcome of the value subjectivism
on which Hayek insisted.
A second, related problem with Hayek’s
position is one emphasized by Roger Scruton. You first have to see yourself as part of
a common society—defined by a shared language, territory, culture, and history—before
you can see yourself as bound by the rules of
that society. That includes the rules that govern the free market. But just as value subjectivism tends to undermine commitment to
family and religion, so too does it eat away at
national loyalties. Modern capitalist society
has seen the rise of the cult of the sovereign
individual, whose allegiances are only to those
institutions he has chosen. And increasingly,
he does not choose to give special allegiance
to whatever capitalist nation he happens to
have been born in. He may even take up an
adversarial relationship toward that nation,
castigating it for its real or imagined failings
and pitting it against the “global community.”
The rise of multinational corporations and the
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free flow of populations across borders, often
for the purposes of providing corporations
with cheap labor, are other aspects of modern
capitalist society that tend to undermine national loyalties.
That brings us to a third criticism of
Hayek—leveled this time by Gamble—
which is that he never adequately faced up to
the dangers posed by corporate power. Most
people cannot be entrepreneurs, and even
those who can cannot match the tremendous
advantages afforded by the deep pockets, legal resources, and other assets of a corporation. Vast numbers of citizens in actually
existing capitalist societies simply must work
for a corporation if they are going to work at
all. But that entails an economic dependency
of individuals on centralized authority, of a
kind that is in some ways analogous to what
Hayek warned of in his critique of central
planning. As with socialism, conformity to
the values of centralized authority becomes,
in effect, a precondition of the very possibility of feeding oneself. By way of example,
we may note that the political correctness
Hayek would have despised is today more effectively and directly imposed on society by
corporate Human Resources departments
than by government.
The Same Basic Error

N

one of this implies a condemnation of capitalism per se. The problem is one of fetishizing capitalism,
of making market imperatives the governing
principles to which all other aspects of social
order are subordinate. The irony is that this is
a variation on the same basic error of which
socialism is guilty—what Pope John Paul II
called “economism,” the reduction of human
life to its economic aspect. Even F.A. Hayek,
a far more subtle thinker than other defenders of the free economy, ultimately succumbed
to this tendency. Too many modern conservatives have followed his lead. They have been
so fixated on socialism and its economic irrationality that they have lost sight of other,
ultimately more insidious, threats to Western
civilization—including economism itself. To
paraphrase G.K. Chesterton, a madman is
not someone who has lost his economic reason, but someone who has lost everything but
his economic reason.

Edward Feser is associate professor of philosophy
at Pasadena City College and the editor of The
Cambridge Companion to Hayek (Cambridge
University Press).
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Book Review by James Grant

A Bold Speculator
Jefferson’s Treasure: How Albert Gallatin Saved the New Nation from Debt, by Gregory May.
Regnery Publishing, 544 pages, $34.99

T

he words carved in the tomb of
Albert Gallatin on the north side of
Trinity Church at the foot of Wall
Street in lower Manhattan present a wouldbe biographer with a fair hint of what awaits
him in the attempt to do justice to the life of
the Swiss-born financier, politician, diplomat, banker, monetary theorist, ethnologist,
public intellectual, pamphleteer, and exponent of American virtues. Here is what they
say: “Deeply imbued with the bold and liberal
spirit of the time, he came to America amid
the scenes of her Revolution; and, after very
many years of public service in Congress, and
in executive offices of the highest trust, and
at an advanced age, he withdrew to private

Boston. He speculated in land, did some surveying and struggled in business. He married,
quickly became a widower, and founded New
Geneva, a city for Swiss emigres along the
Monongahela River in southern Pennsylvania.
His neighbors could see that Gallatin was
just as deeply imbued with the spirit of liberty as he claimed to be, and they sent him
orn in geneva in 1761, gallatin to the Pennsylvania constitutional convention
scuttled out of Switzerland at the age in 1788 (he supported the Anti-Federalist
of 19 (saying no goodbyes) to make his position) and the state assembly in 1790. The
fortune in the New World. It was not true, as freshman legislator distinguished himself by
the Genevans were presently informed, that his hard work, knack for figures (he was a
he lost his scalp to the Indians, but he had keen mathematician), and mastery of the notbeen out in the Pennsylvania frontier, having always scintillating details of the Pennsylvahad his fill of tutoring Harvard boys in dull nia budget.

life, and passed the remainder of his days in
philosophic studies and literary pursuits, and
went down to the grave universally honored.”
Gregory May, who had a distinguished career
in tax law and corporate finance, proves more
than up to the task in his superb Jefferson’s
Treasure.
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G

allatin distinguished himself
in other ways. His name turned
up on Alexander Hamilton’s mostwanted list during the 1794 standoff between
western tax resisters and federal forces over the
national government’s levy on distilled spirits
(the suspect escaped both arrest and indictment). To John Adams, in his late-life correspondence with Thomas Jefferson, there was
a better name than “Whiskey Rebellion” for
this revolt against lawful authority: “Gallatin’s Insurrection.”
Gallatin was not so alienated from the new
federal system that he declined election to
Congress. He became a U.S. senator in 1793,
an honor cut short after only three months on
a technicality concerning the date of his naturalization. No such quibble barred him from
the House of Representatives, where he took
his seat in 1795, picking up where he had left
off in the Pennsylvania assembly, as a leader
in all things financial. Hamilton had called
the public debt a “national blessing” (as long
as provision were made for repaying it). Gallatin retorted that it was rather a “public curse”
(no matter what provision were made), and he
devoted himself to overturning the Hamiltonian fiscal system.
“Moderation and firmness” was his unstirring battle cry. In the cause of thriftier, less
intrusive government, he stood for free trade,
individual liberty, and a dollar fashioned of
silver or gold, not paper. A single inhospitable sentence in his lengthy 1796 monograph,
“A Sketch of the Finances of the United
States,” conveys a fair taste of the congressman’s unquotable prose: “The tax upon snuff
manufactured within the United States was
first laid on the quantity manufactured, at
the rate of eight cents per pound, and during the six months ending on the last day of
March, 1795, while it remained in that shape,
is said to have yielded only 2400 dollars; in
which account, however, are not included the
returns for the first survey of Pennsylvania
and for the State of Delaware, which pay
about one-half of the duty.”
Gallatin was as frugal with money as he
was with the trenchant phrase, and he pressed
the virtue of thrift on his second wife, Hannah Nicholson. “I will be good,” she once
wrote to him. “I will love you, with all my
heart and I will spend no money.”
Hannah’s husband had a long nose, a receding hairline and black, intense eyes. He
bought books rather than clothes and kept
his wit under wraps. His teeth, darkened by
cigar smoke, were not long for his head. The
Federalists paid him the compliment of heavy
abuse, for his attacks on the conduct of the
Adams Administration were finding their

mark. The “Jesuit Gallatin is as subtle and as
artfull and designing as ever,” wrote Abigail
Adams of the Calvinist son of Geneva.
Though high-born and well-educated, as
Nicholas Dungan points out in his concise,
Swiss-themed biography, Gallatin (2010),
he was a frontier democrat who warmed to
French revolutionary ideals and seemed to
begrudge every dollar of federal spending not
apportioned to debt reduction. He shared
none of Jefferson’s bank phobia, even supporting the Bank of the United States, Hamilton’s
forerunner to the Federal Reserve.
Jefferson, officially John Adams’s vice
president and unofficially the leader of the
Adams opposition, gratefully left criticism of
Federalist economic policies to Gallatin, who
actually understood them. The future Treasury secretary regretted the growth of a liquid market in Hamilton’s government bonds.
Fostering speculation, he contended, it channeled scarce savings into sterile finance rather
than productive investment. And because
preparations for war only incited war, Hamilton’s financing scheme endangered the peace
on which depended Gallatin’s plan to reduce
the debt by selling public land.

J

efferson’s victory in the presidential election of 1800 landed Gallatin the
job he would hold for the next 12 years. He
accepted the Treasury post for the opportunity to extinguish the Revolutionary War debt,
“the great dogma of the Democratic principle,”
in the words of Henry Adams—Gallatin’s
first, perhaps still best, and certainly least accessible biographer—whose The Life of Albert
Gallatin (1879) offers majestic English prose
and a fine narrative arc, but also dozens of
pages of untranslated French and much undigested source material.
Hamilton had enveloped the government’s
accounts in an “impenetrable fog,” complained Jefferson as he directed Gallatin to
render the federal figures “as clear and intelligible as a merchant’s books.” Certainly, Gallatin’s ambition was simple enough. By repaying
$7.3 million a year, he could liberate the country from its bondage within 16 years, even if
that meant earmarking more than half of the
federal revenue for debt reduction. The Jeffersonians preferred an unencumbered balance
sheet to a fighting navy. “What a poor starvling system of administering a government!”
Hamilton snorted.
But some things, like international extortion, were out of the Treasury secretary’s
control. Gallatin would have preferred to buy
off the Barbary pirates, rather than finance a
U.S. naval expedition to the Mediterranean
to thwart their attacks on American shipping
Claremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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at the turn of the 19th century, but Jefferson
sent the Marines instead.
The parsimonious Gallatin had no objection to the 1803 Louisiana Purchase, though
he regretted the costly terms that foreign
creditors were able to wring from the speculative-grade American republic. Still, he consoled himself that the timetable for the annihilation of the debt had been pushed back just
18 months, into 1818, and without the imposition of a single internal tax.
Gallatin and Jefferson were not opposed to
spending per se; it was debt and taxes they abhorred. Excise taxes on essentials like whiskey,
and the bureaucracy required to collect them,
were their particular bugbear. The rich should
instead support the government by paying a
levy on imported luxuries. They would do
it “cheerfully,” Jefferson insisted in his Second Inaugural Address in 1805. Once the
debt was paid, the federal revenue could be
diverted to internal improvements. Neither
should war, should it come, be fought on the
cuff. The Treasury would instead pay cash—a
year’s revenue would surely suffice to cover a
year’s fighting—“without encroaching on the
rights of future generations, by burdening
them with the debts of the past.”

C

onflict did come. a new war with
Great Britain was brewing, which
shattered Gallatin’s budget and postponed till Andrew Jackson’s day the realization of an American government scrubbed
free of debt. War between England and
France had been raging since 1793. Rather
than risk being dragged into fighting with
either, Jefferson’s administration chose to cut
off the United States from both. Gallatin protested against the folly of closing American
ports to foreign trade (for that is what the
embargo amounted to), but he loyally tried to
enforce the proliferating government directives—584 were already in place by 1808 for
the impossible work of prohibiting enterprising Americans from making money. His advice went unheeded.
What a spectacle, marveled Henry Adams,
of Mr. Jefferson, Mr. Madison, and
Mr. Gallatin, the apostles of strict construction, of narrow grants, the men
who of all others were the incarnation
of that theory which represented mankind as too much governed, and who,
according to Mr. Jefferson, would have
had government occupy itself exclusively with foreign affairs and leave the
individual absolutely alone to manage
his own concerns in his own way—of
these men demanding, obtaining, and
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using powers practically unlimited as
far as private property was concerned;
powers in comparison with which the
alien and sedition laws were narrow
and jealous in their grants; powers
which placed the fortunes of at least
half the community under their control; which made them no more nor
less than despots.
Neither did the embargo compensate in
practical success for what it cost in principle.
It pacified neither Napoleon nor the British
foreign secretary, George Canning. What it
did achieve was a collapse in American imports and thus a reciprocal plunge in federal
tax receipts. Its baleful effects were stamped
in the fiscal results of 1809, when government
revenue fell to $7.8 million from $17.1 million, and so produced the first budget deficit
in eight years.

R

etiring to monticello after the
election of 1808, Jefferson escaped
the consequences of his own destructive policies. Gallatin, who agreed to stay on
at Treasury under Jefferson’s successor, James
Madison (a sharp disappointment for Gallatin, who dearly wanted to be secretary of
state), was stuck with a mess not entirely of
his own making.
Jefferson wanted no war until the federal
debt was cleared away, lest America plunge
into “the English career of debt, corruption
& rottenness, closing with revolution.” But
the clearing was hard work for a government
that lacked a source of domestic revenue.
Nor could that government easily borrow, as
would-be creditors were naturally curious
about how it might repay them. Raymond
Walters Jr.’s worthy Albert Gallatin (1957) is
especially good in describing the desperate
measures that Gallatin took to finance a virtually bankrupt government.
As the voice of American fiscal rectitude,
Gallatin had collected plenty of political enemies even in peacetime. Following America’s declaration of war against Great Britain
in June 1812, he made many more. It was
Gallatin’s position that the budget should
dictate the scale of naval and military action,
not the other way around. To no avail, the
secretary’s critics demanded that the beancounter suspend his obsession with the government’s financial situation long enough to
give the undernourished American navy and
army a fighting chance against the world’s
greatest military and naval power. Gregory
May, Gallatin’s most assiduous biographer—
in support of 311 pages of text, he mobilizes
187 pages of end notes, an amazing testaClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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ment both to the scope of his scholarship
and the immensity of the source material—
doesn’t exaggerate when he writes that Gallatin’s frugality had become “a compulsive
disorder.” (Nor was it just public indebtedness that Gallatin loathed. When he himself owed money, he confided in his favorite
sister-in-law, he could find “no rest, no peace
of mind.”)
Gallatin waged war reluctantly, underestimating its cost, overestimating his resources. As the Treasury was far from a sterling
credit, he had to scrape to make ends meet.
Congress had authorized as much debt as
the market might vouchsafe, but it enacted
no new taxes to pay the interest on those
imagined borrowings. Nor was Hamilton’s
Bank of the United States available to lend
a hand; the Madison Administration had
allowed its charter to lapse in 1811. May
quotes Gallatin advising Madison in 1813:
“[w]e have hardly money enough to last till
the end of the month.”

B

y 1814, the government had no
money to pay the State Department’s
stationery bill, let alone its creditors.
The Treasury defaulted on its domestic bondholders, depositors ran on the banks, the
American gold standard collapsed (except in
New England) and, of course, British troops
burnt the White House. It was a good thing
that, by this time, Gallatin was in Europe, as
the enemy had torched his house, too.
He had, in fact, been abroad since 1813,
along with John Quincy Adams and Henry
Clay, to broker an end to the war, a quest
that successfully concluded in 1814 with
the peace of Christmas Eve. Gallatin was
the Americans’ indispensable man, as John
Quincy attested to his wife, Louisa, possessing “one of the most extraordinary combinations of stubbornness and…flexibility that I
ever met in [a] man.” Returning to America
in 1815, at the age of 54, Gallatin could find
no better opportunity than to retrace his
steps and sail back to Europe as American
minister to France, serving a pleasantly uneventful seven years. In 1826, he accepted the
nomination of now President John Quincy
Adams to become the American minister to
Great Britain. A year later, it was back to
America to begin a post-diplomatic career at
an age at which most of his contemporaries
had died of natural causes.
Settling in New York, Gallatin played a
part in the creation of New York University,
became a founder and president of the NewYork Historical Society, and made himself a
leading scholar of Native American languages.
(There was nothing sentimental about his view
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of the people who spoke those endangered
tongues. “The Indian disappears before the
white man simply because he won’t work,” the
ethnologist declared.)

L

ike hamilton and william pitt before him, and Benjamin Disraeli and
Winston Churchill after him, Gallatin
proved better at managing the public’s money
than his own; he needed income. Would, then,
the distinguished former public servant care
to preside over John Jacob Astor’s bank, the
National Bank, 13 Wall Street, at a salary of
$2,000 a year?
Indeed, he would. The now 70-year-old
Gallatin did not content himself with mere
managerial duties but waded into the battle
over Jacksonian monetary policy, producing,
in 1831, “Considerations on the Currency and
Banking System of the United States,” a characteristically data-packed, 250-page analysis
in support of the kind of money—silver and
gold alone—that, by Gallatin’s reading of the
Bible and the Constitution alike, God and the
founders had prescribed.
It was a masterly job, although the author
soon had cause to regret the passage in which
he asserted the superiority of private bankers over government officials in judging how
much currency might safely be set afloat in

the market. In those days, each bank issued
its own notes, with the understanding that
noteholders could exchange their paper for
gold on demand, the rate of exchange being
fixed by law at $20.67 an ounce.
In the boom that preceded the bust of
1837, New York bankers overextended themselves. And when panic struck, they stopped
paying out gold, Gallatin’s bank with the
rest. It was a mortification to the former secretary of the Treasury, who had pressed hard
to resume gold payments after the default of
1814. And now Gallatin—“bald, toothless…
venerable and courteous”—again took the
lead in demanding a return to constitutional
money. To resume gold payment was, he rallied his fellow bankers, their “paramount and
sacred duty.”
Henry Adams wrote his Gallatin biography in the years leading up to the return of
monetary normalcy following the Lincoln
Administration’s suspension of gold convertibility during the Civil War. Attuned, then, to
debate over the nature of the dollar, Gallatin’s
first biographer was perhaps more alert than
subsequent ones to his subject’s preoccupation with the significance of money to the
American social fabric.
Gallatin believed, as Adams observes, “that
the condition of the currency was the respon-

sible cause of much if not most of the moral
degradation of his time, and that a return to
a sound metallic medium of exchange was a
means of purifying society.”

G

allatin’s final honor was among
his most improbable. On Christmas
Day 1843, an intermediary for President John Tyler wrote to Gallatin’s son, James,
with the invitation that Jefferson’s guardian of
the Treasury return to his old post. Gallatin,
a month shy of 83, directly responded, “to accept at my age [the position] of Secretary of
the Treasury would be an act of insanity.”
He retained strength enough, however, to
mount one final effort on behalf of his adopted country—his matched set of pamphlets,
“Peace with Mexico” and “War Expenses,” decrying America’s war of aggression against
Mexico. He was no infidel, Gallatin told a
visiting clergyman in 1849, but he had never
quite answered the question of God. “I am a
bold speculator,” he admitted towards the end.
“Such has been the habit of my mind all my
life long.”
James Grant is the editor of Grant’s Interest
Rate Observer, and the author, most recently,
of Bagehot: The Life and Times of the Great
Victorian (W.W. Norton & Company).
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Book Review by Brian Domitrovic

Keynes’s Last Stand
Money and Government: The Past and Future of Economics, by Robert Skidelsky.
Yale University Press, 512 pages, $35

R

obert skidelsky isn’t coy. he titles
his new book Money and Government
because these two elements “are the
stars of the economic drama.” This axiom
is central to the theories of John Maynard
Keynes (1883–1946), the British economist
whose followers guided 20th-century economic thought and practice in the United States,
United Kingdom, and other developed nations.
The Keynesian argument for income redistribution and deficit spending emphasizes their
macroeconomic benefits: because people of
modest means devote the highest proportion of
their incomes to consumption, any government
serious about rapid economic growth must
act to get money into their hands. Conversely,
Keynesianism cannot abide such monetary arrangements as the gold standard, which inhibit
governmental plans for fiscal expansion.
Money and Government makes an argument by way of telling a story. Skidelsky, also

a British economist whose works include the
three-volume biography John Maynard Keynes
(1983–2000), thinks that the Anglosphere
was managing its economies most successfully
in the years following World War II, when
Keynesianism was intellectually preeminent.
With the rise of Margaret Thatcher and
Ronald Reagan in the 1970s, however, came
a “neo-liberal” counterrevolution that pushed
Keynesianism aside.

S

kidelsky believes that the financial panic of 2008, and ensuing Great
Recession, marked this counterrevolution’s lamentable, predictable denouement.
He now expects and desires the pendulum to
swing back toward Keynes—toward government intervention, that is, and away from laissez-faire. “Today we are living through a crisis
of conservative economics,” he writes. “[T]he
belief that unimpeded competitive markets
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deliver optimal welfare” took hold among
academic economists and policymakers in
the years prior to 2008. This was regrettable:
“Governments believed things about the economic system that were not true,” while “[i]n
the name of these ideas, finance was allowed
to spin out of control; and its implosion produced a world depression.”
A serious problem with this argument is
that the counterrevolution against Keynesianism did not occur ex nihilo. Rather, the
Thatcher and Reagan reforms dispatched stagflation, a problem Keynesianism had judged
insoluble. Simultaneously high inflation and
high unemployment in the 1970s marked the
end of postwar expansion, showing that it had
become impossible to push fiscal stimulus or
business-cycle “fine-tuning” any further. Unable to reignite economic growth, orthodox
Keynesians fell back on advising us to get by
without it. In the face of such daunting de-
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velopments as resource exhaustion and the
population bomb, they contended, advanced
economies had passed the tipping point. Only
by reducing our expectations and accepting
that small is beautiful could we successfully
adapt to our ascetic destiny.

T

he 1980s’ unceremonious collapse
of double-digit inflation, in the context
of vigorous growth and a technological revolution, was difficult to digest. Unable
to account for these phenomena, Keynesians
could only carp about them. If during the
Reagan years 18 million new jobs materialized, they were mainly flipping hamburgers.
If another 20 million jobs pushed unemployment past structural thresholds in the 1990s,
it was because Presidents George H.W. Bush
and especially Bill Clinton raised tax rates
on the rich. One had to hold one’s ears when
Clinton affirmed that the era of big government was over and championed himself a fiscal conservative. When military recruitment
soared after September 11, 2001, and the subsequent invasions, here was evidence that the
economy was suffering from a dearth of opportunity, not a surge of patriotism. Unable
to account for the “Great Moderation”—good
growth and minimal inflation—Keynesians
insisted it was spurious.
Then the 2008 crisis hit. In September of
that year Wall Street’s most powerful men
converged on Washington to inform officials
that the famous institutions they ran were basically insolvent. All the government could do
was pledge big cash infusions from the public
purse and arrange for unprecedented monetary expansion by the Federal Reserve. As
stocks lost more than half their value, unemployment surged to 10%, and a tax-cutting Republican president was succeeded by a liberal
Democrat, it was exhilarating, almost worth
the wait. The Keynesians had been right all
along. Their humiliations throughout the
Great Moderation’s decades had proven to be
battles lost in a war that would be won. Classical economics was getting its comeuppance.
Under Obama, high levels of government
spending accompanied the Fed’s “quantitative easing.” The economy slowly expanded, so
it could be argued that the switch in time to
semi-Keynesianism had, technically, averted
another Great Depression. The great prophet,
spurned and presumed dead, rescued a world
that spurned him. In time, as the new status
quo shorn of classical economics’ imperiousness set in, the details of what had happened
would be recorded and heroized.
Money and Government aspires to be a
Keynesian epic. The book begins 1,000 years
ago: “In medieval times, the general view was

that the way things appear is the way they are,” sions result. The market system falls victim
the first of many dubious, sweeping general- to its own success. An outside agency—govizations. Others by Skidelsky include:
ernment—must step in and help the economy
fulfill its potential.
• “The great mystery of nineteenth-century monetary history is the success of
ence the two terms in the
the gold standard.”
book’s title, the two “stars of the
• “In reality, the only deficits the deficiteconomic drama.” Money progreshawks really mind are deficits incurred sively dawdles with the success of the marto protect the poor.”
ket economy, so government counteracts the
• “Enslaved by utopian theories and ig- process. Via progressive taxation, governnorant of history, the ideologues of the ment takes the money that the rich hoard and
free market have been preparing the makes use of it for real purposes. Via budget
ground for the Apocalypse.”
deficits, it does the same thing, by means of
capturing the bank balances of the rich, givhis is not to say that money and en that the banks prefer (or are required) to
Government lacks useful interpreta- hold their reserves in government-debt paper.
tions of history and explanations of Spending the acquired funds on welfare, jobs
economics. It’s just that they are braided into programs, and public investment, government
so many strong statements of opinion that stimulates economic activity so that the unone is left to doubt the Yale University Press’s employed are drawn into work and those who
standards of review. At any rate, the canvass are not rich benefit from a dynamic economy.
of pre-Keynesian economics is worthy of con- This has the corollary effect of raising the rate
sideration. Skidelsky makes the point, for of return on investment, which reinvigorates
example, that the switch from bimetallism to the rich’s animal spirits, rendering governthe gold standard in the late 19th century be- ment intervention successful and unneeded…
gan the process of monetary uniformity that until the next recession.
culminated in central banking. The rise of
Keynesianism does have a sort of prima facentral banks—this is one of the main argu- cie plausibility but, on inspection, there are all
ments of the book—in turn created the im- sorts of problems, few of which Skidelsky acpression that monetary policy was sufficient knowledges. The first concerns not the liquidto moderate the business cycle and undergird ity preference of the rich, but of the banks, the
broad prosperity. This impression was false: “financial intermediaries.” Perhaps animal spirthe market economy, as Keynes would soon its decline with wealth, though Silicon Valley
point out, naturally suffers from a “liquidity is not a drowsy venue. But do they also detrap.”
cline among those who hold the rich’s wealth,
Prior to Keynes, economist Knut Wicksell importuned as they are for loans and investhad “raised a troubling problem for those who ments by strivers and entrepreneurs? This has
relied on monetary therapy”: prevailing rates to be addressed in order for Keynesianism to
of economic return could at times fall below have validity. Another problem is progressive
rates of bank interest. In The General Theory taxation itself. Raising tax rates on the rich
of Employment, Interest, and Money (1936), renders them even less vigorous about creatKeynes went further, considering the long- ing new wealth. A perfectly Keynesian opterm effects of the numerous personal for- tion would be to lower marginal tax rates, and
tunes created by the industrial revolution. By thereby lower the value of hoarding. There is
the 1930s the rich had grown so rich, and so also the matter of the invariably poor quality
much more numerous than ever before, that of government spending.
they were beyond caring whether their capiWhat is remarkable is the specific historital got bank interest as opposed to the pro- cal context in which The General Theory apspectively higher returns of real investment. A peared. In the early 1930s several things were
large proportion of those who had gotten rich afoot in the United States, the world’s richhad grown indifferent to getting even richer, est nation. The marginal rate of the income
having lost the “animal spirits” to go out and tax soared from 25% to 63%. The redemption
conquer new worlds.
price of gold went up from $20.69 to $35 per
Any “liquidity preference” among the hold- ounce. There was a big new tariff. And busiers of wealth—“hoarding,” a recurring term ness regulations proliferated. In light of these
in The General Theory—means grim things developments, to be baffled that those with
for the economy. Keynes contended that as money would withdraw it from investment
the rich proliferate under the progress of capi- is a delusion, not a conclusion. The real rate
talism, ever more money sits idle, investments of return on the investments of the rich fell
are forgone, and unemployment and depres- mightily with the tax-rate increase; hoard-
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ing gold prior to a phenomenal increase in its
par price was speculation (even if the courts
invalidated the gains ex post facto); and capital and wage commitments per unit of output
increased with regulation and the tariff. The
correlation is clear. Animal spirits dried up
in the face of governmental impositions on
capital. Why did Keynes choose to say that
the phenomenon was endemic to the market
system, as opposed to the specific policy environment of the 1930s?
Skidelsky affirms Keynes’s decision to
call “his book the ‘general theory’” and to insist that “under-employment was not a lapse
from a normal condition: it was the normal
condition, interrupted only by ‘moments of
excitement.’” And he gives a reason: “Keynes’s
economics was deeply embedded in his ethics.” The reader may wonder if the economics
was not deeply embedded in the great man’s
opportunism. Keynes had a reputation for
vanity, not to say superiority, and no bigger
name bestrode economics for years after 1936.
Surely this could scarcely have happened had
Keynes chosen, with a degree of reason, to call
his 1936 volume The Particular Theory.

M

oney and government also
provides an extended lament on
the rise of monetary economics
after World War II. Skidelsky sees this as a
retrograde development, a result of failing to
appreciate Keynes’s insights. It is of little importance, Skidelsky stresses, whether prices
are kept stable by means of judicious central
banking. The processes affecting the rich that
Keynes described will still take hold. The rich
will still accumulate so much that they will
increasingly decline to invest, resulting in a
slump that harms the least well-off.
Skidelsky interprets the economic decisions of the post-World War II age as a rolling
repudiation of Keynesianism. In the early period, when The General Theory was still rather
fresh, a broad prosperity reigned amidst high
tax rates on the top earners and some wealth
taxation. In the latter period, as the ideas of
Milton Friedman and various other monetarist and “rational expectations” theorists
gained influence, price stability became the
main policy emphasis. Inevitably, inequality

widened, prompting the liquidity trap. This
process went on for so long that the collapse
that came in 2008 was, inevitably, enormous.
Skidelsky’s penchant for broad generalizations and dubious factual assertions mars
his chapters on the rise of counter-Keynesian
economics. Robert Lucas, the advocate of
rational expectations, is “a logical extremist”
whose economics “invites the retort that one
can always prevent depression by denying its
existence.” Skidelsky follows this with a denial of his own, referring to “[t]he long stagnation of the 1980s.” And for their part, the
“New Classical economists were not fazed by
the unrealism of their assumptions; indeed,
they regarded this as a strength of their models.” Again and again, Money and Government
fails the “ideological Turing test,” which challenges us to present an idea we disagree with
so completely and fairly that the exposition
could just as easily have come from one of its
adherents.

I

and financial institutions, whose effects were
felt globally. In concentrating on the British experience, Skidelsky appears to justify making
only passing remarks about the role of “deregulation” in stoking the general crisis and the success President Obama had, not in launching a
broad U.S. recovery but in merely preventing
another Great Depression.
It is as if the focus on the British case removes the obligation to consider counter-arguments about the origins of the crisis. Was the
cause of the recent liquidity trap (if there was
such a thing) the rise of the new rich and the
new inequality, along with major financial deregulation during the Great Moderation? Peter
Wallison of the Congress’s Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission disagrees. His painstaking
Hidden in Plain Sight (2015) identifies a tremendous regulatory boom affecting the housing-finance industry as the cause of the bust. It
is telling that among the few remarks Skidelsky makes on the origins of the housing bubble,
he speaks of the new housing “subsidies” the
United States began to offer in the 1990s and
2000s. Yet the new regulations requiring banks
to make loans to the risky mortgage applicants
they would otherwise have rejected dwarfed the
new subsidies.
Money and Government ends with a rather
random endorsement of tariffs, including a
paean to Keynes’s 1944 proposal for a global
authority that would tax national trade surpluses if they exceeded a certain modest level.
Skidelsky does not say it, but trade has always
been Keynesianism’s Achilles heel. As Robert
A. Mundell, the first articulator of supply-side
economics, recalled from his policy battles in
the 1960s, the Keynesian policy he encountered “might have had some merits in a closed
economy, but it was completely indefensible in
an open economy.” If a nation raises tax rates
on the rich and takes over private investment
opportunities, capital escapes to greener pastures offshore. The animal spirits of investors
prove quite resilient. This phenomenon is itself sufficient to render The General Theory of
Employment, Interest, and Money unworkable,
if not incoherent.

t is almost with a sense of relief
that the reader comes to Money and
Government’s final section, on the Great
Recession of 2008-09 and its aftermath. It,
however, contrives a new way to disappoint:
Skidelsky concentrates almost entirely on David Cameron, the British prime minister from
2010-16, and his chancellor of the exchequer,
George Osborne.
As of 2008, the United Kingdom was the
fifth largest economy in the world, and a fifth
the size of the United States in terms of output.
It recovered from the crisis in mediocre fashion.
It was, in a word, a sideshow to the main event.
Nonetheless, Skidelsky can find in Britain
the most dedicated pursuit of non-Keynesian
policy. The Cameron-Osborne team displayed
an aversion to budget deficits, government infrastructure and welfare projects, and public
investment supplanting the private variety.
And indeed, Skidelsky shows, British growth
came in lower than that of the United States,
by about 2.5% from 2007 to 2015, even if it did
exceed that of the Eurozone.
The case about the Cameron government’s
priorities, if not their effects, is fair enough. But
the Great Recession’s main story was the pre- Brian Domitrovic is a senior associate at the
cipitous collapse of America’s housing market Laffer Center for Supply-Side Economics.
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Book Review by Richard Vedder

A Financial Fairy Tale
Crashed: How a Decade of Financial Crises Changed the World, by Adam Tooze.
Viking, 720 pages, $35

T

he first words of adam tooze’s
Crashed: How a Decade of Financial
Crises Changed the World are: “This
book was written with urgency.” So what’s
so urgent? Is it that the negative effects of the
2008 financial crisis are still being severely felt
and need immediate explanation? Or is it, as
Tooze seems to suggest, that the world is newly imperiled by the impact of Brexit; nationalist leaders in Poland, Austria, and Hungary;
and Donald Trump, described in the book as
the “heir to [Sarah] Palin”?
The 2008 financial crisis did have a real
impact on the world, and it is a story worth
telling. But it is not unique in world history,
nor has it permanently altered the pace and
pattern of the global economy or of politics.
Even the secondary economic effects of it were
largely over five years ago.
A professor of history at Columbia, Tooze
writes very subjectively from the “vantage
point [of] a Left-liberal historian,” as opposed to what he calls the “centrist liberals”
of the Obama Administration or “celebrity economists of the center-left” like Paul
Krugman. Krugman is many things, but
being associated with the “center” is usually
not one of them. How a Left-liberal historian
sees the world becomes clear early: “Bush and
his cohorts on the right wing of the Republican Party were not easy for bien-pensant,
twentieth-first century citizens of the world
to assimilate…. [T]hey flaunted their disregard for the conception of modernity in
which both the EU and the UN like to dress
themselves—enlightened, transparent, liberal, cosmopolitan.”

A

ccording to tooze, the american
deregulatory climate of the 1990s and
early 2000s led increasingly to dangerous practices in banking and financial services. Capital requirements were relaxed, and
dubious new financial instruments (“repos”)
emerged. Mortgages were now packaged together and “securitized,” that is, sold to investors. Previously, banks issuing a mortgage
wanted the borrower to repay since the banks
themselves would bear the financial brunt of
a loan default. When banks sold securitized
mortgages to a large financial institution,
however, they lost interest in the ability of
customers to repay. Lending standards declined. A real estate bubble inflated. Greedy
financial entrepreneurs derived huge gains
from rising but unsustainable profits. Government regulators turned their back and did
nothing to head off the inevitable crisis that
became apparent with the failure of Lehman
Brothers in 2008. Tooze believes the resulting downturn was aggravated by government’s
failure to punish the wrongdoers (the banks);
on the contrary, through TARP (Troubled
Asset Relief Program) and other bailouts, the
government protected the perpetrators of the
debacle, incidentally causing unemployment,
bankruptcy, and economic misery to millions
of lower-income ordinary Americans. The
Obama stimulus package, while appropriate,
argues Tooze, was much too small.
European banks had strong ties to institutions in America, and European governments
had often issued debt in U.S. currency. So the
American financial disease spread. As of this
writing, it takes 28% more Euros to pay back
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a loan in dollars than 10 years earlier at the
beginning of the financial crisis; for nations in
the Eurozone the burden of debt repayment
has grown.

T

ooze writes that foreign investors owned one fourth of U.S. securitized mortgages when the financial crisis hit. When mortgage defaults rose with the
collapse of the U.S. housing boom, foreign institutions faced large losses, putting them in
precarious shape as uneasy depositors withdrew funds. Major banks like Britain’s Royal
Bank of Scotland and Germany’s Deutsche
Bank teetered on bankruptcy, forcing governmental intervention and recapitalization.
Countries with already massive government
debt obligations like Greece and Spain were
hit particularly hard and for a longer period.
Of particular concern to supporters of the
European Union was the possibility that nations like Greece and perhaps ultimately Italy
might abandon the Euro, returning to the
drachma and lira in order to make themselves
more competitive via currency devaluation.
The heroes in Tooze’s story are the leftist
politicians who promoted bank recapitalization, giving bond investors and stockholders
big “haircuts” (i.e., writing off some of the
loans), and promoting big stimulus programs,
resisting cuts in the welfare state. Other heroes were the heads of multinational agencies
promoting international solutions, moving,
for example, to integrate the policy responses
of the entire E.U. and beyond via the European Central Bank (ECB), the International
Monetary Fund, and the newly created G20.
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Milan J. Kubic
“Kubic’s conflict stories are
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—Foreword Reviews
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FASCISM
The Career of a
Concept
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—The American Conservative
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WILLIAM STIMPSON
AND THE GOLDEN
AGE OF AMERICAN
NATURAL HISTORY
Ronald Scott Vasile
A Smithsonian Favorite Book of 2018

“This is an excellent study of
a neglected figure in natural
history. Stimpson worked
alongside some of the scientific
giants of his time and was affiliated with some of the most prestigious scientific institutions
this country has developed.” —Joel Greenberg, author of A
Feathered River Across the Sky
ISBN 978-0-87580-784-3 $29.00x paperback 308 pp. 6 x 9

Tooze’s villains are, aside from conservative
Americans with excessive faith in laissez-faire
capitalism, the overly nationalistic and cautious heads of European nations, especially
Germany’s Angela Merkel, who resisted bailing out nations on the fiscal brink like Greece.
Tooze is a strong believer in “the European
project,” finding single-nation solutions to financial problems anachronistic.
The book is impressive for chronicling in
detail a large amount of financial and political history in dozens of countries (including
China, Japan, and other non-European nations) over an extended period. It goes into
detail—probably far too much for the average
reader—on the specifics of the financial pressures that developed. It is not casual reading
for non-aficionados of financial history.

Y

lion deficit-financed stimulus package were
passed, unemployment would not go above 8%.
Yet it stayed above that rate for 43 consecutive months—the worst downturn since the
Great Depression. During the Obama years,
the median monthly unemployment rate of
7.75% was the highest since President Franklin
Roosevelt’s time, and the median annual GDP
growth rate of 1.95% was the lowest. (The best
book available on the government’s complicity
is John Allison’s The Financial Crisis and the
Free Market Cure [2012].)

R

egarding europe, tooze has no
explanation for why some nations (Poland and Albania, for example) had
no years—from 2005 to 2017—of negative
economic growth, almost completely avoiding
the impact of the financial crisis, and why for
many others the last year of negative growth
was 2009 (including such large countries as
Germany, France, and the United Kingdom).
Could it be that the disaster hitting Greece and,
to a lesser extent, countries like Spain and Portugal was largely self-inflicted? Spain’s high—
well over 20%—unemployment, for example,
has been attributed to disastrous labor market
policies in which it became almost impossible
to fire a worker—meaning few were hired in
the first place. Nobel Prize-winning economist
Edward Prescott has noted that the low labor
force involvement in countries like Italy reflects
high rates of taxation needed to finance Tooze’s
beloved welfare state.
The E.U. has always been a far more fragile institution than intellectuals and political
elites would like. When voters are allowed to
express themselves, the results are often decidedly against. The E.U. Constitution was
never adopted because voters in France and
the Netherlands voted it down. The Lisbon
Treaty was rejected by the Irish in 2008, only
to be approved after some changes. Great
Britain’s Brexit vote was not the first rejection of the vision of European elites. The
median annual GDP growth in the 19 countries adopting the Euro and accepting the
European Central Bank in 2006-17 averaged
over one third less than in the 13 European
nations that were non-Euro or non-ECB. Bulgaria and Albania, for example, boomed while
neighboring Greece languished. The fact that
E.U. decision-makers are for the most part
unaccountable to voters may partly explain
why both Europe and the Euro are so frayed.
With Crashed, Adam Tooze has called our
attention to an important episode in world
financial history, but he has not explained it.

et i think his basic thesis is mistaken. Tooze believes that blind faith in
laissez-faire capitalism led to a paralyzing crisis that caused misery to millions while
leaving largely intact wealthy perpetrators of
the fiasco.
Starting with the U.S., where it all began,
I think a stronger case can be made that the
crisis would not have happened were it not for
several monumental acts of government failure.
For years before the downturn, the federal government had been pressuring banks to make
loans to credit-unworthy customers, individuals with low incomes and dubious credit history. The Community Reinvestment Act of
1977 and strengthened legislation in 1989 and
in the 1990s forced banks to make more loans
to persons with a questionable ability to repay.
The major mortgage lending agencies Fannie
Mae and Freddie Mac were ostensibly privately
owned, but their liabilities were backed by the
federal government. These institutions had notoriously low amounts of capital, and were very
lightly regulated because of their lobbying clout
in Congress. They promoted much of the toxic
lending during the 2002-06 boom.
Adding fuel to the fire, Alan Greenspan’s
Federal Reserve followed an aggressive lowinterest policy to stimulate the economy. Low
interest rates made mortgages more affordable,
leading to a boom in lending, often to individuals with (again) dubious credit histories. At the
macro level, the federal government was running substantial budget deficits, in keeping with
the view that debt-based economic expansion
was fine. Although the federal budget was in
surplus in 2000, by 2004 the annual deficit exceeded $400 billion despite falling unemployment and well over 3% GDP growth. Within
five months of the 2008 financial crisis, the
Obama Administration’s Chair of the Coun- Richard Vedder is Distinguished Professor of
cil of Economic Advisers, Christina Romer, Economics Emeritus at Ohio University and a
predicted that if the much vaunted $800 bil- senior fellow of the Independent Institute.
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Book Review by Deirdre Nansen McCloskey

Up, Up, and Away
Capitalism in America: A History, by Alan Greenspan and Adrian Wooldridge.
Penguin Press, 496 pages, $35

I

t’s good to have a cheerful economic history of the United States. Alan
Greenspan, the chairman of the Federal
Reserve from 1987 until his retirement in
2006, and Adrian Wooldridge, the political editor of the Economist, set out to tell the
“exhilarating story” of America’s economic
triumph, with a few headwinds towards the
end. We know the story, or at least some
comic or tragic version of it picked up from
high school, college, the movies, or politics.
Even the headwinds, such as the rise of entitlements and the inflexibility of the financial
system, are seen as cheerfully overcome-able.
The cheer occasionally grates. Thomas Jefferson is praised, as he should be, for articulating the great idea of liberal equality. But he
is not blamed, as he should be, and in the next
sentence, for his unusually tight grip on his
slaves, some of them perhaps his children. He
is praised, as he should be, for intoning that
“[t]he mass of mankind has not been born with
saddles on their backs, nor a favored few booted and spurred to ready to ride them.” But he
is not blamed, as he should be, and in the next
sentence, for lifting imperfectly the formulation without attribution from Richard Rum-

bold, the English Leveller, in his speech from
the scaffold in 1685.

T

he book does the lord’s work,
though, with verve and statistics and
charm. Along with a good deal of what
every adult knows there are brilliant and informative riffs, by Wooldridge on Alexander
Hamilton versus Jefferson (though his grasp
of the Homestead Act is not so good), or
Greenspan on what to do about the recent
financial system (his grasp of the gold standard is not so good). Apt quotations sparkle
throughout—a stylistic device that academic
histories often overlook. It is very much a
trade book, not a textbook, but nonetheless
covers the ground. It’s a good read, in which
American Republicans and British Tories will
delight in, and which American leftish Democrats and British Corbynites should read for
the cheerful news, but won’t.
It’s filled, for example, with engaging
capsule biographies of clever and avaricious
people, mainly to illustrate American innovations from Ben Franklin to Steve Jobs. Yet
Greenspan and Wooldridge are judicious in
blame, too, pointing for example to Thomas
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Edison’s misunderstanding of direct current,
which for decades stopped progress in electricity. It was similar to James Watt’s Folly,
which for decades stopped progress in steam
engines. Both arose, it should be noted, from
patents, the temporary but too-long monopolies the government grants to the clever and
avaricious. And Greenspan and Wooldridge
get right the egalitarian and often unpatentable sources of innovation. It didn’t take science to innovate with, say, container ships. It
took enterprise, and liberal institutions letting people like Malcom McLean have a go.

U

nsurprisingly, some of the most
original portions of this history are
on monetary affairs. Late in the book
the authors dissect the ill-considered reactions to the Great Recession. (It is a pity, one
could unkindly observe, that before 2007
Greenspan was not so clear-minded.) They
give a capsule version of their theory of the
business cycle: “People will always accumulate
too much risk. Innovators will always dance
with danger.” Spot on. The business cycle, replacing an earlier morass of war and famine,
starts in the very late 18th century. Why is
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that? Because an enriching people with diverse portfolios will want to accumulate more
risk; and because innovators will dance with
the risk if liberalism allows them to have a go,
as increasingly it did after 1800. Since then
we have seen over 40 ups and downs of irrational exuberance (as one might put it) followed by excessive pessimism, albeit with the
subsequent up always higher than the last one.
Up, up, up is not merely irrational cheer on
the part of Greenspan and Wooldridge. It is,
as they argue, the great fact of the economy
since 1800.
The book insists on the good news, and
backs it up with statistics. On Social Security: “Retirement had been transformed from a
brief stay in death’s waiting room…into a new
stage of life devoted almost entirely to golf.”
On child mortality—which the late statistician Hans Rosling argued is the best summary figure of a country’s progress—Greenspan
and Wooldridge note that in 1900 one in ten
American children died before reaching age
one. Now it is down to one in 150, though
higher in the U.S. than in many other rich
countries.
Their story plays throughout on the
phrase of German economist Werner Sombart—made famous by Joseph Schumpeter—that capitalism succeeds through “creative destruction.” Our friends on the Left
read that as: capitalism creates riches by destroying workers or the Third World or the
environment.
The usual reply on the Right, and by
Greenspan and Wooldridge, is like the bourgeois who replied to Friedrich Engels’s lament
about the condition of the working class in
England: “And yet a great deal of money is
made here. Good day, sir.” And a great deal
it was. The Great Enrichment after 1800 was
unique, an enrichment of the poorest among
us not by 100% or even 200%, but in places
like Japan and Finland by fully 3,000%, and
even by 1,500% in the American colonies already in the 18th century.

Y

et greenspan and wooldridge pull
their beards wisely over “those left behind” by capitalism. “The ‘perennial gale’
of creative destruction,” they write, “thus encounters a ‘perennial gale’ of political opposition.” Yes, as is evident in populist promises
to bring back West Virginia coal mining and
Hungarian agriculture. But it is progress that
is the problem, not capitalism. If we want the
poor to be better off, we want progress, and
therefore “destruction.” An ideal central planner would do exactly the same things—e.g.,
by way of closing West Virginia coal mines or
driving Hungarian farmers out of business—

that an ideal market “capitalism” would do.
If an activity is unprofitable it should be destroyed, to make way for creation and human
progress.
The problem is that Schumpeter and, it
must be admitted, most students of the matter from Karl Marx down to Fernand Braudel
and David Harvey have believed—despite the
evidence—that “capitalism” is a new phenomenon, and therefore that markets and bankers should be blamed for the disturbances of
progress. It ain’t so. Homo erectus accumulated Acheulean hand axes by the hundreds
in each campsite, the Romans accumulated
their roads, the Chinese their (ineffective)
wall. Nor is finance or capital markets or specialization new. The ancient Athenians borrowed from banks, the ancient Romans and
Chinese elaborately specialized, and English
peasants in the 13th century traded land with
each other with alacrity.

W

hat matters for progress—
never mind capitalism—is encouragement to innovation. Though
one would have liked in the book a little more
attention to the birth of liberalism in Holland
and especially Britain, America is indeed exceptional. And the success of government of
the people, by the people, for the people, and
for their pursuit of happiness, was certainly
crucial to the Great Enrichment worldwide.
But it was ideas and the openness to innovation—what people believed and lived—not
money and banking, that mattered most.
Alexis de Tocqueville said that Americans
“put something heroic into their way of trading.” The truth of that is visible even in recent
movies about modern-day entrepreneurs Ray
Kroc (The Founder, 2016) and Joy Mangano
(Joy, 2015), which show them warts and all.
The big threat is the rise of a socialist ideology, which we can see nowadays in the fatuity of young people urging us to “try socialism.” If the word is defined properly as regulation by government against the free action
of individuals, the past 80 years have seen
a steady drift. Greenspan and Wooldridge
note that in 1950 only one out of 20 jobs
required a government-issued license. By
2016 three out of ten did: “florists, handymen, wrestlers, tour guides, frozen-dessert
sellers, secondhand booksellers, and interior
decorators”—the last requiring in Florida a
college degree and two-year apprenticeship.
The plague of “ill-considered regulations” out
of the illiberal U.S. liberalism of the 20th
century yields in the book some very good
pages, such as the authors’ riff on the 2010
Dodd-Frank regulation of financial institutions. Greenspan proposes instead that the
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investment houses simply be made to keep
some skin in their games.
Franklin Roosevelt said in a Fireside Chat
in September 1934: “[T]he old reliance upon
the free action of individual wills appears
quite inadequate…. [T]he intervention of
that organized control which we call government seems necessary.” The evidence even
then was to the contrary, despite the sickening
fall from 1929 worsened by the fetish for gold.
The free action of individual wills in the century-and-a-half preceding 1929 had increased
real income per head in the United States by a
factor of four. In the 80 years that followed, it
increased it again by a factor of six. Fantasies
of “the entrepreneurial state” to the contrary,
enrichment of the poor was produced by human action in aid of innovation.

I

n short, greenspan and wooldridge
have written a charming, interesting, accurate book. True, one can complain about
this or that. They participate early and late in
the cant about American “dominance” declining, the horserace metaphor that dominates
the pages of Foreign Affairs. It has no connection to their subject: the prosperity of the
economy. Worse, they accept the myth of a recent “prolonged economic stagnation.” Robert
Gordon’s The Rise and Fall of American Growth
(2016) gets the second most citations in the
book, extracted mainly from the sensible “rise”
part of his book. But they also accept the erroneous “fall” part, namely, the belief that—as
another gloomster, Tyler Cowen of George
Mason University, puts it—average is over. It
is not, though people simply love to be told that
the end is nigh. In fact, real income even in the
already rich United States has continued to go
up, up, up, and even for the poorest, especially
if one allows for the sharply increasing quality
of everything from cell phones and automobiles to medical care and airline connections.
And China and India, and most of the world
as Rosling argued, are enriching in such a way
that we can expect a doubling of income in each
long generation well into the next century. Out
of China and India already the innovators are
pouring, to our benefit.
So cheer up. The end is not near. The
American story of raising up the poor, our ancestors, and our fellow humans, is not close to
finished.
Deirdre Nansen McCloskey is an emerita distinguished professor of economics, history, English,
and communications at the University of Illinois
at Chicago, and author, most recently, of Bourgeois Equality: How Ideas, Not Capital or Institutions, Enriched the World (University of
Chicago Press).
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Book Review by Loren Rotner

Through a Glass, Darkly
Hobbes’s Kingdom of Light: A Study of the Foundations of Modern Political Philosophy,
by Devin Stauffer. University of Chicago Press, 336 pages, $50

A

s the author of leviathan, thomas Hobbes was one of the preeminent
founders of modernity, with a lasting
impact on the natural rights tradition and social contract theory. He sketched in the 17th
century a powerful psychology of liberal democracy that still expresses itself in Americans’ everyday opinions. But what, according
to Hobbes, were the deepest purposes of his
own project?
In Hobbes’s Kingdom of Light, Devin Stauffer
gives the strongest account of his subject’s ambition, focusing especially on his attempt to
transform all human opinion of politics, morality, science, and theology in the direction of
radical, amoral, materialist individualism. At
each stage of the argument, Stauffer, an associate professor of government at the University
of Texas at Austin, attempts to reconstruct
how Hobbes himself approached the problem

of grounding his commitment to rationalism in
defensible premises. Though at points Stauffer
criticizes Hobbes, siding with ancient thinkers
like Aristotle and Plato, this riveting and accessible new book shows how one might dwell
in an ambitious philosopher’s thought without
succumbing to it.

B

ecause hobbes famously claimed
to be the founder of political philosophy proper, Stauffer spends a good
amount of time explaining why he believed
all prior attempts to be fallacious. On the
moral-political side, Hobbes maintained that
the ancients depended far too much on common opinion as their starting point. Although
common opinion often preaches selflessness
and virtue, this creates the illusion that acting altruistically or virtuously will make men
happy, a possibility Hobbes famously denied.
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Instead, he emphasizes human frailty and
vulnerability in order to teach men to act cautiously and preserve themselves. Fear of death,
he believed, could serve as a much more stable basis for politics and morals than love of
the good or noble. “If,” as Stauffer aptly puts
it, “Aristotle defined the virtues as…means
between extremes of the various passions,
Hobbes presents them…in the simpler sense
of means to an end that they should serve.”
That end, unequivocally, is peace.
Besides dismissing classical morality’s role
in politics, Hobbes objects even more strongly
to Aristotle’s claim that there exist “abstract
essences” apart from bodies, thereby leaving
“open a door through which his followers, led
already by the natural human propensity to
believe in incorporeal spirits, could travel in
their search for philosophic support for their
religious beliefs.” Philosophy famously be-
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came a handmaid to theology—a “vain” nonsense to Hobbes, puffed up by “fabulous traditions”—which “intensified political conflict”
and “rendered philosophy servile and corrupt.”
He blames Aristotle for not inoculating his
teaching against appropriation and exploitation by medieval Scholastics like Thomas
Aquinas.

W

hy was hobbes so hopeful that
he could remake the world and
overcome Scholasticism? Invigorated by contemporaries like Francis Bacon
and Benedict Spinoza, his co-conspirators in
launching modernity, Hobbes believed that
what he saw as the errors of Scholasticism
did not inhere in the things themselves, but
in the understanding of them—their use and
application. Men would have to be made to
understand reality as Hobbes saw it, stripped
of vanity or hope, in a kind of naked honesty: nature is anarchic, death is the end, and
men are always contriving to escape it. Out of
this bracing realization, a new political and
moral epoch of everlasting peace and prosperity could be established. Hobbes’s project,
though rooted in pessimism, was essentially
humane.
The fundamental problem he confronted,
and famously attempted to ameliorate, is
the tension between spiritual and temporal
authorities. In the age of Christendom, men
were induced to care more for the fate of their
everlasting souls than for their mere existence.
By exposing the apparently irrational, unjust, and cruel teachings of Biblical morality,
Hobbes teaches men to concern themselves
with what is certainly good—preserving
themselves in this world—rather than any
notions of moral purity.
His account, however, fails to confront
the possibility that God’s ways may be inscrutable, mysterious, and meant as a test of
human faithfulness. Stauffer helps us see the
heart of Hobbes’s most radical thinking on
religion. For Hobbes, human claims to revelation depend always upon fallible interpretations of highly contingent, extraordinary experiences. Not only does the Bible recognize
false prophets, but it admits that men cannot

judge purported revelations or prophecies by
their reason alone. Because men lack a complete understanding of natural causes, human
credulity interprets certain phenomena as supernatural. For Stauffer, Hobbes launched an
ambitious project to create a scientific moral
order skeptical about causes, more accepting
of mystery, and immune to the “discovery” of
miracles.

H

obbes never made an attempt
to understand morality on its own
terms by examining the complex
relationship between moral opinion and purported religious experiences. Stauffer argues
that Hobbes was deaf to any idea of conscience,
obligation, a desire for justice, and especially
love or charity. Yet he was in his own way a
committed moralist. To see why, Stauffer ably
reconstructs the basis of his muddled morality. In his famous “state of nature,” men are
aware of, even obsessed with, their own fragility and vulnerability. No one would blame
them—oppressed as they are by so many ever-present dangers—for conquering would-be
predators or stealing their neighbor’s land in
order to secure their own safety. In his prior
work, De Cive (On the Citizen), Hobbes writes
as if, like a stone falling downwards, men cannot help but act for the sake of their own preservation. As Stauffer points out, however, he
does so little to establish that the fear of death,
and the continuance of mere life, is our deepest, most compelling need, that one wonders
why men have a right—even if rational—to
act in any manner they so choose in order to
satisfy that need.
As Hobbes’s apparently amoral psychology
has it, all men seek what is good, and the good
that draws them is the power to obtain some
future pleasure or avoid pain. The category
of power takes pride of place for him. Power grants us a fleeting, temporary relief that
makes us even more aware of how vulnerable
we are. What Hobbes cannot do, according
to Stauffer, is substantiate his judgment that
the fear of death is morally good or neutral,
and vanity bad or evil. He supposes that those
motivated by the fear of death, as opposed to
the desire for glory, enlarge their power only
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so far as their security requires. It is the gloryseekers—the vain and proud who live for the
contemplation of their own power—whom
Hobbes blames for destabilizing the state of
nature because they attempt, unnecessarily,
to dominate all.
He never provides a rational basis for this
view. He simply asserts through the force
of his rhetoric that men are driven by their
passions, not their reason. Stauffer exposes
Hobbes’s lack of precise thinking when it
comes to distinguishing true needs versus irrational desires. Perhaps he does not attempt
to distinguish them because he denies any
standard of human happiness. Nevertheless,
his “confidence that a rational morality can be
built on amoral premises kept him from probing the question of the true character of his
premises, and thus from seeing that they are
in fact amoral.”

A

lthough hobbes appropriated his
predecessors’ “natural law” language,
his natural laws don’t inspire much
devotion or self-control. He believed he was
returning men to what it is they naturally
need, rather than to what it is they think they
want. He foresaw an age in which educated
people would laugh off claims to miraculous
experiences, and would read the Bible “figuratively” in support of a morality consistent
with Hobbesianism. The success of his project
seems more impressive than ever.
Or does it? Stauffer makes us wonder what
the ancients and Scholastics would have said
about modernity. Are men today really more
concerned with their security, more self-centered, more incredulous about causes—supernatural and otherwise—than they had been
in previous centuries? Can religion be explained away by psychology? Or are we simply
avoiding key questions that all serious men
and women need to answer? There are few
books that better sustain serious doubt about
modernity, or take it as seriously, as Hobbes’s
Kingdom of Light.
Loren Rotner is special assistant to the president
and assistant director of strategic initiatives at St.
John’s College in Annapolis, Maryland.
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Essay by David Gelernter

Giving Up Darwin

D

arwinian evolution is a brilliant and beautiful scientific theory.
Once it was a daring guess. Today it
is basic to the credo that defines the modern
worldview. Accepting the theory as settled
truth—no more subject to debate than the
earth being round or the sky blue or force
being mass times acceleration—certifies that
you are devoutly orthodox in your scientific
views; which in turn is an essential first step
towards being taken seriously in any part of
modern intellectual life. But what if Darwin
was wrong?
Like so many others, I grew up with Darwin’s theory, and had always believed it was
true. I had heard doubts over the years from
well-informed, sometimes brilliant people,
but I had my hands full cultivating my garden,
and it was easier to let biology take care of itself. But in recent years, reading and discussion have shut that road down for good.
This is sad. It is no victory of any sort for
religion. It is a defeat for human ingenuity. It
means one less beautiful idea in our world,
and one more hugely difficult and important
problem back on mankind’s to-do list. But we
each need to make our peace with the facts,
and not try to make life on earth simpler than
it really is.
Charles Darwin explained monumental
change by making one basic assumption—all
life-forms descend from a common ancestor—
and adding two simple processes anyone can
understand: random, heritable variation and

natural selection. Out of these simple ingredients, conceived to be operating blindly over
hundreds of millions of years, he conjured up
change that seems like the deliberate unfolding of a grand plan, designed and carried out
with superhuman genius. Could nature really
have pulled out of its hat the invention of life,
of increasingly sophisticated life-forms and,
ultimately, the unique-in-the-cosmos (so far
as we know) human mind—given no strategy
but trial and error? The mindless accumulation of small changes? It is an astounding idea.
Yet Darwin’s brilliant and lovely theory explains how it could have happened.
Its beauty is important. Beauty is often a
telltale sign of truth. Beauty is our guide to
the intellectual universe—walking beside us
through the uncharted wilderness, pointing
us in the right direction, keeping us on track—
most of the time.
Demolishing a Worldview

T

here’s no reason to doubt that
Darwin successfully explained the
small adjustments by which an organism adapts to local circumstances: changes to
fur density or wing style or beak shape. Yet
there are many reasons to doubt whether he
can answer the hard questions and explain
the big picture—not the fine-tuning of existing species but the emergence of new ones.
The origin of species is exactly what Darwin
cannot explain.
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Stephen Meyer’s thoughtful and meticulous Darwin’s Doubt (2013) convinced me
that Darwin has failed. He cannot answer
the big question. Two other books are also
essential: The Deniable Darwin and Other
Essays (2009), by David Berlinski, and Debating Darwin’s Doubt (2015), an anthology
edited by David Klinghoffer, which collects
some of the arguments Meyer’s book stirred
up. These three form a fateful battle group
that most people would rather ignore. Bringing to bear the work of many dozen scientists
over many decades, Meyer, who after a stint
as a geophysicist in Dallas earned a Ph.D.
in History and Philosophy of Science from
Cambridge and now directs the Discovery
Institute’s Center for Science and Culture,
disassembles the theory of evolution piece
by piece. Darwin’s Doubt is one of the most
important books in a generation. Few openminded people will finish it with their faith
in Darwin intact.
Meyer doesn’t only demolish Darwin; he
defends a replacement theory, intelligent design (I.D.). Although I can’t accept intelligent
design as Meyer presents it, he does show that
it is a plain case of the emperor’s new clothes:
it says aloud what anyone who ponders biology must think, at some point, while sifting
possible answers to hard questions. Intelligent
design as Meyer explains it never uses religious arguments, draws religious conclusions,
or refers to religion in any way. It does underline an obvious but important truth: Darwin’s
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mission was exactly to explain the flagrant appearance of design in nature.
The religion is all on the other side. Meyer
and other proponents of I.D. are the dispassionate intellectuals making orderly scientific
arguments. Some I.D.-haters have shown
themselves willing to use any argument—fair
or not, true or not, ad hominem or not—to
keep this dangerous idea locked in a box forever. They remind us of the extent to which
Darwinism is no longer just a scientific theory
but the basis of a worldview, and an emergency replacement religion for the many troubled
souls who need one.
As for Biblical religion, it forces its way into
the discussion although Meyer didn’t invite
it, and neither did Darwin. Some have always
been bothered by the harm Darwin is said
to have done religion. His theory has been
thought by some naïfs (fundamentalists as well
as intellectuals) to have shown or alleged that
the Bible is wrong, and Judeo-Christian religion bunk. But this view assumes a childishly
primitive reading of Scripture. Anyone can see
that there are two different creation stories in
Genesis, one based on seven days, the other on
the Garden of Eden. When the Bible gives us
two different versions of one story, it stands to
reason that the facts on which they disagree are
without basic religious significance. The facts
on which they agree are the ones that matter:
God created the universe, and put man there
for a reason. Darwin has nothing to say on
these or any other key religious issues.
Fundamentalists and intellectuals might
go on arguing these things forever. But normal people will want to come to grips with
Meyer and the downfall of a beautiful idea. I
will mention several of his arguments, one of
them in (just a bit of) detail. This is one of the
most important intellectual issues of modern
times, and every thinking person has the right
and duty to judge for himself.
Looking for Evidence

D

arwin himself had reservations
about his theory, shared by some of
the most important biologists of his
time. And the problems that worried him
have only grown more substantial over the
decades. In the famous “Cambrian explosion”
of around half a billion years ago, a striking
variety of new organisms—including the firstever animals—pop up suddenly in the fossil
record over a mere 70-odd million years. This
great outburst followed many hundreds of
millions of years of slow growth and scanty
fossils, mainly of single-celled organisms, dating back to the origins of life roughly three
and half billion years ago.

Darwin’s theory predicts that new life
forms evolve gradually from old ones in a constantly branching, spreading tree of life. Those
brave new Cambrian creatures must therefore
have had Precambrian predecessors, similar
but not quite as fancy and sophisticated. They
could not have all blown out suddenly, like a
bunch of geysers. Each must have had a closely related predecessor, which must have had
its own predecessors: Darwinian evolution is
gradual, step-by-step. All those predecessors
must have come together, further back, into
a series of branches leading down to the (long
ago) trunk.
But those predecessors of the Cambrian
creatures are missing. Darwin himself was disturbed by their absence from the fossil record.
He believed they would turn up eventually.
Some of his contemporaries (such as the emi-

Books discussed in this essay:
Darwin’s Doubt: The Explosive
Origin of Animal Life and the Case for
Intelligent Design, by Stephen C. Meyer.
HarperOne, 512 pages,
$28.99 (cloth), $19.99 (paper)
The Deniable Darwin and
Other Essays, by David Berlinski.
Discovery Institute Press, 558 pages,
$39.95 (cloth), $29.95 (paper)
Debating Darwin’s Doubt: A Scientific
Controversy that Can No Longer
Be Denied, edited by David Klinghoffer.
Discovery Institute Press,
350 pages, $24.95

nent Harvard biologist Louis Agassiz) held
that the fossil record was clear enough already,
and showed that Darwin’s theory was wrong.
Perhaps only a few sites had been searched for
fossils, but they had been searched straight
down. The Cambrian explosion had been unearthed, and beneath those Cambrian creatures their Precambrian predecessors should
have been waiting—and weren’t. In fact, the
fossil record as a whole lacked the upwardbranching structure Darwin predicted.
The trunk was supposed to branch into
many different species, each species giving rise to many genera, and towards the
top of the tree you would find so much diversity that you could distinguish separate
phyla—the large divisions (sponges, mosses,
mollusks, chordates, and so on) that comprise the kingdoms of animals, plants, and
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several others—take your pick. But, as Berlinski points out, the fossil record shows the
opposite: “representatives of separate phyla
appearing first followed by lower-level diversification on those basic themes.” In general,
“most species enter the evolutionary order
fully formed and then depart unchanged.”
The incremental development of new species
is largely not there. Those missing pre-Cambrian organisms have still not turned up. (Although fossils are subject to interpretation,
and some biologists place pre-Cambrian lifeforms closer than others to the new-fangled
Cambrian creatures.)
Some researchers have guessed that those
missing Precambrian precursors were too small
or too soft-bodied to have made good fossils.
Meyer notes that fossil traces of ancient bacteria and single-celled algae have been discovered:
smallness per se doesn’t mean that an organism
can’t leave fossil traces—although the existence of fossils depends on the surroundings
in which the organism lived, and the history of
the relevant rock during the ages since it died.
The story is similar for soft-bodied organisms.
Hard-bodied forms are more likely to be fossilized than soft-bodied ones, but many fossils
of soft-bodied organisms and body parts do
exist. Precambrian fossil deposits have been
discovered in which tiny, soft-bodied embryo
sponges are preserved—but no predecessors
to the celebrity organisms of the Cambrian
explosion.
This sort of negative evidence can’t ever
be conclusive. But the ever-expanding fossil archives don’t look good for Darwin, who
made clear and concrete predictions that have
(so far) been falsified—according to many
reputable paleontologists, anyway. When
does the clock run out on those predictions?
Never. But any thoughtful person must ask
himself whether scientists today are looking
for evidence that bears on Darwin, or looking
to explain away evidence that contradicts him.
There are some of each. Scientists are only human, and their thinking (like everyone else’s)
is colored by emotion.
The Advent of Molecular Biology

D

arwin’s main problem, however,
is molecular biology. There was no
such thing in his own time. We now
see from inside what he could only see from
outside, as if he had developed a theory of
mobile phone evolution without knowing that
there were computers and software inside or
what the digital revolution was all about. Under the circumstances, he did brilliantly.
Biology in his time was for naturalists, not
laboratory scientists. Doctor Dolittle was a
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naturalist. (He is the hero of the wonderful
children’s books by Hugh Lofting, now unfortunately nearing extinction.) The doctor
loved animals and understood them, and had
a sharp eye for all of nature not too different from Wordsworth’s or Goethe’s. But the
character of the field has changed, and it’s not
surprising that old theories don’t necessarily
still work.
Darwin’s theory is simple to grasp; its simplicity is the heart of its brilliance and power.
We all know that variation occurs naturally
among individuals of the same type—white
or black sheep, dove-gray versus off-white or
pale beige pigeons, boring and sullen undergraduates versus charming, lissome ones. We
all know that many variations have no effect
on a creature’s prospects, but some do. A sheep
born with extra-warm wool will presumably
do better at surviving a rough Scottish winter
than his normal-wooled friends. Such a sheep
would be more likely than normal sheep to live
long enough to mate, and pass on its superior
trait to the next generation. Over millions of
years, small good-for-survival variations accumulate, and eventually (says Darwin) you have
a brand new species. The same mechanism naturally favors genes that are right for the local
environment—warm wool in Scotland, light
and comfortable wool for the tropics, other
varieties for mountains and deserts. Thus one
species (your standard sheep) might eventually
become four specialized ones. And thus new
species should develop from old in the upwardbranching tree pattern Darwin described.
The advent of molecular biology made it
possible to transform Darwinism into Neo-

Darwinism. The new version explains (it
doesn’t merely cite) natural variation, as the
consequence of random change or mutation
to the genetic information within cells that
deal with reproduction. Those cells can pass
genetic change onward to the next generation,
thus changing—potentially—the future of
the species and not just one individual’s career.
The engine that powers Neo-Darwinian
evolution is pure chance and lots of time. By
filling in the details of cellular life, molecular biology makes it possible to estimate the
power of that simple mechanism. But what
does generating new forms of life entail? Many
biologists agree that generating a new shape of
protein is the essence of it. Only if Neo-Darwinian evolution is creative enough to do that
is it capable of creating new life-forms and
pushing evolution forward.
Proteins are the special ops forces (or
maybe the Marines) of living cells, except
that they are common instead of rare; they
do all the heavy lifting, all the tricky and
critical assignments, in a dazzling range of
roles. Proteins called enzymes catalyze all
sorts of reactions and drive cellular metabolism. Other proteins (such as collagen) give
cells shape and structure, like tent poles but
in far more shapes. Nerve function, muscle
function, and photosynthesis are all driven
by proteins. And in doing these jobs and
many others, the actual, 3-D shape of the
protein molecule is important.
So, is the simple neo-Darwinian mechanism up to this task? Are random mutation
plus natural selection sufficient to create new
protein shapes?
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Mutations

H

ow to make proteins is our
first question. Proteins are chains:
linear sequences of atom-groups,
each bonded to the next. A protein molecule
is based on a chain of amino acids; 150 elements is a “modest-sized” chain; the average
is 250. Each link is chosen, ordinarily, from
one of 20 amino acids. A chain of amino
acids is a polypeptide—“peptide” being the
type of chemical bond that joins one amino
acid to the next. But this chain is only the
starting point: chemical forces among the
links make parts of the chain twist themselves into helices; others straighten out, and
then, sometimes, jackknife repeatedly, like
a carpenter’s rule, into flat sheets. Then the
whole assemblage folds itself up like a complex sheet of origami paper. And the actual
3-D shape of the resulting molecule is (as I
have said) important.
Imagine a 150-element protein as a chain
of 150 beads, each bead chosen from 20 varieties. But: only certain chains will work. Only
certain bead combinations will form themselves into stable, useful, well-shaped proteins.
So how hard is it to build a useful, wellshaped protein? Can you throw a bunch of
amino acids together and assume that you
will get something good? Or must you choose
each element of the chain with painstaking
care? It happens to be very hard to choose the
right beads.
Inventing a new protein means inventing
a new gene. (Enter, finally, genes, DNA etc.,
with suitable fanfare.) Genes spell out the
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links of a protein chain, amino acid by amino
acid. Each gene is a segment of DNA, the
world’s most admired macromolecule. DNA,
of course, is the famous double helix or spiral
staircase, where each step is a pair of nucleotides. As you read the nucleotides along one
edge of the staircase (sitting on one step and
bumping your way downwards to the next
and the next), each group of three nucleotides
along the way specifies an amino acid. Each
three-nucleotide group is a codon, and the
correspondence between codons and amino
acids is the genetic code. (The four nucleotides in DNA are abbreviated T, A, C and G,
and you can look up the code in a high school
textbook: TTA and TTC stand for phenylalanine, TCT for serine, and so on.)
Your task is to invent a new gene by mutation—by the accidental change of one codon
to a different codon. You have two possible
starting points for this attempt. You could
mutate an existing gene, or mutate gibberish.
You have a choice because DNA actually consists of valid genes separated by long sequences
of nonsense. Most biologists think that the
nonsense sequences are the main source of new
genes. If you tinker with a valid gene, you will
almost certainly make it worse—to the point
where its protein misfires and endangers (or
kills) its organism—long before you start
making it better. The gibberish sequences,
on the other hand, sit on the sidelines without making proteins, and you can mutate
them, so far as we know, without endangering anything. The mutated sequence can then
be passed on to the next generation, where it
can be mutated again. Thus mutations can accumulate on the sidelines without affecting
the organism. But if you mutate your way to
an actual, valid new gene, your new gene can
create a new protein and thereby, potentially,
play a role in evolution.
Mutations themselves enter the picture
when DNA splits in half down the center of
the staircase, thereby allowing the enclosing
cell to split in half, and the encompassing organism to grow. Each half-staircase summons
a matching set of nucleotides from the surrounding chemical soup; two complete new
DNA molecules emerge. A mistake in this
elegant replication process—the wrong nucleotide answering the call, a nucleotide typo—
yields a mutation, either to a valid blueprint
or a stretch of gibberish.
Building a Better Protein

N

ow at last we are ready to
take Darwin out for a test drive.
Starting with 150 links of gibberish, what are the chances that we can mutate

our way to a useful new shape of protein? We
can ask basically the same question in a more
manageable way: what are the chances that a
random 150-link sequence will create such a
protein? Nonsense sequences are essentially
random. Mutations are random. Make random changes to a random sequence and you
get another random sequence. So, close your
eyes, make 150 random choices from your 20
bead boxes and string up your beads in the
order in which you chose them. What are
the odds that you will come up with a useful
new protein?
It’s easy to see that the total number of possible sequences is immense. It’s easy to believe
(although non-chemists must take their colleagues’ word for it) that the subset of useful
sequences—sequences that create real, usable proteins—is, in comparison, tiny. But we
must know how immense and how tiny.
The total count of possible 150-link chains,
where each link is chosen separately from 20
amino acids, is 20150. In other words, many.
20150 roughly equals 10195, and there are only
1080 atoms in the universe.

How cleanly
and quickly can
the field get
over Darwin
and move on?
What proportion of these many polypeptides are useful proteins? David Axe did a series
of experiments to estimate how many 150-long
chains are capable of stable folds—of reaching
the final step in the protein-creation process
(the folding) and of holding their shapes long
enough to be useful. (Axe is a distinguished biologist with five-star breeding: he was a graduate student at Caltech, then joined the Centre
for Protein Engineering at Cambridge. The
biologists whose work Meyer discusses are
mainly first-rate Establishment scientists.) He
estimated that, of all 150-link amino acid sequences, 1 in 1074 will be capable of folding into
a stable protein. To say that your chances are 1
in 1074 is no different, in practice, from saying
that they are zero. It’s not surprising that your
chances of hitting a stable protein that performs some useful function, and might therefore play a part in evolution, are even smaller.
Axe puts them at 1 in 1077.
In other words: immense is so big, and
tiny is so small, that neo-Darwinian evolution is—so far—a dead loss. Try to mutate
your way from 150 links of gibberish to a
working, useful protein and you are guarClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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anteed to fail. Try it with ten mutations, a
thousand, a million—you fail. The odds
bury you. It can’t be done.
A Bad Bet

B

ut neo-darwinianism understands
that mutations are rare, and successful
ones even scarcer. To balance that out,
there are many organisms and a staggering
immensity of time. Your chances of winning
might be infinitesimal. But if you play the
game often enough, you win in the end, right?
After all, it works for Powerball!
Do the numbers balance out? Is Neo-Darwinian evolution plausible after all? Axe reasoned as follows. Consider the whole history
of living things—the entire group of every
living organism ever. It is dominated numerically by bacteria. All other organisms, from
tangerine trees to coral polyps, are only a
footnote. Suppose, then, that every bacterium
that has ever lived contributes one mutation
before its demise to the history of life. This
is a generous assumption; most bacteria pass
on their genetic information unchanged, unmutated. Mutations are the exception. In any
case, there have evidently been, in the whole
history of life, around 1040 bacteria—yielding around 1040 mutations under Axe’s assumptions. That is a very large number of
chances at any game. But given that the odds
each time are 1 to 1077 against, it is not large
enough. The odds against blind Darwinian
chance having turned up even one mutation
with the potential to push evolution forward
are 1040x(1/1077)—1040 tries, where your odds
of success each time are 1 in 1077—which
equals 1 in 1037. In practical terms, those odds
are still zero. Zero odds of producing a single
promising mutation in the whole history of
life. Darwin loses.
His idea is still perfectly reasonable in the
abstract. But concretely, he is overwhelmed
by numbers he couldn’t possibly have foreseen: the ridiculously large number of amino-acid chains relative to number of useful
proteins. Those numbers transcend the details of any particular set of estimates. The
obvious fact is that genes, in storing blueprints for the proteins that form the basis of
cellular life, encode an awe-inspiring amount
of information. You don’t turn up a useful
protein merely by doodling on the back of an
envelope, any more than you write a Mozart
aria by assembling three sheets of staff paper and scattering notes around. Profound
biochemical knowledge is somehow, in some
sense, captured in every description of a
working protein. Where on earth did it all
come from?
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Neo-Darwinianism says that nature simply rolls the dice, and if something useful
emerges, great. Otherwise, try again. But useful sequences are so gigantically rare that this
answer simply won’t work. Studies of the sort
Meyer discusses show that Neo-Darwinism
is the quintessence of a bad bet.
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here are many other problems besides proteins. One of the most basic,
and the last I’ll mention here, calls into
question the whole idea of gene mutations
driving macro-evolution—the emergence of
new forms of organism, versus mere variation
on existing forms.
To help create a brand new form of organism, a mutation must affect a gene that does
its job early and controls the expression of
other genes that come into play later on as
the organism grows. But mutations to these
early-acting “strategic” genes, which create the
big body-plan changes required by macro-evolution, seem to be invariably fatal. They kill
off the organism long before it can reproduce.
This is common sense. Severely deformed
creatures don’t ever seem fated to lead the way
to glorious new forms of life. Instead, they die
young.
Evidently there are a total of no examples
in the literature of mutations that affect
early development and the body plan as a
whole and are not fatal. The German geneticists Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard and Eric
Wieschaus won the Nobel Prize in 1995 for
the “Heidelberg screen,” an exhaustive investigation of every observable or inducible mutation of Drosophila melanogaster (the same
patient, long-suffering fruit fly I meddled
with relentlessly in an undergraduate genetics lab in the 1970s). “[W]e think we’ve hit
all the genes required to specify the body
plan of Drosophila,” said Wieschaus in answering a question after a talk. Not one, he
continued, is “promising as raw materials
for macroevolution”—because mutations in
them all killed off the fly long before it could
mate. If an exhaustive search rules out every
last plausible gene as a candidate for largescale Drosophila evolution, where does that
leave Darwin? Wieschaus continues: “What
are—or what would be—the right mutations
for major evolutionary change? And we don’t
know the answer to that.”
There is a general principle here, similar to
the earlier principle that the number of useless polypeptides crushes the number of useful ones. The Georgia Tech geneticist John F.
McDonald calls this one a “great Darwinian
paradox.” Meyer explains: “genes that are obClaremont Review of Books w Spring 2019
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viously variable within natural populations
seem to affect only minor aspects of form and
function—while those genes that govern major changes, the very stuff of macroevolution,
apparently do not vary or vary only to the
detriment of the organism.” The philosopher
of biology Paul Nelson summarizes the bodyplan problem:
Research on animal development and
macroevolution over the last thirty
years—research done from within
the neo-Darwinian framework—has
shown that the neo-Darwinian explanation for the origin of new body plans is
overwhelmingly likely to be false—and
for reasons that Darwin himself would
have understood.
Darwin would easily have understood that
minor mutations are common but can’t create
significant evolutionary change; major mutations are rare and fatal.
It can hardly be surprising that the revolution in biological knowledge over the last halfcentury should call for a new understanding
of the origin of species.
Darwin’s Limits

I

ntelligent design, as meyer describes it, is a simple and direct response
to a specific event, the Cambrian explosion. The theory suggests that an intelligent
cause intervened to create this extraordinary
outburst. By “intelligent” Meyer understands
“conscious”; the theory suggests nothing more
about the designer. But where is the evidence? To Meyer and other proponents, that
is like asking—after you have come across a
tree that is split vertically down the center
and half burnt up—“but where is the evidence of a lightning strike?” The exceptional
intricacy of living things, and their elaborate
mechanisms for fitting precisely into their
natural surroundings, seemed to cry out for
an intelligent designer long before molecular
biology and biochemistry. Darwin’s theory,
after all, is an attempt to explain “design
without a designer,” according to evolutionary biologist Francisco Ayala. An intelligent
designer might seem more necessary than
ever now that we understand so much cellular biology, and the impossibly long odds facing any attempt to design proteins by chance,
or assemble the regulatory mechanisms that
control the life cycle of a cell.
Meyer doesn’t reject Darwinian evolution.
He only rejects it as a sufficient theory of life
as we know it. He’s made a painstaking investigation of Darwin’s theory and has rejected
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it for many good reasons that he has carefully
explained. He didn’t rush to embrace intelligent design. Just the opposite. But the explosion of detailed, precise information that was
necessary to build the brand-new Cambrian
organisms, and the fact that the information was encoded, represented symbolically, in
DNA nucleotides, suggests to Meyer that an
intelligent designer must have been responsible. “Our uniform experience of cause and
effect shows that intelligent design is the only
known cause of the origin of large amounts
of functionally specified digital information,”
he writes. (“Digital” is confusing here; it only
means information represented by a sequence
of symbols.)
Was the Cambrian Explosion unique in
some absolute sense, or was it the extreme
endpoint of a spectrum? After all, there were
infusions of new genetic information before
and after. Meyer himself writes that “the sudden appearance of the Cambrian animals was
merely the most outstanding instance of a pattern of discontinuity that extends throughout
the geologic column.”
It’s not easy to decide whether something
stands alone or at the far end of some spectrum. Consider Meyer’s “functionally specified digital information.” Information intended for one specific purpose and spelled
out in a sequence of symbols is a rare bird in
nature. It’s an outlier in the world of intelligence, too. We nearly always communicate
in symbols that are used for many purposes;
it’s hard for us to confine any symbol system
to a single purpose. Even digits are used to
represent numbers of many kinds, to express
order as well as magnitude, as names (2001:
A Space Odyssey) or parts of English phrases
(“second rate”). A line of music can be heard
in the head, hummed or sung, played on a
zither or performed by a large orchestra. Or it
can serve as a single graphic symbol meaning
“music.” But the genetic code is used to specify
the structure of certain molecules only (albeit
in a series of separate steps and informationtransfers within the cell). Nature, for its part,
encodes information in many ways: airborne
scents are important to bees, butterflies, elephants seeking to mate, birds avoiding trouble, and untold other creatures. The scent is
a symbol; it’s not the scent that threatens the
bird. Channels in sand dunes encode information about the passing breezes—and so on.
There are endless examples—none approaching the sophistication and complexity of DNA
coding.
If Meyer were invoking a single intervention
by an intelligent designer at the invention of
life, or of consciousness, or rationality, or selfaware consciousness, the idea might seem more

natural. But then we still haven’t explained the
Cambrian explosion. An intelligent designer
who interferes repeatedly, on the other hand,
poses an even harder problem of explaining
why he chose to act when he did. Such a cause
would necessarily have some sense of the big
picture of life on earth. What was his strategy? How did he manage to back himself into
so many corners, wasting energy on so many
doomed organisms? Granted, they might each
have contributed genes to our common stockpile—but could hardly have done so in the most
efficient way. What was his purpose? And why
did he do such an awfully slipshod job? Why
are we so disease prone, heartbreak prone, and
so on? An intelligent designer makes perfect
sense in the abstract. The real challenge is how
to fit this designer into life as we know it. Intelligent design might well be the ultimate answer.
But as a theory, it would seem to have a long
way to go.
A Final Challenge

I

might, myself, expect to find the
answer in a phenomenon that acts as if it
were a new and (thus far) unknown force
or field associated with consciousness. I’d expect complex biochemistry to be consistently
biased in the direction that leads closer to
consciousness, as gravitation biases motion
towards massive objects. I have no evidence
for this idea. It’s just the way biology seems
to work.
Although Stephen Meyer’s book is a landmark in the intellectual history of Darwinism,
the theory will be with us for a long time, exerting enormous cultural force. Darwin is no
Newton. Newton’s physics survived Einstein
and will always survive, because it explains the
cases that dominate all of space-time except for
the extreme ends of the spectrum, at the very
smallest and largest scales. It’s just these most
important cases, the ones we see all around us,
that Darwin cannot explain. Yet his theory does
explain cases of real significance. And Darwin’s
intellectual daring will always be inspiring. The
man will always be admired.
He now poses a final challenge. Whether
biology will rise to this last one as well as it
did to the first, when his theory upset every
apple cart, remains to be seen. How cleanly
and quickly can the field get over Darwin, and
move on?—with due allowance for every Darwinist’s having to study all the evidence for
himself? There is one of most important questions facing science in the 21st century.

David Gelernter is professor of computer science at Yale University, chief scientist at Mirror
Worlds Technologies, and member of the National Council of the Arts.
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The Prism of Art

H

ere is a curious coincidence:
over the New Year, two remarkable films were released here in the
U.S., Cold War (Zimna wojna) by Polish director Paweł Pawlikowski and Never Look Away
(Werk ohne Autor) by German director Florian
Henckel von Donnersmarck. Both were written and directed by gifted auteurs hoping for a
new success after a previous film garnered wide
acclaim and won an Academy Award. (In Pawlikowski’s case, 2013’s Ida; in Donnersmarck’s,
2006’s The Lives of Others.) Both are set in Europe between the 1930s and 1960s, and without indulging in simplistic moral judgments,
both ask us to contemplate the political, philosophical, and psychological schisms dividing
East from West during those years. And perhaps most curious, both directors contemplate
this complex period through the prism of art.
Love or Freedom?

I

n cold war, the prism is music. the
film opens in a war-ravaged village in the
Mazowsze region of northwest Poland. A
classical pianist called Wiktor (Tomasz Kot)
and a folklorist called Irena (Agata Kulesza)
are recruiting singers and dancers for a folk
ensemble sponsored by the newly installed
Communist regime. The most impressive talent they find is a young woman, Zula (Joanna
Kulig), who has spent time in prison because,
as she defiantly tells Wiktor, her father “mistook me for my mother, so I used a knife to
show him the difference.”
Zula quickly becomes the star of the troupe,
which is modeled on a famous Soviet-era ensemble called Mazowsze. One of the musical
high points is a gorgeous arrangement of the
folk song “Dwa serduszka” (“Two Hearts”),
sung in close harmony by Zula and another
woman backed by a chorus. Wiktor and
Zula fall passionately in love, the ensemble

is rewarded with a tour of the Warsaw Pact
countries, and all goes well until Mazowsze
is stripped of its authentic Polish soul. Repurposed as an ideologically correct “people’s
chorus,” the troupe appears before the Great
Leader of Mankind performing a lifeless hunk
of sound called “The Stalin Cantata.”
By 1961, Wiktor is fed up and, having acquired a taste for jazz, waits until the troupe is
Discussed in this essay:
Cold War (Zimna wojna),
directed by Paweł Pawlikowski.
Screenplay by Paweł Pawlikowski,
Janusz Głowacki, and Piotr Borkowski.
Never Look Away (Werk ohne Autor),
directed by Florian Henckel von
Donnersmarck. Screenplay by
Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck.
performing in East Berlin to beg Zula to cross
with him into the West. The wall is about to
be built, so it is now or never. Zula agrees, but
when she fails to appear at the designated time,
Wiktor must choose: love or freedom? He
chooses freedom, and while the couple meet
intermittently for the next few years and make
love as ardently as ever, they no longer trust
each other. Wiktor settles in Paris, drifting
from affair to casual affair, and feeling the way
Pawlikowski recalled feeling during his first
Paris sojourn—like “a lost guy in a weird city.”
Zula eventually joins Wiktor, but despite
achieving modest success as a Parisian chanteuse, she is chronically depressed. On one
occasion the old defiant spirit breaks out
again: in a nightclub, where Zula is drunk
and nodding off at the bar, someone puts on
“Rock Around the Clock,” the 1955 hit record
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by Bill Haley & His Comets. As the crowd
starts to dance, Zula rises up like a jitterbugging phoenix, leaving behind the ashes of her
mood. But this brief liberation does not repair
things with Wiktor, because as Pawlikowski
explained elsewhere, the incident “plants a
wedge between them because she reacts to the
song, and Wiktor doesn’t.”
After that, Zula retreats to Poland, where,
having run out of better choices, she marries
Lech Kaczmarek (Borys Szyc), the party apparatchik who masterminded Mazowsze’s
transformation into a propaganda machine.
Wiktor follows her but is thrown in prison
for entering the country without papers. Zula
uses her connections to get Wiktor released,
and the lovers are once again reunited.
Proximity only deepens the lovers’ gloom,
however, and the film ends with them making a pilgrimage to a bombed-out church they
visited in earlier, happier days with the folk
troupe. Kneeling before what is left of the altar, Wiktor and Zula perform a do-it-yourself
wedding ceremony, followed by the ritual
swallowing not of communion wafers but of
a score of white pills clearly intended to cause
death. Pawlikowski dedicates the film to his
parents. But surely his parents did not die in a
mock communion following a mock marriage.
Why make the ending so dark?
The Holy Spirit of the Whole Story

A

partial explanation may be found
in the controversy that arose around
Ida, Pawlikowski’s Oscar-winning film
about a young novitiate in a Polish convent
who discovers that she is Jewish, that her family
perished in the Holocaust, and that her one remaining relative, an aunt, is a former Communist judge notorious for her harsh and arbitrary
punishments. The aunt has now shown up at
the convent insisting that, before Ida takes her
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final vows, the two of them go on a journey to
find out what happened to their family.
In Poland, Ida proved a volatile mix. Amid
accusations of anti-Semitism, anti-Catholicism,
and collaboration with the Nazi and Communist regimes, Pawlikowski found himself telling
an interviewer that his own background was a
mixture of Catholic, Jewish, and secular—and
that most of his father’s family “had disappeared” in the war. Regarding his own beliefs,
he told the same interviewer that he had
rediscovered religion for myself, strangely,
when I was living abroad and met a very
wise Dominican priest. I’m not deeply
religious, but I’m definitely part of that
electro-magnetic field. It’s something
that helps me define myself a little, not in
terms of identity…but, well, let’s just say
that Christ’s teachings are not irrelevant.
I cannot fault Pawlikowski for walking on
eggshells when it comes to the agonies of his
country’s recent history. But I do wonder: is
he walking on eggshells in Cold War? To take
religion seriously can be risky for a filmmaker
in contemporary Europe. So perhaps he decided to make the ending as dark as possible,
but also to include a few cryptic details hinting at a different interpretation. At the risk of
scrambling my metaphors, the current fashionable term for such details is “Easter eggs.”
Derived from the phrase “Easter egg hunt,”
the term has no discernible religious meaning
for the digital natives who use it in the context
of computer programs, videogames, and other
media. But perhaps it does here.
“Music became the holy spirit of the whole
story,” says Pawlikowski about Cold War. Thus,
it matters that he rejected the music originally composed for the final credits, because he
found it too sad. Too sad, when the last thing
the doomed lovers do is cross the road so they
can die with a “better view”? Even without
judging suicide a sin, it is hard to see anything
redeeming here. Yet the director’s stated reason for substituting a different piece of music—
Glenn Gould’s recording of the “Aria” from
Bach’s Goldberg Variations—is that it expresses
“reconciliation with life—even if it’s afterlife.”
If this choice of music is an Easter egg in
a different sense, containing a hidden affirmation of Christian hope, then perhaps we
should hunt for others. For example, from inside the bombed-out church the camera pans
upward to the jagged hole where the dome
once was, revealing a circle of open sky fringed
by treetops. The sight is beautiful, perhaps
more beautiful than when the dome was intact. Similarly, on a crumbling wall containing a ruined fresco, the camera reveals what is

left: a pair of human eyes, gazing gently, I’m
tempted to say mercifully, into the rubblestrewn space. And finally, the road crossed by
Wiktor and Zula runs in front of the church.
So perhaps by crossing it the lovers ensure
that their last sight on earth will be of a holy
place, instead of an empty field.
The Aristocrat and the Artist

T

he six-foot-nine-inch-tall scion of
a once-mighty aristocratic family driven
off its ancestral land in Silesia by the
Red Army in 1945, Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck is not afraid to walk on eggshells.
He has made three major films: The Lives of
Others (Die Leben Der Anderen) in 2006; The
Tourist in 2010; and Never Look Away.
The most renowned is The Lives of Others,
about a dour, meticulous Stasi agent in the
1980s (played brilliantly by the East German
stage actor Ulrich Mühe) who sacrifices his
career to save a prominent playwright and actress from being arrested for “political crimes.”
Despite its renown, the film stirred controversy in Germany and was boycotted by several
major film festivals, including the Berlinale.
According to a profile of the director by New
Yorker writer Dana Goodyear, “Easterners
who had been oppressed by the Stasi found
the character of the agent too sympathetic;
those who hadn’t been oppressed said the
whole thing was sensationalized.”
It didn’t help that after winning the Oscar, Donnersmarck went Hollywood. The
Tourist, which he co-wrote and directed on a
$100 million budget, starred Angelina Jolie
and Johnny Depp as a glamorous spy and her
dorky lover chasing bad guys through some of
the most expensive locations in Venice. Not
as dreadful as the critics said, The Tourist
grossed $278 million at the global box office.
But coming from a director who had made his
name stirring up serious political debates in
Europe, this glitzy bauble was a shocker.
Now Donnersmarck is back in highbrow
territory. Never Look Away is a three-hour, visually luxuriant epic about a fictional German
artist called Kurt Barnert (played by child
actor Cai Cohrs, then Tom Schilling). Born
in Dresden just before World War II, Kurt
experiences the trauma of the early Nazi period, then participates in some of the most
important art-historical events of the next 30
years, including the Entartete Kunst (Degenerate Art) exhibitions organized by the Nazis
to expose the German public to the purported dangers of modernist art; the imposition
of Socialist Realism on the Academy of Fine
Arts in Dresden, under East German Communist rule; and finally the absurdist, often
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absurd, experiments of the West German
avant-garde in early 1960s Düsseldorf.
The story is based loosely on the life of
Gerhard Richter, one of the most famous
German artists of his generation. (Richter is
the source of the film’s German title, “Work
without Author.” He once said that about art,
but to judge by his overall conduct regarding
his work and reputation, he did not mean it.)
Donnersmarck spent many hours interviewing Richter and consulting with Dietmar
Elger, director of the Richter archive and
author of an authorized biography, as well
as with Jürgen Schreiber, an investigative
journalist and author of an unauthorized but
respected biography. But Donnersmarck also
changed many details for the sake of the story.
As he commented to a reporter, “If you look
at something like ‘Citizen Kane,’ it’s pretty
clear that was inspired by William Randolph
Hearst, but on a certain level I would find it
less appealing if it were called ‘Citizen Hearst’
and not ‘Citizen Kane.’”
Donnersmarck’s changes must have displeased Richter, because when Never Look
Away was released, the artist denounced it,
while also declaring he had no plans to see
it. Asked about this, the director sounded a
charitable note:
I’d been warned by his biographer that
he always turns on people after opening up to them…. But in a way, I also
understand him because it’s about a lot
of traumatic things, many of which have
happened in his life…. [M]aybe the film
is for everybody except for him.
An Aunt Judged “Unworthy of Life”

U

nfortunately, not everybody
went to see Never Look Away. Compared to Cold War, it did rather poorly at the box office. Richter’s denunciation,
rippling through the media in Germany and
beyond, surely had a dampening effect. But
even without that response, it is hard to imagine a groundswell of enthusiasm for a film that
departs as drastically as this one does, not
only from the standard narrative of mid-20thcentury totalitarianism, but also from the accepted definition of art in the modern age.
To begin with the standard narrative: this
is the only film I can think of that portrays the
Third Reich without mentioning the fate of the
Jews. The reason may be the timing of an incident that provides the film’s moral fulcrum: the
death of Richter’s beloved aunt at the hands of
Nazi eugenicists. The Nazi campaign to “purify” the “Aryan race” killed millions of Jews,
Roma, Slavs, and other groups classified as “ra-
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cially inferior.” But as noted on the website of
the U.S. Holocaust Museum, the first wave of
victims were German citizens:
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The Euthanasia Program…predated the
genocide of European Jewry (the Holocaust) by approximately two years. The
program was one of many radical eugenic measures which aimed to…eliminate
what eugenicists and their supporters
considered “life unworthy of life”: those
individuals who—they believed—because of severe psychiatric, neurological,
or physical disabilities represented both
a genetic and a financial burden on German society and the state…. The Euthanasia Program represented in many ways
a rehearsal for Nazi Germany’s subsequent genocidal policies…. Planners of
the “Final Solution” later borrowed the
gas chamber and accompanying crematoria, specifically designed for the T4
[Euthanasia] campaign, to murder Jews
in German-occupied Europe. T4 personnel who had shown themselves reliable in this first mass murder program
figured prominently among the German
staff stationed at the Operation Reinhard killing centers of Belzec, Sobibor,
and Treblinka.
In the film, Kurt’s aunt is named Elisabeth
(Saskia Rosendahl), and it is she who takes him
to the Degenerate Art Exhibition and, ignoring the guide’s robotic lecture about the evils
of Grosz, Klee, Picasso, Chagall, Kandinsky,
and other modernist masters, whispers in his
ear: “Never look away. Everything true is beautiful.” The words stick, not because they are
an accurate description of reality, but because
Kurt adores his Aunt Elisabeth with an intensity both erotic and innocent. When she has a
mental breakdown after being chosen to hand
a bouquet to the Führer, and is carted off to an
“asylum” that is really the portal to sterilization
and eventual murder, Kurt is traumatized.
The trauma continues with the Allied firebombing of Dresden and the suicide of Kurt’s
father, a humane schoolteacher who was forced
by the Nazis into joining the party, then punished by the Communists with a humiliating
job scrubbing stairs in the rundown building
where his family lives. The same job is later
foisted on Kurt by his evil father-in-law, Carl
Seeband (Sebastian Koch), a Nazi doctor who
survived by ingratiating himself with a Soviet
general and now poses as a loyal Communist
but is still a diehard Nazi. When his daughter Ellie (Paula Beer) marries Kurt, a low-born
art student whose own father hung himself,
Seeband does everything he can to protect his
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precious bloodline—including abort his own
grandchild.
What the young lovers do not know, but
we do, is that Seeband is the stone-cold eugenicist who sent Kurt’s Aunt Elisabeth to
her death. I don’t want to spoil the ending, but
the rest of Never Look Away is a strange sort
of detective story, in which the main character
is not a sleuth trying to solve a crime but rather a troubled young artist seeking a genuine
source of inspiration in a world that no longer
believes in such things. By succeeding in the
latter quest, Kurt also succeeds in the former.
The Code of the World

K

urt’s artistic breakthrough occurs at the venerable Art Academy in
Düsseldorf, which in the early 1960s
was in full revolt against the past. In a telling
exchange, a fellow student also from the east
says to Kurt, “You can do anything you like”;
and Kurt replies, “If only I knew what that was.”
The school buzzes with performance art, dribble painting, body painting, canvases slashed,
canvases covered with wallpaper, heavy wooden furniture with hundreds of nails sticking
out of it—everything except traditional easel
painting, the one thing Kurt is good at. Presiding over the scene is Antonius van Verten (Oliver Masucci), a fictional clone of Joseph Beuys,
a protean conceptual artist known mainly for
his gleeful exploding of all accepted truths, especially those relating to art.
After dismissing Kurt’s feeble efforts to be
avant-garde, van Verten confides in him with
a story identical to the one told by Beuys about
having served in a bomber crew during the war,
and when his plane was shot down over Crimea,
having been badly injured and unconscious.
The point is that Beuys would have died had it
not been for some Tatar nomads who rescued
him, wrapped his freezing body in thick felt
and animal fat, and nursed him back to health.
At the end of this tale, van Verten says to Kurt,
“I am not Descartes. For me, the truth is grease
and felt…. What are you?”
Taking the question to heart, Kurt begins
feeling his way, guided by an elusive Muse who
resembles his Aunt Elisabeth, toward a moment of inspiration that comes after a glum
dinner with Seeband, his father-in-law, which
is interrupted by a boy entering the restaurant
with newspapers reporting the arrest of Seeband’s old boss, the head of the Euthanasia
Program in Dresden. Seeband departs hurriedly, leaving behind the newspaper with the
photo of the killer. Kurt takes it to his studio,
and begins the delicate work of turning this
photo and many others, including old family
snapshots and portraits, into vivid paintings
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which he then blurs slightly with his brush,
evoking the fading of memory over time.
Paradoxically, the effect of this work is that
Kurt recovers not only Elisabeth’s memory
but also her intensity of perception and emotion, including her capacity to become lost in
ecstatic visions of what the German Romantics called the Sublime. These visions have
occurred before in the film. On one occasion,
Elisabeth persuades a group of idling bus
drivers to sound their horns in unison, sending her into a trance. (I am not sure this scene
would work without the assistance of some
evocative music.) On another, Kurt leaps from
his perch in a magnificent old tree and runs
through a field of golden wheat to his parents’
house, crying, “All is connected! I have discovered the code of the world! I am untouchable!”
And in the final scene, Kurt persuades a new
generation of bus drivers to sound their horns
(to the same evocative music).
When Art Does Not Boast

T

he romantic sublime is not a big
item in the art of present-day Europe,
needless to say. Especially in Germany,
most educated people consider the whole idea
of art being uplifting or transcendent verboten.
This is because of the association of that idea
with the Große Deutsche Kunst (Great German Art) churned out by state artists under
the direction of Hitler, Goebbels, and their
cultural henchmen. It is not illegal in Germany to show images of this art—vast canvases
of snow-covered Alps, flaxen-haired children,
and chilly female nudes; massive sculptures
of wasp-waisted warriors with blank eyes and
bulging muscles; innumerable heroic portraits
of der Führer—but it is definitely discouraged.
Why does Donnersmarck go against this
consensus? My guess is that he feels a certain
weariness with the standard alternative to the
Romantic Sublime, which is the radicalism of
the postwar avant-garde, embodied in a figure
like Joseph Beuys. One thing I found puzzling
about Never Look Away was the inclusion of
Beuys’s story about having been saved by Tatar nomads in the Crimea. It is now well established that this story is a complete fabrication.
Beuys’s plane was shot down, but German
military records indicate that his injuries were
not serious, that he was conscious, and that he
was soon rescued by a search commando unit
which brought him to a field hospital, where
he recovered in three weeks. There were no
Tatar nomads in the area at the time.
My guess is that Donnersmarck included
Beuys’s whopper to shame the post-World
War II art world for having embraced it so uncritically. As noted recently in the Guardian,

Beuys’s admirers defended the story even after
it was proven false, calling it the “self-creation”
of a “self-styled shaman” fascinated with
“transformation, the alchemy of one thing
turning into another” and experience “transfigured into myth.” This sounds impressively
postmodern. But what about the lies told
by former Nazis after World War II? Were
they also fascinated with the alchemy of one
thing turning into another? And what about
Holocaust deniers? Are they also transfiguring
experience into myth? Maybe exploding the
truth is not such a good idea.
A number of critics have faulted Never Look
Away for being “too ambitious.” What they
mean is that a filmmaker would have to be
crazy to make a three-hour movie dramatizing
what happened to Western art over the course
of the 20th century. But consider: would those
same critics consider it crazy to make a threehour movie lionizing Joseph Beuys for having
boasted repeatedly that, as an artist, he possessed the power to transform the world?
What Donnersmarck does in Never Look
Away is highly unusual and much needed. He
draws a parallel between three such boasts:
the Nazi boast about Great German Art; the
Soviet boast about Socialist Realism (which
started before the Nazi era and lasted much
longer); and the postwar avant-garde boast
about its own radical gestures, most of which
were recycled from prewar art movements
such as Futurism, Expressionism, Dadaism,
and Surrealism. Compared to these, the Romantic Sublime looks downright modest. All
it wants to do is make beauty.
Despite the Nazis’ preposterous appropriation of beauty as marker of racial superiority,
Donnersmarck is not afraid to include it in this
film. This is because, as the film shows it, the
beauty of Kurt’s art is what finally blows Seeband’s cover. Walking into Kurt’s studio where
several of the photo-paintings are arrayed in
seemingly random order, Seeband stops in his
tracks. For him, the order is not random. He
sees, and we see, how the paintings trace the
relationships between him, his former boss
the war criminal, the young woman he sent to
the gas chamber years ago, and his son-in-law.
Like a body whose soul has been sucked out by
a demon, Seeband crumples and edges out of
the room, leaving Kurt standing in a beam of
sunlight with a quizzical expression on his face.
In a brilliant and essential plot twist, neither Kurt nor Ellie ever realizes the truth
about Seeband’s responsibility for Elisabeth’s
death. But by being true to each other and resisting his pernicious influence, they succeed
in shattering his pride. It is a beautiful thing
to see, and the joy that follows feels a lot like
redemption.
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Memo from Harvard Admissions

W

hat a perilous year we’ve had, with those pushy,
inscrutable pressure groups trying to dictate to us their
slanted conceptions of equity and diversity. Their campaign for race-blind admissions is a patently obvious racist tactic.
More than anything else, eliminating racial criteria in selection
would return us to an era of pernicious institutional racism.
Despite such reactionary assaults, we have met our equity and diversity targets for next year’s entering class. Afro, ∞gender, Latinx,
donor, LGBTQWXYZ, athletes, legacy, etc., are all in the bag. To
achieve felicitous balance, we’ve once again managed to avoid certain
overrepresentations. Even in the symbolic merit-alone tranche, we’ve
filled the 20-odd slots, though thereby hangs a tale.
When the bus crashed into Wigglesworth last year, it subtracted
four beds. But in the elimination of that entry’s obsolete sex-restricted bathrooms, another bed was added. Because the equity and diversity targets are finely balanced to a tenth of a percentage point, we
had to choose one candidate from the eight on the merit-alone waiting list, with, of course, an eye to equity and diversity.
At first we thought the Newton kid was going to be another youknow-who from Newton, Massachusetts, but it turns out he’s English, white, male, and—oh God—religious. He was also disqualified
not only because he lacked gravity, but because the committee discovered that he and yet another white male on the list, the Leibniz
kid, have apparently used an online source to come up with almost
exactly the same crackpot mathematical proposition. Too calculating, too many negatives, and he hasn’t built a library in Guatemala.
The Melville kid was initially promising for his gap years living
with Pacific Islanders, and his environmentalism (whales). I can’t
describe our shock in discovering that he wants to kill whales. For
profit! Confronted, he said, inexplicably, and I quote, “Well, it’s either them or you.” Outrageous. To boot, he said he wanted to write
“the great American novel.” Uh-huh.
The Mozart kid: white, male, and German. Okay, not Jewish, and
although he wants to concentrate in music (note to any legal scum
who may subpoena this, we say concentrate instead of major), at least
he doesn’t play the cello like every inscrutable and unlikeable youknow-who who’s also good at math. But he writes church music. Can
you imagine, Christian rock?
Boy, were we pumped when we opened the folder of the Washington kid. Obviously African-American, from the South, extremely tall,
legendary athlete (some sort of toss), great recommendations, not a
mark on his record, and such beautiful handwriting! We were practically delirious. Edna Moisture of Womyn’s Studies actually brought
Champagne. It was as if the election of 2016 hadn’t been stolen by the
Russians. That is, until he showed up for the interview and we had to

pass around the Xanax bowl: he’s white. Not only that, he’s a veteran,
with a history of oppressing Native Americans. He dresses like a fop,
carries a weapon, and is the epitome of white privilege, living on a huge
estate near the District of Columbia. Although in a bald-faced lie he
stated that he was a “revolutionary,” we were speechless upon learning
that he had scores of African-American servants, to whom he referred
as—I kid you not—“my slaves.” Only in Trump’s America.

W

e had to adjourn after that, but the next day
seemed to bring hope, when Evelyn Torquemada of Latinx
Studies brought up the Jesus candidate. Moving in the
right direction! “I saw him,” she said. “He’s a hippy—long hair, beard.
There's something Che-like about him. He dresses in natural fibers,
does woodworking, he can bake like a beaver, perfect SATs, wants to
help the poor, and, according to his recommendations, the kid can
walk on water.” Well, it turns out that he’s not Hispanic, but Jewish.
And then we discovered, in the strangest interview ever, that, God help
us, he’s some sort of religious fanatic. Christ! We’ve informed the university police that we don’t feel safe, because, as he left, he turned to us
and declared that he was coming back.
One more false start: the Einstein kid. More white privilege,
though at least not a you-know-who even if he does play the violin
and is good at math. We gave him the benefit of the doubt, in that
from what we can discern he believes that truth is relative and claims
to have a theory about that. He may be a Zionist, but at least he
wasn’t uptight. What a meshugana! You should see his hair, and he
came to the interview in bedroom slippers. But not only would he
add to the overbalance of Jews and white males, he’s dangerously reactionary in regard to the nuclear problem.
Almost in despair, we finally got our person: the Mussolini kid.
White, yes, but possibly LGBTQWXYZ (hard to tell, but possibly Z).
He’s a declared socialist and the editor of his school’s socialist newspaper. He’s 100% in favor of managed industrial policy and identity
politics. A committed environmentalist, he has an ambitious proposal
concerning wetlands, and is a huge booster of public transportation. If
the trains run on time, he said, people will take them. He has no fear
whatsoever of big government, and confided in us that, among other
things, he thinks the Green New Deal is not far-reaching enough, and
he wants to reduce the influence of the Catholic Church.
Okay, he never built a library in Guatemala or invented an app to
send transsexual puppets to Nigeria, and we were somewhat hesitant
when he said he wants to “make Italy great again,” or “MIGA,” but,
let me tell you, he’s got an Obama-esque charisma. Our class is now
complete, with a kid after our own heart, and next year, at least, we
won’t be overrun by hordes of you-know-whos.
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